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Summary

In the strive of analyzing possible pathways towards low-carbon economies a new paradigm of energy
system models have arisen. To reach the 1.5 ◦C climate ambitions, fossil fuels are replaced by Variable
Renewable Energies (VRE) creating the need for e�cient modeling of system �exibility. Optimal levels
of �exible capacities are identi�ed by simultaneously optimizing long-term capacity expansion decisions
and short-term operational decisions. New energy models therefore not only have to optimize a broader
sector-coupled system e.g. the coupling of electricity and gas but also have to consider a signi�cantly more
detailed time resolution. The transformation of such comprehensive energy systems into mathematical
optimization models frequently leads to high computational complexities. The new paradigm of energy
system models therefore calls for more e�cient solution procedures.

An increasingly popular approach to regain tractability is to strategically reduce the time domain.
In that sense, time aggregation approaches aim at gaining a signi�cant reduction in problem size with
limited decrease in solution quality. Aggregation approaches have especially gained increased attention
within the research �eld of Capacity Expansion Planning (CEP) where numerous aggregation techniques
have been developed to tame the high complexity. Nevertheless, the increased shares of VRE challenge
the existing approaches in properly capturing the variability in the supply side. In addition, the developed
methods are frequently not properly validated which causes two major research questions to arise: First,
how good solutions one can expect from aggregated problems and second what essential properties of
aggregation techniques that may maximize the quality of the aggregated problem solutions.

To study these question, this thesis provides methodologies to strategically validate and compare di�erent
time aggregation techniques within a broad spectrum of possible energy system challenges. New aggre-
gation techniques are developed aiming at more e�ciently capturing the increased level of variability in
the supply side. With various case studies we not only illustrate the value of the time aggregation tool to
the current and future energy system models, but also identify key properties of aggregation techniques
which constitute a foundation for the further development of aggregation techniques. This thesis further
contributes to the literature by proposing e�cient solution procedures that exploits the high quality of
aggregated solutions. Math-heuristics are developed which search the neighborhood around the invest-
ment decisions obtained from an aggregated problem with the goal of closing the optimality gap. This
approach therefore act as a quality guarantee that may account for what the aggregated problem is not
capable of capturing. Lastly, opposed to �nding a single optimal solution we argue that a portfolio of
diverse near optimal solutions may provide a much better understanding of the problem. Following this
idea, we suggest a framework that explores the near optimal solution space by iteratively �nding new
solutions which are as di�erent as possible from earlier solutions with respect to investment decisions.

In conclusion, this thesis contributes with new and improved methods to e�ciently solve the new
paradigm of energy system models. Even though the methodologies are developed in the framework of
CEPs, the di�erent approaches are highly general and may be applied to other time dependent investment
problems.
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Resumé (Summary in Danish)

Et nyt paradigme af energimodeller er opstået på rejsen mod en fossilfri energisektor. Klimamålet på
de 1.5 ◦C kræver at fossile brændsto�er erstattes af vedvarende energikilder, der ofte er �uktuerende
af natur og derfor øger behovet for at modellere �eksibiliteten i energisystemet. For at identi�cere de
optimale niveauer af �eksible kilder, er man nødt til at optimere de langsigtede kapacitets investerings
beslutninger samtidig med de kortsigtede operationelle beslutninger. De nye energi modeller skal derfor
ikke kun optimere et bredere sektor-koblet system, fx koblingen mellem elektricitet og gas, men skal og-
så betragte en signi�kant mere detaljeret tidsopløsning. Den matematiske modellering af så omfattende
optimeringsproblemer resulterer ofte i høj beregningsmæssig kompleksitet. Det nye paradigme af energi-
system modeller kræver derfor mere e�ektive løsnings procedurer.

En stadig mere populær tilgang til at håndtere den høje kompleksitet er strategisk reduktion af tids-
domænet. Målet med tidsaggregering er at opnå en signi�kant reduktion i størrelsen af problemet med
begrænset fald i kvaliteten af løsningen. Aggregerings-metoder anvendes især til løsning af kapacitetsud-
videlses planlægning (CEP) hvor talrige aggregerings metoder er blevet udviklet til at håndtere den høje
kompleksitet. De eksisterendes metoder er i høj grad udfordret af den øgede mængde VRE i systemet da
de har svært ved at opfange variabiliteten på produktionssiden. Ydermere er de udviklede metoder ofte
ikke ordentligt valideret, hvilket medfører to essentielle forskningsspørgsmål: et; hvor gode løsninger kan
man forvente fra aggregerede problemer og to; hvilke essentielle egenskaber skal en aggregerings metode
have for at maksimere kvaliteten af de aggregerede problemløsninger.

For at undersøge disse spørgsmål giver denne afhandling metodologier til strategisk at validere og sam-
menligne forskellige tids aggregerings metoder indenfor et bredt spektrum af potentielle energi system
udfordringer. Vi bidrager med nye aggregerings teknikker som mere e�ektivt opfanger den øgede variabili-
tet på produktionssiden. Gennem adskillige casestudier illustrerer vi ikke kun værdien af tids aggregerings
værktøjet i forhold til nuværende og fremtidige energisystem modeller, men vi identi�cerer også nøgle-
egenskaber af aggregerings metoderne hvilket kan ses som et fundament til den fremtidige udvikling
af aggregerings metodikken. Denne afhandling bidrager yderligere til litteraturen med e�ektive løsnings
procedurer der udnytter den høje kvalitet af de aggregerede løsninger. Mere speci�kt bidrager vi med
math-heuristikker der søger i et nabolag omkring de investeringsbeslutninger der er opnået ved at løse det
aggregerede problem, med det mål at komme tættere på den optimale løsning. Denne heuristik kan derfor
ses som en kvalitetsgaranti, der kan gøre op for de fejl der potentielt introduceres gennem aggregering.
Endeligt argumenterer vi for, at en portefølje med alsidige nær-optimale løsninger kan give en bedre for-
ståelse af energisystemet end at �nde én optimal løsning. I dette henseende foreslår vi en fremgangsmåde
der udforsker det nær-optimale løsningsrum, ved iterativt at �nde nye løsninger der er så forskellige som
muligt fra de tidligere løsninger, med hensyn til investeringsbeslutninger.

Denne afhandling bidrager derfor med nye og forbedrede metoder til e�ektivt at løse det nye para-
digme af energi system modeller. Selvom metodologierne er udviklede indenfor rammerne af CEPs, så
er de forskellige fremgangsmåder meget generelle og kan anvendes til andre tidsafhængige investerings
problemer.
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Preface

This thesis was prepared at DTU Management, Division of Management Science, in ful�lment of the
requirements for acquiring a degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Operational Research. The work
consists of three years of research carried out between September 2016 - February 2020. The project was
supervised by David Pisinger, Professor at DTU, and PhD Mette Gamst, Analyst in the Danish energy
company Energinet. The Ph.D. project was part of the four year research project FutureGas (https:
//futuregas.dk/), �nancially supported both by the Innovation Fund Denmark, DTU, Energinet and
multiple other companies. Part of the studies was conducted during a three months external research
stay at the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL).

The thesis is divided into 3 parts. The �rst part consists of two chapters which provide an introduction
and the methodological background for the scienti�c work. The second part consists of 6 chapters each
representing a scienti�c paper conducted throughout the thesis. Two papers have been published in inter-
national peer-reviewed journals, one paper is currently in the second round of review in an international
peer-reviewed journal and two papers are submitted to international peer-reviewed journals. Finally, one
paper is published as a scienti�c report. The last part consists of two chapters which provide a �nal
conclusion of the thesis and an overview of future research ideas.

Lyngby, 18-February-2020

Stefanie Buchholz
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The development towards a low-carbon economy has caused a new paradigm of energy systems to arise [1].
Exchanging fossil-based energy sources with Variable Renewable Energies (VRE) creates new challenges
that not only concern �nding enough Renewable Energy (RE) sources to satisfy demand, but also concern
a need to ensure uninterrupted access to electricity. The fossil-based energy sources deliver a stable,
time independent access to energy and hence ensure a reliable energy system. But the maximization
of VRE and limitation of fossil-based energies results in a system relying on energy sources with a
highly time dependent supply, which sets requirements to the system �exibility. The variable supply
of VRE sources associates to high uncertainties wherefore the system needs to be able to adjust energy
production on a short-time basis, hence be more �exible. The success of reaching the low-carbon economy
therefore requires an optimal con�guration of the energy system that includes low-carbon �exible energy
resources [2]. The future energy systems should maintain the current high level of comfort. The supply of
energy demands should follow the most economical and �exible scheme that e�ciently and reliably supply
demands in a sustainable manner. The system should be able to withstand loss of supply sources as well
as adequately accommodate for unexpected peak demands [3, 4]. The task is therefore to identify which
low-carbon resources are available in a given system and what costs are associated with the supply from
that resource. With the aim of �nding the most economical scheme, di�erent resources must be weighed
against each other. The system costs and the carbon emissions should be minimized simultaneously.
Carbon emissions might be restricted to below a certain level and some resources might be favored above
others in order to limit the general air pollution. Social welfare should be maximized but one also wants
energy sources that minimize health and safety issues. In that sense, despite nuclear being a fairly
low-carbon resource it relates to historic incidents that have caused huge consequences for the health
and safety of the population. Similarly, accidents in the production of speci�c energies might lower the
incentives of relying on such resources [5]. Of course this is valued against the general consequences of
climate changes. Each of these objectives can be transformed into a variable, a constraint or a cost that
all together form a mathematical optimization model with the aim of simulating the energy system. Such
energy system optimization tools play an important role in the predictions of how future energy systems
should look like to reach climate goals. Throughout time, various models have been developed [1, 6, 4]
with the evolution being highly linked to the aforementioned challenges. Especially the climate changes
have had a huge e�ect on not only the objectives of the energy systems but also on the structure of the
mathematical model causing these to reach enormous complexity levels.



8 Introduction

1.1 Climate Changes to System Changes

The discovery of global warming dates all the way back to 1879 where the �rst calculations of CO2

emissions possibly causing global warming were made [7]. But with a general belief of nothing bad
coming from the development of human industry �uctuating through the �rst half of the 20th century,
also the scientist, Svante Arrhenius, followed up on his calculations with the concluding remarks [8];

Arrhenius, Svante: Worlds in the making, page 63 (1908)

By the in�uence of the increasing percentage of carbonic acid in the atmosphere, we may
hope to enjoy ages with more equable and better climates, especially as regards the colder
regions of the earth, ages when the earth will bring forth much more abundant crops than
at present, for the bene�t of rapidly propagating mankind.

It was not until the 1950s, where governmental funding ensured better techniques and calculations to
be performed, that the �rst worries of global warming arose. In 1957 the �rst electricity system model
was developed as a linear programming model with the aim of analyzing the energy system [4]. Results
showed that CO2 not only may build up in the atmosphere and bring warming but also that the CO2 level
in fact had been and still was increasing [9]. By the end of the 1960s it was predicted that the increasing
CO2 levels would cause average temperatures to rise a few degrees over the next century. Rising sea
levels and possible damage to agriculture were identi�ed as potential consequences causing the general
climate curiosity to change into anxious concerns [7, 9]. In the 1970s greenhouse warming was stated as
an environmental problem.

Since that time several scienti�c studies have added one point after the other to the list of consequences.
Climate changes have already shown as extreme weather conditions such as storms, �oods and forest �res
and Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) warns against even worse consequences if the
warming is not kept below 1.5 ◦C [10].

It is therefore not without reason that we here, almost 150 years from the beginning, face several
initiatives on how to tackle the climate changes. Back in 2007 the EU leaders initiated an e�ort for
decarbonizing the EU energy with the goal of cutting emission by 80-95% (below 1990 levels) by 2050
[11]. In 2015, the aim of �ghting the climate changes reached across nations for the �rst time, with the
Paris Agreement committing participants to keep the global temperature rise of this century below 2 ◦C
and to increase e�orts of limiting it down to 1.5 ◦C [12]. For this being possible, IPCC states that a
transition towards Net-Zero emissions by 2050 is crucial and that actions must be taken without delays
[13]. The Net-Zero by 2050 initiative is to wear o� fossil fuels and other sources of emissions across the
entire economy, and to remove any CO2 from the atmosphere that may be lead out [10]. Exchanging these
words with colors, Ritchie and Roser [5] provides a graphical illustration (see Figure 1.1), that clearly
shows the current need for action. The �gure shows the projected future emissions and the expected
resulting global warming that may be a reality from the implementation of di�erent climate policies. It
clearly shows the consequences of not implementing climate policies, in comparison to the e�ects of the
currently implemented policies. It however also shows how a current policy scenario and even a scenario
of each country achieving their targets/pledges set within the Paris climate agreement, is not enough to
reach the goal of keeping the global warming below 2 ◦C. From the given analysis, reaching the 2 ◦C
target would at least require a signi�cant increase in ambition of the current pledges within the Paris
Agreement. In order to reach the discussed maximum temperature degree of 1.5 ◦C, a very urgent and
rapid reduction in global greenhouse gas emissions is required [5]. With goals set from all these initiatives,
each country has the task of reaching them in the most optimal way.

To ensure a low cost, e�cient and fast transformation of the energy systems, each country must identify
the strategy that not only utilizes their resources as best as possible but also maximizes the utilization of
the current system. The decarbonization of the energy system requires fossil fuels to be exchanges with
renewable energy sources. High utilization of the resources of the individual countries is required due to
the high ambitions set in the goals wherefore the solution for di�erent counties are likely not the same.
Looking at electricity, Figure 1.2 graphically illustrates the electricity production in 2015 for a selection
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Figure 1.1: Potential future emission pathways of global greenhouse gas emissions measured in gi-
gatonnes of carbon dioxide equivalents. The graph considers the cases of no climate policies, current
implemented policies, national pledge within the Paris Agreement, and 2 ◦C and 1.5 ◦C consistent path-
ways. High median and low pathways represent ranges for a given scenario. Temperature �gures represent
the estimated average global temperature increase from pre-industrial, by 2100. The graph is based on
data from the Climate Action Tracker (CAT) and the data visualization is obtained from [5].

of countries. It is seen how some countries already in 2015 reached their fossil-free electricity production
by utilizing resources that enable huge production of hydroelectricity (Norway, Iceland). As discussed
earlier, what resources the energy mix relies on heavily in�uences the need for �exibility in the system.
Some types of renewables have a tendency of increasing the variability, which makes the task of predicting
the energy needs much harder. Hydropower generation constitutes a low-carbon electricity source that
quickly is adjusted up or down. It is therefore a valuable source of �exibility displacing both coal and
natural gas in the role of ensuring an e�cient and reliable integration of larger amounts of VRE resources
[15]. Nevertheless, hydropower resources are not easily accessible for all countries. Denmark therefore
reaches a fairly low-carbon production by utilizing the huge amount of other renewable sources with wind
electricity being the primarily source. But as wind is highly variable, parts of the electricity production
still come from fossil sources with coal being the dominating source. Both Switzerland and Sweden
reach low carbon economies through a combination of hydro, other renewables and nuclear electricity.
Other countries reduce emissions by increasing the shares of Nuclear (France, Belgium) while countries
like Poland still struggles with huge amounts of coal and Luxembourg with high shares of natural gas.
Additionally, as IPCC predict the need to wear o� fossil fuels and other sources of emissions across the
entire economy [10], a closer look into the primarily energy consumption of the same countries, clearly
illuminates the need for action (Figure 1.3). Countries that have the resources to produce a high amount
of hydropower actually show a highly decarbonized energy consumption where only limited fossil resources
are needed. But for the countries without these resources, a dominating part of the consumption is based
on fossil resources with especially oil constituting large shares. This clearly shows that fossil resources
constitute the essential part of the energy supply, and with the phasing out of these sources, the supply
needs to be ensured through the alternative greener energies. Which energies serve this purpose the best,
is therefore the big decision to be made [16, 17, 18]. The solutions that each country comes up with
need to ensure security of supply at all time. The time for action is now, and with a long way to go it is
important to analyze the energy systems carefully.
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Figure 1.2: Comparison between several countries and their electricity production mixes in 2015. The
production is in percentages by source and the underlying data is achieved from [14].

Figure 1.3: Comparison between several countries and their primarily energy consumption in 2015. The
consumption is in percentages by source and the underlying data is achieved from [14].
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1.2 The FutureGas Project

The FutureGas project aims at analyzing optimal possible pathways for the transition of the Danish
energy system towards a low-carbon economy. As discussed above, the major part of the renewable
energy in Denmark is based on wind resources. This is categorized as a variable source causing the
need for system �exibility to increase. It is therefor important to identify possible low-carbon �exible
sources to balance the Danish energy system. Some key features of an e�cient integration of VRE in
energy systems might be storage facilities, demand side management and grid expansions [19]. However
Ringkjøb et al. [19] further argue that the huge challenges of decarbonizing the energy systems arise in
the transport and heating sectors and that a link between these sectors and the electricity system may
provide the needed �exibility. A similar synergy between the power, heating and transport sector is sug-
gested by Mathiesen et al. [20] and they especially see batteries, electric vehicles, thermal storages and
heat pumps to potentially enable higher penetration rates and even 100% renewable energy systems. It
is similarly believed that Power-to-X (PtX) constitutes an important technology that potentially could
provide the �exibility needed to e�ciently reach low-carbon energy systems [21]. PTX could provide the
possibility of adjusting electricity demand according to the availability of renewable energies and further
provide storage opportunities of the renewable electricity [22]. Koltsaklis and Dagoumas [6] emphasize
on the paramount importance of the gas and electricity infrastructure for the economy of the world.
They mention several studies that deal with future energy system con�gurations both covering power
and gas systems. Essentially this constitutes the idea of Power-to-Gas which is the sector coupling of the
electricity and gas systems [23].

Taking several of these aspects into account, the FutureGas project investigates whether gas could
be an answer to some of the challenges arising in the transition toward a fossil free Danish energy sys-
tem. Denmark already has a comprehensive gas system covering two large storage facilities, wherefore
an utilization of this, in a green gas perspective, would provide an e�cient and �exible green energy
resource to the system. Gas not only has the property of serving purposes within multiple sectors such as
district heating and transportation, it also has the possibility of providing negative CO2 emissions when
produced from renewable energy sources. Gas could therefore play an important role in reaching the
Net-Zero by 2050 goals from a Danish perspective. In order to quantify the value that gas may bring to
the energy system, the comprehensive gas system needs to e�ciently be integrated into the Danish energy
systems models together with integration of green gas technologies, storage facilities and national and
international transmission links. This integration constitutes an essential part of the FutureGas project
wherefore many of the work packages are centralized around this task. The project consists of 7 work
packages which all together analyze the gas chain from supply to regulation (see Figure 1.4). In order

Figure 1.4: Work package overview of the FutureGas project.

to ensure the most optimal integration of gas in the energy system all the di�erent aspects of the chain
need to be optimized. The prerequisite for a smart use of gas both relates to an e�cient production as
well as to the consideration of potential conditioning to natural gas quality. Additionally, an economi-
cally e�cient use of gas is evaluated through the potential of using the gas within the transport sector.
These analyses all provide valuable input that ensures the most realistic integration of green gasses into
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the energy system optimization model. The considered mathematical optimization model is the open
source energy system model, Balmorel [24]. Balmorel has been developed and improved through many
years of analysis and research conducted by both public and private institutions. It has been applied for
various analyses considering energy scenarios up to 2060. The mathematical model aims at �nding the
optimal energy mix that satis�es energy demand while maximizing social welfare measured as the costs
of producers subtracted from the utility of consumers. Balmorel covers both the electricity and the heat
sector, considers both short-term and long-term storage facilities and accounts for transmissions between
a large number of geographical areas. Energy sources include renewable, fossil and nuclear resources
and import and export may be facilitated e.g. if prices of potential electricity trades are provided. The
Balmorel model decides an optimal con�guration of the future energy system by co-optimizing generation
investment and generation dispatch.

Energy systems models that optimizes investment decisions are frequently referred to as Capacity
Expansion Models (CEMs) [4]. They concern the problem of Capacity Expansion Problem (CEP) and,
depending on the level of detail, they both optimize the sizing, location and installation time of potential
candidate facilities over a long time horizon. A CEM has several purposes such as to determine the
optimal generation capacity mix at a given future time, determine the future investment needs to supply
a growing electricity demand at minimum cost, analyzing e�ect of the di�erent constraints on the system
costs, analyzing the value of �exibility options by comparing the total system cost with and without each
option etc. [25]. The most realistic modeling of investment decisions introduces discrete variables which
categorizes the problem as a combinatorial optimization problem. It becomes NP-hard, meaning that the
solution space grows exponentially with the number of discrete decision variables. Each year is frequently
represented by a limited number of time steps (high temporal detail) to ensure tractability of the model.
However, several studies argue that an increased level of operational detail is needed in the long-term
models in order to secure an accurate capture of the need for �exibility [26, 19, 4]. Consequently, an
operational problem like the Unit Commitment (UC) should be incorporated into the long-term planning
problems. The UC problem secures an economic operation of the power system while ensuring technical
limitations of the various generation technologies to be respected. It is considered as the most di�cult
energy optimization problem due to the large amount of discrete and continuous variables needed for
the modeling [27]. It frequently operates on an hourly time resolution and ensures tractability by only
considering a limited amount of weeks. The combination of the CEP and the UC therefore not only
increases the amount of variables and constraints, it also asks for several years to be considered on an
hourly resolution. Additionally, a close to real life approximation requires nonlinear constraints to be
modeled which adds to the challenges of solving the problem [28].

Despite the discrete nature of investment decisions, Balmorel models these as continuous variables
which enables a Linear Programming (LP) formulation. In order to su�ciently account for the opera-
tional detail by incorporating UC, Balmorel would become a Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP)
model which would increase the computational complexity. Additionally, the incorporation of the gas
system into the mathematical model would result in an increase in model size potentially increasing the
computational di�culty even further. With the Balmorel model already being pushed to its limit with
respect to computational e�orts, improved solution approaches are needed. One of the work packages of
the FutureGas project therefore concerns advanced mathematical modeling, and the current PhD work
constitutes the majority of that contribution.

1.3 Advanced Mathematical Modeling in the FutureGas Project

This thesis aims at supporting the FutureGas project by providing a toolbox of methodologies which help
regaining tractability of current and future comprehensive energy system models. Such methodologies
can be seen as acceleration strategies classi�ed as either Exact or Heuristic methods. Of the �rst category,
decomposition techniques potentially �nd the optimal solution in less computational time by exploiting
the structure of the problem. The applicability of such methods to energy systems are considered in
Section 1.6. The general idea is that, if the problem has a block structure it can be partitioned into smaller
problems and solved iteratively towards optimality (see Section 2.5.2). Frequently energy systems have
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such a block structure, but due to the UC introducing an additional amount of discrete variables, many of
the decomposition techniques lose their convergence security [25, 29]. It is however frequently needed to
compromise the solution quality in order to achieve signi�cant improvement with respect to computational
e�ort. Approximating methods such as heuristics, often �nd a solution much faster compared to exact
approaches, however without providing any guarantee of optimality nor any information of how far from
optimality the solution is. Such methods are developed in various ways (see Section 2.5.3). In this thesis
we develop a math-heuristic which shrinks the solution space by looking into a promising neighborhood.
The neighborhood may very well include the optimal solution but there is no guarantee, which classi�es
the procedure as a heuristic (see Section 7).

Despite many of these approaches aiming at e�ciently solving the complex energy problems, they are
frequently combined with the very popular approach of domain reduction [30, 31, 32]. One of the major
challenges of the combined CEP and UC problem is the long time horizon with high temporal resolution.
Several studies in the literature therefore study how the time domain may be simpli�ed in order to reach
a computationally tractable balance [33, 34, 35, 36]. Time aggregation is the approach of constructing or
selecting representative time elements from a larger time horizon, so that the reduced selection replicates
essential features of the non-aggregated time series. Di�erent time aggregation techniques have been
developed based on methodologies spanning from simple rule based heuristics to novel optimization
approaches. Nicolos et al. [37] de�ned a rule based heuristic that selects three days from each of the four
seasons with the days representing a workday and each of the weekend days. Nahmmacher et al. [38]
use a hierarchical clustering procedure to construct groups of similar days, from which the day closest to
the cluster centroid is selected. Sisternes and Webster [29] develop an exhaustive search which evaluates
each combination of a four week selection from the set of 52 weeks. The combination that best replicates
the non-aggregated time series, constitutes the aggregated time series. Also the Balmorel model has an
incorporated possibility of manually selecting any hour of the planning horizon that should be considered
in the optimization [24]. It is therefore frequently operated on an aggregated time domain with the most
common aggregation being heuristic rule-based selections. Several studies show that while the heuristic
aggregation approaches might have provided high quality aggregated models for historic energy systems,
these techniques tends to smooth the variable supply pro�les which causes an underestimation of the need
for �exibility [39, 40]. The increasing shares of VRE therefore causes a need for improved aggregation
techniques [41, 42]. Despite various of studies proposing new, improved, and increasingly more complex
aggregation techniques, these are rarely properly validated [42] with examples seen in both [43] and
[44]. Similarly, the comparison between di�erent aggregation techniques is rarely addressed. Comparison
is however important to identify what qualities of an aggregation technique that ensure the resulting
aggregated problem to obtain high quality solutions. Recent research is therefore more focused on both
the validation and the comparison of aggregation techniques, and this thesis contributes to that trend
[34, 45, 35, 36]. The art of time aggregation is to balance the computational di�culty against the solution
quality. With time aggregation being a simpli�cation approach it is likely that the aggregated problems
provide sub-optimal solutions [46]. Some studies have identi�ed the absence of operational detail to cause
aggregation errors to increase [19]. An example is given by Welsch et al. [47] who aggregate one year into
12 periods with a result of wind production being highly overestimated, but by incorporating operational
detail this error is neglected.

The aim of this thesis is therefore to develop new methods that handle the mentioned challenges arising
from the decarboinization of the energy system. The focus is on e�cient solution procedures and a special
emphasis is given to the time aggregation techniques, since these have a record of ful�lling an essential
role of keeping energy systems computationally tractable. The aim is to develop methods that e�ciently
solve the comprehensive energy systems with a good balance between computational time and solution
quality. Taking some of the well known solution procedures such as state-of-the-art solver, decomposition
techniques, heuristic approaches and domain reduction, Figure 1.5 roughly categorizes these according to
their expected balance between computational time and solution quality. By focusing on the approaches
that is known to provide huge speed-ups, we aim at moving these approaches up on the solution quality
axis by suggesting improved methodologies. Despite that we would like to directly study comprehensive
energy system models such as Balmorel, we need to be able to walk before we can run. The majority
of the work in this thesis therefore concerns how complex parts of the bigger system can be improved.
As one of the aims is to investigate whether gas can provide the needed �exibility, this �exibility must
be properly modeled. As mentioned, several studies point towards the operational detail being needed
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Figure 1.5: Expected relations between computational e�ort and solution quality of various solution
methodologies. The dashed boxes relate to the methodologies developed in this thesis and hence constitute
the balance between solution quality and computational time that we aim at reaching.

in combination with the long-term capacity expansion planning (see Section 2.3) causing the resulting
problem to be intractable. To be able to analyze this in combination with both heat and transport sectors
and the incorporation of gas, e�cient solution approaches for the combined CEP and UC problem need
to be developed. The approach of this thesis is therefore �rst to look into the theoretical analysis of
power expansion and aim to simplify this. Then the theory is tested on larger models in order to verify
or identify how this may change the performance. We however stress that the developed methodologies
in this thesis might apply to all types of investments problems within and outside the �eld of energy
optimization.

1.4 Thesis outline

This thesis consists of three parts. The �rst part motivates the issues considered in the thesis and presents
the relevant theoretical background and existing methodology of the considered research �eld. The second
part presents the contributional research work conducted throughout the PhD project. The third part
summarizes the conclusional viewpoints of the contributions in a common conclusion followed by future
work perspectives. Individual nomenclatures for each scienti�c paper and for the remaining thesis are
found under their respective headline in the nomenclature in the beginning of the thesis. Apart from
this, each scienti�c paper is self-contained with the references following right after the content.

Part I is divided into two chapters. Chapter 1 motivates the considered issues and presents the four-year
research project, FutureGas, which this PhD project takes part in. This chapter furthermore summarizes
the research contributions of the thesis and the dissemination of the work. Chapter 2 presents the
theoretical background of the problems considered in this thesis and tracks the existing methodology of
how they are solved. The chapter furthermore introduces relevant theory supporting the contributions
of this thesis.

Part II consists of a collection of scienti�c papers, which have been conducted throughout the PhD
project. The concept of Domain Reduction acts as a common theme through all papers, however with
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the application in each paper being roughly divided into three headlines;

1. Theoretical : Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 cover the two papers which study domain reduction from a
theoretical viewpoint. The chapters provide a comprehensive literature review of Time Aggregation
techniques, develop new methods, introduce a systematic validation methodology and stress test
the performances with respect to di�erent sensitivities. All experimental results are conducted on
sandbox problems, constructed for the purpose, wherefore the work is categorized as theoretical
work.

2. Applied : Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 cover the applied viewpoint of some of the studied time aggrega-
tion techniques. Aggregation techniques are applied to two real-life Energy System Models, which
both are used for the energy optimization in Denmark. These chapters therefore validate the results
conducted in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, and further illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of
the aggregation techniques.

3. Supporting : Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 study methods where aggregation acts as a supporting
factor. In chapter 7, solution methodologies are developed which �nd the optimal solution with the
help of aggregated solutions. Opposite, the developed solution methodologies in Chapter 8 apply
aggregation to enable the search for multiple di�erent solutions. Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 therefore
also represent di�erent opinions on whether or not to rely solely on the single optimal solution,
which might be a question dividing the waters in future energy optimization.

Part III covers the last two chapters of the thesis. Chapter 9 summarizes the conclusions of the scienti�c
papers and relates these in a common conclusion, while Chapter 10 presents our re�ections on potential
further research ideas.

1.5 Paper Overview and Contributions

Six scienti�c research papers have been conducted throughout the PhD project. Currently, one paper is
published, one paper is accepted for publication and three papers are submitted to international peer-
reviewed journals. One paper is published as a scienti�c report and is currently being extended to a
journal article. The work contained in the scienti�c research papers has furthermore been presented
at several international conferences such as the European conferences on operational research EURO-k
and has been presented at multiple seminars and workshops around the world. In the following, a brief
summary of each paper is provided together with its speci�c contributions and a more detailed publication
status. A summary of all contributions are seen in Box 1.5.1.
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1.5.1: Thesis Contribution Summary

Contributions:

• Develops several new aggregation techniques relating to multiple con�gurations of
aggregation techniques.

• Implements and studies many aggregation techniques from the literature.

• Suggests methodologies for systematic validation of time aggregation techniques.

• Provides several comparisons of time aggregation techniques from very di�erent energy
system perspectives.

• Provides new acceleration methods to �nd the optimal solution of capacity expansion
problems.

• Introduces a new framework that makes it possible to �nd a portfolio of very diverse
solutions to energy investment models.

A Comparative Study of Time Aggregation Techniques in relation to Power Capacity-
Expansion Modeling (Chapter 3)
This paper concerns time aggregation techniques in the research area of power capacity expansion op-
timization. It provides a comprehensive survey of existing aggregation techniques for energy problems
and suggests a categorization of the techniques according to their aggregation approach. Representing
each aspect of this categorization, the paper presents four new aggregation techniques which cover both
heuristic, mathematical optimization and machine learning techniques. A motivation for the paper is a
poor validation methodology in the literature. The paper therefore introduces the term Model Validation
as a systematic way of validating aggregation techniques using similarities between aggregated problem
and non-aggregated problem solutions. The applicability of this methodology is illustrated through a
systematic comparison of the suggested techniques and a selection of aggregation techniques from the
literature. The aim of this comparison is to identify key properties of the techniques which potentially
ensure good performance. Apart from the aggregation approach itself, analyzed key properties cover;

1. Element to be considered for selection {Hours, Days, Weeks}

2. Higher similarity in clusters prior to selection

3. Element to select from each cluster {Random, Mean, Min, Max, closest to Mean}

4. Ability of aggregated instances to replicate the Residual Load Duration Curve (RLDC) of non-
aggregated instances

5. Ability of aggregated instances to replicate statistical properties of non-aggregated instances

The paper presents experimental results based on a carefully constructed capacity expansion model
including unit commitment optimization and using three years of real-life data. Main conclusions suggest
that good performance could be observed for both very simple aggregation techniques as well as for
complex techniques. Furthermore that clustering procedures, day selections and random cluster member
selection might be key properties potentially ensuring better performances. Opposite to this, a good
replication of the non-aggregated RLDC did not show any correlation to the performances. Also, it
was not possible to identify a relationship between the ability of the techniques to capture statistical
properties and the technique performances.
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Chapter 3

Contributions:

• An overview and comparison of di�erent aggregation techniques and an analysis of
aggregation complexity gains.

• A suggestion of four new aggregation techniques.

• A systematic way of testing aggregated instances in a capacity expansion modelling
framework (introduce concepts of data validation and model validation).

• A comparison of the suggested model validation to one of the widely used data vali-
dations.

Publication Status: Published in TOP, Volume 27, Issue 3, October 2019 as an
Invited Review. In TOP Invited Reviews describe the state of the art and future lines of
research for a broad and timely Operations Research topic. Five discussants with leading
expertise in the topic were invited to write a short review of the paper. From these reviews
we prepared a rejoinder which was published alongside the reviews and the paper (see
Appendix C). The discussants are;
Trine K. Boomsma from Mathematical Sciences, University of Copenhagen
Ken McKinnon from School of Mathematics, University of Edinburgh
Silvano Martello from DEI �Guglielmo Marconi�, Alma Mater Studiorum, University of Bologna
Kris Poncelet from Applied Mechanics and Energy Conversion, Catholic University of Leuven
Erik Delarue from Applied Mechanics and Energy Conversion, Catholic University of Leuven

Sensitivity analysis of Time Aggregation Techniques applied to Capacity Expansion Energy
System Models (Chapter 4)
This paper follows up on the analysis in Chapter 3, by studying how sensitive the performance of the
aggregation techniques are to di�erent kinds of problem changes. A twofold purpose of this is �rstly
to study the performance consistency of the single aggregations for di�erent problems, and secondly to
analyze the ability of the aggregations to replicate di�erent problem aspects. Similar to Chapter 3, the aim
is to identify guidelines for selecting an aggregation technique that has overall good chances of performing
well. Three types of problem changes are considered, namely changes in input data, changes in the size of
the aggregated problem and changes in the model structure. The changes in input data concern di�erent
wind availability scenarios. Extreme scenarios with high and low wind availabilities are analysed both
when the aggregation is made with and without perfect knowledge of the wind availability. The paper
concludes that especially the scenarios with imperfect knowledge causes the aggregation performance to
decrease but generally worse performance is observed both in high and low wind scenarios. The changes
in aggregation size concern data reductions of 92-99%. The paper concludes that the more data being
preserved in the aggregated problem the better performance, however also the higher solution times. The
changes in problem structure concern 6 extended problems, each either restricting or enlargening the
original solution space. For each aggregation technique the most challenging model to replicate is the
storage extended model, and the largest diversity among the aggregated problem performances is seen
for the inclusion of a Value of Lost Loads feature. The paper concludes the analysis by studying the
average performance across all of the di�erent analyzed sensitivity categories. The conclusion shows that
especially three key properties of an aggregation technique shows better and more consistent performance
across di�erent changes. First, that the aggregated time series consists of days selected from the non-
aggregated space and secondly, that this selection is made from a categorization of all non-aggregated
data such as a clustering. The third property is that the aggregation preserves around 8% of the non-
aggregated data.
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Chapter 4

Contributions:

• A detailed and systematic comparison of aggregation techniques within and across sev-
eral sensitivity perspectives combined with an overview of existing literature showing
to which degree these cover the considered sensitivity perspectives.

• Identi�cation of key properties for well performing aggregation techniques.

• Identi�cation of challenging problem structures potentially candidates for further re-
search.

Publication Status: Second round of review in Applied Energy.

Constructing aggregated time series data for energy system model analyses (Chapter 5)
The paper develops one of the aggregation techniques included in the comparison in Chapter 3. The
aim is partly to show the applicability of the developed method and partly to open up a discussion
of advantages and disadvantages arising from aggregation. A special focus is put on how aggregation
sizes might in�uence the solution quality. The aggregation is performed on the large-scale energy system
model, Balmorel, with data representative of the Nordic energy system. Balmorel has been used in many
energy analyses concerning Denmark, even in aggregated forms, however without a quanti�cation of the
potential errors introduced by aggregating. This paper is therefore the �rst to quantify the quality of
strategically aggregated Balmorel models. The experimental results cover aggregated Balmorel models of
di�erent sizes, with the aggregated time series representing reductions down to 1% of the non-aggregated
data. The validation is based on changes in dynamics in both the seasonal and short-term perspective for
various output variables. The paper concludes that signi�cantly shorter solution times can be achieved
by using time aggregated input data however with the drawback of the distribution of market price
levels being distorted. While electricity prices and fuel use show to be fairly robust to aggregation,
investments are more sensitive. Aggregated problems tend to favor wind turbines investments while
disfavoring electricity storage investments, with the degree of error being related to the aggressiveness of
the aggregation.

Chapter 5

Contributions:

• Development of a new aggregation technique.

• Identi�cation of drawbacks introduced by aggregating from a real-life energy system
model perspective.

Publication Status: Published as a scienti�c report in DTU Orbit, 2018. An extended
version is currently being prepared and is to be submitted to an international peer-reviewed
journal.

Time Aggregation Techniques Applied to a Capacity Expansion Model for Real-life Inte-
grated Energy Systems (Chapter 6)
In this paper, aggregation techniques are applied to multiple very di�erent real-life sector coupled en-
ergy systems. The paper analyses the challenges of handling many di�erent energy types which provides
valuable insights in what performance can be expected. The discussion also introduces a focus on the
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importance of reducing the risk of over�tting methods to speci�c energy systems. Building upon the
key properties of aggregation techniques found in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the considered aggregation
techniques consist of clustering techniques all selecting a subset of days, which represent 8% of the non-
aggregated datasets. The aim is partly to verify the good performance of these properties and partly
to extend the analysis to a more relevant problem setting with the goal of identifying further guidelines
for selecting promising aggregation techniques. The paper includes a systematical comparison between
aggregation techniques from Chapter 3, extended to handling the complexity of large, sector coupled
energy systems, and two new suggested aggregation approaches. Validation is based on to which de-
gree non-aggregated investment choices are replicated by the aggregated problems. The paper concludes
that a generally good quality of the aggregated solutions are observed for time savings ranging between
78% and 97%. The paper further veri�es conclusions of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 by covering several
of the same analysis aspects. First, an analysis of which element to select from each cluster covering
both minimum, maximum, median, closest to cluster mean and a random element selection. Here also a
new, multi-element selecting strategy is suggested where both median, maximum and minimum elements
are selected from each cluster. Secondly, this paper includes a very simple aggregation technique in the
comparison wherefore the analysis of aggregation technique performance versus aggregation technique
complexity is discussed. Lastly, as the comparison covers four very di�erent energy systems both perfor-
mance sensitivity to problem structure and an analysis of whether certain energy system aspects are more
di�cult to replicate through aggregation, are covered. The paper further improves on the aggregation
techniques studied in Chapter 3 by introducing a new weighting approach. The idea is to construct fewer
clusters but then to select more elements from each cluster such that the amount of selected elements
represents the relative importance of each cluster in the non-aggregated data. Up until now equal impor-
tance has been imposed on the selected elements, but this shows to be outperformed by the new weighting
of element importance. The suggested weighting approach therefore constitute yet another key property
of aggregation techniques leading to better performance.

Chapter 6

Contributions:

• Two new aggregation approaches showing promising results.

• Guidelines for selecting appropriate aggregation methods when solving capacity ex-
pansion problems in practice.

• Suggests a new weighting technique pursuing the relative importance of each cluster
in the �nal selection.

• Quantifying sensitivity of aggregation performance to many di�erent energy types
which introduces a discussion on the risk of over�tting methods to speci�c energy
systems.

Publication Status: Submitted.

Improving solution times of Capacity Expansion Energy System Models using Aggregated
problem solutions (Chapter 7)
This paper studies how aggregated capacity expansion problem solutions can be exploited to solve the
corresponding non-aggregated problems faster. Three new acceleration methods are de�ned aiming at
speeding up the solution procedure of comprehensive capacity expansion energy system problems. Chap-
ter 1-4 illustrate that despite aggregation techniques showing strong results with respect to solution
quality they are frequently not able to �nd the optimal solution. However, the good quality solutions
are found with signi�cant solution time gains. Each of the suggested acceleration methods therefore
builds on the aggregated problem solution in di�erent ways. The �rst algorithm, denoted shrink-and-
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expand, solves the aggregated problem to optimality, scales up the solution and uses it to warm-start the
solution procedure of the non-aggregated problem. The second algorithm, referred to as the proximity
heuristic, uses the investment decisions of the aggregated problem to limit the non-aggregated solution
space. Initially it solves the aggregated problem to optimality and then imposes a proximity constraint
on the investment variables, saying that they can not deviate too much from the aggregated solution.
The non-aggregated problem is then solved to optimality with the proximity constraint imposed. The
analysis covers 8 di�erent con�gurations of this algorithm with di�erences being in the de�nitions of
the proximity constraint, in the size of the proximity area and in the way technologies are limited. The
last acceleration method is denoted radius search heuristic and it combines the shrink-and-expand and
proximity heuristic approaches by searching the neighborhood around the aggregated solution with the
aggregated solution also acting as a warm-start for the search. The aim is for the algorithm to start the
exploration in the center of a promising area, and for the proximity constraint to limit the search to this
neighborhood. With the shrink-and-expand being an exact approach and both the proximity heuristic
and the radius-search-heuristic being classi�ed as math-heuristics, multiple methodologies are covered.
Experimental results are carried out by applying each acceleration method to the theoretical problem
from Chapter 3. Through these experiments, advantages and disadvantages of the suggested algorithms
are quanti�ed. The paper concludes that the proximity heuristic has the potential of signi�cantly reduc-
ing the solution times while obtaining high quality solutions. Depending on the algorithm con�guration,
up to 10 times faster solution times are observed. However, further research is needed for recommend-
ing the shrink-and-expand, since the potential of this approach is overshadowed by a signi�cant amount
of runs failing to �nd a solution within the given time-frame. As such runs also appear in the radius
search heuristic for some con�gurations, the warm-starting technique is seen as the challenging factor.
Nevertheless, if high quality aggregated solutions are used in the radius search heuristic, the reduction
in solution time is increased to a factor of 12.

Chapter 7

Contributions:

• Three new acceleration methods for speeding up the solution procedure of capacity
expansion energy systems models.

• Improvement in solution times of up to 92% depending on the con�guration of the
acceleration approach.

Publication Status: Submitted.

Finding a Portfolio of Near Optimal Aggregated Solutions to Capacity Expansion Energy
System Models (Chapter 8)
As a contrast to Chapter 7, this paper exploits the speed-up e�ects of aggregation techniques to �nd mul-
tiple solutions. With energy system models typically being a simpli�cation of the real world, the paper
is motivated by the search for one optimal solution likely being the search for an approximated solution.
Since previous approaches only return a single solution, this leads to the common misunderstanding that
"this is the only correct way of doing things". This paper argues that near optimal solutions might be
as good as the optimal one, wherefore a set of very diverse solutions would give decision makers a much
better understanding of the problem and by that a chance to take bolder and more �exible decisions.
The paper presents a framework that makes it possible to �nd a portfolio of very diverse solutions to
energy investment models. The Portfolio of Maximized Diversity Solutions (PoMDS) algorithm explores
the near optimal solution space such that the diversity in investment strategies are maximized. Up until
now, the most similar existing approaches consist of �nding k similar solutions wherefore the PoMDS
algorithm di�ers from the literature by maximizing the di�erence in investment decisions among alter-
native solutions. We argue that, a valuable information is how much system con�gurations can di�er,
within an acceptance span of the optimal system costs. This information is achieved already in the second
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iteration of the PoMDS approach. Experimental results show that while the PoMDS algorithm spends
5-14 min on �nding an investment strategy being 40% di�erent from the optimal one, the so far best
known Near Optimal Solution (NOS) algorithm from the literature is not able to �nd a solution that is as
di�erent within 48 hours. In general, the results show that the PoMDS by far outperforms the approach
known from the literature when the acceptance span for the change is system costs exceeds 0.7%. A
further di�erentiation from the literature is that the PoMDS algorithm searches for alternative solutions
in an aggregated solution space whereas previous work searches through the original solution space. This
exploits the speed-up achieved through aggregation to �nd more solutions. The experimental results of
this paper show that the PoMDS algorithm �nds eight solutions with high diversity within the same time
as a single run of the corresponding non-aggregated problem. Lastly, the experimental results illustrate
how the PoMDS approach has the bene�t of both compensating for errors introduced by aggregation and
indicating the importance of each unit to the system. The latter is measured as the robustness of the
di�erent investment decisions and this could potentially be exploited to limit the gap between aggregated
and non-aggregated solutions.

Chapter 8

Contributions:

• Approach to �nd a portfolio of solutions with maximized diversity among investment
decisions.

• New framework that challenges the one optimal solution methodology and accounts
for errors introduced by simpli�cations.

• An approach measuring the robustness in investment decisions.

Publication Status: Accepted for publication in SN Operations Research Forum..
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1.6 Additional Scienti�c Work

Apart from the work covered in the scienti�c papers, additional scienti�c work has been carried out
during the PhD time. This relates both to less successful developments, to ongoing work and to work
carried out in other projects. Since fruitless developments often lead to future research ideas, this work
is covered in Section 10. On the other hand, with projects typically consisting of implementation, testing
and writing phases the termination date of the PhD project leaves work not yet matured for publication.
A short description of this work, the challenges and the future progress is therefore presented in the
following. Also, a fair share of the PhD time was spend on a collaborative work with the BEAM-Me
research project, wherefore a description of the project and the related work is outlined in the following.

1.6.1 Ongoing Work: Consensus ADMM for Stochastic Energy Systems

This project is a collaboration with Associate Professor Jalal Kazempour from the Electrical Engineering
department of DTU. The motivation for initiating the project was the interesting �ndings obtained in
[31], wherefore our work serves as an extension to their work.

The work of Schwele et al. [31] is motivated by the common argument of increasing wind penetrations
leading to the �exible conventional units being committed more often [26, 48]. The more frequently
operated units arise as a response to the increased variability and uncertainty caused by the wind power
generations [49]. Commonly seen in the literature is the omission of operational details such as Unit
Commitment (UC) with the aim of simplifying the problem [50, 51, 52, 53]. Schwele et al. [31] there-
fore ask the important question whether the omission of operational detail makes the model incapable
of su�ciently representing the need for system �exibility. Without the proper need for �exibility being
represented, the obtained investment decisions might constitute sub-optimal solutions potentially leading
to infeasibilities. The work of Schwele et al. [31] consists of studying whether the UC constraints actually
have an e�ect on the generation expansion planning and how this e�ect might be quanti�ed and poten-
tially accounted for.

They propose a centralized, static, network-constrained, generation expansion problem in which oper-
ational UC details of conventional units are considered. To account for the wind uncertainty, the model is
incorporated into a two-stage stochastic framework. The �rst stage decides on the long-term expansions
and short-term unit commitment for each hour of the planning horizon. The second stage then decides
on real-time operations accounting for potential imbalances due to wind deviations obtained from dif-
ferent wind power scenarios. A signi�cant computational e�ort is required to solve the proposed model,
wherefore a Benders decomposition (BD) is applied (see Section 2.5.2.1).

The complicating variables are the �rst-stage decisions since, with these being �xed, the problem
decomposes with respect to the scenarios. To further decrease the size of the sub-problems an addi-
tional decomposition according to days is applied. Since the de�ned model is non-convex with respect to
the complicating variables, a substantial amount of scenarios needs to be considered in order to regain
convergence properties (Section 2.5.2.1). Increasing the amount of scenarios, increases the amount of
sub-problems, scaled up by the amount of considered days. The time domain is therefore aggregated so
only 10 of the originally 364 included days are considered which simpli�es the problem substantially.

The main conclusions of Schwele et al. [31] is that BD is a well functioning solution procedure for
the proposed model. It solves problems which, in non-decomposed form, are intractable for state-of-the-
art solvers. Furthermore, they conclude that UC constrains have an impact on the optimal expansion
decisions. Signi�cant errors are introduced with the exclusion of ramp rates wherefore this is the most
critical constraint type to ignore.
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1.6.1.1 Extended Work

The idea for an extension arises due to two limitations. First, since the size of the master problem of
BD grows rapidly with the amount of iterations it might become intractable despite the decomposition
framework. Second, the analysis of Schwele et al. [31] does not include all UC constraints. Both minimum
up- and down-times and fast-start units with the availability of start-up in the real-time operation stage,
are left out. The reason for ignoring these is that they introduce binary variables in the sub-problems,
wherefore dual variables to de�ne Benders cut cannot be derived. Our idea is therefore to consider an
alternative decomposition which preserves the possibility of handling all UC constraints. By that, it would
be possible to quantify the consequence of ignoring minimum up- and down-times and fast-start units.
As further contributions, a comparison between the suggested approach and the Benders decomposition
would be carried out for di�erent sized problems, in order to investigate advantages and disadvantages
of the two approaches and whether these relate to the size of the problem.

For this purpose, a consensus version of the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM)
is implemented. This is inspired by Dvorkin et al. [54], in which the ADMM is applied to a stochastic
bilevel optimization problem transformed into a large-scale stochastic mixed-integer linear programming
problem. Despite non-convexities of the problem, convergence is regained through proper tuning of the
ADMM parameters and Dvorkin et al. [54] conclude the algorithm to be a well suited solution approach
ensuring time savings of at least 50%. Since ADMM belongs to the class of Lagrange decompositions (see
Section 2.5.2.2), the decomposition of a problem is obtained through the identi�cation of complicating
constraints. Recall that Schwele et al. [31] identify the �rst-stage decisions to be complicating variables.
A problem with complicating variables is transformed into a problem with complicating constraints by
relaxing the variables and including them in a non-anticipativity constraint. We therefore transform
each of the �rst-stage decisions into a non-anticipativity constraint. Any �rst-stage decision, XDA, is
relaxed with respect to scenarios (and days, for the variables not already depending on days), introducing
the variables XDA

d,s (see Figure 1.6). To regain equality among relaxed variables a non-anticipativity
constraint is added for each �rst-stage variable; XDA = XDA

d,s . This constraint is now the only link
between scenarios (and between days) making these the complicating constraints. The complicating

Figure 1.6: Illustration of decomposition with respect to scenarios. Last step illustrates how the ADMM
algorithm regains information among relaxed variables.

constraints are relaxed by including them in the objective function with penalty terms. As discussed in
Section 1.6, they are introduced both as a linear and a quadratic term. For the problem to be decomposed,
the non-relaxed variable in the quadratic term needs to be exchanged with a parameter value, which is
chosen as the average value over all scenarios in the previous iteration. This choice is based on the
fact that every sub-problem depends on the same global variable wherefore this has to be equal among
all sub-problems. To ensure each sub-problem solution moves in the right direction, the global variable
is optimized within each sub-problem with a penalty in the objective function corresponding to the
di�erence between the optimized value and the sub-problem averaged value of the previous iteration.
Like Benders Decomposition the ADMM is an iterative process where each iteration consists of solving
all sub-problems and then update the dual parameters using the obtained solutions. An outline of the
ADMM related additions to the model is seen in Box 1.6.1.
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1.6.1: Concensus ADMM

Sub-problem: one for each s, d

minimize
(XDA

d,s )(t),...
{Objective function with relaxed �rst-stage variables}+ ..

..+ (λd,s)
(t−1)[(XDA

d,s )(t)] +
γ

2
‖(XDA

d,s )(t) − (X
DA

)(t−1)‖22 + ..

..+ {Next relaxed �rst-stage variable}+ ..

..+

subject to
{

All non-relaxed constraints in which
all �rst-stage variables are relaxed

}

Updating dual parameters:

(λd,s)
(t) ← (λd,s)

(t−1) + γ
[
(XDA

d,s )(t) − (P
DA

)(t)
]

∀d, s

{Dual for next relaxed �rst-stage variable}

From the proofs of Dvorkin et al. [54] convergence is reached when every global variable is approximated
well enough by the corresponding average solution values across all scenarios;

|XDA
d,s

(t) −XDA(t)
| ≤ ε, ∀d, s

1.6.1.2 Project Status and Outlook

The current status of this project is that the consensus ADMM has been implemented for the same model
as considered in Schwele et al. [31], through without adding the extra UC constraints. The aim is to
compare the two decomposition approaches for di�erent sized problems. Very preliminary results indicate
that Benders Decomposition might reach convergence in less computational time compared to the ADMM
approach, but also that this might change as more sub-problems are considered. A currently identi�ed
challenge of varying the size of the problem is that Benders Decomposition requires a large amount of
scenarios to converge (a large amount of sub-problems). Due to both approaches being associated with
fairly high computation times, a solution to this is to exploit a parallel solution framework of the sub-
problems rather than solving them sequentially. This would allow for much larger problems (covering more
sub-problems) to be studied and hence also more diverse problem sizes. Future studies could therefore
more narrowly investigate if and when an ADMM approach would �nd a solution faster than Benders
Decomposition. Since the decomposition approaches still have high computational times another angle is
to put a time limit on the two approaches and then investigate which approach has the best improvement
towards optimality during this time.

Further progress in the project would be to implement the additional UC constraints and investigate
the potential risk of ignoring each UC constraint type. This would reveal whether ramping constraints
still are the worst ones to ignore. However, adding further UC constraints to the problem causes the
sub-problems to increase in size. From the preliminary test runs, increasing the size of the ADMM related
sub-problems might introduce potential computational time challenges due to these sub-problems being
quadratic mixed integer problems. Further research would therefore investigate how this could be dealt
with. Alternatively, one could look into the applicability of Nested Benders Decomposition, as this is
known to handle binary decisions in the sub-problems. In the next section, we introduce the concept of
annotating a model and applying a decomposition technique referred to as PIPS. This methodology is
therefore also highly relevant to consider in this project.
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1.6.2 BEAM-Me Project

The BEAM-Me project is a 3 year (extended to 5 years) project aiming at improving the computational
performance of energy system models [55]. The improvement is partly quanti�ed in the analysis and
development of acceleration strategies for optimizing energy system models and partly in the achievement
of applying energy system models to high performance computing. Common to the current thesis, the
two-folded motivator of the BEAM-Me project is �rstly the importance of the energy system models
to the analysis of todays/future energy systems and to potential pathways for the European energy
transition, and secondly the need for an increase in the complexity of these models to su�ciently ful�ll
that purpose. The BEAM-Me project consists of 9 work-packages which are outlined in Figure A.1
in Appendix A together with a �ow-chart of the research areas. Using the project terminology, the
considered acceleration approaches are either belonging to a Conceptual layer or to a Technical layer.
The technical layer refers to the solver-based acceleration approaches which do not refer to the model
itself. This could e.g. be parameter tuning and state-of-the-art solution algorithms. The conceptual layer
consists of the model-based acceleration approaches where typically a change in the model structure is
needed. This category therefore includes domain reduction and decomposition. The following sections
provide a more detailed description of some of the considered acceleration strategies from the conceptual
layer.

1.6.2.1 Domain Reduction

Two types of reductions are considered, namely Slicing and Aggregation. Notice, however, that apart
from this section, further distinguishing between the two de�nitions will not be made. In the terminology
of this thesis both de�nitions are covered by the Aggregation term. Slicing refers to the technique of
reducing a speci�c problem by ignoring parts of the reality. From a spatial perspective this means to
exclude speci�c technologies from a model or ignoring power exchange between some regions. Reducing a
model by only including a selection of the original time-slices constitutes a temporal slicing approach. in
this de�nition, slicing deviates from the otherwise considered aggregation in the way that no analysis lies
prior to the selection. This means that the selection of time-slices does not originate from a data analysis.
A completely random selection of elements is therefore an example of a slicing approach. Aggregation
refers to the reduction of a problem by only considering the model for a selection of representative
elements. In the temporal framework, this means to strategically select time-slices and only include data
related to these time-slices in the modeling. A typical methodology for this type of aggregation is the
clustering procedures. Alternatively, aggregation also covers the Down-Sampling approach which refers
to the averaging of consecutive time periods.

1.6.2.2 Heuristic Decomposition

Heuristic decomposition covers two acceleration approaches namely Rolling Horizon and Temporal Zoom-
ing. Rolling Horizon refers to the partitioning of the time dimension into smaller intervals. Each interval
constitutes a small version of the original model, and the resulting sub-problems are solved sequentially.
The problems need to be solved sequentially since each partial solution is updated by a subsequent one.
Computational time gains are therefore only achieved if the accumulated computational time for solving
the smaller problems does not exceed the computational e�ort of the original model. As a consequence of
the sequential updating, overlaps of the decomposed time intervals are preferred such that the decrease
in solution quality is limited. Temporal Zooming is highly similar to the rolling horizon with the improve-
ment of solving each sub-problem in parallel. The parallel solution is enabled through an initial model
run of the original model with down-sampled time resolution. From this model run, resulting decisions
are used to tune the consideration of global time-linking variables and constraints within the intervals,
wherefore no overlapping time segments are needed. The computational time gains are strongly a�ected
by the size of the time intervals and by the aggressiveness of the down-sampling.
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1.6.2.3 Annotation and PIPS

A considerable part of the BEAM-Me focus is put into the Parallel Interior Point Solver � Interior
Point Method (PIPS-IPM, henceforth referred to as PIPS) and its potential as an acceleration approach.
As the name suggests, the PIPS is an optimization solver based on an interior point method, and it is
originally developed for consideration of two-stage, stochastic optimization formulations of stochastic Unit
Commitment linear problems [56]. The general idea is to replace expensive, multidimensional integrals
with sample average approximations (SAAs) of stochastic optimization problems which originate from a
�nite number of scenarios. The SAAs have a dual block-angular structure which enables decomposition,
and by that parallelization of computations within the optimization algorithm. In Petra et al. [56],
PIPS are developed to only handle linking variables. Within the BEAM-Me framework, this approach
is extended to handle linear energy system problems with a block-diagonal structure that requires both
linking variables and linking constraints [57]. Decomposing the energy system with regards to this block-
structure has the memory e�cient advantages of not needing to store the entire problem. As the PIPS
distributes the decomposed linear problems on multiple Message Passing Interface (MPI) processes very
large problems can be handled.

When applying the PIPS to an energy system model, information about linking variables, linking
constraints and membership of remaining variables/constraints to each block needs to be communicated
to the PIPS. An interface for this is suggested in Breuer et al. [57] with the presumption that GAMS
is used for the energy system model implementations. This Interface is in the BEAM-Me terminology
referred to as the Annotation approach. Annotating an energy system model consists of assigning stage
values to each variable by using the GAMS speci�c attribute .stage. Despite an annotation being
completed with the assignment of variables (since constraint annotation in principle can be derived from
the variable annotation), annotation of each constraint is made, such that a consistency check detects
potential mistakes. An optimal annotated problem for the PIPS consists of similar sized blocks associated
with a small set of linking variables and linking constraints. It is therefore far from trivial to annotate
energy system models. An in-dept-knowledge of the system is needed to identify the optimal decomposing
element, which would result in similar sized and limited linked sub-problems. Furthermore, an in-dept-
knowledge of both system and the implementation of the system is needed to identify the membership of
variables and constraints of each block.

1.6.2.4 Contributions to the project

To increase the applicability perspective of the considered acceleration strategies, multiple energy sys-
tem models are included in the BEAM-Me project to jointly develop, implement and benchmark the
acceleration strategies. Our role in the project therefore consisted partly of implementing the various
acceleration methods in the Balmorel energy system model. The remaining part consisted of participating
in and presenting at meetings, workshops and conferences, with the aim of sharing research and by that
provide insight and expertise to the project. The participation therefore also created value for the further
development and improvement of the Balmorel model and the speci�c work related contributions can be
summarized as follows;

. Optimized Parameter tuning of the Balmorel model.

. Applied time aggregation methods covering both strategic selected time elements and representative
time elements categories.

. Various annotations (decompositions) into block structure of the Balmorel model both relating
to structurally di�erent annotations and to annotations of various Balmorel models. Structurally
di�erent annotations refer to models decomposed by region, areas or time segments. The Balmorel
models variate with respect to included countries, included technologies, inclusion of investment
decisions and length of time horizon. See Figure A.2 and Figure A.3 in Appendix A for examples
of annotated instances.
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. Providing annotated Balmorel instances for testing the PIPS decomposition algorithm.

. Applying Balmorel to high performance computing.

1.6.2.5 Project outcome

All experiences, developments and experimental results are documented in a best-practice guide together
with guidelines for applying energy system models to high performance computing. The best-practice
guide is to be published at the end of the project, but due to the extension of the project, this point has
not been reached yet.

Some of the valuable �ndings, from a Balmorel perspective, are summarized as follows;

. Demonstrate that an interior point method may be bene�cial when solving linear Balmorel models.

. Identi�cation of dummy variables potentially being time consuming as these signi�cantly increase
the model size. The aim of these variables is to detect infeasibilities and to ensure that a model
run returns a solution even despite infeasibility. Balmorel has therefore been improved by only
activating such dummy variables when infeasibility is a reality.

. Improved scaling in Balmorel to better handle numerical instability.

. Improvements in the implementation of Balmorel as some inconsistencies were discovered from the
annotation.

Missing from the above list is the quanti�cation of potential gains resulting from applying the PIPS
decomposition algorithm to the Balmorel model. The annotation of Balmorel instances had the purpose
of making these instances suitable for the PIPS solver. Despite the annotation covering the signi�cant
workload of the participation, the work was never completed due to delays in the project and withdrawing
by other DTU participants. A considerable amount of implementations are therefore left without any
results to quantify their potentials.

Apart from various conference proceedings and the best practice guide the BEAM-Me project covers a
single article publication [58]. This paper covers the project related �ndings from the REMix (Renewable
Energy Mix for a sustainable energy supply) model perspective. It provides a detailed description of the
BEAM-Me focus areas and a comprehensive literature study of existing research within these areas. It
also quanti�es the gains of the acceleration approaches applied to the REMix model.

The REMix model is a linear programming model representing the German power system and it
features both dispatch and expansion decisions. Referring to Cao et al. [58], it is constrained by CO2

emissions and covers both renewable and fossil power generators, electricity transport in the high voltage
transmission grid and storage facilities (pumped hydro power plants, lithium-ion batteries). Expansion
decisions are only optimized for transmission line and storage capacities and not for generation capacities.
Due to the linearity of the model, Unit Commitment is not included and investment decisions are relaxed.
The considered problems therefore di�erentiate from the general model methodology considered in this
thesis. However, validations in Cao et al. [58] are based on di�erences between simpli�ed and non-
simpli�ed problem solutions with respect to objective value, generation mix and investment decisions.
This way of validating therefore shares high similarity to the model validation methodology suggested in
Chapter 3 of this thesis. In Cao et al. [58], the acceleration approaches are applied both to a pure dispatch
problem and to a combined dispatch and expansion problem. This has the purpose of illustrating how
the acceleration approaches might di�erentiate for problems of various complexity. The main �ndings
are summarized as follows and we refer to Cao et al. [58] for further details;
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(i) For the majority of the experimental results covering both spatial and temporal aggregation, a
maximum solution quality decrease of 5% was obtained. This is related to computational time
reductions of 60�90% for spatial and temporal aggregation, respectively. Speed-up for the capacity
expansion model is observed up to a factor 10, and by excluding investment decisions from the
model, speed-up factors between 4 and 20 are possible.

(ii) In general, the analyzed aggregation strategies are concluded to be e�ective acceleration methods
which speed-up computational times with at least a factor two, without compromising the solution
quality signi�cantly. However, considering expansion capacity problems the size of the aggregation
plays an important role. Very aggressive aggregations (reducing with more than 90%) show only
small additional improvements in computational time, but cause solution quality decreases to reach
inacceptable levels.

(iii) Temporal down-sampling is concluded to be the overall most e�cient speed-up approach with
the gains being larger for problems with increasing complexity. The paper suggests that this
approach might be well suited for mixed-integer models. However, they also warn that neither
of the included aggregation techniques are suited for problems aiming at examining competition
between technologies that provide spatial or temporal �exibility to the energy system.

(iv) For the rolling horizon approach, it is concluded that large overlap sizes and interval periods that
cover full storage cycles, are recommendable. They further conclude that, the gain with respect
to computational time is small compared to the domain reduction approaches, however the rolling
horizon might increase accuracy signi�cantly. They stress that, the low gains in computational
time might be due to this approach only being considered for a pure dispatch problem with a
non-simpli�ed solution time of maximum 4 hours.

(v) The experimental results show that applying temporal zooming to the expansion model improves
the computational times by more than a factor 10, with grid computing outperforming sequential
computing.

Notice that conclusion (i) is fully aligned with the conclusion in Chapter 3, where a maximum solution
quality decrease of 3% is associated to computational time improvements of up to 98%. Conclusion (ii)
aligns with the �ndings in Chapter 4. It is there also concluded that only an additional time decrease of
3% can be achieved for aggregations reducing the original time series with more than 92%, and that such
aggregations result in signi�cantly reduced solution quality. Lastly, conclusion (iii) motivates the work
carried out in Chapter 3 and in Chapter 4, as these chapters both develop more advanced aggregation
techniques and apply these techniques to mixed integer capacity expansion problems.
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Methodology

This chapter provides a theoretical background for the methodologies considered in this thesis. Initially
the Capacity Expansion Problem (CEP) is introduced as this constitutes any problem considered in the
scienti�c work. With a huge motivator for considering the CEP being the need for improved operational
detail, an introduction to the traditional operational Unit Commitment (UC) problem is provided together
with a discussion of how this incorporates into the CEP. The chapter continues by introducing the solution
approaches that most commonly are applied to the CEP, introducing both exact and heuristic approaches.
This leads to the very common simpli�cation approach aggregation which constitutes a signi�cant part
of the scienti�c work. The chapter introduces the most common methodologies seen in the aggregation
development e.g. clustering methodologies and introduces essential terms relating to energy input data.

Notice that the section discussing solution approaches is focused on existing methods that commonly
are applied to CEPs, and hence does not give a full picture of exact and heuristic methods in Operations
Research (OR). Instead we give a few references to text books covering the full spectrum. In the conclusion
we will brie�y discuss how other techniques from OR may be applied to CEPs in the future. For an OR
expert, the section can be read cursorily to get an overview of existing techniques.

2.1 Capacity Expansion Problems

Capacity expansion problems study the optimal con�guration of an electricity system ensuring electric-
ity demands to be met e�ciently in an economical manner. To achieve this, every part of the power
industry must be considered, which divides the Capacity Expansion Problem into a subset of problems,
each concerning a speci�c expansion of the system [4]. Transmission Expansion Planning (TEP) iden-
ti�es the needed expansions in transmission facilities [59] while the Distribution Expansion Planning
(DEP) �nds the optimal design of the distribution network [60]. The Generation Expansion Planning
(GEP) concerns the optimal power mix, and hence decides on new generation facilities to be installed.
Each of these problems play an important role in ensuring optimality in the resulting system. Yet, an
increased focus has especially been given to the GEP, as this speci�cally concerns the renewable en-
ergy generation. It is basically this problem that analyzes whether a speci�c type of renewable energy
would be e�cient to install and what base-load capacities are needed to ensure uninterrupted access
to electricity. In other terms, this problem needs to optimally model the need for �exibility which
is ensured by incorporating the increased level of operational detail. In recent years, several reviews
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have been made providing an overview of how the GEPs have evolved over time and what have been
the causes of this evolution [1, 61, 6, 62]. In the most detailed version, the GEP not only decides on
what generation capacities should be installed, but also on the location and time for the installation
as well as the retirering of old facilities. Figure 2.1 provides an overview of some of the most essen-
tial con�gurations of the GEP which all have a huge impact on the resulting problem complexity [4].

Figure 2.1: Common classi�cation of the Genera-
tion Expansion Planning con�guration.

The general viewpoint throughout the mentioned
reviews is that the more details that are included,
the more realistic the electricity system becomes.
However from the mathematical perspective a
higher detail level also means more complex mod-
els wherefore the level of detail typically needs
some compromization.

In order for the solution to identify optimal lo-
cations of the installed capacity, the considered
system needs to represent a network, hence be net-
work constrained, rather than neglecting network
constraints and consider all generators to be lo-
cated at a single node. The single node system
is obviously a simpli�cation of the real energy sys-
tem, which in general can be made without trouble
if the network is not congested [4].

Another common simpli�cation is seen in the
time horizon with a static assumption rather than
a dynamic one. This assumption relates to the
decision of when a speci�c capacity should be in-
stalled. With a static assumption, all decisions
are made in the beginning of the planning horizon
and hence the decisions are based on one year rep-
resenting the entire planning horizon. Opposite, a
dynamic approach assumes the planning horizon
to consist of a predetermined amount of intervals,
where capacities can be installed in the beginning
of each. The deterministic assumption gets closer to the reality, however it also makes the resulting
problem much more complex both with regards to the problem size, the mathematical modeling and not
least to the needed solution approach [63].

A con�guration which also has a high impact on the solution approach is the choice of objective. An
optimization problem either follows a single objective or a multi objective approach. The multi objective
approach considers a function consisting of distinct evaluation attributes. Of examples, Chattopadhyay
et al. [64] simultaneously considers annual system costs, CO2 emissions and the reliability of the system
in terms of loss-of-loads expectations. Martins et al. [65] consider a combination of total expansion cost,
the environmental impacts of installed capacities and environmental areas associated with the energy
outputs. As seen, in the multi objective approach, con�icting objectives can simultaneously be evaluated
as well as the trade-o� between them [66]. In order to achieve a similar consideration within the single
objective framework, one therefore has to transform each objective into the same 'currency'. Very often
the single objective constitutes a cost minimization wherefore objectives such as CO2 emissions and lost
loads need to be associated with costs rather than to their actual attributes. This simpli�cation poten-
tially introduces new uncertainties, since a lot of assumptions are prerequisites to the cost transformation
[1]. Nevertheless, managing con�icting objectives in the multi objective frameworks asks for alternative
solution procedures often much more demanding compared to the solution approaches of the single ob-
jective approach.

Probably the most discussed con�guration concerns uncertainty and hence whether one considers a
deterministic or a stochastic system. A deterministic system basically assumes perfect information of all
system characteristics. This means that prior to the modeling, one makes assumptions of how the demand
will look in the future, how the wind will blow every hour of every day, when unit outages will occur
ect. Several types of uncertainties have been identi�ed to in�uence almost every part of the GEPs both
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relating to technical/operational parts, to policies and regulations, to a socio-perspective as well as to the
climate [62]. Many of these uncertainties are further enhanced by the variability following with the high
shares of renewable energies wherefore the stochastic systems might attract increased attention in future
research. A stochastic system acknowledges the uncertainties of di�erent input parameters and hence
most commonly models these as di�erent plausible scenarios associated with a likelihood of appearance
[63]. However, with each of these parameter values represented by a set of scenarios rather than just a
single value, the size of the problem grows rapidly with the amount of considered scenarios. This highly
increases the complexity of the computational e�orts required to solve the problem.

In the non simpli�ed version of the GEP, it appears as a nonlinear, non-di�erentiable problem with
high-dimensionallity and a discrete nature due to the modeling of investment decisions. The literature
therefore categorizes it as the most complicated type of electricity system planning problem [61]. This
argues for many of the aforementioned simpli�cations being needed in order to ensure tractability of the
resulting models. The majority of this thesis concerns either a single node or a network constrained, static
and deterministic energy system in a single objective framework, which aligns it with the most common
simpli�cations considered in the literature [4]. This is therefore the con�guration which further on will
be mathematically described. A stochastic framework is however considered in the additional scienti�c
work described in Section 1.6, from which the increase in complexity is clearly seen. All considerations
of dynamic and multi objective energy systems are therefore ignored and such con�gurations will not
be discussed further. However, we stress that this does not exclude the developed methodologies from
potentially being useful to these research areas as well. Similarly, the research papers of this thesis do
not distinguish between the GEP and CEP terminology but refer to the problem with the broader term.
This is a conscious choice to stress that the developed methodologies are applicable to problems with
complexities beyond the GEP.

2.2 Optimization Model

The considered Generation Expansion Planning (GEP) is an optimization model which minimizes opera-
tional and investment costs subject to a set of constraints [19]. The set of constraints can be divided into
a set of mandatory and optional constraints [4]. The mandatory constraints ensure a balance between
supply and demand and generation capacity limits to be respected for both conventional and renewable
technologies. Optional constraints consider additions like emission restrictions, maintenance of generation
units, Demand Side Management ect. An intuitive illustration of the GEP, inspired by Babatunde et al.
[4], is seen in Figure 2.2. For a network constrained problem, Figure 2.2 basically indicates the speci�c
problem faced at each location and in this case additional constrains are needed to track electricity �ows
between locations.

In the most realistic version, the GEP both contains Non-Linearities and Binary Variables which
classify it as a non-convex Mixed-Integer Non-Linear Programming (MINLP) problem [61]. It therefore
both su�ers from the combinatorial di�culty of optimizing over discrete variable sets and the challenges
of handling nonlinear functions [67]. Despite some literature modeling the GEPs in this complex form
[68, 69, 70], linearization of the non-linearities is a very common simpli�cation [71, 72]. This transforms
the combinatorial optimization problem into the slightly less complex category of Mixed-Integer Linear
Programming (MILP) problems, which enables the use of far more researched and highly e�cient solution
procedures. The problem is, however, still classi�ed as an NP-hard problem meaning that in the worst
case exponential running times may be seem.

With a speci�c GEP model arising from the chosen con�gurations and simpli�cations, there is hardly
one true mathematical model. Various energy system models have been developed through time. In
Connolly et al. [73] 35 modeling tools are reviewed while Ringkjøb et al. [19] provides characteristics and
comparisons of 75 di�erent models. This thesis considers energy systems ranging from a single node,
static and deterministic pure electricity CEP to large sector coupled network-constrained energy systems
both taking district heating and gas transmission systems into account. The following therefore aims at
introducing mathematical formulations of some of the most common constraints by considering a small
electricity system consisting of conventional and renewable generation units [28, 74, 25]. For simplicity we
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Figure 2.2: Simpli�ed illustration of objective, constraints and variables constituting the GEP.

assume an initial capacity of zero meaning that all included generation units in principle are candidate
units for future investments. We introduce two sets being the set J of time steps j and the set I of
generation units i, where the latter is associated with two subsets being the set of conventional units T
and the set of renewable units R, see Table 2.1. We introduce a positive variable xij being the electricity

Table 2.1: Sets, Variables and Parameters for the mathematical modeling of the GEP. Here, S is an
indicator for a set, V is an indicator for a variable and P indicates a parameter.

Type Name Description Domain

S J Time periods of the analyzed time series {j, j′}
S I Units, candidates for investment i
S R Renewable generation units W ∈ I
S T Conventional generation units T ∈ I
V yi Building decision for unit i, if 1 the unit is build {0, 1}
V xij Power output decision, amount of energy generated by unit i in time j R+

P CFOMi Fixed Operation & Management costs of unit i [$/year]
P CV OMij Variable Operation & Management costs of unit i at time j [$/MWh]
P CFCAPi Fixed annualized costs of unit i [$/year]
P CFuelij Fuel costs per unit power output of unit i at time j [$/MWh]
P P i Maximum power generation capacity of unit i [MW]
P P i Minimum power generation capacity of unit i [MW]
P Dj Demand for time period j [MWh]
P CFRj Capacity factor of renewable unit in hour j, De�nes the availability [0;1]

generation of unit i at time j along with a binary variable yi representing the decision of an investment
in unit i. A set of parameters is also introduced covering costs, generation levels, electricity demands
and renewable availability pro�les as seen in Table 2.1. The objective is to minimize system costs which
consists of minimizing the two terms representing investment and operational costs:

min
x,y

∑
i∈I

(CFCAPi + CFOMi )yi +
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

(CFUELij + CV OMij )xij (2.1)

It further needs to be ensured that both conventional and renewable generation units respect the capacity
restrictions. In the case of the conventional units this means not to produce more or less than the
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predetermined sizes P i and P i. For the renewable units it means that the generation cannot exceed the
maximum capacity decided from the capacity factor CFRj which indicates the availability of the renewable
source in a time step j (see Section 2.7). These technical constraints further ensure that generation only
is possible for installed units.

P iyi ≤ xij ≤ P iyi ∀i ∈ T, ∀j ∈ J, xij ≤ P iCFRj ∀i ∈ R,∀j ∈ J (2.2)

Notice that the constraint in (8.9) relating to renewable capacities assumes that VRE may be curtailed.
Alternatively, replacing the ≤ with equality would simulate the system that does not allow for curtail-
ments. Lastly, demand needs to be satis�ed at every time step which is ensured through the electricity
balance constraint; ∑

i∈I
xij = Dj , ∀j ∈ J (2.3)

We have now formulated possibly the most simple MILP model representing a classical GEP. With a
classical GEP we mean the traditional version which ignores the increased need for operational details
that follows with the increasing shares of renewable energy. Before incorporating the operational detail
in the model, we introduce some of the features which are believed to be increasingly important in
future GEP models. A twofold purpose of this is �rstly to illustrate the rapid increase in model size
caused by these additions, and secondly to illustrate some of the aforementioned cost transformations
that are needed to include non cost related objectives in a single objective framework. When considering
a decarbonization of the electricity system, restrictions on CO2 emission naturally becomes an important
consideration. Additionally, [19], mentions both energy storage and Demand Side Management (DSM) as
potential key technologies for an e�cient integration of variable renewable energies in the system. These
are therefor the three additions in focus.

2.2.1 Storage

We aim at introducing a fairly detailed storage facility where it is possible to distinguish between charge
and discharge. From a system perspective, the considered storage facilities may cover batteries, heat
accumulators ect. We introduce a new set S covering all storage facilities s. Also two new binary
variables ys and fsj are introduced indicating if storage facility s is installed and if unit s is charging in
time step j, respectively. We introduce the two positive variables qsj and psj to account for the electricity
input and output at facility s in time step j. Another positive variable lsj is needed to indicate the amount
of electricity stored at unit s at time j. Additionally six new parameters are introduced covering capacity
restrictions on storage facilities and e�ciency indicators, see Table 2.2. Mandatory for the modeling

Table 2.2: Additional Set, Variables and Parameter for modeling storages in the GEP. Here, S is an
indicator for a set, V is an indicator for a variable and P indicates a parameter.

Type Name Description Domain
S S Storage units, candidates for investment s
V fsj Charging/Discharging state of the storage unit s in time j, 1 indicates discharging {0, 1}
V ys Building decision for facility s, if 1 the unit is build {0, 1}
V qsj Output of the storage unit s in time j R+

V psj Electricity in�ow in the storage unit s in time j R+

V lsj Electricity capacity of storage unit s in time j R+

P P
IN

s Maximum input power of storage unit s [MW]

P P
OUT

s Maximum output power of storage unit s [MW]
P Ls Maximum electricity level of storage unit s [MWh]
P Ls Minimum electricity level of storage unit s [MWh]
P εs E�ciency parameter of charging/discharging storage unit s [0;1]
P ηs E�ciency parameter of storage unit s [0;1]

of storage is the storage balance equation which ensures that the electricity stored at each time step is
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updated according to charged/discharged electricity and to the e�ciency of the storage. The following
assumes that a (1− ηs) share of the stored electricity is lost during any time step j and similarly that a
(1− εs) share is lost during charging and discharging.

lsj = η · ls(j−1) −
qsj
εs

+ εs · psj ∀s ∈ S, j ∈ J (2.4)

Notice that from this constraint qsj constitutes the e�ective amount of electricity coming out of the
storage, meaning that with εs < 1 a higher amount of electricity is actually discharged. Contrarily, psj
models the charged electricity and hence with εs < 1 a lower amount of electricity is actually e�ectively
being stored. Technical constraints are needed to ensure capacity restrictions to be respected. This both
applies to capacities of the actual storage facilities s and to the maximum capacity of in- and out�ow of
the storage.

qsj ≤ fsjP
OUT

s ∀ ∈ S, j ∈ J, psj ≤ (1− fsj)P
IN

s ∀s ∈ S, j ∈ J (2.5)

lsj ≤ Ls · ys ∀ ∈ S, j ∈ J, lsj ≥ Ls · ys ∀s ∈ S, j ∈ J (2.6)

Lastly, the storage naturally in�uences the electricity balance equation (4.4) since electricity stored in a
time step j cannot be used to serve demand, and electricity in storage at time step j can be used to serve
demand; ∑

i∈I
xij +

∑
s∈S

qsj = Dj +
∑
s∈S

psj ∀j ∈ J (2.7)

With an assumption of no costs being associated with the use of storage, the objective function (8.1) is
unchanged.

2.2.2 Demand Side Management

Demand side management (DSM) is a strategy of shifting demands across time steps. It allows for
fractions of the demands being satis�ed at a later time where it, from a system perspective, is more
bene�cial to supply that demand. DSM therefore allows for a more cost e�cient balance of supply
against demand resulting in both higher e�ciency and higher �exibility in the grid management [75].
The feature of shifting demands might be seen as 'storing it' until it is served wherefore the mathematical
modeling of DSM is highly similar to the modeling of storage. We introduce a parameter H which is
the maximum time that energy can be shifted and a parameter P

DSM
indicating the maximum amount

of electricity that can be 'stored' in the DSM feature during any time period. Two variables pDSMj and
qDSMj are needed as well, which account for the electricity demand shifted to the 'DSM storage' in a time
step j, and the electricity demand shifted back from the 'DSM storage' to a time step j. Additionally, a
variable lDSMj which accounts for the total level of electricity demand within the 'DSM storage' at time j.
Table 2.3 summarizes the added variables and parameters. In order to update the amount of electricity

Table 2.3: Additional Variables and Parameters for modeling Demand Side Management (DSM) in the
GEP. Here, V relates to variables while P indicates a parameter.

Type Name Description Domain
V pDSMj Energy withheld in (DSM) in time j R+

V qDSMj Energy withdrawn from (DSM) in time j R+

V lDSMj Total energy withheld in (DSM) in time j R+

P H Maximum time to 'put back' energy withheld in DSM [N0+]

P P
DSM

Maximum DSM capacity in one time period [MW]

demand withheld in the DSM feature in any time step j, a balance constraint is introduced;

lDSMj = lDSMj−1 − qDSMj + pDSMj ∀j ∈ J (2.8)
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This ensures that the current level of demand withheld in the DSM feature (lDSMj ) is updated according
to the level of the previous time step (lDSMj−1 ), added with the unsatis�ed demand of the current time step
(pDSMj ) and subtracted the share of withheld demand that is chosen to be satis�ed in the current time
step (qDSMj ). It also needs to be ensured that the share of electricity demand being shifted to or from a
time step j does not exceed the allowed amount;

pDSMj ≤ PDSM ∀j ∈ J qDSMj ≤ PDSM ∀j ∈ J (2.9)

The total amount of DSM electricity has to respect the maximum capacity which is the hourly maximum
capacity scaled up by the maximum amount of hours that demands can be shifted;

lDSMj ≤ PDSMH ∀j ∈ J (2.10)

Additionally, it needs to be ensured that electricity demand only is put back in any time step j if any
electricity demand has been shifted prior to this time.

j+H∑
j′>j

pDSMj′ ≥ qDSMj ∀j ∈ J (2.11)

Lastly, the shifting of electricity demands naturally also needs to be accounted for in the electricity
balance equation (2.7) to ensure that all demands are satis�ed at some point;∑

i∈I
xij +

∑
s∈S

qsj + pDSMj = Dj +
∑
s∈S

psj + qDSMj ∀j ∈ J (2.12)

2.2.3 CO2 Emission Restrictions

Finally, incorporation of CO2 emissions into the system is an example of a non-cost related objective
which needs to be transformed into a cost, in order to pursue the single objective framework. Therefore,
rather then minimizing the actual CO2 emissions in the objective, a price parameter, πCO2 , representing
the price for each Mtons CO2 is introduced (e.g the European CO2 emission allowances price [76]). This
price is then related to the electricity production xij through a parameter Ei indicating the carbon
emission of 1 MWh production of unit i. By including this term in the objective an e�ort of limiting the
amount of CO2 emissions is made as such emissions make the solution more costly. The new objective is
de�ned as follows;

min
x,y

∑
i∈I

(CFCAPi + CFOMi )yi +
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

(CFUELij + CV OMij + πCO2Ei)xij (2.13)

Optionally, there might be an upper limit of how much carbon emission is acceptable (E), wherefore this
could be included as a constraint; ∑

i∈I
(Ei

∑
j∈J

xij) ≤ E (2.14)

Table 2.4 summarizes the parameters used for addition of emission modeling.

2.3 Unit Commitment

The transition towards an electricity system highly reliable on variable renewable energy has increased
the importance of modeling the need for �exibility more accurately in the long-term models [77, 78]. The
�exibility needs of a system are associated with its ability of responding to variability by modifying the
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Table 2.4: Additional Parameters for modeling Emission restrictions in the GEP. Here, P indicates a
parameter.

Type Name Description Domain

P E Limit on carbon emission [Mtons]
P Ei Carbon emission per unit power output from unit i [Mtons/MWh]
P πCO2 Price of carbon emission [$ / Mtons]

electricity production or consumption accordingly [79]. Capturing the optimal need for �exibility can
therefore be achieved by increasing the level of operational detail in the CEP e.g. by incorporating the
Unit Commitment (UC) problem [26].

In its traditional form the UC problem has the twofold purpose of �rstly determining an hourly
commitment scheduling of generation units so that hourly demand is satis�ed with a safety margin
ensured. Secondly, the purpose is to �nd the optimal Economic Dispatch (ED) of the generators respecting
operational technicalities [27]. The objective is to �nd the schedule that minimizes operational costs
[80]. The operational costs consist of Fuel Costs as in the GEP formulation but here additionally also
of start-up/shut-down costs [81]. Fuel costs are normally represented through a quadratic polynomial
while Start-up costs are represented by either exponential or two-valued stair case functions. The shut-
down cost mainly concerns maintenance costs and are commonly assumed to be constant [27]. The UC
constraints can be divided into either system constraints or unit constraints. System constraints cover the
balance equation (which is also included in the GEP) and system reserve requirements. Reserves should
account for uncertainties in demand and supply predictions wherefore the restrictions make sure that a
certain amount of energy is ready to be deployed at any hour. The unit constraints ensure generation
capacities to be respected (also included in the GEP) and impose restrictions on how much the generation
can change between hours. Additionally, these constraints manage the minimum and maximum time a
generation unit has to have a certain status before it can be changed. The constraints therefore also need
to track the commitment of units which in other terms are the online/o�ine status, and to account for
the start-up and shut-down of generators. In the mathematical modeling of the UC problem both integer
and binary variables are needed wherefore the UC problem in nature is a non-linear, high-dimensional,
mixed-integer combinatorial optimization problem causing it to be highly complex to solve.

The time discretized UC problem was �rst studied in Baldwin et al. [82] and has since then been subject
for a tremendous amount of research considering both simplifying formulations and e�cient solution
approaches. Similar to the GEP methodology, it is commonly seen that non-linearities in the UC problems
are avoided by imposing approximating linearizations [83]. Additionally, several studies have analyzed
how the problem might be formulated in a simpli�ed way in order to decrease its complexity. In Carrion
and Arroyo [84], a mixed-integer linear formulation is proposed which models all UC constraints with only
a single binary variable indicating the commitment status of the generators. Due to the limited size, this
formulation leads to signi�cant computational savings compared to previous formulations. However, in
Ostrowski et al. [85] they argue that instead of reducing the amount of binary variables, it could be more
bene�cial to tighten the formulation by adding an additional group of inequalities that strengthens the LP
relaxation of the UC problem. Their formulation therefore include the three binary variables representing
commitment status, start-ups and shut-downs. Similarly Pedroso and Viana [83] introduce additional
constraints which enables the integrality relaxation of two out of the initial �ve binary variables and
thereby they also end up with a binary variable for commitment status, start-ups and shut-downs. Various
approaches for solving the UC problem have been proposed in the literature covering both Dynamic
Programming (DP), non-linear programming and mixed-integer programming. But with a large amount
of generators typically being considered, these approaches su�er from the curse of dimensionality and
from the risk of getting stuck in a local optimum [27]. Alternative heuristic or math-heuristic approaches
have been developed and we refer to Mallipeddi and Suganthan [27] for a comprehensive survey and
comparison of these in relation to the exact approaches.
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2.4 Combining Generation planning with Unit Commitment

The complicating factor of combining the GEP and the UC problem is the mismatch in temporal resolu-
tion. With the GEP being a long-term investment model it frequently considers multiple years however
with low time resolution. Opposite, the UC problem is a short-term operational problem considering
every hour in a time period consisting of some weeks. Developing models in between the two extremes
requires a balancing of the temporal detail against the operational detail. The shorter time horizon that
is considered, the higher time resolution is possible. The combination of the UC and the GEP problems
however results in a long time horizon with high time resolution wherefore the model is placed in a
highly complex category, see Figure 2.3. Nevertheless, several studies have quanti�ed the importance of

Figure 2.3: Combining the GEP and the UC result in a complexity normally avoided due to intractability
in the resulting model. The grey boxes illustrate how problems tend to be de�ned by balancing the
temporal and operational detail against each other.

incorporating the UC constraints into the long-term investment models [26, 78, 86, 87]. Shortt et al.
[88] conclude that the importance of UC constraints especially appear in energy systems highly reliable
on VRE while Palmintier and Webster [77] add that also systems constrained by CO2 emissions require
higher operational detail. Both Nogales et al. [89] and Hua et al. [90] conclude that ignoring the UC
constraints in investment models might lead to underestimated �exible capacities resulting in sub-optimal
overall system costs. Deane et al. [91] similarly conclude missing UC constraints to cause both base-load
and VRE capacities to be overestimated. Other studies aim at identifying whether some UC constraints
are particularly important to the system. Poncelet [92] concludes that operating reserve requirements
seems to have an important role while ramping constraints potentially could be ignored. The ramping
constraints are, however, being identi�ed at the most important UC constraint to include by Schwele
et al. [31]. A possible explanation to the con�icting conclusions might be suggested by Poncelet et al.
[93], as they argue that the impact of UC constraints may depend on which alternative �exibility sources
are considered in the system.

Due to all these importances, several research papers study the incorporation of UC constraints into
the GEP problem [94, 95, 25, 96]. In recent studies, Koltsaklis and Georgiadis [97] integrate UC con-
straints into a GEP model covering both multiple periods and multiple regions, while Pereira et al. [98]
merges the UC and GEP into a non-linear mixed-integer model which also cover multiple periods. Com-
mon for the mentioned references is that they only consider the suggested model for a representative set
of time elements (see Section 2.8) which allows them to solve the problem despite the high complexity.
Using this form of simpli�cation results in the increased operational detail level in the investment models
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being even more important [19]. Alternatively, Hua et al. [90] integrate operation detail by introducing a
convex relaxation of the UC constraints while other studies focus on only incorporating parts of the UC
constraints. Welsch et al. [99] account for reserve requirements while ignoring start-up costs. Contrarily,
the investment model, LIMES-EU, does not account for reserves but incorporates that the commitment
status cannot change between certain periods and that minimum generation capacities must be respected
[93]. This is also seen in the ReEDS investment model which however also includes a simplifying approax-
imation of reserve constraints [19]. Similarly, a simpli�cation of the ramping constraints are included in
Jonghe et al. [100] while Batlle and Rodilla [101] alternatively account for �exibility aspects through
analytical screening curve models.

In the following we extend the mathematical GEP model with a standard UC modeling of operational
detail. The UC modeling is inspired by the work of Sisternes [25], but for simplicity we ignore reserve
restrictions. For incorporating the UC problem into the mathematical formulation of the GEP, three
groups of binary variables, one group of positive variables and �ve new parameters are introduced as
seen in Table 2.5. The binary variable uij indicates the commitment status of unit i at time j while the

Table 2.5: Additional Variables and Parameters for modeling Demand Side Management (DSM) in the
GEP. Here, V relates to variables while P indicates a parameter.

Type Name Description Domain
V uij Commitment state, if 1 unit i is online in time j {0, 1}
V zij Start-up decision, if 1 unit i is started up in time j {0, 1}
V vij Shut-down decision, if 1 unit i is shut down in time j {0, 1} or R+

V wij Power generation over minimum capacity of unit i in time j R+

P CSTUPi Start-up costs of unit i [$]

P R
U

i Upper Ramping limit of unit i, Indicate maximum hour-to-hour increase in generation in [%]

P R
D

i Lower Ramping limit of unit i, Indicate maximum hour-to-hour decrease in generation [%]

P M
U

i Minimum amount of hours unit i needs to be o�ine after shut-down [N0+]

P M
D

i Minimum amount of hours unit i needs to be online after start-up [N0+]

two binary variables zij and vij account for start-up and shut-down of unit i at time j respectively. The
positive variable wij is de�ned as the electricity generation above the minimum production level of unit
i at time j. The maximum value that this variable can take is therefore the di�erence between minimum
and maximum production capacity of a unit i, and it can only take a value above zero if the unit i is
committed at the given time step j. This behavior of wij is therefore modeled with the following two
constraints;

wij ≤ uij(P i − P i) ∀i ∈ Tj ∈ J wij = xij − uijP i ∀i ∈ T, j ∈ J (2.15)

This de�nition of the variable wij incorporates the UC into the CEP through the relation between wij
and xij . Some of the �exibility properties of a unit i is measured through the degree to which energy
production can be adjusted between time steps. This is referred to as ramping and frequently it constitutes
a percentage of the maximum capacity level of the respective unit;

wij − wi(j−1) ≤ R
U

i P i ∀i ∈ T, j ∈ J \ {1} wi(j−1) − wij ≤ R
D

i P i ∀i ∈ T, j ∈ J \ {1} (2.16)

Another �exibility property is the time restrictions on online and o�ine commitment statuses. This
means that for some units, if they are turned on or o� they have to stay in this commitment for a certain
amount of consecutive time steps before their commitment status again can be changed. This is referred
to as minimum up and down times and is modeled through the following constraints;

uij ≥
j∑

j′>j−MU
i

zij′ ∀i ∈ T, j ∈ J 1− uij ≥
j∑

j′>j−MD
i

vij′ ∀i ∈ T, j ∈ J (2.17)

A correct updating of the the start-up and shut-down decisions in relation to the commitment status uij
is ensured with the following constraint;

uij − ui(j−1) = zij − vi,j ∀i ∈ T, j ∈ J \ {1} (2.18)
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This ensures that if unit i is committed in time j but was not committed in the previous time j-1, it
must have been turned on hence zij = 1. Opposite, if the unit i is not committed in time step j but
was committed in the previous time step, then the unit has been shut down and vij = 1. A property of
this constraint is that it actually causes the binary restriction of the shut-down variable to be redundant.
With all included variables being binary, the only outcome for the shut-down decision is either to take
the value 0 or 1 independently of its domain. The only remaining part of the modeling is to account for
the costs of starting up units in the objective function (2.13);

min
x,y,z

∑
i∈I

(CFCAPi + CFOMi )yi +
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

(CFUELij + CV OMij + πCO2Ei)xij + CSTUPi · zij (2.19)

We can now summarize the combined Capacity expansion and Unit commitment model as seen in Table
2.6.

Table 2.6: Summary of the combined GEP and UC model covering both storage, demand side manage-
ment and CO2 emissions.

Minimize Investment costs + Operational costs (2.19)

Subject to Electricity Balance constraint (2.12)

Capacity restriction constraints (8.9)

Emission constraints (2.14)

Storage constraints (2.4) - (2.6)

Demand Side Management constraints (4.6) - (4.5)

Unit Commitment constraints (8.12) - (8.11)

2.5 Solution Approaches

The complexity increase caused by the combination of the long- and short-term systems, is an enormous
challenge to the solution approach methodology. Even before the need of combining the GEP and the
UC problems, they were individually pushed to their limits with respect to tractability. E�cient solution
approaches have been carefully studied for both types of problems [27, 4], however the combination makes
widely used approaches less applicable. It is therefore a clear conclusion that e�cient algorithms are
needed to face the new paradigm of investment models [4]. Solution approaches are generally categorized
either as exact or heuristic optimization approaches depending on the degree to which optimality is
ensured in the solution. In the following we introduce each of the two classi�cations by discussing how
they have been applied to the problems in question and what challenges have arisen. Subsequently,
we introduce the most common simpli�cation methods applied to regain applicability of the solution
procedures. Since this section does not provide a full picture of exact and heuristic methods in Operations
Research, we refer to Wolsey [102] for a comprehensive study of the exact methods, to Desaulniers et al.
[103] for a detailed overview of decomposition approaches and to Gendreau and Potvin [104] for a ful�lling
picture of the heuristic approaches.
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2.5.1 Exact Approaches

Exact approaches either �nd the global optimum of a solution space or �nd a sub-optimal solution and
a quanti�cation of how far from optimum it is. Such approaches are therefore highly popular due to
the optimality indications and they create the basis of the well-known commercial solvers like CPLEX,
Gurobi, lpsolve ect. The �rst exact method to solve optimization problems was invented in 1947 by
George Dantzig and it is today known as the Simplex algorithm. This algorithm initiates from a feasible
solution and then iteratively �nds new improved feasible solutions until no further improvement can be
made [105]. A valuable alternative to the simplex algorithm is the Interior Point Method (IPM) also
referred to as Barrier Method. It was initially developed in 1955 by Frisch [106] but have since then been
improved into an algorithm for linear programming problems associated with polynomial complexity.
The most successful interior point methods are using a primal-dual formulation with a barrier function to
ensure nonnegative decision variables. Opposed to the simplex algorithm, interior point methods never
search for solution on the boundary but approach solutions from the interior or exterior of the feasible
region [107].

Although these algorithms only solves linear programming problems they still constitute an essential
part of the solution approaches invented to solve discrete optimization problems. Linear Relaxation
(LR) consists of relaxing discrete variables into their continuous counterparts which essentially transform
an MILP into a LP problem, hence enabling the simplex algorithm or the interior point method to be
applicable. For a binary variable x ∈ {0, 1} its continuous counterpart is the relaxed variable 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
which allows fractional values to be part of the solution as well. The LR therefore increases the solution
space and hence is able to �nd a better solution which however is not feasible to the discrete problem.
The purpose of using LR for discrete problems is therefore to obtain bounds which can be exploited to
identify optimal integer solutions. This is e.g. the basic idea of the Branch & Bound algorithm which
is the most common approach for solving NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems [108]. The BB
algorithm therefore also constitutes the essential part of other exact approaches such as the decomposition
strategies like Benders Decomposition and Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition. In the following some of these
approaches are described in more detail.

2.5.1.1 Branch & Bound

The Branch & Bound algorithm (BB) was invented in 1960 by Ailsa Land and Alison Doig to solve discrete
optimization problems [109]. It explores the solution space using a divide-and-conquer strategy which
means that it divides the feasible set into successively smaller subsets, and conquer each by exploiting the
bounds to discard it from further consideration. This means that some parts of the solution space only
implicitly are searched [108]. The idea is to generate a search tree where the nodes represent subproblems
concerning di�erent subspaces of the full solution space [105]. Subproblems emerge from the brancing on
fractional variables at each node, and the branching continues until it is certain that the best solution of
the relative subspace has been identi�ed. Worst case this means to enumerate all possible combinations
of discrete variable outcomes, but frequently subnodes can be closed by exploiting the information of the
linear relaxation. Every time a subproblem is solved it either constitutes an integer feasible solution, a
fractional solution or an infeasible assignment of the discrete variables. In more detail, the outcome lies
within one of the following categories (assuming minimization problem):

(i) Fractional Solution with Solution value below integer solution: The obtained fractional
solution constitutes a lower bound for the best integer solution contained in that subspace. Since
the optimal value of this fractional solution is below the optimal solution value of the candidate
integer solutions found so far, further branching could potentially �nd a better integer solution.
Hence, further branching is needed.

(ii) Fractional Solution with Solution value above integer solution: The obtained fractional
solution constitutes a lower bound for the best integer solution contained in that subspace. Since
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the optimal value of this fractional solution exceeds the optimal solution value of the best candidate
integer solutions found so far, it is known that further branching will not lead to a better integer
solution. Hence, no further branching is needed.

(iii) Integer Feasible Solution: Since a further branching on the integer feasible solution would result
in a more restricted subproblem and hence a worse solution, it is known that no better solution can
be obtained from this subspace. The integer solution therefore represents a candidate for the best
integer solution found so far.

(iv) Infeasible Problem: The last restriction of a discrete variable to a speci�c value caused the
resulting problem to become infeasible. In that case, every subsequent problem from this node will
be infeasible as well, and no further branching is needed.

Of these outcomes, only type (i) leads to further branching while the other outcomes close the nodes.
As all nodes have been closed, the best integer solution found so far, constitutes the optimal solution.
To describe the algorithm more carefully, Figure 2.4 illustrates an example where the BB is applied to a

Figure 2.4: Illustration of the Branch & Bound algorithm applied to a minimization problem.

MILP minimization problem. Initially the LP problem is solved which provides a lower bond Z1 on the
optimal solution value. From the obtained solution, relaxed variables with fractional values are obtained
and one is selected for the branching (here x ). For the chosen fractional variable, two subproblems are
constructed constraining the variable to the upper and lower integer value of the fraction, respectively.
For each subproblem the model is re-solved. From Figure 2.4, the �rst branching leads to both subprob-
lems having fractional solutions of type (i) (Z2 with y fractional and Z3 with z fractional). One of the
subproblems is selected, and the branching on the fractional variable is performed (here y). The two re-
sulting subproblems are solved and in this example it leads to one fractional solution (Z4) with fractional
variable q (type (i)) and one integer feasible solution with optimal solution value Z5 (type (iii)). Since
a further branching on the integer feasible solution would result in a worse solution, it is known that no
better solution can be obtained from this subspace. The integer solution therefore represents the �rst
candidate for the optimal integer solution. The algorithm continues by branching on the fractional vari-
able z and solves the two resulting subproblems. From this, a new integer solution is found and hence no
further branching on this node is made (type (iii)). The other subproblem turns out infeasible wherefore
this branch also is closed (type (iv)). The last step is to branch on the fractional variable q and solve the
two subproblems. Again, one is closed by infeasibility (type (iv)) while the other subproblem is closed
since it �nds a fractional solution whose optimal value exceeds the integer solution values (type (ii)).
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With all nodes being closed the integer solution with the lowest solution value, constitutes the optimal
solution. This clearly illustrates how parts of the solution space often only implicitly are searched, since
the closing of nodes causes full enumerations of the subspaces to be avoided.

The e�ciency of the BB algorithm depends both on the order in which variables are selected for
branching and the order in which subproblems are considered. Improvement of the algorithm therefore
consists of identifying e�cient guidelines for these selections. Nevertheless, for large problems the solution
trees may become large wherefore the algorithm frequently is terminated before optimality, in which case
it provides the best integer solution found so far. The di�erence between this solution and the solution
that bounds it, is de�ned as the Mixed-Integer Program gap (MIP gap) and it indicates how far from
optimality the solution is. The majority of the optimization problems considered in this thesis are solved
using the commercial MIP solver in CPLEX, which essentially is an e�cient version of the BB algorithm.

To overcome the challenges of large search trees the Branch-and-cut (BC) algorithm has been devel-
oped essentially as an extension to the BB approach. The general idea is to add speci�c cuts to the
problem which limits the solution space of each node, resulting in the BB algortihm leading to smaller
search trees. In general terms, the addition of cuts improves the LP relaxation at every branching node
[110]. The BC algorithm therefore prioritizes solution time on tightening the LP relaxation, with the
hope of achieving signi�cant solution time gain in the BB algorithm due to the smaller search trees. The
e�ciency of the BC algorithm is therefore decided from this balance. An example of a BC algorithm
is discussed in Section 10.2.7. The BB algorithm is in theory applicable to both the CEP and the UC
problem as well as to the combination. Khodr et al. [111] provide an example of the BB algorithm applied
to a CEP but without consideration of UC constraints. In practice, as the combination results in a huge
amount of discrete variables, it often leads to the risk of intractable models, due to the worst case of
the BB being the need for complete enumeration of all possible combinations. In order for the BB to
be applicable to the comprehensive energy system models it frequently calls for problem reductions as
discussed in Section 2.8.

2.5.2 Decomposition

Decomposition techniques aim at partitioning the solution space into subproblems that are easier solved
while maintaining some simpler coupling constraints. Decomposition techniques may therefore be classi-
�ed as BC algorithms since they initially cut the entire solution space into a set of subproblems, and then
solve these, potentially with the use of BB. The subproblems are solved either sequentially or in parallel
multiple times until the optimal solution is found. This is e.g. the case for Benders Decomposition which
constitutes a Row generation decomposition technique. Other techniques are classi�ed as a Column gen-
eration approach which is the case for Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition. In this case a sparse version of the
original problem is iteratively increased with promising subparts of the full problem, until it is certain
that adding more columns will not lead to a better solution than the one already found. In this sense,
the e�ciency of the column generation approaches is also based on the potential of some parts of the
solution space only implicitly being searched. In the following we describe the most common approaches
of the row and column decompositions respectively.

2.5.2.1 Benders Decomposition

The idea of Benders Decomposition is to partition a problem P into a set of smaller subproblems pi which
each are easier to solve. The partition is obtained through an identi�cation of variables that link potential
subproblems together. Such variables are referred to as complicating variables. By �xing these to speci�c
values the problem decomposes and the solution is obtained by solving each subproblem. However, the
obtained solution is likely not the optimal one as this would require a guess of the optimal value for the
complicating variables. A master problem is therefore constructed with the goal of identifying promising
values for the complicating variables so that the solution procedure progresses towards optimality. The
master problem is obtained by ignoring all parts of P that does not include the complicating variables,
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which results in the solution space being signi�cantly larger than the solution space of P. However,
from the subproblem solutions, cut-constraints can be de�ned which iteratively are added to the master
problem. If the subproblem solutions are feasible, an optimality cut is added and if the subproblems
are infeasible, a feasibility cut is added. The master problem solution is hereby iteratively improved
to lie within the original solution space. If the original problem is a minimization problem, then the
solution obtained from the master problem constitutes a lower bound while the added solutions of all
subproblems constitutes an upper bound. Convergence is achieved when the upper and lower bound lie
within a threshold ε from each other, see Figure 2.5. Benders decomposition has been widely used for the

Figure 2.5: Benders decomposition algorithm where each loop around the circle corresponds to an
iteration.

traditional GEP since the objective is to minimize both operational and investments costs. This allows
for a partitioning where subproblems consider the operational part, and the master problem considers
the investment part [4]. Frequently subproblems emerge from a partitioning according to generating
units or to time steps. Alternatively, Benders decomposition is also a highly popular method to solve
stochastic scenario based problems as each scenario constitutes a subproblem [112, 113]. However, in
order for Benders decomposition to ensure convergence, it requires the considered problem to be convex
with respect to the complicating variables [114]. In the case of stochasticity, convexity properties can
be regained by considering a substantial amount of scenarios [115]. Nevertheless, including the UC
constraints in the CEP results in binary variables appearing in the subproblems of benders decomposition,
causing these to interfere with the closing of the duality gap [25, 29]. Consequently, the traditional Benders
Decomposition algorithm needs to be improved to be applicable to the new paradigm of CEP models.
This is e.g. seen in Lara et al. [32] where an improved benders decomposition is suggested to handle
the combined CEP& UC model. However, in order to pursue tractability the authors still make use of
representative days (see Section 2.8).

2.5.2.2 Dantzig�Wolfe Decomposition

Another decomposition algorithm is the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition which was invented in 1960 by
George Dantzig and Philip Wolfe [116] to solve linear programming problems. Since then extended ver-
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sions to solve discrete problems have been proposed under the names IP Column Generation [117] and
Branch & Price (BP) [118]. In that sense, when Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition is applied to discrete
problems it acts as a reformulation that potentially provides a tighter linear programming relaxation
bound [119, 120]. From the Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation, an integer master problem is obtained which
frequently contains a large number of integer variables. The idea is, however, to only implicitly consider
many of these by applying a column generation procedure [121].

In general, column generation decompositions concern complicating constraints rather than complicat-
ing variables. Such constraints are identi�ed as the ones linking potential subproblems together, meaning
that if they are not present, the problem will decompose into a set of subproblems [114]. Similarly to
Benders decomposition, the idea is to consider two interacting problems. The two problems are referred
to as a restricted master problem (obtained from the Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation) and a pricing problem.
The pricing problem emerges from the original problem by ignoring the complicating constraints, hence
this constitutes the set of subproblems. The idea is then to progressively take complicating constraints
into account which is achieved through the addition of columns [114]. The e�ciency of this algorithm
shows in the occurrence of only a tiny fraction of the variables being needed to prove optimality [122].
This is the case when most of the variables in the optimal solution are non-basic, meaning that they are
zero. By iteratively identifying the variables which most likely take non-zero values in the optimal solu-
tion, the problem can be solved without considering the whole solution space. This makes it attractive
for problems with a large amount of variables. In the column generation setup, the promising variables
are identi�ed as those having the potential of improving the objective function of the relaxed restricted
master problem. For minimization problems such variables are indicated through negative reduced costs.
The restricted master problem initially only considers a subset of variables and the subproblems iter-
atively identify new variables to be included in the master problem. This is achieved by imposing an
objective function on the pricing problem corresponding to the reduced costs of the new variable with
respect to the current dual variables. In more detail, dual prices for each of the complicating constraints
are obtained by solving the relaxed restricted master problem. If the solution to a pricing problem turns
out negative it means that a variable with negative reduced costs has been identi�ed and hence should
be added to the restricted master problem. The LP relaxation of the restricted master problem is again
solved to produce new dual variables which then are used in the pricing problem to identify new columns
to add. When the pricing problem does not �nd a variable with negative reduced costs it means that
adding more variables will not improve the solution of the LP relaxation of the unrestricted master prob-
lem. Applying the BB algorithm to the obtained master problem over the existing columns may provide
an optimal feasible integer solution to the original problem, however, this is highly unlikely. The idea is
therefore to apply a modi�ed BB algorithm in which additional columns may be added to the problem in
order to solve the linear programming relaxations of the master problem at nonroot nodes of the search
tree. This procedure would then obtain the integer feasible solution to the original problem [121].

In relation to CEP models the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition is not the most widely used approach
but some applications are seen. Singh et al. [123] propose a new Dantzig�Wolfe decomposition for solving
multistage, stochastic, capacity-planning problems but without the consideration of operational detail.
The CEP with incorporated operational detail is however considered by Flores-Quiroz et al. [30], who
propose a novel Dantzig�Wolfe decomposition and a column generation approach in a multi stage fashion
to overcome the intractability of the resulting model. Initial feasible columns are identi�ed by �rst obtain-
ing an initial generation capacity mix using a screening curve method and then �nding the corresponding
operational costs by solving the unit commitment problem. From these columns the restricted master
problem is de�ned and the LP relaxation is solved which provides the dual prices. A subproblem for each
year of the planning horizon is constructed using the dual prices, and solving the subproblems provide
a feasible vector of available units and operational cost. An LP gap is de�ned and checked according to
some predetermined threshold value. Until the threshold value is reached, the newly generated column
is added to the restricted master problem and the process is repeated. When the LP gap reaches the
threshold value the integer solution of the restricted master is obtained and the corresponding MIP gap is
checked according to the MIP-related threshold value. If this is satis�ed the integer solution constitutes
the optimal integer solution and if not, the column is added and the process continuous. However, the
authors still simplify the problem by only considering a set of typical weeks (see Section 2.8).
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2.5.2.3 Lagrange Decomposition

From the above description, Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition consists of handling the complicating con-
straints in the master problem so that a particular structure in the subproblems can be exploited. A
slightly di�erent approach is to relax the complicating constraints by including them in the objective
function with the corresponding dual variables as penalty coe�cient [122]. The idea is then to maximize
the dual variable while in the same time the objective is minimized. In this way, the problem can be
solved without the complicating constraints being satis�ed, but the less satis�ed they are, the larger the
penalty term will be. However, the new problem is not decomposed since it is a max-min problem. The
solution is to �x the dual variable and then iteratively update this value in the right direction. This is ba-
sically the idea of Legrange Relaxation and it is ensured to converge if the �rst derivative of the objective
function is continuous. Now this is not the case for linear objective functions, and therefore a modi�ed
version of Legrange relaxation are used in these cases called Alternating Direction Method Multipliers
(ADMM). In this version we both add the constraint as a penalty term as described before but also as
a squared penalty term, which then makes the trick of forcing the objective function to have continuous
derivative. Though having decision variables in a quadratic term makes the new objective include prod-
ucts of variables with the consequence of the problem not being decomposed. To avoid this, we assume
that all other variables than the one belonging to the subproblem at hand is exchanged with their value
of the previous iteration. Consequently they become parameters and no variable products are present in
the objective function. One version of the ADMM is called the Concensus ADMM and it builds on the
methodology that every subproblem depends on the same variable though this is global and has to be
equal among all subproblems. Therefore each subproblem �nds the optimal value of the global variable,
and penalize according to the distance to the average value of the global variable among subproblems
obtained in the previous iteration. The penalty values are therefore updated so the algorithm progresses
towards equal values of the global variable among all subproblems. An example of the concensus ADMM
applied to a MILP is seen in Dvorkin et al. [54], where the MILP represents a multi-stage generation
investment problem for a strategic (price-maker) power producer in electricity markets. They conclude
that this approach o�ers a trade-o� between computational time and solution quality.

2.5.3 Heuristic Optimization

Unlike the exact methods, heuristic approaches provide a feasible solution in a short time, but without
providing any information on how far from optimal the obtained solution is [124]. A heuristic therefore
constitutes a compromise between the solution quality and computational e�ort. Within the heuristic
optimization methodology, one �nds a set of generic metaheuristic structures that might form an e�cient
heuristic for the problem at hand. The general structure is to search through the solution space guided
by pre-de�ned rules. These rules frequently consist of the transformation of existing solutions into new
solutions using some sort of mutation or crossovers. The idea is to let the heuristic search for a solution
in a pre-de�ned time and then provide the best solution found during that time. This has the advantage
of feasible solutions being found fast but the solutions might be far from optimal. According to Sadeghi
and Abdollahi [61] any metaheuristic can be described by the following four steps;

(1) An initial set of solutions is generated at random

(2) Each solution from the set is evaluated according to the objective

(3) A new set of solutions is found by reproducing selected solutions through crossovers, mutations ect.

(4) Repeat from step (2) until the stopping criteria is met.

Notice that, the above steps refer to a Population-Based metaheuristic since a set of solutions are con-
sidered in each step. If only one solution is considered in each iteration, the metaheuristic is classi�ed as
a single-point search also referred to as a trajectory method [125]. In a CEP framework the metaheuristic
structure is exploited to iteratively generate, evaluate and select expansion options until a time limit or a
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prede�ned selection criteria is met. Examples of such selection criteria could be overall investment costs
or renewable fractions [4]. Many di�erent metaheuristics have been applied to the CEP as summarized
by both Sadeghi and Abdollahi [61], Babatunde et al. [4] and Asadi and Sadjadi [126]. They conclude the
overall most applied techniques to be the Generic Algorithm (GA) and the Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO). These techniques are also mentioned as heuristics frequently applied to the UC in Mallipeddi
and Suganthan [27]. Reche-López et al. [127] compare two trajectory approaches to both the GA and
the PSO and they conclude that the population based methods outperforms the trajectory ones. Their
analysis is based on the optimal decision of placement and supply area of biomass-fueled power plants,
with the power plants being based on gas turbines for producing electric energy from forest residues.
The comparison of the di�erent metaheuristics shows that especially the PSO yields good performance
as it converges to better solutions, and they further suggest an improved binary PSO algorithm which
enhances this performance. In the following we describe the GA and the PSO techniques in more detail
followed by a short introduction to the Hybrid approaches which aim at accounting for some of the draw-
backs of metaheuristics. An additional population based metaheuristic called Bee Algorithm is applied
to a CEP by Hejrati et al. [128] while trajectory methods such as Simulated Annealing and TABU search
are developed for CEPs in [129] and [130, 131], respectively.

2.5.4 Generic Algorithms

The Generic Algorithm (GA) is classi�ed as a Population-Based metaheuristic, meaning that it considers
multiple solutions at once. Like most metaheuristics, the structure of the GA involves simple mechanics
such as copying strings and swapping partial strings [132]. The GA initially generates a population of
strings at random and iteratively improves these into new populations by performing generic operations.
In more details, each iteration consists of applying the generic operations to each string resulting in a
new and improved population originating from the old population. The concept of the operations are
simply reproduction, crossover and mutation [133]. A so called �tness function evaluates the �tness of
each string in a population indicating how well a string performs. According to Rentizelas et al. [134] the
GA has the advantages of optimizing even non-linear, non-continuous and non-di�erentiable functions
and to handle a large amount of variables. Due to the GA being population-based it searches for multiple
solutions simultaneously and it frequently localizes global optimums despite the lacking guarantee.

A GA is suggested for the CEP by Park et al. [133], where the strings constitute a potential investment
plan. The initial set of solutions are made by randomly assigning a binary investment value for each
unit of each generator type. If the random initialization of a string does not respect the maximum
possible investment in a speci�c type of generator then the entry is eliminated. Similarly, if the �nal
investment plan does not ful�ll the remaining constraints, it is eliminated from the population. Each
candidate investment plan is evaluated using the �tness function that calculates the associated costs to
the investments. The creation of a new population then consists of performing crossovers and mutations
on investment decisions for di�erent plant types in the existing solutions. A heuristic rule for the selection
of where to perform crossovers and mutations is suggested. For each generator type, the existing solutions
are sorted in descending order with respect to the �tness value and the L best solutions are selected. One
generator type is then selected at random for each of these L strings and the investments in the respective
generator is decreased by one. If the resulting solution is feasible, then the change is accepted otherwise
the solution remains as before. Park et al. [135] propose to improve the heuristic with an arti�cial initial
population which provides a broader deviation in the initial population. Suppose the initial population
should consist of N solutions, then the idea is to strategically construct m solutions and then generate
the remaining N −m at random. Ahn [136] considers general practical design guidelines for an e�cient
GA and propose a practical population-sizing model to improve the GA.
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2.5.5 Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) belongs to the Swarm Intelligence (SI) techniques which commonly
exploit both group intelligence behavior and individual intelligence to solve the combinatorial optimization
problem [137]. Similar to the GA, the PSO also initially constructs a swarm of random solutions. It then
assigns a randomized velocity to each potential solution (called particle) and the solutions move through
the space at these random speeds [138]. As the solutions iteratively are improved, the algorithm keeps
track of the best obtained version for each solution as well as the overall best solution obtained so far.
The concepts of the algorithm is then to iteratively change the velocity of each solution towards the best
solutions obtained so far. In more details, the PSO initially assigns random positions and velocities to a
set of particles i ∈ N . For the �rst iteration t, each particle i is evaluated according to the objective (xti)
and each solution is saved as the best obtained so far (pbestti). The overall best solution of the group
is identi�ed (qbestt). Now, the velocities are changed with the following formula constituting a balance
between global and local explorations;

νti = ωνt−1
i + c1 ·R1 · (pbestt−1

i − xti) + c2 ·R2 · (qbestt−1 − xti), (2.20)

where ω is a weight of the previous velocity and {c1, c2} are accelerator constants with the purpose of
weighting the particle knowledge against the swarm knowledge. Additionally, {R1, R2} are two indepen-
dent random numbers between zero and one which provide stochastic changes in the trajectory for each
particle. Each particle is moved according to the velocity νti and each new solution is evaluated. If the
new solution is better than the previous best solution, then (pbestti) is updated. Similarly, if any of these
solutions are better than the globally best solution found so far, then qbestt is updated. The change in
position and update of best solutions continues until a termination criteria is met. Eberhart and Kennedy
[138] present an alternative version where the algorithm de�nes a local topological neighborhood of par-
ticles and keeps track of the best solution obtained within these. In that sense, instead of each solution
moving towards the best solution of the entire group, they move towards the best solution obtained within
a neighborhood around them. This neighborhood is de�ned as the consecutive particles to each side and
Eberhart and Kennedy [138] test the size of the neighborhood. They conclude that the new local version
for small neighborhoods overcomes the drawback of getting trapped in local optimums, however at the
cost of slower convergence. Nevertheless, these traditional PSO algorithms operate within a continuous
search space which make them less suitable for a CEP, unless relaxation is applied. Alternatively, Sub-
ramanian et al. [137] solve the least-cost GEP problem using a PSO by proposing a Virtual Mapping
Procedure (VMP). They de�ne a dummy variable to represent the position of a solution in the swarm.
A relation between the dummy variable and the number of candidate units is decided from the VMP.
Not only does this have the advantages of avoiding discrete variables in the swarm space but also the
advantages of considering all unit investments in a single variable. The VMP is constructed by initially
forming all the possible combinations of the candidate units. For each combination the total capacity is
obtained by multiplying each unit in the combination by its respective capacity and summing up for each
combination. The mapping is obtained by sorting the total capacities in ascending order. If the dummy
variables is in an interval around x, then it relates to the combination number x in the mapping. The
initial swarm then originates by randomly selecting values from the mapped variable. Since each solution
is represented by a single continuous variable, they can be updated by the traditional use of velocities
and coordinates. Another way to handle discrete variables in the PSO is suggested by Reche-López
et al. [127]. They de�ne an improved PSO and apply it to the CEP. Their approach is referred to as a
binary PSO algorithm since the particles consist of binary strings representing investments in di�erent
generators. The move of solutions is then de�ned as �ipping binary values which is achieved by using a
Exclusive or XOR operator for calculating new positions;

xti = xt−1
i ⊕ νti

and similarly the distances in the velocity formulation also exploits the XOR operation;

νti = ωi + ωi
(
νt−1
i + c1 · (pbestt−1

i ⊕ xti) + c2 · (qbestt−1 ⊕ xti)
)
, (2.21)

where {c1, c2} now constitute random binaries, ωi is a binary which is zero with probability λ and ωi is
the complement value. The probability λ decreases with the number of iterations which ensures that the
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algorithm initially explores the search space and at the end the algorithm exploits the search space [127].
The new binary PSO is concluded to work e�ciently for the CEP.

2.5.6 Hybrid

We here consider two types of Hybrid approaches being either a combination of metaheuristic techniques
with the purpose of providing more robust approaches, or the combination of a metaheuristic with an
exact approach, which has the aim of regaining some optimality information.

Crossland et al. [139] propose a heuristic planning tool for locating distributed electrical energy stor-
age in low voltage networks. The approach combines GA with Simunated Annealing (SA). The SA makes
a �xed amount of random changes to a solution from the population, and then accepts the changes if
they improve the solution. However, as a special property of the SA it contains a probability measure so
that even if a changed solution is not improved it might be accepted anyway. This is a property enabling
the escape from local optimums. The motivator for combining the two approaches is to improve speci�c
solutions of the GA through the local search of the SA. The combination therefore consists of applying
the SA to the best solutions from a population and apply the GA to make crossover routines which pro-
vide the new population. Lastly, the set of worst solutions are replaced with a new randomly generated
population. Their results show that the isolated GA has a general drawback of not being able to make
signi�cant changes to the population which causes less exploration of the solution space. Opposite, the
isolated SA is slower to converge and has the drawback of not necessarily terminating with the best solu-
tion obtained throughout the whole search. But with the combination, the resulting approach both �nds
better and more stable solutions compared to the solution procedures of each individual metaheuristic.
The same conclusion is made by Subramanian et al. [140] whose proposed hybrid heuristic outperforms
the individual metaheuristic approaches. This hybrid algorithm consists of two phases where the �rst
phase is to apply GA and the second phase is to apply a direct search. The second phase is activated if
no improvement have been observed for the GA in a predetermined number of generations. The direct
search takes the best solution obtained by the GA and evaluates each capacity according to neighboring
capacities. The least costs con�guration is applied. The second phase therefore deals with the drawback
of risking to end up in local optimums.

Despite the increased robustness achieved through the combination of multiple metaheuristics it still
lacks providing any optimality information. To overcome this, math-heuristics have evolved as a combi-
nation of heuristic and exact optimization. The purpose of combining a heuristic approach with e.g. a
Branch & Bound (BB) procedure is that the heuristic frequently �nds good solutions fast. By providing
this to the BB, the corresponding branching tree would likely become much smaller [110]. Suppose that
an optimal solution would be known at the initialization of the branching tree, then the BB would simply
consist of proving optimality of the solution. It is therefore commonly seen that BB algorithms make use
of heuristic approaches to �nd initial solutions especially in commercial solvers such as CPLEX, Gurobi
ect.

A math-heuristic for handling non-linear CEPs is suggested by Rentizelas et al. [134] as a combina-
tion of the GA approach and the Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) solver. The SQP is a robust
state-of-the-art solver for solving nonlinear constrained optimization. The aim of the algorithm is to
locate new generation and energy storage capacities in a smart grid. The motivation of the combination
is twofold. First, the GA has the tendency of limited improvement after a certain point, and secondly
the performance of the SQP highly depends on the starting point and hence has the risk of identifying
a local optimum instead of the global. To overcome these two drawbacks, the combination consists of
identifying a promising starting point for the SQP using the GA heuristic. The authors conclude that
this combination leads to very fast convergence. Faster solution times are also obtained by Sirikum et al.
[124] who suggest a math-heuristic that combines the Benders Decomposition with a GA heuristic. Recall
that Benders Decomposition constructs a master problem containing all investment decisions, and a set
of linear subproblems that deal with the operational plan. Traditionally the master problem is solved to
optimality but in this combination the integer master problem is solved in each iteration using a GA. A
slight change in the GA is proposed, consisting of only the best solutions from a population being solved
to LP optimality rather than all of them, which saves computational time. From the numerical results of
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solving a MINLP CEP problem with the proposed GA-BD heuristic, they conclude that the combination
�nds better solutions in much shorter time compared to the GA heuristic, and this trend is expected to
enhance for larger problems.

2.6 Common Simpli�cation approaches

Various energy system models have been presented in the literature, and common for these is that they
use commercial solvers such as CPLEX, Gurobi, LPsolve ect. to obtain optimal solutions [19, 73]. In
that sense they constitute a classical mathematical problem formulation and many of the decomposition
techniques and heuristic approaches often require quite some changes in the structure of the mathematical
formulation. Consequently, simplifying the problem in a way that pursue the original mathematical
formulation has become a popular approach. We here focus on three di�erent approaches which consist
of reducing the problem complexity without having a signi�cant need for changing the mathematical
formulation. First Relaxation that changes the domain of certain variables, enabling more e�cient solvers
to be applicable. Secondly, Rolling Horizon which consists of solving the problem for only a small
timeframe at a time. And lastly, Time aggregation which reduces the amount of time steps considered in
the problem and hence reduces the model size without changing the model structure. In that sense, time
aggregation somehow relates to the rolling horizon as it may be seen as a selection of which timeframes
to consider. Common for all three simpli�cation approaches is that the obtained solution might not be
feasible to the original problem. The main di�erence of the relaxation and aggregation simpli�cations is
whether they make changes to the solution procedures or not. The relaxation aims at changing the model
classi�cation to allow for more e�cient solution procedures whereas the aggregation does not concern the
solution procedures, but reduces the problem so that it regains tractability with respect to earlier used
solution procedures. Aggregation can therefore be seen as a pre-treatment of the problem as illustrated
in Figure 2.6. The aggregated problem is solved by the same solution procedures as the non-aggregated
problem, however just more e�ciently. Strictly speaking, both the Relaxation, the Rolling Horizon and
the Aggregation fall within the heuristic optimization classi�cation since they approximate the original
problem solution without providing information of the quality of the approximation. In the following we
discuss each approach in more detail.

Figure 2.6: Overview of solution approaches and what the role of the simpli�cations are.
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2.6.1 Relaxation

Linear Programming (LP) models have the nice property of guaranteeing a solution within polynomial
time when solved with interior-points methods. Nevertheless, e�cient modeling of many real-life systems
require discrete variables. Various combinations of integer variables must therefore be considered in
order to �nd the optimal solution which makes the problem NP-hard. In practice this means that
instead of polynomial time, models including discrete variables may have exponential solution times.
From a computational e�ort perspective, it is therefore highly bene�cial to exchange discrete variables
by corresponding continuous variables, which essentially is the idea of LP relaxation. Commonly LP
relaxation is imposed on binary variables which changes their domain from x ∈ {0, 1} to 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. LP
relaxed models constitute an approximation of the corresponding MIP models and hence frequently lead
to a decreased solution quality.

Within energy modeling, the most realistic way of handling investments is through a binary variable
stating whether a speci�c unit with a pre-determined capacity level is installed or not. But due to
the increased complexity caused by the discrete variables a very common simpli�cation is to relax the
investment decisions. This exchanges all binary variables relating to a speci�c type of unit with a
single continuous variable whose domain ranges from zero to the total capacity level of all units of this
type. Translating this into a real life situation, it enables the investment in fractions of units. An
obvious consequence appears in the situation where a limited amount of demand is left to supply and the
optimizer needs to decide whether new capacities should be installed or if the demand should be satis�ed
from existing generators. Here, the relaxed model potentially invests in a fraction of new capacities
where the non-relaxed model recognizes this as an expensive decision. Relaxed investment decisions are
applied in both of the major energy system models concerning the Danish energy system, SIFRE [141]
and Balmorel [24]. Despite the relaxation in SIFRE, the resulting model is still classi�ed as a MILP since
UC constraints are included. The simpli�cation therefore relates to a reduction in the amount of discrete
variables. Opposite, Balmorel does not consider UC constraints wherefore the relaxation of investment
decisions causes the model to be classi�ed as an LP model. Similar examples are seen in both [77] and
[142] who present a clustered unit commitment integration, where a single integer variable represents the
commitment status of a cluster of generators. The resulting problem pursue the MILP categorization
however with fewer discrete variables. It is additionally shown that the remaining integer variables could
be relaxed with limited impact on solution quality [143, 144].

2.6.2 Rolling Horizon

As shortly introduced in Section 1.6.2.2, a quite common way to handle the comprehensiveness of the
energy system problems is to solve it on a Rolling Horizon. Rolling horizon frequently consists of parti-
tioning the time horizon into a set of intervals and then to solve the problem for each of these intervals
[145]. The �rst suggestion of a rolling horizon approach in a capacity expansion framework was sug-
gested by Le and Day [146] as the sequential solution of optimization problems representing consecutive
years. The work was motivated by the fact that capacity expansion might be more optimally decided
with a consideration of a multi-year period rather than a single year. The rolling horizon approach was
therefore a way to handle the increased complexity of considering multiple years. Suppose one wants to
analyze a period consisting of Y years. The approach is to solve the problem for a year y ∈ Y with a
look ahead period of k years, and then install the obtained capacity expansions before solving the next
year y + 1 again with a look ahead period of k years. This is repeated until the end of the planning
horizon. The look ahead period decides the size of the problem solved in each iteration. If k = 0 it
corresponds to a year-by-year solution approach with no overlapping periods. If k > 0 each iteration
consists of solving a period of k + 1 years, meaning that k is the overlapping period for each consecutive
problem. The same idea is seen in the Balmorel model where a rolling horizon approach ensures that
a sequence of partially overlapping multi-year models are solved [24]. Another version of the Balmorel
model brings this idea down to a weekly level. Instead of performing the optimization over one year,
the optimization only considers one week at a time. This has the advantage of the optimization models
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being much smaller in size and potentially being solved in parallel. Additionally, it also provides a better
simulation of the day-ahead market since the consideration of only a short future period of time ensures
more certain predictions to be made. Opposite, a disadvantage is that frequently the solution will be
sub-optimal since the optimization lacks information of the full period and hence is incapable of making
long-term bene�cial investments. A common way to regain the long-term optimization perspective is to
perform a pre-optimization of the entire planning horizon, however with a low time resolution to avoid
intractability. From this run, long-term information of optimal storage levels and investments can be
imposed on each subproblem prior to the optimization. Such a two layer procedure is seen in SIFRE
where the purpose of the �rst layer is to decide optimal maintenance scheduling of conversion units and
optimal storage levels which then are imposed on each subproblem in the second layer [141]. A time step
of this layer represents a day or a week, while the second layer optimizes on an hourly resolution. To
enable the hourly resolution, the second layer consists of a rolling horizon where each week sequentially
is solved with a two days overlap. In more detail, a 9-day period is solved but only the solution of the
�rst 7 days is saved. The next optimization period initiates right after the 7th day, and last for the next 9
days. This is repeated until the end of the original time horizon. The purpose of the overlapping period
is to prevent the system from shutting down in the end of each subsolution. A slightly di�erent rolling
horizon approach is suggested by García-Ayala et al. [147]. Here each considered subproblem consists
of the originally sized problem, however with all discrete variables not relating to the interval at hand,
being either �xed or relaxed. They initially divide the time horizon into a set of intervals i. For each
interval i, they construct a subproblem as a copy of the original planning problem, and then �x all discrete
variables prior to the time of the interval i while relaxing the discrete variables relating to the time past
the interval i. Each subproblem has a signi�cantly lower computational burden compared to the original
problem even though they span the same time horizon. The approach is tested on a MINLP representing
a CEP with incorporated UC, and they conclude that the solution lies within an acceptable range from
the optimal solution.

2.6.3 Domain Reduction

The most common simpli�cation technique is to reduce the problem in size by aggregating either the
time or the spacial domain. One could argue that any energy system model include a certain level of
aggregation in order to be de�ned in the �rst place [148]. Suppose a system considers hourly electricity
demands, then it must have been discretized from a continuous variable. Similarly, it may seem impossible
to model every single generating unit in larger energy systems, wherefore these might be represented by
all plants in an area. We consider aggregation as the additional reductions made to a speci�c model
complexity that one optimally needs to solve. The idea of domain reduction is to identify patterns in the
input data and use these to reduce the data so that each pattern is represented by less variables. In the
CEP framework this frequently translates into regions or supplying units being aggregated into one, or
as a disregard of time slices which do not take part of an intelligent selection. Frew and Jacobson [149]
provide an overview showing to which degree many of the widely used energy system models have been
aggregated in the time domain. Here, e.g. the SWITCH model described by Fripp [150] is listed to cover
a 10 year period with only 576 hours while the RREEOM model described by Budischak et al. [151] covers
an hourly resolution over 4 years corresponding to almost 35.000 hours. This clearly illustrates the huge
deviation in temporal resolution among di�erent modeling tools. The di�erent levels of temporal detail
are caused by the two methods covering very di�erent system complexities such as size of the considered
geographical area, amount of considered technologies ect. Generally, proper energy systems arise from the
compromise between temporal detail, spatial detail and the system complexity. With respect to spatial
detail, Shawhan et al. [152] study the importance of network detail in the transmission system with
respect to system costs. They aggregate a 62,000-node system down to a 5000-node, a 300-node, and a
single-node system by combining clusters of nodes into aggregated nodes. They show that the simulated
CO2 emission price di�ers with more than 20% among aggregated models. They conclude that generally
worse results are obtained for more aggregated systems and hence that modeling transmission constraints
seems important. Spatial aggregation is also related to consequences in the work of Frew and Jacobson
[149]. They study reductions in the spatial domain of a CEP and they additionally balance it against
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a simultaneous reductions in the time domain. The spatial domain reduction consists of aggregating
individual renewable generation units of a speci�c type into a single variable. The temporal resolutions
consist of sub-hourly, hourly, bi-hourly, quad-hourly and every eighth hour selections from a set of 56
representative days. They perform the test on a geographical area covering California and they show that
the modeling of individual wind and solar sites for any time resolution outperforms the aggregated spatial
domain with di�erences being up to 6% in annual system costs. They therefore conclude that the modeling
of individual wind and solar sites shows to be important in order to reach optimal system planning, and
that these results enhance with higher reliability on renewable energy. Since Time Aggregation in one
way or another takes part of all scienti�c work carried out in the PhD, the next section is dedicated to a
more careful description of this and the relating methodologies. However, we �rst introduce some input
data related terms which frequently arise in the discussion of time aggregation techniques.

2.7 Energy Data

The aggregation techniques reduce the input data in order to obtain a tractable problem size. Dependent
on the detail level of the problem, various input parameters may be needed. Which of these input
parameters are relevant to consider in the aggregation framework constitutes a highly interesting and
relevant future research question, see Section 10.2.3. The time aggregation research however tend to have
an increased focus on some parameters above others, and the aim of this section is therefore to introduce
these terms. This section introduces demand, wind and PV time series and additionally some widely
used combinations such as residual loads (RL), Residual Load Duration Curve RLDC, Correlation Curve
(CC) and Correlation Duration Curve (CDC).

2.7.1 Demand, wind and PV time series

In the deterministic energy modeling framework it is frequently seen that historical time series for a
representative year are used as an approximation of future conditions. A demand time series (also
referred to as load time series) is represented by an hourly electricity consumption observed for a speci�c
location throughout a historic year. Locations might be aggregated wherefore the electricity demand for
the larger region is assumed to be the summed demand time series of each included location. It is a
common assumption that electricity demand is predictable and that it evolves in the same daily, weekly,
and seasonal patterns [153]. It might therefore be adequate to use historical demands with a reasonable
assumption of the demand growth for future periods. More discussed is the use of historical time series
covering Variable Renewable Energy sources such as wind and PV. This is however, a common approach
in the deterministic framework and for that purpose it is frequently the historical Capacity Factor (CF)
pro�les that are used. The CF represents the degree to which a maximum capacity is utilized at a
given time [154]. Taking the example of a wind turbine with a maximum capacity P , the CF represents
the hourly electricity shares of P that were actually generated from that wind turbine. The general
assumption is then, that any reason for having a CF < 1 is that not enough wind has been available to
produce its full capacity. CFs are therefore frequently translated into the availability of a given electricity
source. For a given historic hourly VRE generation V REh, the corresponding CF is;

CFh =
V REh

max(V RE)

In the deterministic framework, the CF pro�les are assumed to be the future availability of the corre-
sponding VRE sources. As an illustrative example, a selection of historical hours from year 2016 are seen
in Figure 2.7 associated with the demand and supply of the Danish system.
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Figure 2.7: Typical input pro�les for a selection of hours. Demand, wind and PV pro�les are seen as
well as the corresponding residual load and duration curve.

2.7.2 Residual Demand & Correlation Curves

A frequently used term within energy system optimization is the Residual Loads (RL) or the Residual
Load Curve (RLC) since this represent the amount of electricity demand which needs to be supplied
by non-renewable sources. In that sense, the RLC is constructed by subtracting the assumed renewable
energy supply from the electricity demand. The challenging part of computing the RLC for a future
point in time is that the renewable energy supply highly depends on what capacities might be installed
for the speci�c source. This is especially a challenge in the time aggregation framework. Suppose a
time aggregation selects time elements according to a RLC in order to construct an aggregated problem
with the purpose of identifying optimal capacities of renewable and conventional generators. The RLC
considered by the aggregation is constructed from the assumption that the maximum amount of candidate
capacity has been installed. Basing the aggregation on imperfect knowledge of the input data may have
some consequences as are addressed in Chapter 4. Nevertheless, assuming that Ps de�nes the maximum
capacity of a VRE source s, the hourly RL are de�ned as;

RLh = dh −
∑
s∈S

CF sh · Ps,

where dh is the hourly demand and CF sh is the capacity factor of source s in hour h. For time aggregation
related to energy optimization, much focus has been given to the Residual Load Duration Curve (RLDC).
This is essentially the RLC but with the hours ordered in ascending order as seen to the right in Figure
2.7 (for a selection of hours). Essentially the RLDC provides a lot of valuable information. First, the
beginning of the curve indicates the amount of peak residual load hours, meaning the general need for
base load capacities. Secondly, the right end of the curve indicates the degree to which VRE sources are
in surplus (from the given assumptions). Lastly, the general steepness of the curve indicates the degree
to which the system faces di�erent �exibility needs. It is therefore understandable that it is general belief
that an aggregation technique providing a good replication of the non-aggregated RLDC would perform
well due to key aspects of the non-aggregated time series being captured. However, as illustrated in Figure
10.1 in Section 10.2.3 a speci�c value of the RLC might originate from very di�erent �exibility needs.
The general problem is that the RLDC loses the correlation between the demand and supply pro�les
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and consequently an increased focus has been given to a simultaneous capture of the Correlation Curve
(CC) and/or Correlation Duration Curve (CDC). Essentially these provide the information of the hourly
correlation between demand and supply pro�les either in chronological or ascending order, respectively.
The lost relations in the RLDC might therefore be regained through the simultaneous consideration of
the CC/CDCs. As seen from Figure 2.7 the CC has a limited importance when only the PV and demand
are considered as these both are fairly predictable in their patterns. The increased focus on the CC is
therefore a consequence of the increasing share of especially wind electricity sources, as these have caused
a highly unpredictable pattern in the RLC. Generally, the motivator for the increased interest in well
performing aggregation techniques are the unpredictable pattern on the supply side. This challenges
many of the techniques that rely on the otherwise fairly predictable daily, weekly, and seasonal patterns.

2.8 Time Aggregation

Time aggregation has received a lot of recent attention with various studies applying di�erent types of
approaches. This popularity is caused by a general conclusion of time aggregation providing tremen-
dous speedup at the cost of a only slightly compromised solution quality. Most energy planning models
consider a stylized temporal representation [155], and many of the exact approaches are applied in com-
bination with a time aggregation technique, despite the exact method itself having the aim of overcoming
intractability [30, 31, 32]. As will be more carefully discussed in Chapter 3, several studies focus on
aggregation techniques for the energy systems, however without emphasizing much on the validation of
the aggregation [38]. Nevertheless, in recent research much more focus has been given to the validation of
aggregation techniques and essentially also to the comparison of di�erent techniques in order to identify
well performing aggregations [45, 35, 36]. This is broadly the trend that this thesis contributes to. Since
Chapter 3 provides a comprehensive review of existing aggregation techniques, we here only brie�y intro-
duce the di�erent types with the focus being on describing the methodology used within the techniques.

A huge motivator for time aggregation within the CEP/UC framework is that the structure of the
mathematical model highly consists of variables and constraints occurring for each considered time ele-
ment. A reduction in the amount of considered time elements therefore directly leads to a reduction in the
amount of variables and constraints and hence to the reduced version of the problem. The aim of any time
aggregation technique is therefore to reduce the input time series by either selecting or constructing time
elements, such that the selection re�ects essential features of the non-aggregated time series. The general
assumption is that, with the aggregated time series representing the key aspects of the non-aggregated
time series, solving the aggregated problem instead of the original, provides an acceptable solution in
much shorter time. Of course this opens up the question of how one makes sure that an aggregation
technique re�ects essential features of the non-aggregated time series and maybe even more importantly,
which essential features to be replicated. The generally believed answers to these questions are naturally
what drive the development of aggregation techniques. This development spans all the way from an
average representation of all hours suggested by Merrick [42] to an optimization model aiming at �nding
the best �t to an approximated RLDC [156]. Clearly the complexity of the di�erent types of aggregation
techniques di�ers a lot, and one of the motivators for the scienti�c work in Chapter 3 is to investigate
whether the more complex techniques provide additional bene�ts or if simple techniques could perform
equally well.

We categorize aggregation techniques according to the underlying methodology resulting in the three
categories; Heuristic Selection (HS), Cluster Analysis (CA) and Optimization (OPT). Additionally a
secondary classi�cation is made indicating whether a direct selection is performed or if some grouping of
elements is a pre-step to the selection. We refer to these as Grouping Strategies (GS) or Non Grouping
Strategies (NGS). Frequently, both the HS and the OPT consist of a direct selection but their con�g-
uration also allow for a grouping strategy. Opposite, the CA always consist of grouping elements and
selecting a representative from each group. In the following we go into detail of the methodologies within
each category.
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2.8.1 Heuristic Selection

The aggregation techniques based on heuristic selections frequently construct aggregated time series
following some pre-de�ned rules. The rules can either be based on problem speci�c knowledge or on a
completely random procedure. This category might therefore have the largest span in complexity among
di�erent techniques. It covers the most simple techniques as e.g. random selections of time elements,
selection of every x element or selection of one week of each yearly season. But it also covers more
advanced selections such as constructing representative time elements that pursue properties of both the
RLCD, the CDC and the seasonal chronology as proposed in Chapter 5. Traditionally the aggregation
techniques consisted of exploiting the predictable patterns of demand loads by identify typical behavior
and select time slices representing these behaviors. This could be a selection of historical weeks, days or
hours according to seasonality, weekend/workday, night/day and peak/o�-peak deviations. As examples
Fripp [150] selects a peak-load day and a random day of each month, Nicolos et al. [37] select three days
from each of the four seasons with the days representing a workday and each of the weekend days and
lastly Merrick [42] selects a peak-load day and a median day for each of the four seasons with the days
being further aggregated into four hours each. However, Merrick [42] also concludes that with the VRE
getting increasing shares, these simple demand-pattern focused strategies are no longer su�cient. The
need for selecting time elements that represent the variability of demand and VRE in combination acts
as a motivator for basing the aggregation on more automatized methodologies.

2.8.2 Clustering Techniques

To avoid manual identi�cation of essential features of the input data, cluster analysis has developed into
a highly used tool for time aggregation techniques. It is an unsupervised machine learning technique
aiming at grouping elements from an initial set S into a number of clusters c. The grouping is made
according to a similarity measure so that similarity among elements in the same cluster is maximized
while similarity of elements in di�erent clusters is minimized [157]. The cluster methodology therefore
provides an automatized way of classifying time elements, resulting in a better capture of representative
behavior. Classical cluster procedures aim at minimizing the within cluster variance [158] or to group
data with the most similar mean vectors or centroids [159]. Di�erent cluster methods deviate in the way
they initiate clusters, how new elements are allocated to existing clusters and/or how existing clusters
are merged [159]. Additionally some cluster techniques also include a method of reallocating elements
and a method of determining when no further allocation/reallocation is pro�table. In the framework of
aggregating CEPs mainly two types of clustering procedures are applied, namely; k-means clustering and
Hierarchical clustering. Both these techniques are categorized as exclusive since they assign each element
to only one cluster. Sometimes it may be bene�cial to know alternative allocation of elements so that
each element is assigned to all clusters with a degree of membership. This is obtained from an overlapping
clustering e.g. the Fuzzy clustering. Fuzzy clustering might be useful when manual adjustments to the
clustering are needed, in order for these adjustments to pursue the clustering as well as possible.

To perform a speci�c clustering one needs to decide on the elements to cluster and how these elements
are considered to be similar. Additionally one needs to decide on the cluster procedure and the number of
clusters that should be constructed. Elements for the aggregation of CEPs frequently consist of historical
hours, days or weeks but could be any time related element. Similar elements are usually decided from
a distance measure such as Euclidean distance or squared Euclidean distance. This could be the distance
in the actual values of the time series but some clustering techniques also allow for a correlation distance
measure which ensures correlated elements to be clustered together. The cluster procedure therefore
needs to be chosen according to the purpose of the clustering in the speci�c problem context. The same
be said for the amount of clusters to construct, which is a widely studied question. With too many
clusters, one might split up similar elements while too few clusters result in some behaviors potentially
not being represented by its own cluster. Due to the structure of the Hiearichal clustering, it provides a
mapping of how clusters are formed for di�erent choices of the number of clusters. From this, one could
aim at choosing the amount of clusters resulting in the best size balance between clusters. Alternatively,
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as the k-means aims at minimizing the sum of squared distances, an analysis of balancing the number
of clusters against the resulting within cluster distances may reveal a good choice for the number of
clusters. In the case of searching for representative elements for a CEP, it is widely used to construct the
number of clusters that corresponds to the number of elements one searches for. This is used for clustering
techniques in both Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 of this thesis. However, in Chapter 6 we suggest to construct
less clusters and then select more elements from each cluster which shows a good performance. The
number of clusters that is constructed should therefore also match the choice of selecting a representative
element from each cluster. In traditional cluster analysis it is frequently the mean or the centroid of a
cluster that is selected as the optimal cluster representative. Within time aggregation for CEPs, mean
elements have shown to have smoothing e�ects on the resulting time series, resulting in consequences such
as wrongly estimated �exibility needs and wrongly estimated system costs [37, 160] (see Figure B.1 in
Appendix B). Alternative element selections such as minimum, maximum and random element selections
have therefore been considered in this thesis along with combinations of these selections (see Chapter
3 and Chapter 6). After selecting representative elements one needs to consider which weighting these
should have in the aggregated problem. Frequently each element is assumed to be equally important or
inherit the importance of the relative cluster measured from the cluster sizes. Suppose the aggregation
strategy is to heuristically select a set of random elements, then the selected elements would probably
be weighted equally. But in clustering strategies, one already has the information of how many elements
take part in the di�erent clusters. This information can therefore be exploited to avoid e.g. peak elements
to be over-represented in the aggregated time series by giving them less weight. The following aims at
introducing the clustering procedures that are frequently seen in the time aggregation framework.

2.8.2.1 Hierarchical Clustering

The hierarchical clustering is an exclusive (also referred to as hard) clustering that assigns each considered
element to only one cluster. It builds a hierarchy of clusters with a sequence of nested partitions. Either
each element is assigned its own cluster and then clusters are merged until a single cluster is achieved
(Agglomerative clustering), or all elements are assigned to the same cluster, and the cluster is then divided
until each element has its own cluster (Divisive clustering). How clusters are merged/split depends on
the similarity measure and on the de�nition of cluster distances. For time series elements, similarities are
frequently measured in the distances between elements, with the most used distance measure being the
Euclidean distance. However, for time series such as electricity consumption it may happen that hours
of di�erent days are shifted such as summer/winter time corrections. An increasingly popular distance
measure is therefore the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) which accounts for shifted time periods. The
DTW compares any hour of one element to any hour of another element rather than only comparing
the same hours, see Figure 2.8 The measurement of distances between clusters are either chosen as

Figure 2.8: Illustrative example of how di�erent distance measures derive distances between two time
elements. The Euclidean distance is represented together with the dynamic time warping.

single linkage, complete linkage or average linkage. Single linkage is de�ned as the minimum distance
between any two elements in each cluster, while complete linkage is the maximum distance between
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any two elements in each cluster. Average linkage de�nes the average distance between each element in
one cluster to every element in another cluster. The outcome of the hierarchical clustering procedures
is a hierarchy tree which provides an overview of what clusters would emerge from di�erent levels of
cluster aggressiveness. An example is seen in Figure 2.9a where 14 days of a demand pro�le are plotted
together with the clustering provided by the hierarchical clustering procedure. The demand pro�le is
colored according to the clustering arising from a cut in the dendrogram just above a height of 1000. It
is seen that this clustering very much pursue the seasonality of the week meaning that weekend days are
clustered together as well as week days. From a demand pro�le perspective a heuristic selection choosing
one weekday and one weekend day for each week would therefore be highly similar to this clustering
procedure. However, the clustering procedure has some advantages. It recognizes that weekend days are
similar even though they are from di�erent weeks, and that there is one day that has another behavior
compared to other weekdays (day 5). The further bene�ts that a cluster procedure has above a rule-based
heuristic selection are seen in the case where the residual demands are analyzed rather than the demands
(Figure 2.9b). When the wind in�uences the pro�le, the seasonal behavior is lost and the rule-based
heuristic loses its value. Nevertheless, the clustering procedure automatically classi�es the di�erent days
as good as possible. The coloring of the residual demand pro�le in Figure 2.9b pursues the clustering
achieved from a cut in the dendrogram around a height of 6000, resulting in four clusters. It is noticed
that the height for a four cluster classi�cation is 6000 for the residual demands, while only slightly above
1000 for the demand pro�le. This indicates that the residual demands in general are less similar and
harder to group into unique clusters. Furthermore, it is seen that the clustering does not pursue any
week seasonality, which clearly illustrates the bene�t of the cluster procedure.

2.8.2.2 k-means Clustering

Like the hierarchical clustering the k-means clustering is also an exclusive clustering. However, unlike the
hierarchical, a k-means clustering is categorized as a Partitioning Clustering aiming at partitioning ele-
ments into similar groups but without considering the dissimilarity among di�erent groups. Consequently,
it maximizes similarity within clusters without simultaneously minimizing the similarity among di�erent
clusters. The only objective is therefore to minimize the distance between the elements within a cluster.
Initially a prede�ned number of elements are selected at random as centroids, and then new centroids
are calculated as the rest of the elements are allocated into the clusters. Elements are allocated into the
cluster whose centroid they are most similar to, and elements can be reallocated if new centroids �t them
better. This is repeated until no further improvements are seen, with the improvement being measured
as the total sum of within cluster distances. The k-means clustering requires as input the amount of
clusters that should be constructed, wherefore it does not directly provide an analysis tool that assists
in choosing a good amount of clusters (like the hierarchical tree). As mentioned earlier, it is frequently
seen that the algorithm is applied for di�erent amounts of clusters from which a balance between the
within cluster distances and the amount of clusters can be obtained. Taking the same example as before,
Figure 2.10 (left) illustrates how such a cluster analysis can be made for a demand and a residual pro�le.
It is seen that, the more clusters introduced the more similar the elements within the resulting clusters
are. A rapid decrease is seen initially but it �attens out at a certain point. The optimal amount of
clusters is the smallest number satisfying an acceptance level in the within cluster distances. Looking
at the demand pro�le in Figure 2.10a (right), the optimal amount of clusters seems to be four, which
provide (almost) the same clustering as the one obtained by the hierarchical clustering. Looking at the
residual loads in Figure 2.10b (left), a selection of four clusters provides the exact same clustering as the
one obtained by the hierarchical clustering. However, the trade-o� graph (Figure 2.10b, right) suggests
more clusters to be considered. This aligns with the height of the hierarchical tree being generally higher
in the residual demand case and with the general conclusions of more clusters being needed to capture
variability in e.g. wind [42]. Even though the clusterings obtained from the k-means approach and the
hierarchical approach are highly similar (if not equal), the performance of the k-means clustering depends
on the initial set of centroids. If these are chosen at random, the k-means approach has the drawback of
providing non-deterministic clusterings.
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(a) To the left, 14 days of a demand pro�le are plotted with a coloring pursuing the clustering suggested by the
hierarchical tree to the right, when cut at a height just above 1000.

(b) To the left, 14 days of a residual demand pro�le are plotted with a coloring pursuing the clustering suggested
by the hierarchical tree to the right, when cut at a height around 6000.

Figure 2.9: Illustration of how the clustering hierarchy achieved from a hierarchical clustering looks for
a demand pro�le and a residual load pro�le.
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(a) To the left, 14 days of a demand pro�le are plotted with a coloring pursuing the clustering suggested by the
k-means clustering for an acceptable level of within cluster distances. To the left, the trade-o� graph showing
the total within cluster sum of squares for di�erent amounts of clusters.

(b) To the left, 14 days of a residual demand pro�le are plotted with a coloring pursuing the clustering suggested
by the k-means clustering for an acceptable level of within cluster distances. To the left, the trade-o� graph
showing the total within cluster sum of squares for di�erent amounts of clusters.

Figure 2.10: Illustration of how an optimized number of clusters can be identi�ed using the k-means
clustering and what the resulting clusterings look like for a demand pro�le and a residual pro�le.
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2.8.2.3 Fuzzy Clustering

Fuzzy clustering is an overlapping (also referred to as soft) clustering which assigns all elements to all
clusters associated with a degree of membership. These procedures have been developed with similarities
to both the k-means and the Hierarchical clustering procedures. In general Fuzzy clustering can be seen
as a generalization of the partitioning clusterings, but unlike the exclusive procedures, Fuzzy clustering
is not as sensitive to outliers. The procedure called fuzzy c-means clustering is highly similar to the k-
means clustering however with the membership coe�cient included. It was developed by Dunn [161] and
it has the objective of minimizing within cluster variance. The algorithm works by randomly assigning
membership coe�cients for each element-cluster pair, and iteratively updating these values. When the
coe�cients do not change signi�cantly between iterations the algorithm terminates. The centroid of
each cluster is calculated as the mean of all elements weighted by their membership to the respective
cluster. Due to the randomness, this algorithm also has the drawback of providing non-deterministic
clusterings. Kaufman and Rousseeuw [162] also suggest a Fuzzy clustering procedure which, similarly
to the hierarchical clustering, uses a manually de�ned similarity measure. It minimizes the distances
between elements with the membership coe�cient incorporated. As an illustrative example, we return
to the demand and residual pro�les from before, and �nd the fuzzy clustering that minimizes the within
cluster Euclidean distances. For comparison reasons, we request a partitioning into four clusters and
the resulting degree of cluster membership are seen in Table 2.7. The bold numbers represent the
corresponding hard clustering, which is visualized in Figure 2.11. Both for the demand and for the
residual pro�le, the clustering actually deviate quite a lot from the clusterings obtained from both the
k-means and the hierarchical clustering. The weekend days (day 6-7 and day 13-14) of the demand pro�le
are clustered together both by the k-means and by the hierarchical clustering. From the memberships of
the fuzzy clustering, the secondary cluster for both day 6 and day 7 is the one where day 13-14 are located
(and vice verse), but the memberships strongly suggest the weekends to belong to di�erent clusters. A
bene�t of the Fuzzy clustering is that it identi�es days which are hard to cluster. Take e.g. day 5, which
is the least certain assigned day, as the percentages are spread more equally on the di�erent clusters
(especially in the residual demand case). This could either identify the day as an important day to select,
or as a day which does not bring signi�cant new information.

Table 2.7: Resulting degree of cluster membership for elements of the demand and residual demand
pro�les, when divided into four clusters. Bold numbers indicate the most likely assignment.

Cluster Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9 Day 10 Day 11 Day 12 Day 13 Day 14
Demand

1 88 79 83 76 31 1 1 13 8 16 25 18 2 2
2 9 16 14 16 54 1 1 77 87 79 69 72 3 2
3 1 2 2 4 7 89 90 5 2 2 3 5 16 11
4 2 3 2 4 8 9 8 6 3 3 3 6 79 85

Residual Demand
1 74 66 6 44 26 7 58 4 4 2 4 2 4 7
2 13 20 75 31 32 76 20 9 13 3 11 4 12 18
3 7 8 12 15 21 11 11 64 70 8 74 9 69 39
4 6 7 6 11 22 6 10 23 14 87 11 86 15 36

2.8.2.4 Hybrid Clustering

Lastly we shortly introduce the term hybrid clustering as the procedure of performing two subsequent
clustering procedures. This could be any two (or more) clustering methods as those described above, and
they could pursue same or di�erent similarity measures. The idea is to use one clustering approach to
assign each element into x clusters according to some similarity measure. Then, for each of these clusters,
the elements are re-clustered using another (or the same) clustering procedure into y clusters each. The
obtained clustering consists of xy clusters. Recently hybrid clustering (or nested clustering) has received
increased attention with a particular example being Liu et al. [45] who combine a k-means clustering
with an agglomerative hierarchical clustering based on a dynamic time warping distance matrix. Hybrid
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Figure 2.11: Illustrative example of how the fuzzy clustering partitions days of the demand and the
residual pro�le into four clusters.

clusterings are suggested both in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6 of this thesis. To illustrate an example,
we again look at the demand and residual pro�les from before. We de�ne the hybrid clustering as two
subsequent hierarchical clusterings where the �rst generates clusters that maximizes the correlation among
elements and the second one re-clusters each cluster according to the Euclidean distances of the demand
and residual demand values. A clustering with respect to correlation can be achieved by transforming
correlations into distances. The idea is to ensure that highly correlated elements get a small distance to
each other while elements with very di�erent behavior get a large distance to each other. Suppose ρij is
the correlation between day i and day j then one can de�ne the corresponding distance as follows;

dij = 1− ρij ,

The clusterings obtained from applying this procedure to the demand and the residual demand pro�les
are illustrated in Figure 2.12. This grouping seems to be more similar to the fuzzy clustering than to
both the hierarchical and the k-means clustering.

2.8.2.5 Concluding remarks on clustering

From the example applied in all of the discussed clustering procedures, it is clear that the choice of cluster-
ing technique and similarity measure highly a�ects the resulting clustering. Nevertheless, as clusterings
emerging from di�erent procedures share high similarities, the selection of an element from each cluster
could result in highly similar selections for the di�erent clusterings. In theory the approach of assigning
elements into clusters is an NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem. However, for the discussed
clustering procedures, highly e�cient heuristic solution procedures have been derived that enable a clus-
tering procedure to be very fast even for the consideration of many elements. The resulting clustering is
however likely a sub-optimal solution. Nevertheless, since the computationally fast clustering procedures
provide high quality solutions, the clustering procedures constitute a high share of the time aggregation
technique developments [34, 163, 164, 165]. Clustering procedures also constitute a substantial number
of the techniques considered in this thesis.
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Figure 2.12: Illustrative example of how the hybrid clustering cluster days of the demand and the
residual pro�les into four clusters. The approach consists of two hierarchical clusterings where the �rst
one clusters days according to how correlated the behavior of the days are, and the second one clusters
according to the distance of the days with respect to demand and residual demand values.

2.8.3 Optimization

Not many examples of aggregation techniques based on optimization are seen yet, but they are getting
increasing attention in the literature. Optimization based aggregation techniques consist of selecting time
elements so that an objective is maximized or minimized. The modeling requires discrete variables in order
to provide a unique selection of representative elements. The problem is therefore solved using the exact
solution approaches such as the Branch & Bound paradigm, which causes these aggregation techniques to
potentially su�er from high solution times. The aggregation techniques are also less intuitive compared to
e.g. the heuristic selections, and they are far more challenging regarding implementation. The objective
can be decided from many di�erent criteria. In the existing literature a dominating objective based
on the duration curves is seen. Sisternes et al. [74] suggest to select a combination of weeks so that
the di�erence between the scaled aggregated RLDC and the non-aggregated RLDC is minimized. They
use an exhaustive search to enumerate all possible combinations of selecting four weeks from a set of
52 weeks. For each combination the distance between the RLDCs is obtained and saved so that the
minimum combination can be identi�ed in the end. A similar idea is used by Poncelet et al. [166] whose
model selects a combination of representative days with associated weights, so that the deviations between
the non-aggregated and the approximated duration curve are minimized for all considered time series.
The approximation is a simpli�cation imposed to avoid sorting in the MILP formulation. The de�ned
MILP formulation selects a set of representative days and associated weights, constructs the duration
curves based on the selected days, and then evaluates the quality of the selection from how well the
corresponding duration curves replicate the approximated duration curves. The model is solved using a
commercial solver like CPLEX, and it su�ers from high solution times wherefore the best solution found
within an hour is accepted. As an extension to this approach, Poncelet et al. [156] suggest also to consider
the RLDC for each time series and a Correlation Duration Curve (CDC) for each aggregated time series.
In Chapter 3 we propose an aggregation technique which optimizes the selection of time elements to
pursue statistical properties of the non-aggregated data. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the �rst
time such an objective has been suggested. The formulated MILP problem is solved using the commercial
solver CPLEX, and the optimal solution is obtained in less than a minute both in the case of selecting
28 days out of 364 and by selecting 4 weeks out of 52.
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2.8.4 Challenges

We have now introduced the most widely used methodologies for aggregating the time domain of CEPs.
Having obtained a selection of representative time elements, the next step is to select an order for their
occurrence in the aggregated time series, as illustrated in Figure 2.13. If historical elements such as
hours, days or weeks have been selected, a frequent ordering is to pursue the original time chronology.
However, suppose a new element is constructed by averaging a cluster, then the original chronology is lost
and another ordering strategy needs to be applied. Additionally, after the ordering, a scaling might be
applied which usually depends on the purpose of the aggregated modeling. The part of Figure 2.13 prior

Figure 2.13: The procedure of aggregation from the selection of time series to the construction of
aggregated problem. It is illustrated that the selection can be made from one of the discussed aggregation
techniques.

to the selection of representative elements covers the prepossessing of the input data. This concerns �rstly
the selection of what input time series to consider in the aggregation, and secondly what importance each
time series should have (if multiple time series are considered. This question has not strategically been
addressed in the existing literature wherefore it is included in our suggestions of relevant future research
questions in Section 10.2.3). To motivate this suggestion, we once more return to the small example of
demand and residual load pro�les, however now shortened down to a single week time series (Tuesday-
Monday). The residual load pro�le is constructed from the demand time series, the wind electricity
pro�le and the PV electricity pro�le as described in Section 2.7. The question is then, which of these
should be chosen to be considered by the aggregation. Suppose we choose to perform a cluster analysis
that considers similarity according to demand values. In that case, the resulting clustering for each of the
four pro�les would be as illustrated in Figure 2.14. For comparison, Figure 2.16 illustrates the clustering
emerging from a distance measure focusing on each respective time series. This means that the demand
pro�le is clustered according to distances in demand values between days, wind electricity is clustered
according to distance values of wind electricity between days ect. Clearly the clusterings seen in Figure
2.14 pursue the weekly pattern that is usually observed in the demand pro�le. Consequently the PV
and the demand pro�les seem to have a fairly good clustering while both the wind and the residuals
su�er from the focus being on the simple demand pro�le. If we instead assume that each input time
series is clustered according to similar days with respect to the residual demand values, then the resulting
clusters are as illustrated in Figure 2.15. It is now seen that many more clusters are needed to capture
the unpredictable pattern of the residual load pro�le. Consequently, similar days are split into di�erent
clusters with respect to the demand and PV pro�les. This example clearly illustrates how the choice of
input data to consider in the aggregation in�uences the grouping of time elements, and by that potentially
a�ects the resulting selection of representative time elements. Finding an optimal priority of the input
data could be highly valuable to the further development of time aggregation techniques.
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Figure 2.14: Illustrative example of how a speci�c clustering procedure partitions each input pro�le
according to similarity in demands.

Figure 2.15: Illustrative example of how a speci�c clustering procedure cluster each input pro�le
according to similarity in residual loads.
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Figure 2.16: Illustrative example of how a speci�c clustering procedure cluster each input pro�le
according to similarity between elements of the individual pro�les.
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2.8.5 Concluding Remarks

This chapter introduced the methodology and mathematical formulation of the combined Generation
expansion planning (GEP) and unit commitment (UC) problem. We have presented some of the solu-
tion approaches that most commonly are applied to the GEPs and we have brie�y touched upon what
challenges they may involve. With many energy models being solved using commercial solvers [19] the
introduced exact solution approaches are focused on the simplex algorithm, interior point method and
Branch & Bound algorithms. Additionally, decomposition techniques are also a fairly applied approach
with especially Benders Decomposition used frequenty. This paradigm was therefore presented along
with Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition, Branch & Cut and Branch & Price procedures. However, many more
approaches have been applied to CEPs with the most mentionable one being dynamic programming, and
other methods being game theory, hierarchical decomposition and quadratic programming [4].

According to Babatunde et al. [4] the most common heuristic approaches applied to GEPs are the
generic algorithm and the particle swarm optimization which we therefore have studied in more depth.
Other common approaches concern di�erential evolution, frog leaping algorithm and expert systems [4].

The full spectrum of exact and heuristic methods in OR, however, o�ers substantially more approaches
which may be valuable to the research �eld of energy system optimization. We especially emphasize on
the heuristic approaches applied to energy optimization being fairly di�erent from the approaches that,
in the OR community, frequently are considered as e�cient approaches for combination optimization
problems. We especially highlight large neighborhood search [167], variable neighborhood search [168] and
math-heuristics [104] which we believe could constitute e�cient solution approaches. Parts of our scien-
ti�c contributions constitute neighborhood search heuristics and with the obtained promising results, we
encourage others to search in this direction as well. As future research ideas we see methods like Branch
and Cut having high potential for e�ciently solving comprehensive energy system models. For a full
spectrum of approaches within the OR framework we refer to Wolsey [102], Desaulniers et al. [103] and
Gendreau and Potvin [104].

Lastly, this chapter introduced the time aggregation methodology that will be used throughout the
remainder of this thesis. The di�erent types of aggregation techniques have been introduced together
with detailed descriptions of the methodologies that they are based on. These methods consist of heuristic
approaches, clustering procedures and novel optimization methods.

The following chapters introduces the scienti�c work carried out in the PhD which in large parts
is focused on the time aggregation methodology in combination with either e�cient branch and bound
approaches (CPLEX) or proximity search heuristics.
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Abstract: In this paper we study aggregation techniques for power capacity expansion problems.
Combining a growing demand for green energy with a hard constraint on demand satisfaction causes
system �exibility to be a major challenge in designing a stable energy system. In order to both determine
the need for �exibility and which technologies that could satisfy these needs at minimum cost, the system
should be analyzed on an hour-by-hour scale for a long period of time. This often leads to computationally
intractable problems. One way of getting more tractable models is to aggregate the time domain. Many
di�erent aggregation techniques have been developed, all with a common goal of selecting representative
time slices to be used instead of the full time scale, gaining a problem size reduction in the number of
variables and/or constraints. The art of aggregation is to balance the computational di�culty against
the solution quality, making validation of the techniques crucial. We propose new aggregation techniques
and compare these to each other and to a selection of aggregation techniques from the literature. We
validate the aggregated problems against the non-aggregated problems and look into the sensitivity of the
performance of the aggregation techniques to di�erent data sets and to the selection of di�erent element
types.

Our analysis shows that aggregation techniques can be used to achieve very good solutions in much
shorter time, and that simple aggregation techniques achieve as good performance as techniques with
higher complexity. Even though the aggregation techniques in this paper are applied to power capacity
expansion models, the methodology can be used for other problems with similar time dependence, and
we believe that results in agreement with the results seen here, would be achieved.
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3.1 Introduction

With the power generation mix being increasingly dominated by Variable Renewable Energy (VRE)
sources such as Photovoltaics (PV) and wind [1, 2], the variability, and by that also the uncertainty, is
increasing, causing operational challenges in the power systems [3]. A core priority is to achieve high sta-
bility in the systems. Stability of an energy system can be secured by including fast responding resources,
counteracting the load variability. The need for such resources is referred to as the need for �exibility [4].
Today, the �exibility used to stabilize energy systems is dominated by power plants based on fossil fuels,
but moving toward low-carbon economies, the need for low-carbon �exibility options rises. Increasing
the VRE shares complicates the quanti�cation of the �exibility need, asking for more advanced models
that simultaneously analyze short term-system operations and long-term investment decisions [5]. Both
the determination of the need for �exibility as well as the optimal �exibility technologies satisfying these
needs at minimum overall cost, have to be analyzed on an hour-by-hour scale for a long period of time.
One approach is to combine a short term dispatch model containing Unit Commitment (UC), with a long
term investment model. The resulting model is referred to as the Capacity Expansion Model with Unit
Commitment (CEMUC). With high computational di�culty in both the short term and in the long term
models, the combination of the two may lead to computationally intractable models.

A common approach to handle this high level of computational di�culty is to reduce the time do-
main. The aim is to select representative time slices that simultaneously re�ect the annual variability of
demand, wind and solar resources, as well as the correlation between them. With the goal of reducing
the problem size, numerous aggregation techniques have been de�ned. The general idea of aggregation is
to group elements of a reference time series and select a representative for each group. Replacing a group
of elements with a single element causes a reduction in the number of variables leading to a more com-
putationally tractable problem. The base of an aggregation technique is the decision of how the data is
grouped. The answer to that question categorizes the di�erent aggregation techniques, but to specify the
single aggregation, a number of other questions need to be answered as well: What data to group? What
de�nes a group element? How to select a representative from each group? For aggregation techniques not
pursuing time chronology, how to order the selected elements? With a variety of answers to each question,
it is no surprise that so many di�erent single aggregations have been developed over time. The art of
aggregation is to balance the computational di�culty against the solution quality. Consequently, the val-
idation of aggregation techniques is crucial, but yet this still seems to be a lacking part of the literature.
Validation can be categorized as data or model validation. Although the aggregation methodology spans
from heuristics to optimization theory, and even covers machine learning techniques, the common focus
is to reduce a large set of data to a more tractable size. Therefore, the probably most intuitive and also
the most used validation is measuring the ability of the aggregated time series to replicate the original
one. This is denoted data validation, while model validation is to analyze the ability of the aggregated
problem to replicate investments achieved by the original problem. An interesting question, which to
our knowledge, is not yet addressed in the literature, is whether a good performance according to the
commonly used data validation also ensures good performance in a model validation? To answer this
question, we de�ne a small computational tractable CEMUC and using various aggregation techniques,
which we believe to have scalable performance, we derive aggregated problem instances, which we then
validate according to the original problem.

Closing another gap in the literature, aggregated problems will not only be compared to non-aggregated
problems but also to each other. Furthermore, the sensitivity of the performance of the aggregation
techniques to di�erent data sets is analysed. A common disadvantage of aggregation techniques in the
literature is smoothing of the supply pro�les which causes an underestimation of the need for �exibility [3,
6]. We propose a few new aggregation techniques, and, with a focus on the complexity of the aggregation
techniques, we analyze whether more complex aggregation techniques actually provide better estimates
of the needed �exibility.

Herewith, the main contributions of this paper is an overview and comparison of di�erent aggregation
techniques and an analysis of aggregation complexity gains. Furthermore, we contribute with a sugges-
tion of four new aggregation techniques, as well as a systematic way of testing aggregated instances in
a capacity expansion modelling framework. A last contribution is a comparison of the suggested model
validation to one of the widely used data validations.
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The terminology used in this paper is described in Figure 3.1. We refer to data sets as Instances
(or commonly time series) and the methods we use to reduce these are called Aggregation Techniques.
Whenever an instance has been reduced (aggregated) we refer to it as an Aggregated Instance, while
non-aggregated data sets are referred to as Original Instances. The MIP model taking the instances
as input are simply referred to as Model, and whenever this model is applied to the aggregated and
the original instances we refer to the resulting problems as Aggregated Problem (Instance) and Original
Problem (Instance), respectively. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows; Section 2 provides

Figure 3.1: Terminology used in this paper

a literature review of aggregation techniques while Section 3 introduces the proposed new aggregation
techniques and de�nes the di�erent aggregation strategies analyzed in this paper. Section 4 covers data
and model descriptions while the systematic validation method is proposed in Section 5. Section 6 pro-
vides the results of the case study as well as a discussion about what we can learn from the experiments.
All observations are concluded in Section 7.

3.2 Literature Review

Aggregation techniques can be divided into 3 categories, namely Heuristic Selection (HS), Cluster Anal-
ysis (CA) and Optimization (OPT). Techniques of the �rst two categories consist of selecting time slices
according to some prede�ned rules, and then validate the resulting time series according to chosen crite-
ria. Contrary, OPT-based techniques �nd the aggregated time series as the best selection according to
prede�ned criteria.

3.2.1 HS based Techniques

HS approaches are the most simple and intuitive. The idea is to identify typical behavior of the original
time series, and select time slices representing these behaviors. Many HS variations exist, but frequently
historical weeks, days or hours are selected according to seasonality, weekend/workday, night/day and
peak/o�-peak deviations. (2017) [3] selects a workday and a weekend-day for each of the 4 seasons, both
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represented by four 6-hour block averages. The result is a 32-time-sliced aggregated time series, which
the authors conclude to represent the seasonal demand variation well. Other HS based aggregations are
summarized in Table 3.A.1 in Appendix 3.A and furthermore in [7]. Many of these aggregation techniques
have the drawback that they, like the technique in [3], are developed only for capturing the variability in
demand. With VRE getting increasing shares of the energy production, there is an increasing focus on
also capturing the variability in the supply side. Merrick [8] concludes that aggregation techniques only
focused on demand variability need many more time elements to also represent the variability in supply.
The challenge lies in representing the variability of wind, PV and demand in combination as shown by
Ludig et al. [9], who test the e�ect of grouping 8760 hours into blocks of 2, 6, 12 and 24 consecutive
hours, represented by their average value. Through a model validation, it is concluded that while the
variability of demand and PV are well caught, the wind shows strongly stochastic properties, causing
it to be di�cult to represent by averaged time slices. Nicolos et al. [10] conclude that the more wind,
the larger errors are observed when time is aggregated, which typically is seen as missing investments in
base-load technologies.

To account for the increased variability caused by VRE, the HS approaches are modi�ed with the aim of
putting more focus on the extreme cases of the variability. [11] select 3 days from each season, representing
the low, medium and high VRE supply regimes. Furthermore, a super peak element, representing high
demand and low VRE supply, is added. To minimize the smoothing e�ect on the variability, Samsatli and
Samsatli [12] suggest to select the most variable wind pro�le for each day type of each season. However,
no analysis of the bene�t of this is provided since the original model is intractable by state of the art
solvers.

3.2.2 CA based Techniques

Alternatively, aggregation approaches based on CA typically have a better and a more automatic cap-
turing of peak groups. A speci�c CA approach is de�ned by the way elements are grouped into clusters.
In general, the aim is to minimize the similarity between clusters while maximizing the similarity within
each cluster. The similarity metric is frequently de�ned so that the objective is to minimize the within
cluster variance or to minimize the mean distance between the elements in a cluster and the centroid
of that cluster [13]. When each element is assigned to only one cluster, the technique is referred to as
Exclusive, while overlapping cluster techniques assign each element to all clusters associated with a degree
of membership. In relation to time aggregation, exclusive CA techniques are the most used and these are
further classi�ed into Hierarchical and Partitioning Clustering (HC and PC). For the �rst category the
aim is to build a hierarchy of clusters with a sequence of nested partitions. Either each element is assigned
its own cluster and then clusters are merged until a single cluster is achieved (Agglomerative clustering),
or all elements are assigned to the same cluster and the cluster is then divided until each element has its
own cluster (Divisive clustering). The resulting hierarchy tree is cut at the wished number of clusters. PC
selects a pre-de�ned number of elements to be centroids, and then new centroids are calculated as the rest
of the elements are allocated in the clusters. This is repeated until no further improvements (according
to the similarity metric) are seen. Papers studying CA based aggregation techniques are listed in Table
3.A.2 in Appendix 3.A.

3.2.3 Element Selection from Groups

After the clustering, representative elements from each cluster need to be selected and weighted so that
the aggregation re�ects the relative importance of the elements in the original problem. As soon as
groups have been formed, the selection methodology is the same for CA techniques and for group-based
HS techniques. Various methods are seen in the literature, and Green et al. [14] give a good overview
of some of these. The probably most intuitive and applied technique is to replace the group with an
average of the group elements. This is referred to as the Integral Method [9] and it is widely used but also
criticized due to peaks being smoothened [10, 15]. In general, aggregation based on averaging often leads
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to an underestimation of production and of the need for storage capacity and storage technologies, leading
to an underestimation of the overall system costs [3]. Alternatively, Green et al. [14] suggest choosing the
day closest to the centroid of the cluster, but argues that this day likely would be an average day, and
consequently, also represent a smoothened pro�le. Furthermore, they suggest selecting a single random
day, but with the risk of not capturing the total level of demand. Another suggestion is to reduce the
cluster sizes by disregarding days which deviate signi�cantly from the cluster's average, but this shows
worse results compared to keeping all information in the clusters [14]. Regarding weightings, a �xed
weighting is often seen, where either information from each cluster is assumed to be equally important,
be important proportionally to the size of the cluster, or the weighting could choose only to represent a
partition of the clusters [13]. To our knowledge, there is no clear conclusion regarding the exsistence of
a single best selection criteria nor a single best weighting strategy. M. ElNozah and and Seethapathy
[16] �nd aggregated time series using a k -means-, a hierarchical- and a fuzzy clustering approach and
they compare the time series according to a selection of mean and median representatives. Through a
data validation, using a de�ned performance index, the k -means approach with median element selection
is concluded to provide the best results for any number of clusters. However, a clear conclusion of the
median element, in general, being the best, is not drawn.

3.2.4 Challenges of the Approaches

Even with CA approaches being better at capturing variability in supply and demand, still many of
the approaches in the literature are developed only for capturing the variability in PV and demand.
Consequently, also for these approaches, unwanted properties such as smoothing of the pro�les and
underestimation of �exibility are seen [8]. To minimize the smoothing e�ect of averaging clusters, Green
et al. [14] suggest averaging the days, both according to level of demand and to hour-by-hour changes
in demand. That is, if the majority of elements in a cluster have increasing demand, then the resulting
cluster pro�le should increase with the average of the total cluster increase. To su�ciently re�ect the
characteristic �uctuations of both demand and VRE availability, Nahmmacher et al. [7] present a multi-
dimensional algorithm based on hierarchical clustering, which allocates every historical day into clusters,
so that the inner cluster variance is minimized. From each cluster, the day closest to the mean value of
the cluster is chosen.

An aggregated time series that captures annual electricity demand and average VRE capacity factors
for each region, region speci�c Load Duration Curves (LDCs) of electricity demand and VRE technologies,
and spatial and temporal correlation of electricity demand and VRE electricity infeed are, by Nahmmacher
et al. [7], de�ned to replicate the variability of both demand and VRE. In addition, Munoz and Mills
[17] identify the core of any method assessing resource demand, as identifying periods with high risk of
not meeting demand. As a consequence of VRE being uncertain, the interesting point is to identify the
periods where the VRE does not meet demand or produces too much energy. Therefore an appealing
measure in the development of time aggregation techniques is the Residual Load Duration Curve (RLDC)
which is de�ned as the power generated from VRE, subtracted from the power demand in each time point,
and then sorted in decreasing order [6]. The positive area below this curve is the demand not satis�ed
by the VRE-based power, while the negative area is the overproduction of VRE power. According to
Ueckerdt et al. [6], the RLDC does not only illustrate the challenges of VRE but also quanti�es these
regarding underestimation of base load capacity, overproduction of VRE and reduced full-load hours.

Using a time resolution with a too �at RLDC approximation, causes over- and underproduction of
VRE to be underestimated [15]. Consequently, the solutions will not re�ect the need for �exibility such
as the need for technologies handling shut downs or the need for storage or back-up productions.

3.2.5 OPT based Techniques

To secure the best approximation of the RLDC, an idea is to select the time elements so that the di�erence
between the RLDCs are minimized, instead of only using the RLDC di�erence as a post-validation. This
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is a typical objective of the optimization based aggregation techniques. Generally, using optimization to
�nd aggregated time series is often more challenging regarding implementation and these approaches are
typically more time consuming compared to the HS and CA approaches.

Sisternes and Webster [4] propose a method to optimally select a prede�ned number of representative
historical weeks that jointly represent the demand and VRE output for capacity planning models aimed
at evaluating the need for �exibility. An exhaustive search is used to �nd the selection of historical weeks
minimizing the sum of squared errors between the original and the approximated RLDC, as suggested
by Nahmmacher et al. [7]. The same approach is used by Sisternes et al. [18] to select 4 historical weeks.
Since the weeks are found using an exhaustive search, the prede�ned number of weeks has a high in�uence
on the solution time. For example, as stated by Sisternes and Webster [4], �nding one week takes 0.05
sec, �nding 4 weeks takes 10 min, 8 weeks takes 19 days while �nding 13 weeks takes approximately
46 years. Despite the computational di�culty, Sisternes et al. [18] conclude that the 4 week selection
closely matches the shape of the original RLDC, that the approach shows better results compared to
other approaches, and that it is robust to the choice of model.

Poncelet et al. [19] use an optimization model to select representative days with the aim of minimizing
the di�erence between the original DCs and the DCs of the selected days. To represent the DCs in the
optimization framework, these are approximated using an equal sized bin representation. Consequently,
the quality of the aggregation is limited by the quality of this approximation. Ueckerdt et al. [20] suggest
to approximate the RLDC using several squares and a triangle, and then to parametrize the evolution of
the RLDC so that the shapes of the squares and triangle dynamically change depending on the model-
endogenous share and mix of VRE. This is concluded to be a more accurate approximation compared to
the bin representation, however it has the drawback of not being compatible for models having multiple
regions. In addition, constructing RLDCs has the drawback that the correlation between the single pro�les
is lost and consequently that a good approximation of the RLDC does not ensure a good representation
of the single demand, wind and PV curves [15]. Therefore, [19] propose an extension where a RLDC
is introduced for each time series and a Correlation Duration Curve (CDC) is approximated for each
aggregated time series. Unfortunately, they do not evaluate the performance of this technique, which
actually is very common in the time aggregation literature.

3.2.6 Importance of Validation

Based on the presented literature, it is clear that the time domain reduction methodology provides
simpli�cation techniques enabling a reduction of the problem sizes which commonly leads to reduced
computation times. To highlight some of the achievements, we mention [12], where a spatio-temporal
MILP, based on a 2160 hour resolution is shown to be computationally intractable. With an HS aggre-
gation based on a dynamic block structure, representative time series are found with resolutions of 720,
168 and 24 time slices. These aggregations make it possible to achieve solution times of 833 min, 679
sec and 18 sec respectively. Furthermore, Munoz and Mills [17] observed reduced solution times from 2
hours to 185 sec, while Green et al. [14] obtain reductions from 22 min to 26 sec. Samsatli and Samsatli
[12] show that while the problem size seems to increase linearly with the length of the planning horizon,
the solution times seem to increase exponentially, which clearly demonstrates the bene�t of �nding a
reduced time resolution. However, with an aggregated problem only being an approximation of the orig-
inal problem, achieving same accuracy cannot be expected. Consequently, validation of the aggregated
problem solutions is crucial. Nevertheless, as Nahmmacher et al. [7] point out, generally validation is
a lacking part of the literature as seen in e.g. [11, 12, 14]. Consequently, much aggregation is made
without any published knowledge about the quality of the resulting selection. An obvious reason for this
is that aggregation often is used as a necessity due to computationally intractable problems [12], which
also makes validation di�cult. Most of the highlighted literature in this review comes with some sort of
validation, and an overview of examples is provided in Table 3.A.3 in Appendix 3.A.

Most commonly, aggregated time series are validated according to their ability of replicating the orig-
inal RLDC, as seen in [10] and [3]. In addition, some studies replace or add to the data validation an
analysis of the accuracy of the aggregated problems [10, 17, 8]. Typically, this includes comparing so-
lutions achieved from solving original problems to solutions achieved from solving aggregated problems.
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However, this is only possible if the original problems are tractable. [21] propose a validation method
assuming the original solution to be unknown and hence it is based on some sort of approximation of
this. Haller et al. [11] and Nahmmacher et al. [7] both study problem solutions for di�erent resolutions,
and they evaluate low resolution solutions against solutions based on higher resolutions to provide some
validation of the number of elements included in the aggregations. However, the original resolution is not
included in the study. Similarly, an example of data validation used to identify the amount of elements
needed for a good representation of the original data is seen in [8]. Comparing solutions of original and
aggregated problems is done in many ways. While Nicolos et al. [10] compare on investment decisions,
VRE curtailment and market value of VRE, Green et al. [14] compare on average and marginal costs
and carbon, and on gas and coal output and pro�t. Merrick [8] looks at di�erences in system costs while
Sisternes and Webster [4] evaluate on energy contribution, capacity factors and the number of start-ups.
In Poncelet et al. [19], the focus is on installed capacity and annual operational costs. From the di�erent
examples one can derive that installed capacity and system cost seems to be common comparison factors,
however there is no clear suggestion of how to compare the solutions.

The reduction in computational di�culty depends partly on the number of elements selected and
possibly also on the type of elements. Within the time aggregation framework, the element types to
allocate are typically weeks, days or individual hours. The suitable number of groups to generate is
problem and purpose dependent, and therefore no theoretically correct value exists. Within CA theory
there are some methods to �nd an optimal amount of clusters, and even to �nd the optimal choice of
clustering algorithm [22]. However, these methods require the data to show some cluster tendency, which
cannot be guaranteed for residual loads. For several of the mentioned studies, the number of groups is
tested in the light of balancing solution quality and solution resources. In [14], aggregated time series of
10 days show good results while Nahmmacher et al. [7] conclude that only 6 days are needed for their
problem. According to Liu et al. [23], energy models covering one year, are well represented by 30 days
corresponding to approximately 4 weeks or 672 hours.

3.2.7 Comparison of Aggregation Techniques

Whenever aggregated problems can be validated, it opens up for the possibility of comparing di�erent
aggregation techniques. However, despite many di�erent aggregation techniques being suggested in the
literature, the comparison between di�erent techniques is only rarely studied. Comparison of aggregation
within the same category is seen in [23] where a k -means clustering, a HC and a combination of the two
are compared. In [16] a k -mean clustering is compared to a HC and a fuzzy clustering approach. Merrick
[8] compares di�erent HS-based selections, though more with a focus on the size of the aggregated time
series. Poncelet et al. [15] compare four HS aggregations based on seasonal day and VRE level selections,
considering both average days and representative days, are compared and validated according to their
ability of replicating the original RLDC. The validation of the di�erent techniques are performed for
a varying penetration of VRE. They conclude that accounting for VRE levels in the selected elements
showed good results, but since chronology was not maintained, it is less suitable whenever the potential
of speci�c �exibility options needs to be analyzed. Selecting representative days results in intra-daily
chronology being maintained, but it requires a larger number of time slices to achieve the same level of
VRE capture as is captured when elements are selected according to VRE level.

Comparisons across di�erent types of aggregation techniques are more rarely seen, only two cases have
come to our attention. Munoz and Mills [17] compare a k -mean clustering to a HS. It is concluded that,
unless a special peak modi�cation is performed in the CA technique, the HS approach needs to select less
days compared to the clustering to reach a speci�c performance. Secondly, Poncelet et al. [19] compare
their own optimization approach based on a MILP to techniques based on heuristics, Ward's hierarchical
clustering algorithm and Random selection. Also a Hybrid approach using random selection followed by
optimal weighting is included in the comparison.

The approaches are validated according to how well the capacity mix is captured in an energy model
and they conclude that the MILP approach showed the best results regarding solution quality. However,
it was very time consuming; only a selection of 2 days was possible within a timeframe of 6 hours CPU
time.
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3.3 Aggregation Techniques

With the intention of covering a variety of di�erent techniques, we identify a set of representative Ag-
gregation Strategies from each of the categories identi�ed in Section 5.2. We ensure di�erent complexity
levels among the selected techniques. We also propose four new aggregation techniques, which we later
compare to each other and to the techniques chosen from the literature. Inspired by the conclusions
of Liu et al. [23], original time series cover 1 year of residual load data while all aggregated time series
consist of 4 weeks/28 days/672 residual load hours, corresponding to a 92% reduction in data. Optimal
selection of element type, such as hours, days or weeks, appears to be an open question in the literature.
Only isolated conclusions about well functioning element types are made [3]. In this paper we compare
the e�ect of choosing weeks, days and hours for the di�erent aggregation techniques, with the goal of
identifying a single best element type. Lastly we categorize techniques into Grouping-Strategies (GS) and
Non-Grouping-Strategies (NGS). The �rst category includes techniques, which �rst group data and then
select representatives from each group. The second category includes techniques, which select represen-
tatives right away without any grouping.

In the following we list the selected strategies and provide a brief description of each. We state the
category, the suitable element types and the source of the technique.

 Dummy selection (DX) (Our suggestion - HS category)
A very simple aggregation approach is included in the comparison, to motivate the analysis of the
relation between complexity and performance of aggregation strategies. The probably most simple
HS is the random selection, but in order to avoid the randomness we instead perform the selection
of every 13th element of the residual load time series. The chronology of the selected elements is
respecting the time chronology of the original series. The performance of this aggregation strategy
is expected to be very data dependent, but since some seasonality is seen in the original pro�les,
this approach could still be valid.

 Statistical Representation (SR) (Based on [17] - HS category)
The approach aims at selecting elements so that the resulting aggregated time series have mean
values and standard deviations as close to the values of the original time series as possible. Further-
more, high correlation between the aggregated time series and the original time series is aimed at as
well. Practically, 10.000 random samples of the elements are constructed, the statistical measures
for each sample is calculated, and then the sample whose statistical measures most closely resembles
those of the original time series, is selected as the aggregated time series. The chronology of the
selected elements is respecting the time chronology of the original series.

 RLDC Selection (RL) (Based on [24] - HS category)
The proposed aggregation technique is one of the more complex HS aggregations and it shows good
results in [24], which makes it interesting for our comparison. In contrast to techniques selecting
historical elements, this aggregation technique constructs the elements by selecting the most inter-
esting historical hours. The original Residual Load Curve (RLC) is divided into X parts, and for
each part the RLDC is constructed and every 13th hour is selected with the �rst and the last hour
included. By that, minimum and maximum levels of each part of the time series are selected, and
by choosing every 13th hour, one hopes to capture all the di�erent levels of the yearly RLDC. Since
the selected hours do not have a natural chronology, this is reconstructed by choosing a chronology
of one of the elements from each sample period. The most suitable chronology is chosen based on a
RLDC and a Ramping Duration Curve (RDC) comparison. We look at 3 di�erent variations of this
approach where X is chosen as 1, 4 and 28, representing an hourly, a weekly and a daily perspective.
For X = 1, every 13th hour is selected from the full RLDC, giving an 672-hour selection, and the
chronology is chosen as the time chronology of the selected hours. Choosing X = 4, every 13th hour
of each seasonal RLDC is selected, resulting in four 168-hour selections, and the chronology for each
is chosen according to a selected week in the corresponding seasonal period. Lastly, X = 28 divides
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the RLC into 28 pieces and selecting every 13th hour of the corresponding RLDCs, results in 28
24-hour selections. Each selection gets its chronology from a selected day in the corresponding RLC
part. Essentially, this approach constructs days and weeks from hourly selections, and consequently,
the daily and weekly perspectives are not fully comparable to other selections of days and weeks.

 Dynamic Blocking (DB) (Our suggestion - HS category)
To better analyze the e�ect of time chronology, we suggest dividing the original time series into
blocks, containing similar elements, while time chronology is respected. Ludig et al. [9] suggest an
equal sized block structure where the mean of each block is used as a representative. We suggest
having a dynamic block structure, where a chosen criteria decides whether we move to the next
block or not. In that way, we make sure, not to split similar elements into di�erent blocks. The
criteria used for deciding memberships of the di�erent elements should ensure similarity within the
blocks. Many di�erent criteria are possible and the choice of criterion can have high in�uence on
the performance of the aggregation strategy. We de�ne our criterion to include an element (Et),
if the inclusion does not cause the di�erence between the minimum and maximum element of the
block (Bi) to exceed a limit Y1. In mathematical terms this can be written as{

Et ∈ Bi if |max(Bi ∪ Et)−min(Bi ∪ Et)| < Y
Et ∈ Bi+1 otherwise,

where the maximum limit Y is chosen either so that a prede�ned number of blocks is achieved
or so that a target similarity is achieved within the blocks. The de�ned criterion works well for
a dynamic blocking where single hours are selected. In that case, the maximum and minimum
element is de�ned as the hour having maximum/minimum residual load value. Whenever we have
an element de�ned by consecutive hours |h|, the de�nition of maximum and minimum elements is
not as straightforward. Also, for elements with a duration longer than one hour, similarity can be
measured on the hour-by-hour change within an element. Consequently, when selecting weeks or
days we de�ne the blocking criterion to be a weighted term taking both variance, actual values and
correlations into account. We de�ne an element (Et) to be similar to elements of a block (Bi) if
the variance is close to the average element variance in the block, if the element level sum is close
to the average level sum of the block and if the average correlation of the element with the rest of
the elements is close to 1. Due to the three di�erent criteria having di�erent magnitudes, we apply
a weighting to make each criteria contributing signi�cantly to the resulting multi-criteria term. In
mathematical terms, we have, {

Et ∈ Bi if CheckPoint < Y
Et ∈ Bi+1 otherwise,

where the multi-criteria checkpoint is de�ned as follows

CheckPoint = W1

(
σ2
Bi
− σ2

Et

)
+W2|

∑
|h|

Bi −
∑
|h|

Et)|+W3

(
1− σ2

Bi,Et

)
Here, the variance of an element and the average block variance is de�ned as

σ2
Et

=
1

|h|

|h|∑
i=1

(ei − e)2, σ2
Bi,Et

=
1

|Bi|
∑
Et∈Bi

σ2
Bi,Et

where |h| refers to the amount of hours in the element, ei is the residual load of the ith hour of
the element, e is the average residual load value over all hours of the element and |Bi| refers to
the amount of elements Ei in the block Bi. The value of Y is chosen so that either 4 blocks (week

1Initially we included an element in the block, if the inclusion did not change the mean of the block with more than
a value Y. However, this had the disadvantage that very di�erent elements potentially were grouped together if a slow
decreasing/increasing period of elements was located between them.
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selection) or 28 blocks (day selection) are constructed. Since this approach is a GS, the blocking is
followed by a selection as will be described in Section 3.3.1. The chronology of the selected elements
is respecting the time chronology of the original time series.

 Single Cluster (SC) (Based on [16] - CA category)
The suggested aggregation is a simple clustering algorithm based on the k -means clustering. In [16],
the approach is compared to a hierarchical and a fuzzy clustering, and it is concluded to perform
better, which is why it is selected for our comparison. The elements to be clustered are either single
hours, days or weeks and the number of clusters to be generated is then 672, 28 and 4 respectively.
After the clustering, elements from each cluster are selected (Section 3.3.1), and this selection then
form the aggregated time series. As described in Section 5.2, the k -means clustering belongs to
the PC family and hence it starts out by randomly selecting a set of elements to be group centers.
Afterwards, elements are assigned to each group, so that the sum of squared di�erences between
elements and the assigned cluster centers are minimized. We refer to Hartigan and Wong [25] for
further details about the general algorithm. The randomness of the initial choice of centers can
a�ect the performance of the algorithm and to regain some stability it is recommended to eval-
uate the algorithm for multiple sets of initial center elements, and then to use the resulting best
clustering. We run the algorithm for 25 initial sets of element centers. When days and weeks are
clustered, the chronology of the selected elements is found as the ordering of the clusters according
to the included hours. When hours are clustered, the chronology of the aggregated time series is
chosen as the time chronology of the selected hours.

 Cluster-Cluster (CC) (Based on [23] - CA category)
The idea is to combine a k -means clustering with a hierarchical clustering in a two-stage clustering
procedure. First, X clusters are found using a standard k -means clustering, and then each of these
clusters is divided into Z sub-clusters using a suggestion of an agglomerative HC clustering, based
on a minmax linkage criterion and a dynamic time warping distance matrix. We refer to Liu et al.
[23] for details about the speci�c algorithm. Essentially, the bene�t of using a dynamic time warping
distance matrix is, that this accounts for time series not being perfectly aligned or having di�erent
shape properties. An example could be o�sets in loads due to daylight-savings. Since our time
aggregations only consider a single RLDC, we use a normal euclidean distance instead of the time
warping distance matrix. To further simplify, we use the complete linkage criterion rather than the
minmax linkage. Algorithmically, this means that the distance between two clusters is measured as
the distance between the elements from each cluster that are furthest apart, rather than measuring
the distances as the radius of the smallest enclosing ball, centered at a point chosen from the two
clusters. Again, 25 initial sets are used for the k -means clustering.

Clustering hours, we initially perform 224 clusters and then �nd 3 sub-clusters for each, resulting
in 672 clusters. For day and week clustering, initially 2 and 7 clusters are created with each being
divided into 2 and 4 clusters respectively. An element from each cluster is selected according to
the selection criteria de�ned in Section 3.3.1. The chronology of the hour selection is chosen as
the time chronology of the selected hours, while the chronology of the day and week selections is
decided from the ordering of the clusters according to included elements.

 Level-Correlation-Clustering (LC) (Our suggestion - CA category)
The aim of any clustering algorithm is to achieve as much similarity within each cluster and as
little similarity between clusters as possible. Typically, the similarity measure is chosen to either be
similarity in value of the clustered elements or similarity in the behavior of the clustered elements.
In a time aggregation domain, this can be elements with similar levels being clustered together or
elements with similar evolution in time being clustered together. Typically, this preserves either
the replication of the RLDC or the replication of the RDC. According to [19], it is important to
capture both, and hence we suggest combining cluster techniques pursuing both objectives.

Initially, we perform a fuzzy clustering in order to group elements according to their similarity
in level. The fuzzy clustering is chosen since we need each group to have a minimum amount of
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members in order to enable multiple clustering. Therefore, if any group, after the �rst clustering,
contains fewer members than needed, the fuzzy clustering provides a degree of membership for each
element to each group, enabling a fast identi�cation of members being suitable for the low-member
groups. By this, our manipulation of the groups has few consequences. In order to ensure selection
from each cluster with di�erent behaviors, each cluster is re-clustered according to group members
with similar behavior. For this, a hierarchical clustering is used, where the dissimilarity between
two elements i and j is de�ned as

dij = 1− ρij ,

where ρij is the correlation between the two elements. This ensures that very similar elements get
a small distance from each other and, therefore, likely get assigned to the same cluster, and vice
versa. Selecting precisely one element from each of the resulting clusters ensures that the selection
includes elements with di�erent behavior for di�erent levels. Of the considered element types in
this paper, days is the most suitable for this approach. When clustering days, initially 7 clusters
are constructed and then each is divided into 4 sub-clusters. When weeks are to be selected, ini-
tially two clusters are constructed and each is then divided further into two sub-clusters. As a
consequence of the very low amount of clusters, this approach will most likely be similar to a single
clustering with 4 initial clusters. Due to the consideration of correlation between elements, single
hours are not suitable elements. We therefore perform an alternative nested clustering for this
element type, where we assume some daily behavior correlation by initially clustering days. The
idea is to cluster all days of a year into 112 clusters, and then all hours within each cluster are
further clustered into 6 clusters. The outcome is 672 clusters covering di�erent amounts of hours.
The resulting aggregated time series is achieved by selecting one hour from each cluster accord-
ing to the selection criteria de�ned in Section 3.3.1. This approach combines the selection of days
and hours but in the end a single hour is selected, which categorizes it as an hour selection approach.

 Exhaustive Search (ES) (Based on [26] - OPT category)
The suggested aggregation selects the 4 historical weeks that best represent the yearly RLDC.
Using 4 nested loops, every combination of a 4 week selection is tested. For each selection, the
RLDC is constructed and a Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE) is found between this
approximated RLDC and the original RLDC. The 4 week selection having a RLDC closest to the
original RLDC forms the aggregated time series. Even though, theoretically, this approach could
be performed for any type of element, only the selection of weeks will be practically suitable. The
smaller the elements are, in terms of time duration, the more combinations need to be checked.
The complexity of the algorithm can be expressed as O

(
(|E|)!

(|E|−|C|)!

)
, where E is the number of

elements and C is the cluster size. Consequently, to �nd a selection of 4 weeks, 52!
48! = 6.497.400

combinations need to be checked which makes it challenging to perform larger selections. A 28 day
selection requires 1, 8 ·1071 combinations to be checked while a selection of 672 single hours requires
an uncountable amount of combinations to be checked.

 Optimized RLDC Approximation (OA) (Based on [19] - OPT category)
As described in Section 5.2, the suggested approach approximates the original RLDC using an equal
sized bin structure and then �nds an optimal selection of days, which has the approximated RLDC
closest to the original one. The original RLDC is divided into a �xed amount of bins and then for
each element of the year, its share of time within each bin is calculated. Afterwards, an optimization
model �nds the selection of elements which has a share of time within each bin distribution as close
as possible to the distribution of the original time series. Essentially, the idea is the same as in
the ES approach, but instead of trying out all combination the selection is found by using state of
the art solvers, minimizing the di�erence between the RLDCs. Only the selection of days will be
considered in this approach.

 Optimized criteria Selection (OS) (Our suggestion - OPT category)
Inspired by the SR approach in [17], we suggest an aggregation technique based on the same idea
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but in an optimization framework. The idea is to choose elements so that the correlation between
selected elements is minimized and values as close as possible to the average element variance and the
overall average, maximum and minimum levels and rampings of the original time series are achieved.
Applying a weight to the di�erent statistical goals and adding the terms results in a multi-objective
function to be minimized. Due to this approach considering variation and correlation of elements,
only days and weeks will be considered. The mathematical formulation is described by equations
(3.1)-(3.24). Sets, parameters and variables are listed in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Sets, Parameters and Decision variables of the OS approach

Set name Description Alias

E Elements in the original set {e, e′}
C Elements to be selected c

ET Hours of an element et

M Statistical measurements {Min, Mean, Max} m

SM Subset of the statistical measurements {Min, Max} sm, SM ∈M
Parameter Description Unit

ResEet,e Hourly residual loads of each element in original time series [MW]
RmpEet,e Hourly ramping of loads of each element in original time series [MW]

org_avg_var Average element variance of original time series [MW]
org_lvlm {Minimum, Mean, Maximum} load value of original time series [MW]
org_rmpm {Minimum, Mean, Maximum} ramp value of original time series [MW]
V arEleme Variance of each element in original time series
CorEleme,e′ Correlation between every combination of elements in original time series

Variable Description Domain

B_agge Selected elements to be included in aggregated time series, 1 indicates inclusion of element e {0, 1}
B_lvlsm,e,et Auxiliary variable to select {Minimum, Maximum} load of aggregated time series, if 1 hour et in element e is identi�ed {0, 1}
B_rmpsm,e,et Auxiliary variable to select {Minimum, Maximum} ramp value of aggregated time series, if 1 hour et in element e is identi�ed {0, 1}
B_rmpsm,e,et Auxiliary variable to select minimum ramp value of aggregated time series, if 1 hour et in element e is identi�ed {0, 1}
D_lvlm Di�erence in {minimum, mean, maximum} load value of aggregated and original time series R+

D_rmpm Di�erence in {minimum, mean, maximum} ramp value of aggregated and original time series R+

agg_var Average element variance in aggregated time series R
var_diff Di�erence in average element variance in aggregated and original time series R
corPose,e′ Correlation between selected elements in aggregation R
agg_lvlm {Minimum, Mean, Maximum} load value of aggregated time series R
agg_rmpm {Minimum, Mean, Maximum} ramp value of aggregated time series R
B_matrixe,e′ Element combinations in selection R
res_agget,e Hourly levels of selected elements R
ramp_agget,e Hourly ramping of selected elements R
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Minimize
B_agge

∑
e,e′∈E corPose,e′ + var_diff +

∑
m∈M D_lvlm +D_rmpm (3.1)

Subject to ∑
e∈E B_agge = |C| (3.2)

agg_var =
∑

e∈E
(
B_agge · varEleme

)
/|C| (3.3)

var_diff ≥ agg_var − org_avg_var (3.4)

var_diff ≥ org_avg_var − agg_var (3.5)

B_matrixe,e′ ≥ B_agge + B_agge′ ∀e, e′ ∈ E (3.6)

corPose,e′ ≥ B_matrixe,e′ · CorEleme,e′ ∀e, e′ ∈ E (3.7)

corPose,e′ ≥ −B_matrixe,e′ · CorEleme,e′ ∀e, e′ ∈ E (3.8)

B_lvlsm,e,et ≤ B_agge ∀sm ∈ SM, ∀e ∈ E, ∀et ∈ ET (3.9)

B_rmpsm,e,et ≤ B_agge ∀sm ∈ SM, ∀e ∈ E, ∀et ∈ ET (3.10)∑
e∈E

∑
et∈ET B_lvlsm,e,et = 1 ∀sm ∈ SM, (3.11)∑

e∈E
∑

et∈ET B_rmpsm,e,et = 1 ∀sm ∈ SM, (3.12)

agg_lvlsm =
∑

e∈E
∑

et∈ET B_lvlsm,e,et · ResEet,e ∀sm ∈ SM, (3.13)

agg_rmpsm =
∑

e∈E
∑

et∈ET B_rmpsm,e,et · RmpEet,e ∀sm ∈ SM, (3.14)

res_agget,e = B_agge · ResEet,e ∀e ∈ E, ∀et ∈ ET (3.15)

agg_lvlm =
(∑

e∈E
∑

et∈ET res_agget,e

)
/(|ET | · |C|) ∀m ∈ {mean} (3.16)

ramp_agget,e = B_agge · RmpEet,e ∀e ∈ E, ∀et ∈ ET (3.17)

agg_rmpm =
(∑

e∈E
∑

et∈ET ramp_agget,e

)
/(|ET | · |C|) ∀m = {mean} (3.18)

D_lvl ≥ agg_lvlm − org_lvlm ∀m ∈M, (3.19)

D_lvl ≥ org_lvlm − agg_lvlm ∀m ∈M, (3.20)

D_rmp ≥ agg_rmpm − org_rmpm ∀m ∈M, (3.21)

D_rmp ≥ org_rmpm − agg_rmpm ∀m ∈M, (3.22)

B_agge, B_lvlsm,e,et, B_rmpsm,e,et ∈ {0, 1} ∀sm ∈ SM, ∀e ∈ E, ∀et ∈ ET (3.23)

D_lvlm, D_rmpm ≥ 0 ∀m ∈M, ∀e, e′ ∈ E (3.24)

In the model (3.1)-(3.24), the main decision is which elements to include in the aggregated time selection,
namely B_agge. All other decision variables are auxiliary variables, used to measure the penalty function
which guides the selection of elements. The model complexity is strongly correlated to the number of
elements being selected, which also makes it less suitable for selecting single hours. Equation (3.1) penal-
izes the di�erence in average, minimum and maximum level and ramping values between the aggregated
and original time series, as well as the di�erences in average element variance. Furthermore, it mini-
mizes the correlation between selected elements, which drives a selection of di�erent elements. Equation
(3.2) ensures that only a speci�c number of elements is chosen. In equation (3.3)-(3.5), the di�erence
in average element variance is calculated, and correlation between elements in the selection is found in
equation (3.6)-(3.8). Equations (3.9)-(3.10) ensure that elements targeting the minimum and maximum
level and ramp values of the original time series are included in the selection. In equation (3.13)-(3.14)
the corresponding level and ramp values of these selected elements are extracted. Equations (3.15)-(3.18),
calculate average level and ramping values of the aggregated time series and equations (3.19)-(3.22) de-
�ne the terms to be minimized, and by that ensure that the selection of elements has values close to the
corresponding values of the original time series. Notice that, equation (3.6) adds an unwanted property,
since not only the correlation between selected elements are punished, but actually also correlation be-
tween selected and non-selected elements. However the latter is punished with a lower weight. De�ning
the constraint like B_matrixe,e′ ≥ B_agge

∧
B_agge′ , would ful�ll the de�ned objective, but at the

cost of the problem turning nonlinear. To avoid nonlinearities but still ful�lling our objective, constraint
(3.6) could be de�ned as B_matrixe,e′ ≥ B_agge + B_agge′ − 1, where B_matrixe,e′ ≥ 0. However,
experimental results showed that this made the computational time explode, which essentially motivates
the de�nition in (3.6), despite the slightly change in the de�nition of the objective.

3.3.1 Selection criteria

For all the strategies categorized as GS s, the explained aggregation approaches output groupings, and
consequently, in order to achieve the aggregated time series, a selection from each group needs to be
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performed. As described in Section 5.2, many di�erent selection criteria have been tried and discussed,
and it is our aim to cover most of these. We note that a selection strategy also can consist of selecting
multiple elements from each group, though in this work we only consider single selections. Table 3.2
contains the selection criteria analyzed and a de�nition according to each element type.

Table 3.2: Selection criteria for the GS s

De�nition

Criteria Hour Day / Week

Mean
A constructed hour, being the average over all
hours in the group

A constructed element where the xth hour is the
average of the xth hour of all elements in the
group.

Minimum The hour with minimum value in the group
Summing all hours of each element, the element
with the minimum sum is selected.

Maximum The hour with maximum value in the group
Summing all hours of each element, the element
with the maximum sum is selected.

Random A random hour of the group A random element of the group

cMean
The hour with a value closest to the group mean
value

For each element, the xth hour di�erence to the
corresponding hour in the group mean element is
calculated. Then summing all hourly di�erences
of each element, and selecting the element with
the minimum sum of di�erences.

3.3.2 Runtimes of the aggregation techniques

The di�erent aggregation strategies are summarized in Table 3.3. The HS and CA based aggregations are
implemented in R-3.3.3 while the OPT based aggregations are implemented in GAMS 24.9.2 and solved
using Cplex 12.7.1.0. For each strategy, the approximated time of performing an aggregated time series
is listed. All solutions times are related to a laptop with an Intel(R) Core(TM)i5-6200U CPU with 2.30
GHz and 8 GB RAM.

The optimized RLDC approximation appears to be the most time consuming approach with an hour
spent on �nding the aggregated time series. Due to the high complexity of this approach, the search is
constrained by a time limit. Consequently, optimality is not ensured in the selected days. For most of
the other techniques, aggregated instances are constructed in less than a second or in a couple of seconds,
with the exceptions of the ES approach taking 3.5 minutes and the HS approach taking 35 sec (day
selection). For the approaches applied to all element types, the times seem to be quite similar for each
type with the exception of the SR approach being much more time consuming when days are selected.
From our results there is no clear identi�cation of one single element being consistently faster than the
others but, it is seen that daily selections are more time consuming compared to weekly selections for all
approaches.

3.4 Test Cases

3.4.1 Data

Investment technologies have been chosen so that VRE capacities, base-load capacity and �exible capac-
ities are possible. Inspired by Sisternes and Webster [4] and Liu et al. [23], we consider wind and PV
as VRE, Nuclear and coal as base-load capacity and Open- and Combined- Cycle Gas Turbines (OCGT
and CCGT) as the �exible capacities. The instances to be aggregated consist of hourly residual load
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Table 3.3: Time aggregation strategies analyzed in this paper. The time of the GS category covers the
time of forming groups and of performing all selections as described in Section 3.3.1

Approximated times (s)

Approach Category Selection type Supported Elements Hours Days Weeks

SC CA GS Hours, Days, Weeks ∼ 3 ∼ 2 ∼ 2
CC CA GS Hours, Days, Weeks ∼ 3 ∼ 2 ∼ 2
LC CA GS Hours, Days, Weeks ∼ 2 ∼ 3 ∼ 2.5
DB HS GS Hours, Days, Weeks ∼ 2.7 ∼ 0.8 ∼ 0.35
DX HS NGS Hours, Days, Weeks ∼ 0.2 ∼ 0.06 ∼ 0.06
SR HS NGS Hours, Days, Weeks ∼ 4.5 ∼ 34.3 ∼ 8.1
RL HS NGS Hours, "Constructed-Days", "Constructed-Weeks" ∼ 0.1 ∼ 0.1 ∼ 0.1
ES OPT NGS Weeks - - ∼ 215
OA OPT NGS Days - ∼ 3600 -
OS OPT NGS Days, Weeks - ∼ 8 ∼ 3

pro�les, calculated from hourly load pro�les and hourly wind and PV availability pro�les. In each model
run only one pro�le of each type is used in the residual load calculation, corresponding to the system
only containing one region. In order to enable aggregation performance analysis of years with low, high
and middle overall wind availability, pro�les representing the Danish energy load and supply conditions
of the years 2014, 2015 and 2016 have been extracted directly from [27] (Table 3.4). The technological
data of the remaining units are highly inspired by the values used in [26], but adjusted so that interesting
investments, among di�erent technologies, are made in the original solution. In this paper, the primary
objective is to evaluate the ability of an aggregated model to capture the need for �exibility, and to
provide optimal stability in a system heavily reliable on VREs. Consequently, it needs to be ensured that
the original solution contains a high share of VRE, which is achieved by keeping the cost of the VRE
technologies low.

Focus has been on generating challenging instances that use several technologies, in order to make
it easier to separate the wheat from the cha� in our study of aggregation techniques. Since we leave
demands unchanged, any scaling of costs will not a�ect the aggregation techniques.

Table 3.4: Yearly supply and demands in MW. The supplies are found by assuming the maximum
capacities to be the maximum production seen during the corresponding year.

Year Demand Wind PV

Yearly Sum Max Cap Yearly Sum Max Cap Yearly Sum

2014 33.355.104 4886.6 13.028.517 483 595.235

2015 33.523.940 5076.4 14.062.862 496 604.149

2016 33.799.957 5245.3 12.627.431 609 743.547

3.4.2 Model

As discussed earlier, the increasing shares of VRE in the power generation mix, turns the focus on the
insurance of reliability, from not just being achieved, but being achieved through an optimal capacity
expansion mix, resulting in the least costs [28]. To achieve this, short-term temporal load variations are
included in the capacity expansion model, resulting in a 'two stage' model. The �rst stage decides on
the optimal building decisions while optimal operational decisions of the installed capacities are made in
the second stage. The objective of such a model is to �nd the optimal balance between investment and
production costs. In other words, expansion costs are minimized subject to technical and operational
constraints [5]. A model like this has several applications, some of them being to determine the optimal
electricity generation capacity mix at a given future time, determine the future investments needed to
supply a growing electricity demand at minimum cost, analyzing e�ects of the di�erent constraints on
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the system costs and analyzing the value of �exibility options by comparing the total system cost with
and without each option [26]. In this paper the focus is on the analysis of �exibility options to provide
stability in a system heavily reliant on VREs. The chosen model structure is highly inspired by the one
used in [26], but for simplicity we disregard reserves in the model which normally are used to account
for the uncertainty in the predictions of the load and availability pro�les. Also, as opposed to Sisternes
[26], we include VRE capacities as variables instead of parameters, to enable the analysis of aggregation
a�ecting VRE capacity investments. In the following a mathematical formulation of the model is seen.
Sets, parameters and variables are listed in Table 8.A.1. From this, it is seen that shut-downs (vij) are
de�ned as continuous variables. Originally, these are binary decisions, but since they only appear in
constraint (8.11), where all variables are binary, any optimal solution will not contain fractional values.

Table 3.5: Sets, Parameters and Variables of the CEMUC

Set name Description Alias

J Time periods of the analyzed time series {j, j′}
I Units, which potentially are built i

IW Units of wind type IW ⊂ I
IS Units of solar type IS ⊂ I
IT Units of thermal type (Nuclear, coal, CCGTs and OCGTs) IT ⊂ I

Parameter Description Unit

CFOMi Fixed Operation & Management costs of unit i [$/year]
CV OMij Variable Operation & Management costs of unit i at time j [$/MWh]
CSTUPi Start-up costs of unit i [$]
Dj Demand for time period j [MWh]

R
U

i Upper Ramping limit of unit i (Maximum hour-by-hour increase in generation) [%]

R
D

i Lower Ramping limit of unit i (Maximum hour-by-hour decrease in generation) [%]
P i Maximum power generation capacity of unit i [MW]
P i Minimum power generation capacity of unit i [MW]

M
U

i Minimum amount of hours unit i needs to be online after start-up [-]

M
D

i Minimum amount of hours unit i needs to be o�ine after shut-down [-]
CFWIND

j Capacity factor of wind units in hour j (Availability of wind) [-]
CFSOLARj Capacity factor of solar units in hour j (Availability of solar) [-]

Variable Description Domain

yi Building decision for unit i, if 1 the unit is built {0, 1}
uij Commitment state, if 1 unit i is online in time j {0, 1}
zij Start-up decision, if 1 unit i is started up in time j {0, 1}
vij Shut-down decision, if 1 unit i is shut down in time j R+ (or {0, 1})
xij Power output decision, amount of energy generated by unit i in time j R+

wij Power generation over minimum capacity of unit i in time j R+
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Minimize
∑
i∈I C

FOM
i yi +

∑
i∈I
∑
j∈J C

V OM
ij xij +CSTUPi zij (3.25)

Subject to
∑
i∈I xij ≥ Dj ∀j ∈ J (3.26)

xij ≤ P iyi ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J (3.27)

xij ≤ P iCFWIND
j ∀i ∈ IW ,∀j ∈ J (3.28)

xij ≤ P iCFSOLARj ∀i ∈ IS ,∀j ∈ J (3.29)

uij − uij−1 = zij − vi,j ∀i ∈ IT ,∀j ∈ J \ {1} (3.30)

wij = xij − uijP i ∀i ∈ IT ,∀j ∈ J (3.31)

wij ≤ uij(P i − P i) ∀i ∈ IT ,∀j ∈ J (3.32)

wij − wij−1 ≤ R
U

i ∀i ∈ IT ,∀j ∈ J \ {1} (3.33)

wij−1 − wij ≤ R
D

i ∀i ∈ IT ,∀j ∈ J \ {1} (3.34)

uij ≥
∑j

j′>j−MU
i

zij′ ∀i ∈ IT ,∀j ∈ J (3.35)

1− uij ≥
∑j

j′>j−MD
i

vij′ ∀i ∈ IT ,∀j ∈ J (3.36)

yi, uij , vij , zij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J (3.37)

xij , wij ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J (3.38)

The objective function (8.6) minimizes �xed and variable costs of investments and operations. The �xed
costs CFOMi cover investment costs and �xed O&M costs, while the variable costs CV OMij consist of
fuel costs, variable O&M costs and variable operational costs. Constraint (8.7) ensures energy balance
while constraints (8.8)-(8.10) handle the capacities. From these it is seen that curtailment is allowed
at no extra cost. Constraints (8.11)-(8.17) represent the unit commitment, meaning that these account
for the commitment state, updating of shut-down and start-ups, ramping restrictions and minimum up-
and down times. Constraint (8.12) de�nes the auxiliary variable wij as the power generated above the
minimum level of the unit. In (8.18)-(8.19) the domain of the variables are de�ned. Note, that constraints
(8.8) and (8.12) implicitly secure zero commitment state for non-built units.

3.4.3 Computational di�culty of the proposed CEMUC

The proposed CEMUC is implemented in GAMS 24.9.2 and solved using Cplex 12.7.1.0 with standard
settings for MIP. It is solved on a server with a node con�guration of 2x Intel Xeon Processor 2660v3 (10
cores, 2.60GHz) and 128 GB RAM. We solve the original problem to a 0.15% gap and then we �x the
investments and solve the remaining problem to optimality. We are aware that there is a risk of getting
sub-optimal investments, but we believe that the 0.15% gap is below the uncertainty of the instances.

Solving the CEMUC for each of the 3 years results in the solution speci�cs listed in Table 3.B.1 in
Appendix 8.5. It is seen that the optimal investment strategy includes investment of all technology types,
which indeed makes it a thorough solution. Furthermore, optimal investments turn out to be the exact
same for all the 3 years, indicating consistency in the 3 data sets. Regarding total system costs, satisfying
demand in year 2015 is the overall cheapest, while 2016 is the most expensive year. Looking at Table 3.6,
this seems to correlate with the solution time of the model, since the model of 2015 takes the longest time
while the model of 2016 is solved the fastest. These results indicate that the computational di�culty
of the problem is higher when more wind is available, but also that too low wind availability can make
it harder to solve. In the following sections these original solutions will be referred to as Benchmark
Solutions (BS).
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Table 3.6: Solution times of the CEMUC for the 3 years

Model type 2014 2015 2016

CEMUC 4787.84 s 5748.98 s 4304.38 s

3.5 Validation

A core point in time aggregation is the validation of the aggregated data, since this addresses the errors
committed by using aggregated instances instead of original instances. As discussed in Section 5.2,
systematic validation is seldom seen in the literature, and whenever it is performed, it is typically limited
to, what we refer to as data validation. This appears to be a good guiding criterion, though for a real
validation it should be combined with a model validation. In the following, we give a detailed description
of the two validation approaches.

3.5.1 Data Validation

Data validation measures the degree to which the aggregated time series replicates the original time
series. Typically this is addressed by looking at the di�erence between the RLDCs of the original and
the aggregated data. In order to measure the di�erence between the RLDCs a distance metric has to
be chosen. With the goal of evaluating the aggregations on their ability to capture the extreme points,
a NRMSE is often seen as the performance measure when the two RLDCs are compared (see e.g. [4,
23, 19]). This error metric punishes large di�erences and by that focuses on the single large di�erences
rather than the amount of points that di�er. When deciding on optimal investments the extreme points
are believed to be crucial, which makes the NRMSE a suitable distance metric. The de�nition is given
as follows

NRMSE =

√∑
t∈T

(
RLDCt −RLDCt

)2
|T |

, (3.39)

where RLDCt is the original RLDC, RLDCt is the approximated RLDC and |T | is the amount of hours
in the original instance. The data validation procedure is summarized in Procedure 1. One of the

Procedure 1 Data Validation
1: procedure DataValidation(X,Agg(X),Weights)
2: Each point in the aggregated time series Agg(X) is scaled up by a chosen weight
3: The original time series X, and the scaled aggregated time series are sorted in decreasing order to

achieve the RLDC and RLDC respectively
4: The NRMSE is calculated using eq. (8.20)

disadvantages of using duration curves rather than chronological ordered curves is that, in general, the
di�erent levels of power generation can be analyzed, but no assesment of power generation at or between
di�erent times can be made. Due to time chronology being lost in the DC's time-scale, relationships are
lost [28]. Consequently this validation provides no information of the ability to satisfy inter-temporal
constraints like ramp-rates, start-ups, and minimum up and down times. Contrary, as discussed in
Section 5.2, the known challenges of aggregation is underestimation of �exible and base load capacities
and validation according to RLDC replication then makes good sense since this reveals the need for these
capacities (See Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2: Data validation of aggregation using RLDC. In the above graph, the peak residuals are
underestimated, resulting in an underestimation of �exible capacities (red area). The last part of the
RLDC is overestimated, resulting in an overstimation of base-load capacities (orange area).

3.5.2 Model Validation

Model validation measures the ability of the aggregated problem to replicate the solution achieved from
the original problem having higher computational di�culty. Essentially, the solution of the aggregated
problem is compared to the solution achieved from solving the original problem. Our main evaluation
criteria focus on the optimal investment decisions and the solution times. Furthermore, we also compare
the maximum used capacities, the generation mix, the number of shut-down/start-up cycles and the
overall system cost. To compare the latter, we need to scale up the aggregated solution. This is done
by solving the aggregated problem to obtain optimal investment decisions, and then �x these when
solving the original problem. This solution will then show the feasibility of the aggregated solution,
especially regarding ramping and demand satisfaction. Furthermore it reveals the total system costs, the
used capacities and the generation mix based on one year of hourly resolution. The model validation
procedure is outlined in Procedure 2. As discussed earlier, the challenge of the model validation approach

Procedure 2 Model Validation
1: procedure ModelValidation(XD,XW ,XP ,Agg(XD),Agg(XW ),Agg(XP ))
2: Benchmark Problem (BP) ← CEMUC(XD, XW , XP )
3: Benchmark Solution (BS) ← solving CEMUC(XD, XW , XP )
4: Aggregated Problem (AP) ← CEMUC(Agg(XD), Agg(XW ), Agg(XP ))
5: Aggregated Solution (AS) ← solving CEMUC(Agg(XD), Agg(XW ), Agg(XP ))
6: Fixed Aggregated Solution (FAS) ← Solve BP with �xed investments achieved from AS
7: Compare(FAS,BS) wrt. maximum needed capacities, generation mix, invested units, number of

shut-downs and total system cost

is that aggregation often is used as a necessity due to intractability of the original problem. Consequently,
a solution to the original problem cannot be obtained, making model validation impossible. In this work,
we combine a model with data instances so that tractability is ensured and then we assume that the
found results will be valid for larger problems as well.
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3.6 Model Validation of the Aggregation Strategies

Since the core of aggregation is to �nd good quality solutions in less time, the proposed model validation
is, in our opinion, the best way of validating aggregated time series. Model validation, is exactly providing
the basis for balancing solution time against solution quality. Hence, we structure this section by �rst
validating the aggregated time series according to solution quality, and then afterwards look into the
data validation measures and compare these to the results of the model validation. De�ning a single
aggregation to be dependent both on year, element type and selection criteria, we end up having 219
single aggregations in our analysis, of which 180 represent the GS s and 39 represent the NGS s.

3.6.1 General Performance of Aggregating

By following Procedure 2 for all the single aggregations, we found that the resulting solutions can be
grouped into 9 di�erent categories according to their investments. In the following we refer to these as
Investment Selections (IS) 1-9, see Table 3.7. Before studying which of the 219 single aggregations �nds
which of the 9 ISs, we provide an analysis of the ISs. Afterwards, the coupling between single aggregations
and ISs enable an analysis of the aggregation performances.

3.6.1.1 Performance Index (PI) De�nition

As Procedure 2 suggests, the solutions are evaluated according to their performance within 5 categories
(Λ), namely, maximum capacities, generation mix, invested units, number of shut-downs and overall
system costs. We de�ne a Performance Index (PI) based on di�erences (D) between the aggregated
and original solution within the mentioned categories. For each of the ISs, the di�erence to the original
solution in each category is calculated both according to over- and underestimation (Dλ,Dλ). To ensure
equal importance of the 5 categories, di�erences within each category are normalized. The PI of the IS is
then de�ned as the sum of the di�erences for all categories and for over- and underestimation. Since the
di�erences for unit capacity and generation mix are split out on di�erent units, these are summed and
the resulting value is the one used to calculate the PI. Consequently, the proposed PI does not distinguish
between which types of capacities that are not captured correctly, but punishes all equally. Using the
proposed notation, the PI of year y is mathematical de�ned as,

PIy =
∑
λ∈Λ

(
Dy
λ

‖Dy
λ‖

+
Dy
λ

‖Dy
λ‖

)
(3.40)

Due to the normalization, very small di�erences can have a fairly high impact. In order to make the PI
robust to noise we introduce a tolerance ε used to ensure that di�erences below 10−4 are ignored,

D =

{
D if D > ε

0 otherwise

Furthermore, aggregating these problem instances may lead to infeasibilities due to ramping restrictions
or unsatis�ed demand. Since this is undesirable, infeasibilities are introduced as a performance category
of its own, ensuring the PI to re�ect the punishment of infeasibilities. The more infeasible an aggregated
problem instance is, the more it is punished.

3.6.1.2 Model Performance of the ISs

Despite the outcome of all the single aggregations resulted in only 9 di�erent investment strategies,
these potentially can appear for any of the 3 years, and hence up to 27 di�erent solutions could be
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seen. Consequently, each IS is associated with a yearly PI. However, not all ISs appear for all 3 years,
essentially the strategies of 2016 cover 5 of the 9 ISs, investment strategies of 2014 cover 6 and for
2015 all 9 ISs are seen. In the end, 20 di�erent solutions are seen and by that 20 di�erent PIs spread
over the 3 years. The values of the 20 di�erent solutions are listed in Table 3.7 and Table 3.B.1 in
Appendix 8.5, where also the solution values of the BSs for the corresponding year are reported. The

Table 3.7: Investments and objective values of the 9 di�erent IS achieved among the 219 single ag-
gregations. For investments, the numbers indicate the amount of units invested in, and all units within
each category are identical. The objective value is provided for each of the 3 years. Objective denotes
investment and operational costs, hence smaller values are better.

IS Investments Objective Values

Wind PV Nuclear Coal CCGT OCGT 2014 2015 2016

BS 6 6 1 3 1 1 695898021 688163336 777128914

IS 1 6 6 1 3 - 1 695995726 688435622 777281868

IS 2 6 6 1 2 - 1 699189926 692670977 782443912

IS 3 6 6 1 3 - - 699537701 691650977 -

IS 4 6 6 - 3 - 1 698519665 691147531 779665388

IS 5 6 6 - 4 - 1 698533890 691124557 779690518

IS 6 6 6 - 3 1 1 - 690026363 -

IS 7 6 6 - 4 - - - 696038908 -

IS 8 6 6 1 4 - 1 696032672 688473986 777307169

IS 9 6 6 2 4 - 1 - 688595948 -

di�erences between the BSs and the ISs, in each of the 5 performance categories, are listed in Table
3.8. Di�erences for all units are summed both according to over- and underestimation. A �rst thing

Table 3.8: Percentage deviation of the 9 ISs from the original solution within each performance category.
Due to none of our aggregated problem instances being infeasible, the infeasibility category is ignored.

Capacity Generation Mix # Units # Shut-Downs System Costs

IS 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016

Underestimation

IS 1 2.99 2.76 2.65 0.09 0.11 0.10 5.56 5.56 5.56 1.81 2.89 2.44 0 0 0
IS 2 13.57 13.83 13.47 1.36 1.75 2.16 11.11 11.11 11.11 0.11 1.40 0 0 0 0
IS 3 4.99 4.19 - 0.19 0.21 - 11.11 11.11 - 16.06 18.15 - 0 0 -
IS 4 10.40 10.42 10.38 1.27 1.41 1.25 11.11 11.11 11.11 17.87 17.25 17.39 0 0 0
IS 5 10.40 10.42 10.38 1.27 1.41 1.25 11.11 11.11 11.11 17.77 17.25 17.39 0 0 0
IS 6 - 7.66 - - 1.30 - - 5.56 - - 10.87 - - 0 -
IS 7 - 11.85 - - 1.51 - - 16.67 - - 43.67 - - 0 -
IS 8 2.99 2.76 2.65 0.09 0.11 0.10 5.56 5.56 5.56 1.91 2.89 2.44 0 0 0
IS 9 - 2.76 - - 0.11 - - 5.56 - - 2.29 - - 0 -

Overestimation

IS 1 0 1.04 0.42 0.17 0.21 0.18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0.04 0.02
IS 2 3.62 0.75 3.88 1.43 1.86 2.24 0 0 0 0 0 0.42 0.47 0.66 0.68
IS 3 0.81 1.042 - 0.71 0.73 - 0 0 - 0 0 - 0.52 0.51 -
IS 4 0.44 0.56 0.79 1.64 1.81 1.61 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.38 0.43 0.36
IS 5 1.34 2.16 1.67 1.64 1.81 1.61 5.56 5.56 5.56 0 0 0 0.38 0.43 0.33
IS 6 - 0.16 - - 1.45 - - 0 - - 0 - - 0.27 -
IS 7 - 1.74 - - 2.59 - - 5.56 - - 0 - - 1.14 -
IS 8 1.34 2.78 1.67 0.16 0.21 0.17 5.56 5.56 5.56 0 0 0 0.02 0.05 0.02
IS 9 - 2.78 - - 0.21 - - 11.11 - - 0 - - 0.06 -

to notice is, that each of the ISs appearing for multiple years seem to have similar di�erences for the
di�erent years. Furthermore, it seems that each IS, and by that each aggregation strategy, tends to under-
and overestimate the generation mix equally while both according to capacities, amount of units built
and amount of shutdowns the majority of the di�erences lie in the underestimation area. Consequently,
the investment strategies arising from the aggregations select too few units, which potentially can be a
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reason for the fewer start-up/shutdown cycles. Further reasons could be the potential inability of the
aggregations to capture an optimal commitment plan for the units. The very similar amount of over- and
underestimation of generation mix is caused by the aggregated solutions 'just' shifting around generation
on di�erent units. Hence, the ISs still hold a similar overall generation level to the BS, however, the
level is slightly higher in the aggregated solutions. A higher level of overall generation is an indicator of
insu�cient capture of rampings. If the rampings are poorly described in the aggregation, investments will
not be e�cient in terms of �exibility. To satisfy demand and to respect rampings, the optimal solution
will increase its generation in speci�c hours to maximize the possible production in the next hour. For the
aggregated problem, capturing these rampings can be a challenge leading to the necessity of producing
power on more ine�cient and expensive units to satisfy the demand. A consequence of this is also the
overestimation of total system costs which is seen for every IS.

All ISs capture the VRE units correctly. The challenge is to capture the �exible units and by that
also the base-load capacity units. Each of the BSs invests in one unit of OCGT and one of CCGT and
even though the overall production on the two units are very similar, installed capacity is twice as large
for the CCGT compared to the OCGT. Nevertheless, most of the ISs invest in the OCGT unit, and only
IS 6 invests in the CCGT unit. However, IS 6 overestimates the production on the gas units which causes
a lack of nuclear investment. With the �exible units being more expensive in production compared to
producing on nuclear based units, IS 6 tends to overestimate total system cost, leading to an overall
average performance, dispite the correct caption of gas units.

Contrarily, with only a single CCGT unit di�erentiating the investments of IS 1 from those of the BS,
IS 1 closely replicates the BS, with only small deviations, causing IS 1 to achieve the best PI for each
year, as seen in Table 3.9. IS 8 is also performing well, but apart from the missing CCGT investment,
IS 8 also overinvests in coal units, which gives it a second best ranking within each year. Regarding
worst performing strategies, the PI in Table 3.9 points at ISs 2, 5 and 7. Common for IS 5 and 7 is that
they invest too much in coal units, produce too much on these and underinvest in other thermal units.
Contrary, IS 2 actually underinvest in coal and account for the missing capacity by increasing production
on nuclear units. From an investment point of view, IS 2 only deviates by a single coal unit investment
from IS 1, which makes the big performance di�erence a bit surprising.

Table 3.9: PI of the ISs for the 3 years. PI is calculated as described in Section 3.6.1.1 and smaller
values indicate better results.

IS 2014 2015 2016

IS 1 0.1 0.28 0.15

IS 2 5.76 4.75 7

IS 3 3.76 1.98 -

IS 4 5.47 3.50 4.54

IS 5 6.71 4.44 5.79

IS 6 - 2.12 -

IS 7 - 6.61 -

IS 8 1.48 1.27 1.51

IS 9 - 1.77 -

Concluding on the IS Performance
Overestimation of total system cost and generation mix, and underestimation of investments, especially
regarding the �exible unit capacity, are generally seen for all aggregation techniques, which also is ob-
served in the literature [3, 6, 15]. An interesting observation is that the benchmark investment strategy
is not found by any of the 219 single aggregations and this illustrates that aggregation is a simpli�cation
technique where solution time and quality need to be balanced. Though, it is also important to notice
that in terms of overall system costs, the best performing IS only deviates by ∼ $100.000 from the BS,
corresponding to 0.01% of the BS objective value. With a solution time decrease of up to 98% (showed
later) this is a trade-o� that many would make and this clearly illustrates why aggregation techniques
are so popular. In the light of an optimization model being a simpli�cation of the real world problem,
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a deviation of 0.01% in overall system cost still provides a very good solution. For the majority of the
ISs seen, the overestimation of total system costs is less than 1% although for some, up to 3% is seen.
Though these deviations might increase as the problem size increases.

In the following we study the performance of the single aggregations in order to compare their per-
formance and complexity level.

3.6.2 Comparing Performances of the Single Aggregations

A performance overview of the 180 single aggregations within the GS category can be seen in Table
3.10 while Table 3.11 shows the 39 NGS categorized single aggregations. A �rst thing to notice is that
the average performances, over all years and all element types, in general, are better for the NGSs
compared to the performances of the GSs. The main reason is, that the performance of the GSs are
very dependent on the selection criteria used. In general, the GSs performances is dominated by some
selection criteria performing signi�cantly worse than others. Furthermore the performance of the single
aggregations seems to be highly dependent on the type of element selected. Especially for the GS s we
see a clear division between the performance of aggregations selecting hours and those selecting either
days or weeks. Consequently, we initiate the comparison of the aggregation techniques, by looking at the
performance according to element type and selection criteria.

Table 3.10: Found ISs of the GS s

Hour Day Week

Strategy 2014 2015 2016 AVG 2014 2015 2016 AVG 2014 2015 2016 AVG AVG PI

DB_Mean IS 5 IS 5 IS 5 5.65 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 IS 2 IS 2 IS 1 3.55 3.11
DB_cMean IS 5 IS 5 IS 5 5.65 IS 1 IS 6 IS 4 2.22 IS 1 IS 2 IS 1 1.63 3.17
DB_Min IS 4 IS 5 IS 5 5.23 IS 2 IS 1 IS 1 2.06 IS 2 IS 2 IS 1 3.55 3.62
DB_Max IS 5 IS 5 IS 5 5.65 IS 4 IS 7 IS 4 5.54 IS 3 IS 3 IS 4 3.42 4.87
DB_Random IS 5 IS 5 IS 5 5.65 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 IS 4 IS 4 IS 1 3.04 2.94

DB - PI(AVG) 6.47 4.44 5.79 5.57 2.25 1.92 1.90 2.02 4.15 3.94 1.02 3.04 3.54

SC_Mean IS 5 IS 5 IS 5 5.65 IS 1 IS 1 IS 4 1.61 IS 2 IS 2 IS 2 5.34 4.36
SC_cMean IS 8 IS 8 IS 8 1.42 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 IS 2 IS 2 IS 2 5.84 2.47
SC_Min IS 5 IS 8 IS 8 3.16 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 IS 1 IS 2 IS 2 3.92 2.41
SC_Max IS 8 IS 5 IS 8 2.48 IS 4 IS 1 IS 1 1.97 IS 4 IS 3 IS 1 2.53 2.32
SC_Random IS 5 IS 8 IS 8 3.16 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 1.15

SC - PI(AVG) 4.62 2.54 2.36 3.18 1.09 0.28 1.02 0.80 3.40 3.94 4.26 3.65 2.54

CC_Mean IS 5 IS 5 IS 8 4.22 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 IS 1 IS 2 IS 2 3.92 2.76
CC_cMean IS 5 IS 5 IS 5 5.65 IS 1 IS 6 IS 1 0.76 IS 1 IS 2 IS 2 3.92 3.44
CC_Min IS 5 IS 5 IS 5 5.65 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 IS 1 IS 1 IS 2 2.43 2.74
CC_Max IS 5 IS 5 IS 5 5.65 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 IS 4 IS 1 IS 1 1.97 2.59
CC_Random IS 5 IS 5 IS 5 5.65 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 IS 1 IS 1 IS 4 1.61 2.47

CC - PI(AVG) 6.71 4.44 4.94 5.36 0 0.65 0.15 0.27 1.09 2.07 5.14 2.77 2.80

LC_Mean IS 8 IS 9 IS 5 3.02 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 IS 2 IS 2 IS 2 5.84 3.00
LC_cMean IS 8 IS 8 IS 8 1.42 IS 1 IS 1 IS 4 1.61 IS 4 IS 2 IS 2 5.74 2.92
LC_Min IS 5 IS 8 IS 8 3.16 IS 4 IS 6 IS 1 2.58 IS 2 IS 6 IS 2 4.96 3.57
LC_Max IS 8 IS 8 IS 8 1.42 IS 1 IS 1 IS 4 1.61 IS 4 IS 1 IS 1 1.97 1.67
LC_Random IS 8 IS 8 IS 8 1.42 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 0.57

LC - PI(AVG) 2.53 1.37 2.36 2.09 1.09 0.65 1.90 1.22 4.49 2.44 4.26 3.73 2.34

3.6.2.1 Impact of Element Types on the Aggregation Performance

Table 3.12 gives an overview of the di�erent ISs seen for each element type. When selecting hours, IS 5
dominates the outcomes by appearing in 60% of the GS s and 55.6% of the NGS s. Consequently, both
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Table 3.11: Found ISs of the NGS s

Hour Day Week

Strategy 2014 2015 2016 AVG 2014 2015 2016 AVG 2014 2015 2016 AVG AVG PI

DX IS 5 IS 5 IS 5 5.65 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 1.98

SR IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 IS 1 IS 1 IS 4 1.61 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 0.63

RL IS 8 IS 5 IS 5 3.91 IS 5 IS 5 IS 5 5.65 IS 5 IS 5 IS 5 5.65 5.07

ES - - - - - - - - IS 1 IS 1 IS 4 1.61 1.61

OA - - - - IS 1 IS 1 IS 4 1.61 - - - - 1.61

OS - - - - IS 1 IS 5 IS 1 1.53 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 0.84

for GSs and NGSs, hourly selections show the worst performance according to the average PI. On the
contrary, the best chances of good performance is seen when selecting days in a GS or weeks in an NGS,
since IS 1 appears in 78.1% of the GS outcomes and 73% of the NGS outcomes. Consequently, these
cases have the best performance according to average PI, although, closely followed by day selections in
an NGS. An average performance is seen when weeks are selected in a GS. Averaging over the outcomes
of GS s and NGS s, day selections show the overall best performance followed by week selections leaving
the worst spot for the hour selections. Compared to IS 1, IS 5 overestimates coal and underestimates
nuclear capacity. With IS 5 being the most common outcome within the hour selections, it seems that the
hours are put together in a way creating too much ramping, forcing the investments to prioritize coal over
nuclear. In Section 3.6.5, we look further into performance values of the di�erent aggregations and here
we see that, selecting hours de�nitely has a higher risk of overestimating ramping values. As pointed out
in Section 7.5.1, the RL strategies essentially are hour selections even for the day and week element types,
which causes these strategies to have the performance of mainly IS 5. On the other hand, aggregation
technique SR actually shows to be very consistent independent of element type, since a performance of
IS 1 is achieved, even for hour selections. The only other NGs selecting hours is the DX, and here the
hour selections performs signi�cantly worse compared to the day and week selections. Averaging the
performance of the di�erent selection criteria, the same is seen for the DB and CC techniques. On the
other hand, the SC and LC strategies have the worst average performance for week selections, causing
the hour selections to have second worst performance.

In conclusion, it is clear that the choice of element type has a high impact on the performance of the
aggregation techniques. Especially, with SR being the only exception, one can conclude that for a MILP
containing UC, aggregations based on hour selections are not well suitable. On the other hand, taking all
analyzed aggregation strategies into account, days seems to be the overall best element to select, which is
in agreement with the conclusions of (2017) [3]. Consequently, performance consistency over the di�erent
element types does not in general seem to be the case. This means that, when an aggregation technique
performs well when e.g. days are selected, one can not expect the same good performance when changing
the selection to hours or weeks.

Table 3.12: Distribution of ISs according to elements

Element IS 1 IS 2 IS 3 IS 4 IS 5 IS 6 IS 7 IS 8 IS 9 AVG(PI)

GS

Hours - - - 1.7% 60% - - 36.7% 1.7% 4.05

Days 78.3% 1.7% - 13.3% - 5% 1.7% - - 1.08

Weeks 38.3% 41.7% 5% 13.3% - 1.7% - - - 3.30

NGS

Hours 33.3% - - - 55.6% - - 11.1% - 3.23

Days 60% - - 13.3% 26.7% - - - - 2.11

Weeks 73.3% - - 6.7% 20% - - - - 1.54
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3.6.2.2 Impact of Selection Criteria on the Aggregation Performance

To analyze whether some selection criteria perform better than others, the ISs outcomes of the 5 di�erent
selection criteria for each of the 4 GS aggregation techniques are summarized in Table 3.13. For each

Table 3.13: Distribution of ISs according to selection criteria type

Criteria IS 1 IS 2 IS 3 IS 4 IS 5 IS 6 IS 7 IS 8 IS 9 AVG(PI)

Mean 36.1% 27.8% - 2.8% 25% - - 5.6% 2.8% 3.40

cMean 30.6% 22.2% - 8.3% 16.7% 5.6% - 16.7% - 3.00

Min 36.1% 22.2% - 5.6% 19.4% 5.6% - 11.1% - 3.08

Max 33.3% - 8.3% 22.2% 19.4% - 2.8% 19.9% - 2.86

Random 58.3% - - 8.3% 19.4% - - 13.9% - 1.78

of the selection criteria, the majority of the single aggregations �nd IS 1. Random selection shows best
performance since the amount of IS 1 outcomes for this is nearly twice as high as for the other selections.
Furthermore, only 4 di�erent ISs are seen in the outcomes of random selections while 6 di�erent ISs are
seen among the outcomes of the other selection criteria, indicating more performance consistency for
random selections. Furthermore, the average PIs of the aggregation strategies (Table 3.10), show that,
all years and all element types considered, the ones based on random selection have best performance for
each of the 4 aggregation techniques. The performance of the other selection criteria does not seem to be
consistent for the di�erent aggregation techniques. Looking at the selection criteria performance across
the aggregation techniques (Table 3.13), still the random selection outperforms the others. Moreover, as
pointed out by Nicolos et al. [10] and Poncelet et al. [19], representing a group by average values results in
underestimation of production and overestimation of total system costs. Within the di�erent aggregation
techniques, our results do not indicate that the mean selection criterion has consistently worse perfor-
mance compared to e.g. selection of minimum or maximum elements. However, looking at the average
performance across the 4 techniques, the selection of mean elements has the overall worst performance.

To compare the sensitivity of the di�erent aggregation techniques to the choice of selection criterion,
Table 3.10 shows the average performance over all selection criteria. It is seen that the DB strategy
has the overall worst performance while the LC has the overall best. When selecting elements in the
DB approach, time chronology has to be respected and consequently less similarity within the groups is
achieved. Hence, more diversity is seen among the outcomes of the DB approach for di�erent selection
criteria leading to the indication that the choice of selection criterion have higher impact on techniques
providing less group similarity. In the following we study whether such a correlation actually can be
con�rmed.

Similarity Ratio De�nition
Inspired by the k -means cluster technique, we de�ne the within group similarity measure based on the
sum of square distances. The idea is that the total amount of variability (T ) can be measured as the
sum of squared distances from each hour, of each element, to the average of that hour, over all elements
in the set. Essentially, this can then be divided into within group similarity (W ) and between group
similarity (B). W is de�ned as the sum of squared distances from each hour of a single element to the
group average of that hour. B is de�ned as the sum of squared distances between group average hours
and average hour over all elements. If we assume that a grouping G consists of g groups, each containing
e elements, consisting of t hours, the three measures can be de�ned as follows

T =
∑
g∈G

∑
e∈g

∑
t∈e

(xt,e,g − xt)2

W =
∑
g∈G

∑
e∈g

∑
t∈e

(xt,e,g − xt,g)2
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B =
∑
g∈G
|g|
∑
t∈e

(xt,g − xt)2

Here xt,e,g is the value of hour t in element e belonging to group g. Next, xt is the average of hour
t over all elements and xt,g is the average of hour t of all group elements in group g. From the above
de�nitions, a high similarity within the groups would imply large B and small W values. Having the
relation T = W +B we de�ne the ratio

R =
B

T
,

which, for higher similarity grouping, should approach 1. Basically, R describes the percentage of the
total variance in the data set explained by the grouping, and by that, how much variance that is expected
to be covered in a time series constructed by selecting one element from each group.

Impact of Similarity Ratios on the Performance Consistency
For the 4 GS s considered in this analysis we calculate the ratio R. Since each strategy is performed for
3 years and for 3 element types we get the 36 group ratios seen in Table 3.14.

Table 3.14: Group ratios R of the GSs

Hour Day Week

Strategy 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016
DB 0.84 0.84 0.85 0.13 0.11 0.18 0.06 0.05 0.05
SC ∼1 ∼1 ∼1 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.40 0.38 0.42
CC ∼1 ∼1 ∼1 0.60 0.61 0.85 0.24 0.23 0.25
LC 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.70 0.88 0.84 0.16 0.22 0.23

As expected, independently of the elements to be selected, the DB approach achieve groups having much
larger within group dispersion compared to the groups achieved from clustering approaches. Moreover,
from the ratios of the CC and the LC approach, it seems that the nested clustering technique decreases
the within group similarity. In general for all the grouping techniques, it is seen that the similarity within
the groups increases as smaller elements are grouped. Consequently, for single hours, even when time
chronology is respected, a high similarity within the groups is actually achieved.

To analyze the similarities in relation to the model performance diversity, we recall that each of the
36 groupings leads to an aggregated problem having one of the 9 ISs as solution. Each grouping is
assigned the number of di�erent ISs seen among the 5 aggregated solutions and the results are seen
in Table 3.C.1 in Appendix 3.C. Plotting the group ratios against the amount of di�erent ISs gives the
relation visualized in Figure 3.3. With only 36 data points based on only 4 GSs, a clear conclusion cannot
be drawn. However, the distribution of the points in Figure 3.3 still suggests more consistency in the
investment strategies when selections are made from groups having higher within group similarity, which
indicates a con�rmation of the suggested correlation.

Returning to the performances of the GSs in Table 3.10, we see that the random selection of the DB
has the worst performance of all random selections, which could indicate that respecting time chronology
might not necessarily lead to better model performance. However, the fact that the DB has the worst
within group similarity could also be a reason for the bad performance. Usually, when cluster analysis is
applied, the aim is to maximize dissimilarities between clusters, resulting in a selection from each cluster
describing as much of the variance of the original instance as possible. In the light of time aggregation,
it is expected that the more variation of the original time series that is covered in the aggregation, the
more precise investment choices can be made, based on the aggregated problem. Assuming that higher
similarity within the groups ensure more of the variation to be captured in the aggregated time series,
one would expect higher similarity within the groups to result in better performance of the resulting
aggregation. To study whether the performance of the aggregation technique is correlated to the group
similarity, the average PI over all selection criteria, for each element type and for each year, is plotted
with respect to the group similarity in Figure 3.4. Rather than seeing an overall correlation where higher
group similarity gives lower average PI, we see the results being highly dependent on the element type
selected. This is also in agreement with our earlier results showing that group similarity increases as
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Figure 3.3: Similarity ratio of groupings in relation to di�erent ISs observed

element size decreases.
While hour selections are clustered in the right upper part having highest similarity, but semi good to

bad performance, the week selections are found primarily in the middle lower part having low similarity
and average performance. The day selections are grouped in the upper left corner providing the best trade-
o� between group similarity and model validation performance. A clear exception is the day selection
based on the DB approach, which have signi�cantly worse group similarity but only slightly worse model
validation performance compared to the rest of the day selections. Now, analyzing these results in the
light of the suggested correlation, the conclusion is that group similarity itself is not securing a good model
performance. For none of the three element types, the single aggregation, having the best performance,
is also having highest within group similarity. Especially for hour selections, but in fact for all types, it is
seen that aggregations based on groupings with similar within group similarity show very di�erent model
validation performance and vice versa.

Concluding words on Similarity Ratio in Aggregation Techniques
From these results we conclude that developing aggregation techniques with an aim of securing high
within group similarity is bene�cial in the sense that the choice of selection criteria has less impact on
the performance of the resulting aggregated problem. However, high within group similarity does not
ensure that the resulting aggregated problem replicates the original problem solution.

Another property, that one would expect of a good aggregation strategy, is performance consistency for
di�erent instances. Therefore, before moving to the comparison of the single aggregation performances,
we shortly look into whether the aggregation techniques are robust to di�erent data sets.

3.6.2.3 Performance consistency for di�erent Instances

From Table 3.10 and Table 3.11 it is seen that, for the hour selections, 64% of the aggregations �nd the
same IS for all years. Selecting days, this number is 50% and for weeks it is 36%. However, these numbers
are heavily a�ected by some of the GS s being really bad regarding yearly performance consistency,
especially when either days or weeks are selected. Of the GS s selecting minimum and maximum elements,
only 25% and 33% of the strategies respectively, show performance consistency over di�erent years. For
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Figure 3.4: Similarity ratio of groupings in relation to performance of the technique averaged over all
selection criteria

Mean, cMean and Random selections these numbers are 58%, 50% and 75% respectively. This indicates
that aggregation robustness to di�erent instances is highly dependent on the selection criteria. Since
we concluded the selection of a random element to have the overall best performance we now disregard
the techniques based on the other selection criteria. It is then seen that 71% of the hour selections �nd
the same IS for the 3 years. For day selections this number is 67% while it is 63% for week selections.
In total, 67% of all strategies are consistent in performance for di�erent years. This indicates that, for
the selection of best performing aggregation strategies analyzed (Table 3.15), a general consistency in
performance is seen for di�erent instances.

Additionally, the diversity of ISs seen for each of the 3 years indicates a relation between aggregation
performance consistency and wind availability in the year. As mentioned earlier, 2015 is considered a
wind rich year. Due to this having all 9 ISs among its aggregated solutions, it is the most diversi�ed
year regarding aggregation performance. Consequently, our results indicate that aggregation robustness
to di�erent instances not only depends on the aggregation technique itself, but also depends on the wind
availability, in the sense that aggregation becomes harder when more wind is available.

3.6.2.4 Comparison of Aggregation Technique Performances

Since we already concluded most of the GSs to have worse performance compared to the NGs, and the
random selection criterion to have the overall best performance, we limit the aggregation technique com-
parison to cover the techniques summarized in Table 3.15. In this selection of techniques, each of the
3 years only cover 3 di�erent ISs, and overall only 4 of the 9 di�erent ISs appear. This shows that, by
selecting the best aggregation techniques, we have achieved high performance consistency with respect
to di�erent instances, and in general achieved more similar performances among the di�erent techniques.
Taking all elements into account, 59% of the single aggregations have an IS 1 performance, while dis-
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Table 3.15: Resulting ISs of the GS (best-of) and NGS s

Hour Day Week

Strategy 2014 2015 2016 AVG 2014 2015 2016 AVG 2014 2015 2016 AVG AVG PI

DX IS 5 IS 5 IS 5 5.65 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 1.98
SR IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 IS 1 IS 1 IS 4 1.61 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 0.63
RL IS 8 IS 5 IS 5 3.91 IS 5 IS 5 IS 5 5.65 IS 5 IS 5 IS 5 5.65 5.07
ES - - - - - - - - IS 1 IS 1 IS 4 1.61 1.61
OA - - - - IS 1 IS 1 IS 4 1.61 - - - - 1.61
OS - - - - IS 1 IS 5 IS 1 1.53 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 0.84

DB_Random IS 5 IS 5 IS 5 5.65 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 IS 4 IS 4 IS 1 3.04 2.94
SC_Random IS 5 IS 8 IS 8 3.16 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 1.15
CC_Random IS 5 IS 5 IS 5 5.65 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 IS 1 IS 1 IS 4 1.61 2.47
LC_Random IS 8 IS 8 IS 8 1.42 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 IS 1 IS 1 IS 1 0.14 0.57

regarding hour selections makes this number 76%. We can therefore conclude, that an overall good
performance is seen for the selected aggregation techniques. Still, signi�cant di�erences in performances
appears among the di�erent techniques. The worst performing aggregation strategy is the RL due to the
fact that it is based on hourly selection for each element type. As discussed in Section 3.6.2.1, a selection
of hours seems to lack important within element chronology, which cannot be captured by reconstructing
chronology. The overall best performance is seen for the LC with random selections, closely followed by
the SR approach. The SR approach consistently �nds IS 1 with a single exception being day selections
of year 2016. For the LC approach, the performance of the hour selections is the second best IS, namely
8, while the rest is found to be IS 1. From the overall average PI it is seen that the LC approach has
a signi�cant better performance compared to the CC approach. With the only di�erence between the
two approaches being that the LC also considers correlation of the elements, it can be concluded that
aggregation techniques bene�t from selecting elements both according to residual level and correlation.
Moreover, with the random selection criteria being the overall best performing, and considering that
the LC and SR approaches both include a lot of randomness, it can also be concluded that aggregation
techniques seem to bene�t from the inclusion of randomness.

Looking at the speci�c element types we see that for day selections, the DX approaches and all GS s
perform best and equally well, while for week selections the aggregation strategies DX, SR, OS, SC and
LC have best and equally good performance. Now, comparing the performance of the strategies, in the
light of the complexity associated with the strategies, we see that for day or week selections both the
DX, the SC and the LC have the exact same performance. All of these have fairly low running times
(see Table 3.2), but regarding implementation complexity the DX strategy is the simplest one, and fur-
thermore a single cluster is simpler compared to a nested cluster approach. Looking at the OS and
the OA strategies, these are probably the most demanding approaches, implementation-wise, and even
though the aggregations show good results, they do not perform signi�cantly better than the more simple
aggregations. As a last remark, the RL is the most complex heuristic selection strategy included in this
analysis, and the results indicate that it is the overall worst performing strategy. This gives us a clear
basis for concluding that simple aggregation strategies can lead to aggregated problems replicating the
original problem solution as good as aggregation strategies having higher complexity.

Although the problems might not be fully comparable, a similar conclusion is seen within the theory
of Neural Networks [29], where higher model complexity potentially leads to higher errors. Essentially,
the inclusion of too much information in the models causes an over�tting which leads to the worse per-
formance. Returning to the results of this paper, one could imaging that the inclusion of too much
information of the original time series in the selection, potentially could mislead the search, or the ex-
tra information could simply be irrelevant, causing similar performances despite complexity di�erences.
Illustrating this by an example, the DX approach uses no information of original time series and still
performs better than the OS approach where the search is guided by several values of the original time
series.
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3.6.3 Data Validation vs. Model Validation

Next, we study whether a good performance according to our model validation also provides good perfor-
mance according to the commonly used data validation. Recall that the data validation is the ability of
the aggregated time series to replicate the RLCD of the original time series. This is measured according
to the NRMSE between the aggregated and the original RLDCs. The NRMSEs for the selection of the
best performing strategies are seen in Table 3.16 where the color of the number indicates the IS achieved
for the corresponding single aggregation. To analyze the e�ect of having a strategical selection (using
the aggregation techniques) rather than having a blind selection, we calculated minimum, maximum and
average NRMSEs of a span of 1000 blind selections (selecting randomly) of the speci�c element, as seen
in the last rows of the table. In general, based on the results in Table 3.16, it can be concluded that

Table 3.16: NRMSE of the GS s (best-of) and NGS s with the IS as coloring

Hour Day Week

Strategy 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 AVG NRMSE

DX 0.66 0.75 0.61 3.20 8.07 1.78 3.38 3.26 6.11 3.09

SR 1.58 2.37 2.45 0.87 2.44 2.75 2.64 1.34 0.96 1.93

RL 0.22 0.20 0.19 1.33 1.44 1.34 0.36 0.36 0.37 0.65

ES - - - - - - 0.59 0.59 0.54 0.57

OA - - - 2.13 0.92 1.97 - - - 1.67

OS - - - 10.25 14.32 11.48 1.46 2.03 3.25 7.13

DB_Random 0.77 0.75 0.72 12.32 4.50 4.50 7.11 1.48 7.11 4.36

SC_Random 0.09 0.08 0.09 1.15 1.04 1.18 2.25 1.96 5.44 1.48

CC_Random 0.08 0.05 0.07 1.27 2.36 1.04 3.97 4.98 7.58 2.37

LC_Random 0.53 0.54 0.62 1.92 0.89 2.06 2.12 3.71 4.34 1.86

Blind (Max) 2.29 2.57 2.45 9.58 9.82 9 36 11.94 13.30 13.87 7.26

Blind (Mean) 1.00 1.04 1.00 3.08 3.06 3.24 4.11 4.25 5.02 2.87

Blind (Min) 0.42 0.46 0.46 0.83 0.81 0.76 1.02 0.80 0.99 0.73

the smaller elements one selects, the better the selected data replicates the original RLDC. Recalling
the performance challenges of the aggregations based on hour selections, this conclusion already now
indicates a complication in a possible correlation between data and model validation. Sticking to the
hour selections, the worst performance according to the NRMSE is seen for the SR strategy, which is the
second best performing strategy according to model results. Furthermore, according to the NRMSE, the
RL approach performs particularly well within each element category, having one of the lowest average
NRMSEs, while it, according to model performance, has a signi�cantly worse performance compared to
the other strategies. Moreover, from the values in Table 3.15 and Table 3.16, multiple counter examples
of a possible correlation between NRMSE and model validation performance can be seen. Selecting days
from the 2016 instance, aggregation strategy OA and SR have a much lower NRMSE compared to the
OS approach. Still, the aggregated problem based on the SR and OA aggregated data �nd IS 4 while the
problem based on the OS aggregated data �nds IS 1. A similar example is found when weeks are selected
from the 2015 instance. Here the SC based aggregated problem has worse model validation performance
compared to the CC based aggregated problem, even though the SC aggregation has a lower NRMSE
value.

Comparing the strategical selections to the blind selections with respect to element type, it is seen that
for hour selections, the majority of the strategies perform signi�cantly better than the average and even
the best performing blind selection. On average, selecting hours strategically has an average NRMSE
of 0.64, while a blind selection on average has an NRMSE of 1.01. Contrary, looking at day selections,
selecting blindly seems to be better than selecting strategically, since a random day selection on average
has an NRMSE of 3.13 while a strategical selection on average has an NRMSE of 3.65. For week selection
these numbers again favor the strategical selection with an average NRMSE of 2.94 against 4.46 for the
blind selection. Consequently, if it was to be concluded that a better replication of the original instance
lead to better performance of the aggregated problem, aggregating according to days should preferably
be done as a blind selection. However, according to the model validation performance (Table 3.15) strate-
gically selecting elements has an average PI of 3.65 for hours, 1.23 for days and 1.40 for weeks, indicating
that the strategical selection of days has the overall best chances of good performance according to model
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validation. This clearly contradicts with the bad performance of strategical day selection according to
data validation.

To visualize these results, we plot the model validation performance index as a function of the NRMSE
value for each of the single aggregations as seen in Figure 3.5. The speci�c single aggregations are not

Figure 3.5: NRMSE and PI relation of all strategies. The line shows the best linear regression between
the PI and the NRMSE with the R2 value being the quality measure of the regression.

marked in the graph, only whether the aggregation is based on hour, day or week selection. A regression
line is added to the plot to visualize a possible correlation. The line shows a decreasing tendency but
with a corresponding R2 value of 0.0099 we can conclude that the points are very poorly described by
this regression. With single aggregations having good model validation performance for both small and
large NRMSEs, and good data validation performance for both small and large PIs, there is no indication
of that a good performance within one of the criteria ensures a good performance in the other.

However, due to our conclusion about aggregation performance not being consistent for di�erent el-
ement types, it might not be fair to look for a correlation among all the points. Instead we split the
points according to element types and look for a correlation within each type, see Figure 3.6a, Figure
3.6b and Figure 3.6c. For the hour selections (Figure 3.6a), again a decreasing regression line with a
very low R2 value is seen. The negative slope is caused by the 3 points having high NRMSEs but good
model validation performance. Disregarding these, an increasing regression line is found with an R2 value
of 0.0072. However, the disregarded points correspond to the SR strategy, which is the strategy having
the overall second best performance. Consequently, the results again indicate that better data validation
performance does not ensure better model validation performance. The day selections (Figure 3.6b) show
similar results to the hour selections with a bit more diversity in the data validation performance. Again,
outliers, having high error according to data similarity and good model validation performance, cause a
decreasing regression with an R2 value of 0.0096. These outliers primarily correspond to the DB strategy,
which, for day selection, has the best possible performance for each year. Also in the week selections
(Figure 3.6c), the DB strategy causes outliers in 2 out of 3 years, but without these, the points still show
no indication of a correlation but rather just di�erent model validation performance for low NRMSEs as
well as low and high NRMSEs for similarly good model validation performance.

Although, our analysis indicates consistency in model validation performance among di�erent in-
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(a) Hours (b) Days

(c) Weeks

Figure 3.6: NRMSE and PI relation of all strategies, but divided into hour, days, and week elements

stances, it does not seem that the same consistency is seen for data validation performance. Therefore,
as a last try, we look for a possible correlation between the average NRMSE and the average PI over
the di�erent years. The results are visualized in Appendix 3.C, Figure 3.C.1 for all element types and in
Figure 3.C.2 for the single element types. In short, the same tendency is seen as before, where tendency
lines with negative slope and low R2 values dominate the results. The conclusion is again that good
model validation performance can appear for any data validation performance and vice versa.

3.6.4 Solution time comparison

The purpose of aggregating energy problems is to achieve tractability or to reduce solution times. Hence,
the solution time of the aggregated problems is crucial to analyze. Table 3.17 presents the solution times
achieved for the di�erent aggregated problems for each of the years. It is seen that most of the aggregated
problems are solved within a timeframe of approximately 25 sec - 3.5 minutes with a few exceptions being
the RL (week, 2015), the SC (Hour, 2015 & 2016) and the LC (Hour, 2015) aggregations. Of these, the
solution time of the RL approach is still under 6 min and is, therefore, only a minor deviation compared to
the SC and LC strategies where the solution times are 11 min, 18 min and 41 min respectively. The largest
solution times are seen for year 2015 indicating that this is the most challenging year. Furthermore, it
can be concluded that not only the size of the aggregated instance a�ects the solution time, but also very
much the composition of the aggregated instance. All of the diverging solution times are based on hourly
selections making this the most challenging element type to select. This is likely due to the challenge
of putting the hours together in a smart way. From our results it is seen that this also depends on the
original time series since the solution times of the 2014 aggregations never exceeds 2 min independent of
element type and year. In conclusion, whenever aggregation is applied, unlucky selections can be made,
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Table 3.17: Solution times for aggregated problems based on best-of aggregations (CPLEX times)

Hour Day Week

Strategy 2014 2015 2016 AVG 2014 2015 2016 AVG 2014 2015 2016 AVG AVG Time

DX 38.78 97.37 51.65 62.6 66.64 141.05 119.16 109.0 79.5 94.52 78.23 84.1 85.31

SR 77.06 78.21 92.93 82.7 65.42 157.81 89.07 104.1 73.34 36.03 102.67 70.7 87.22

RL 119.99 327.17 47.79 165.0 37.36 38.46 25.11 33.6 72.63 49.68 44.09 55.5 70.42

ES - - - - - - - - 99.38 94.48 62.6 85.5 85.49

OA - - - - 100.27 84.56 26.44 70.4 - - - - 70.4

OS - - - - 35.18 36.86 87.52 53.2 101.68 112.25 78.4 97.4 72.15

DB_Random 29.3 50.85 66.27 48.8 47.72 77.88 84.56 70.1 97.19 73.34 212.33 127.6 78.03

SC_Random 65.15 2460.95 653.85 1060.0 60.97 45.66 71.03 59.2 76.35 60.4 96.11 77.6 428.15

CC_Random 50.39 57.88 80.33 62.9 64.16 94.24 95.19 84.5 77.52 92.22 85.62 85.1 76.81

LC_Random 66.92 1064.49 232.47 454.6 61.17 74.76 56.2 64.0 77.21 91.32 114.09 94.2 214.3

making the gains according to solution time less attractive. However, recalling the solution times of the
original problems in Table 3.6, a solution time of 41 minutes is still a 50% reduction, and most of the
other aggregations �nd investment strategies 98% faster compared to the non-aggregated problem.

In the model validation of the aggregated problems, we �rst solved the aggregated problem and
then �xed the resulting investment choices in the non-aggregated problem (Procedure 2). An interesting
point is that, by �xing the investment choices, the solution time of the non-aggregated problem is reduced
signi�cantly. By only �xing 28 binary variables the non-aggregated problem is solved in 1-5 min dependent
on the aggregation strategy (Table 3.C.2, Appendix 3.C). With the original problem, with non-�xed
investments, having solution times of 71-95 minutes dependent on the year, this illustrates how much
more complex the problem becomes when investment decisions are included.

3.6.5 Performance values of Aggregated data

Although our analysis covered 219 single aggregations, only 9 di�erent ISs were seen as results. It is
therefore interesting to see how di�erent the aggregated time series are and if there is a correlation
between di�erent performance values of the data and the performance of the aggregated problem. To
enlighten this, we study a set of performance values consisting of the average, minimum and maximum
values of both the level and ramping values of the aggregated time series. Also, the variance of the
aggregated time series is analyzed. The values are compared to the same performance values of the
original time series and the results are seen in Table 3.18, 3.19 and 3.20. All values are percentage
di�erences to the values of the original series, except for the average ramping values. Since these are close
to zero, they are stated as actual di�erences.

Both for the ES and the OA approach, the level values of the original time series seem to be captured
well while the minimum and maximum ramping values are poorly captured. Regarding the variance, the
ES approach is almost capturing this perfectly unlike the OA aggregated data. For both approaches, IS 1 is
found except in year 2016, where a clear deviation in performance values is a signi�cant underestimation
of minimum and maximum ramping values. The probably best overall capture of level and ramping
values is seen for the OS approach, and regarding the model performance of these aggregations, only
daily selections of 2015 did not achieve IS 1. The only clear deviation from this strategy to the others is
that the variance is very overestimated.

For the selected DB, SC, CC and LC aggregation strategies and for the DX aggregations almost
only IS 1 is achieved whenever days and weeks are selected, while all the hour selections lead to worse
performance. The hour selections capture the level values well but overestimate both minimum and
maximum ramping values and the variances. However, for some of the approaches such as the DB, the
overestimation of the hourly aggregations is not signi�cantly worse compared to the overestimation seen
for day selections.

The aggregations based on the RL approach are capturing the levels of the original time series almost
perfectly, and the same holds for the variation, with the day selections as exceptions. Regarding ramping
values, also here selecting days is causing the highest deviations from the values of the original time
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series. Regarding performance, all single aggregations, except for hour selections of year 2014, achieve IS
5. The hour selections of 2014 �nd IS 8, which actually is a better performance compared to IS 5, but the
performance values do not indicate a signi�cant di�erence between the 2014-hour points and the others.
Comparing the performance values of the RL with the performance values of the SR approach, it is seen
that the aggregations based on SR are capturing minimum and maximum levels signi�cantly worse than
the aggregations based on RL. Furthermore, the rampings and the variance are captured to somewhat
same degree in the two approaches. A clear di�erence between the performance values of the RL and the
SR approach is that the aggregations based on the SR almost purely underestimate the variance while
the RL aggregations overestimate the variance. However, looking at week selections of year 2016, very
similar performance values are seen for the RL and the SR aggregations, and yet still the second worst
performing IS and the best performing IS are found for the two aggregations. It therefore seems that the
performance values of the aggregations are not giving any indication of how the aggregated problem will
perform or, more importantly, that capturing the performance values of the original time series does not
ensure better performance of the aggregated problem.

In conclusion, this analysis show that the very similar performance among the aggregation techniques
de�nitely is not caused by similarity among the aggregated time series, since very di�erent aggregated
time series are achieved from the di�erent aggregation techniques. Furthermore, �nding a pattern in
the performance values of the aggregated instances and the performance of the corresponding aggregated
problem would be of great value to the development of aggregation techniques. However, despite a variety
of approaches, selection types, and original time series, such a pattern has not been found. Still, it is
valuable for the development of aggregation techniques to know, that a good capture of the performance
values of the original time series, not necessarily ensure good aggregated model performance, and that
very di�erent time series can provide the same good model validation performance.
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Table 3.18: Ability of the aggregated time series to replicate performance values of the original time
series.

Hour Day Week

Statistic Strategy 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 AVG(ABS)

Mean (Level)

DX -0.43 -0.23 -0.45 11.27 24.00 -6.45 6.23 7.76 16.74 8.17
SR 2.72 -0.90 2.07 3.30 -0.42 -5.67 1.42 -0.85 -0.77 2.01
RL -0.20 -0.21 -0.18 0.50 -3.40 -6.46 -0.62 -0.70 -0.61 1.43
ES - - - - - - -0.71 -0.72 0.20 0.54
OA - - - 2.20 3.79 8.85 - - - 4.95
OS - - - 3.41 -0.00 -3.53 -0.22 -2.08 0.42 1.61
DB_Random 3.06 0.62 1.09 0.35 16.03 15.36 -16.36 15.28 9.99 8.68
SC_Random 0.77 -0.73 -2.05 1.28 2.55 10.09 4.43 -0.72 -7.87 3.39
CC_Random 7.80 4.88 -1.03 7.45 2.38 6.28 -1.34 25.91 -11.96 7.67
LC_Random 4.84 0.41 3.05 6.27 2.92 3.87 2.29 0.12 -4.47 3.13

Max (Level)

DX 7.09 5.86 4.18 4.92 16.38 10.36 20.94 3.61 17.92 10.14
SR 8.56 11.06 5.78 9.91 5.01 15.02 11.19 11.25 0 8.64
RL 0 0 0 0.02 0 -0.02 0 0 0 0.00
ES - - - - - - 8.57 5.86 7.25 7.23
OA - - - 16.47 0 8.14 - - - 8.20
OS - - - 0.02 0 -0.02 0 0.00 1.01 0.18
DB_Random 11.85 3.82 0 0 9.15 8.55 13.17 3.61 1.01 5.68
SC_Random 0 0 0 0 8.88 8.56 11.19 9.15 5.78 4.84
CC_Random 0 0 0 9.22 3.61 1.54 4.90 3.61 1.01 2.65
LC_Random 4.71 3.61 2.52 12.14 5.86 0 4.71 6.98 3.94 4.94

Min (Level)

DX 27.11 9.56 0 32.57 9.93 8.46 51.48 14.63 25.47 19.91
SR 26.97 38.98 40.44 35.68 7.28 33.00 70.89 41.79 25.47 35.61
RL 0 0 0 7.66 0 -8.30 0 0 0 1.77
ES - - - - - - 15.85 4.44 27.82 16.04
OA - - - 11.71 25.33 12.01 - - - 16.35
OS - - - 7.66 0 -8.30 14.81 0 0 5.13
DB_Random 12.59 0 18.09 29.64 12.43 0 144.31 12.32 13.86 27.03
SC_Random 2.65 4.44 0 48.22 9.93 11.71 26.01 0 43.35 16.26
CC_Random 0 0 2.36 39.23 17.71 11.71 33.14 12.32 29.64 16.23
LC_Random 2.65 2.18 2.36 41.25 7.28 49.73 15.85 11.85 29.64 18.09
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Table 3.19: Ability of the aggregated time series to replicate performance values of the original time
series.

Hour Day Week

Statistic Strategy 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 AVG(ABS)

Mean (Ramp)

DX -2.44 -0.75 -0.37 1.66 0.43 0.65 1.09 0.39 1.07 0.98
SR -4.40 2.40 4.09 1.73 -4.79 -1.02 -1.25 -0.75 1.85 2.48
RL 1.73 -1.08 2.82 2.66 -0.22 1.04 0.88 3.04 2.29 1.75
ES - - - - - - 2.33 -3.5 -0.96 2.26
OA - - - -2.51 1.06 0.70 - - - 1.42
OS - - - -6.00 -2.49 -2.51 -3.65 2.20 0.22 2.85
DB_Random -0.60 -0.30 0.58 0.26 -0.67 -1.14 -1.43 -2.29 -0.85 0.90
SC_Random -9.80 1.35 6.47 4.11 3.33 -0.32 1.96 -0.87 -0.22 3.16
CC_Random -2.26 -4.58 -0.02 -0.95 1.84 -1.99 -4.75 -3.25 0.80 2.27
LC_Random -2.39 -6.48 1.18 -0.70 -0.98 -3.72 -5.50 -1.97 -0.04 2.55

Max (Ramp)

DX -233.24 -74.79 -27.39 24.16 1.91 -105.88 -114.18 13.71 66.39 73.52
SR 0 51.45 70.10 62.05 5.27 -189.29 11.17 58.80 68.09 57.36
RL 10.53 59.26 71.17 10.76 -75.55 -104.52 4.49 4.51 59.03 44.42
ES - - - - - - -57.50 8.42 72.78 46.23
OA - - - -177.24 -0.35 39.70 - - - 72.43
OS - - - 45.10 0 -170.05 0 0 0 35.86
DB_Random -144.21 -45.02 11.46 29.78 -30.85 -155.15 -66.92 42.96 50.12 96.08
SC_Random -281.92 -98.10 -62.52 -4.44 -11.15 -150.00 35.57 0 -0.12 71.54
CC_Random -231.82 -106.79 -62.16 6.57 1.63 -68.41 0 58.30 67.20 66.99
LC_Random -352.88 -144.19 -68.11 41.43 -0.08 65.30 -82.11 -21.57 70.10 93.97

Min (Ramp)

DX -398.67 -74.02 -2.51 15.94 -26.97 -264.41 24.96 21.90 27.47 95.21
SR 10.12 56.56 75.70 24.94 -40.31 -190.72 -2.82 17.52 46.24 51.66
RL -58.82 62.39 78.78 18.16 -16.82 -284.53 -54.11 32.97 27.62 70.47
ES - - - - - - -113.83 19.55 72.75 68.71
OA - - - -192.26 -25.93 8.25 - - - 75.48
OS - - - -19.30 -71.66 -332.49 -166.02 0 0 98.25
DB_Random -222.69 -45.96 0 43.96 -53.38 -244.51 -28.59 65.90 2.49 78.61
SC_Random -497.78 -136.71 -56.96 2.94 -47.91 -318.90 7.21 -66.58 17.11 128.01
CC_Random -464.26 -118.85 -39.99 -15.06 -41.21 -288.63 -272.75 65.90 69.53 152.91
LC_Random -449.86 -149.68 -58.93 36.69 0 -206.43 -89.97 7.47 12.31 112.37

Table 3.20: Ability of the aggregated time series to replicate performance values of the original time
series.

Hour Day Week

Statistic Strategy 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 AVG(ABS)

Variance

DX 3.72 -3.67 -2.84 4.94 19.56 3.26 23.26 4.29 16.10 9.07
SR -1.56 -12.62 -12.50 6.36 1.60 -8.58 -11.42 -0.50 -0.32 5.83
RL -0.32 -0.37 -0.30 2.35 -6.32 -15.59 -0.80 -0.50 -0.43 3.00
ES - - - - - - 0.90 -0.18 -0.23 0.44
OA - - - 7.36 -2.67 -16.16 - - - 8.73
OS - - - -33.49 -58.31 -60.56 -10.92 1.50 -33.38 33.03
DB_Random -4.19 -3.87 -8.07 -9.44 -47.47 -46.72 36.54 -17.57 -71.84 27.30
SC_Random -8.96 -2.94 -2.45 -26.45 -4.30 -7.19 11.54 -16.29 14.13 10.47
CC_Random -18.25 -13.85 -17.80 -9.38 -10.86 -30.01 -24.62 -11.26 -9.91 16.23
LC_Random -38.81 -45.97 -50.21 13.13 -7.90 -5.16 -8.56 -23.61 -30.44 24.87
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3.7 Conclusions

In this paper we gave a comprehensive survey of aggregation techniques for energy problems presented
in the literature. We grouped them into three main categories, and selected approaches from each cat-
egory so that di�erent complexity levels of the aggregations were covered. Furthermore, we introduced
a number of new techniques within each of the categories. This resulted in a selection of ten di�erent
aggregation strategies, which were applied to three di�erent data sets, and for three di�erent element
types. Furthermore, four of the ten strategies were categorized as Grouping Strategies (GSs) and hence
combined with �ve di�erent selection criteria. This resulted in 219 di�erent aggregations that were con-
structed and validated according to their ability to replicate the original time series and the ability of
the aggregated problem to replicate investments found by solving the original problem.

Comparing the performance of the aggregated problems to the original problems showed, that none of
the aggregated problems found the optimal investments. Similarly to previous studies, our results showed
that aggregated problems tend to underestimate �exibility and overestimate total system costs. Still, in
many cases very good solution quality was achieved, especially for day and week selections. Here 76%
of the solutions only deviated 0.01% from the original solution when looking at the objective value. For
other strategies deviations of up to 3% were seen. Generally, it can be concluded that properly selected
aggregation techniques can achieve high quality solutions with up to 98% reduction in solution times.

We also investigated whether some aggregation techniques performed better than others and whether
more complex aggregation strategies lead to better solutions. The conclusion was that good performance
could be observed for both very simple aggregation techniques as well as for complex techniques. The
overall best performing strategies were the Statistical Representation (SR) and the Level-Correlation clus-
tering (LC) with random selection, where the SR is very simple and the LC is more challenging. Only a
single strategy, namely the RLDC Selection (RL), performed signi�cantly worse than the others, which
we believe is due to the construction from purely hourly selection, giving the strategy a disadvantage in
the comparison. Moreover, including some randomness and accounting for both residual level and corre-
lation in the selection, seem to be good guidelines to develop a well performing aggregation technique.

The consistency of aggregation performance for di�erent element types was tested, showing that ag-
gregations based on day and week selections seem to have good and generally similar performance, while
aggregations based on hour selections have signi�cantly worse performance and generally higher solution
times. A closer study of the aggregations unveiled, that those based on hour selections tend to overesti-
mate minimum and maximum rampings as well as the total variance, which potentially could be a reason
for the worse performance. However, analyzing performance values of the aggregated time series with
the goal of �nding a correlation between the similarity to the performance values of the original time
series and the aggregated problem performance, showed that, despite our variety of both aggregation
techniques as well as data series, in general such a correlation does not seem to be present.

A main contributions was to introduce the concepts of data validation and model validation. The
former measures the similarity between the original and the aggregated instances. The latter measures
the similarity in the resulting investment decisions by the original and the aggregated problems. With
the literature indicating a general believe of better aggregated problem performance being seen when the
aggregated time series replicates the RLDC of the original time series well [3, 7, 10], we combined our
model performances with such a data validation to test this. From our results, the conclusion was that a
correlation between data and model validation was not seen. Good model validation performance could
be observed both when the aggregated time series replicated the original data well, and when not.

Finally, the aggregation techniques based on groupings of elements, followed by a selection from each
group, were analyzed with the goal of studying whether a single dominating selection criteria could be
identi�ed. With �ve di�erent selection criteria included in our analysis we saw that random selection on
average gave the best aggregated problem performance. This was also seen in relation to the similarity
within the groups, and here we concluded that, in general, higher similarity within groups provides the
bene�t of the selection criterion having less impact on the performance of the aggregation technique.

Our conclusions are based on studying a carefully constructed energy model covering many technolo-
gies, where we tested three years of real-life demand data. To further verify the conclusions of our work,
future work is to apply the same methodology to models with di�erent model features. In particular
we want to test whether features providing the energy model with more �exibility make it easier for the
aggregations to replicate the original solution.
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Appendix

3.A Supplements to the Literature Review

Table 3.A.1: Articles considering aggregated time series based on Heuristic Selection

Article # Time slices Chosen according to

[30] 576 A peak-load day and a randomly chosen day for each month, each day in 24h resolution
[10] 288 3 days for each of the 4 seasons, 1 workday and both weekend days, each day in 24h resolution
[8] 144 A peak-load day and a median day for each month, each day having 4h resolution
[31] 17 1 day for each of the 4 seasons (6h resolution), additional slice representing summer-peak
[10] 16 2 days for each of the 4 seasons, each day divided into a night and a peak slice
[32] 9 3 seasons (summer, winter, spring/fall) represented by a peak, intermediate and base slice
[21] 1-10 Not speci�ed in the paper

Table 3.A.2: Articles considering aggregated time series based on Cluster Analysis

Article # Clusters Cluster technique Chosen according to

[17] 83 (42 when modi�ed) (1992 and 1008 time slices) k -mean cluster & Peak-load modi�cation Centroid of each cluster
[23] 10, each clustered into 3 (720 time slices) Hiearical, k -means and combination Unknown
[14] 10 (240 time slices) k -mean cluster Average day (demand level and hour-by-hour changes in demand)
[16] 6 (144 time slices) Hiearical, Fuzzy and k -means Mean and Median day
[7] 6 (48 time slices) Hiearical cluster Day closest to the centroid
[33] 46 (46 time slices) k -mean cluster Weighted average of cluster elements

Table 3.A.3: Summary of the literature articles and their validation method. AT denotes Aggregation
Technique

Article AT Model Data Validation Model Validation

[12] HS Spatio-temporal MILP model optimal network structure and operation No No (Intractable model)
[10] HS THEA, linear optimization dispatch and investment model Yes (Graphical illustration) Yes (Original model)
[9] HS LIMES - Long-term Investment Model No No (A maximum of 4 days is included, Resolution test)
[11] HS LIMES-EU+ No No
[14] CA Simple dispatch model that estimates grid operation patterns and costs No Yes (Original model)
[8] CA Capacity planning models - investments and operation No (But variance cover for di�erent amount of clusters) Yes (Original model)
[7] CA LIMES_EU - investment and dispatch Yes No (A maximum of 100 days is included, Resolution test)
[17] CA Deterministic capacity expansion model No Yes (Original model compare)
[33] CA Simple operation optimization model of a CHP plant No Yes (Original model compare)
[21] CA Investment model No Yes (Compared to approximation of original solution)
[19] OPT LUSYM - investment model Yes Yes (Original model)
[20] OPT REMIN-D investment model for Germany No No
[4] OPT Capacity planning models Yes Yes (Original model)
[18] OPT IMRES a centralized capacity expansion model Yes (In selection) No

3.B Supplements to the Test cases results
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Table 3.B.1: The 20 di�erent solutions achieved for the 219 single aggregations
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3.C Aggregation Performance

Table 3.C.1: Amount of di�erent ISs observed within each type of grouping

2014 2015 2016

Strategy Hour Day Week Hour Day Week Hour Day Week

DB 2 3 4 1 3 3 1 2 2
SC 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2
CC 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 3
LC 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 2

Figure 3.C.1: Relation between average NRMSE and average PI for all strategies. Averages are over
all elements and years

(a) Hours (b) Days (c) Weeks

Figure 3.C.2: Relation between yearly averaged NRMSE and yearly averaged PI for all strategies
devided into hour, days, and week elements

Table 3.C.2: Solution times in seconds for non-aggregated problems with �xed investment choices found
by solving the aggregated problems

Hour Day Week

Strategy 2014 2015 2016 AVG 2014 2015 2016 AVG 2014 2015 2016 AVG AVG Time

DX 140.16 227.22 156.39 174.59 67.33 93.76 135.78 98.96 89.13 206.42 134.02 143.19 138.91

SR 76.23 191.92 158.59 142.25 297.98 133.25 109.38 180.20 53.51 228.29 74.17 118.66 147.04

RL 199.33 166.14 156.85 174.11 127.81 170.21 155.75 151.26 182.42 152.13 157.99 164.18 163.18

ES - - - - - - - - 95.55 229.01 132.4 152.32 152.32

OA - - - - 97.80 172.81 121.46 130.69 - - - - 130.69

OS - - - - 53.94 137.4 153.58 114.97 66.22 179.95 233.80 159.99 137.48

DB_Random 121.19 153.47 171.07 148.58 83.53 116.11 96.38 98.67 109.04 82.76 142.73 111.51 119.59

SC_Random 110.66 288.44 230.11 209.73 85.83 169.76 121.02 125.54 107.9 182.75 203.9 164.85 166.71

CC_Random 181.08 135.73 165.23 160.68 111.67 136.74 119.31 122.57 52.3 58.38 77.23 62.64 115.30

LC_Random 111.24 215.88 251.58 192.9 204.35 153.02 130.24 162.54 96.78 102.27 124.62 107.89 154.44
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Abstract: Time aggregation techniques have shown great potential for e�ciently solving compre-
hensive energy system models. Numerous studies document signi�cant solution time reductions while
maintaining high solution qualities. However, most of these studies lack providing guidelines for which,
why and when aggregation techniques perform well. A recent interest of comparing di�erent aggregation
techniques has arisen, and this paper contributes to that trend. We present a sensitivity analysis method-
ology that studies how di�erent problem changes, in�uence the aggregation technique performances. The
applicability of the methodology is illustrated through a case study considering three types of problem
changes namely changes in the wind availability, changes in the aggregated problem size, and changes
in the energy system design. By applying the suggested methodology to ten di�erent aggregation tech-
niques, key properties which seem to ensure promising performance are identi�ed.

Results show that, independently of the sensitivity measure applied, aggregations based on grouping
strategies and day selections lead to better and more consistent performance and to the largest improve-
ments in solution times. Strong performance is also observed for the Optimized criteria Selection which
outperforms any other technique in the scenario where the aggregation is based on imperfect knowledge
of wind availability. Since such a scenario closely replicates real life applications, a good performance
in this scenario is a huge advantage. Contrarily, the Residual Load Duration Curve (RLDC) Selection
consistently shows the worst performance which might be related to its con�guration of constructing time
elements from the selection of hours causing important within day/week chronologies to be lost.
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4.1 Introduction

Capacity Expansion Problem (CEP) is an important tool to optimize the con�guration of future energy
systems [1, 2]. The CEP may cover large energy systems including coupling of electricity to other en-
ergy sectors such as gas, transport and heating [3, 4]. An important class of CEPs is the Generation
Expansion Planning (GEP) which considers the electricity system [5]. Dependent on the level of detail
it optimizes the sizing, location and time for installation of new capacities in a system [6, 7]. The GEP
is a highly researched problem with several recent studies providing comprehensive reviews of how the
development of GEPs has evolved over time [2, 8, 7, 9]. They commonly identify environmental aspects
such as climate changes to highly a�ect the evolution of GEPs and by that also the CEPs. Throughout
time these problems have become increasingly more complex [6].

Typically, literature studies seek to replace fossil fuels by renewable alternatives [10] which adds re-
quirements for the CEPs to e�ciently model such alternative options [11]. Frequently the fossil-based
capacities are replaced by Variable Renewable Energies (VRE) such as wind and Photovoltaics (PV) [12]
which highly challenges the system [13, 14, 5, 15]. VRE show strongly stochastic behaviors wherefore the
increasing shares of VRE introduce a general higher level of variability and uncertainty into the systems
[4]. In order to ensure uninterrupted access to energy it is therefore important to model the need for
�exibility more accurately [16, 17, 1, 18]. System �exibility is de�ned as the capability of the system
to modify electricity production or consumption to account for variability [19]. Flexibility in a system
therefore relates to the operational detail and a common way to more accurately account for the �exibility
is to incorporate the operational Unit Commitment (UC) problem into the GEP [20, 21, 22, 23, 1, 24, 25].
The UC problem minimizes operational costs with respect to technological constraints. It e.g. restricts
the hour-by-hour generation changes for di�erent units and the minimum/maximum up and down times
[26]. Incorporating the UC into the GEP both introduces discrete variables and a need for optimizing
on an hourly time resolution. This makes the resulting problem highly complex wherefore the need for
operational detail frequently is ignored [27, 28].

Nevertheless, several studies have quanti�ed the importance of including the UC details in the ca-
pacity expansion planning [20, 17, 28, 29]. Consequences of not incorporating operational details are
identi�ed as underestimations in �exible capacities, overestimation of base-load and VRE capacities and
sub-optimal overall system costs [30, 31, 32]. The importance of operational detail is especially seen in
systems highly reliable on VRE [33] and systems constrained by carbon emissions [16]. However recent
research also shows that the importance of UC in the model may depend on which alternative �exibility
sources that are considered in the system [34]. Despite studies considering how the UC could be incorpo-
rated in a simpli�ed way [35, 36, 37, 31] or how only partitions of the UC constraints could be included
[38, 39, 40, 41] the resulting problem still frequently leads to the requirement of further simpli�cation.
One way to regain computational tractability of the combined CEP and UC problem is to apply time
aggregation techniques [1, 24, 42, 43]. Time aggregation consists of strategically selecting or recreating
input data from the original data to achieve a data reduction. By only considering the reduced data, the
resulting problem reduces in size wherefore it becomes more tractable [14]. Time aggregation constitutes
a compromise between solution quality and computational e�ort, and it has been widely applied to CEPs
with a general conclusion of good performance [44, 45, 46, 47].

A tremendous amount of di�erent time aggregation techniques have been developed in the litera-
ture with the underlying methodology spanning from simple heuristic selections [48, 49] to optimization
methods [50, 46]. Heuristic approaches are however frequently associated with insu�cient capture of
variability [51] while the optimization approaches su�er from high computational e�orts [46]. A very
popular methodology for the time aggregation development is therefore the clustering procedures since
these provide high quality classi�cations in limited computational time [52, 53, 54, 55]. Time aggregation
techniques can be categorized as either a Grouping Strategies (GS) or a Non-Grouping Strategies (NGS)
[56]. GSs divide time elements into groups according to some similarity criteria, and then select elements
from each group. The aforementioned Clustering methods are examples of GSs. For the NGSs, the selec-
tion is made without any grouping, which for example could be a completely blind selection or a selection
optimizing similarity of statistical measures [56]. Despite the literature providing several examples of
either GS or NGS time aggregation techniques performing well in a speci�c problem setting [46, 56, 47],
the information of which, when and why these techniques perform well, still need to be identi�ed.
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Recently, comparison of di�erent techniques has achieved increased attention as the �rst step in sys-
tematizing aggregation techniques [57, 58, 59, 56]. Comprehensive comparisons of di�erent aggregation
techniques might seem reasonable when the found technique can be used for all future tests in the speci�c
problem framework. However, with the increased VRE causing more uncertainty in the input data, and
with a future target of fossil free systems causing a lot of changes in the energy models, such static
problem frameworks are rarely an option. Studies have already indicated that changes in input data and
model framework a�ect the performance of the aggregation techniques [41]. It is therefore important to
evaluate the techniques across di�erent scenarios.

In the research �eld of optimizing solvers, the goal is not to solve each problem to perfection, but to
reach a con�guration, which provides the overall best performance among di�erent problems [60]. Simi-
larly, this paper evaluates di�erent aggregation techniques and studies how they are a�ected by changes
in the problem settings. The aim is to identify a technique providing good performance on a variety of
problem settings. Herewith, the main contribution of this paper is a sensitivity analysis methodology
allowing for the comparison of time aggregation techniques within and across di�erent problem settings.
We provide a strategical study of how sensitive the time aggregation performances are to changes within
each setting. Lastly, we identify aggregation techniques which perform well, despite changes in model
structure, changes in input data and changes in the aggregated problem size.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows; Section 2 provides a literature review of sensitivity
analysis related to time aggregations. Section 3 presents the suggested sensitivity analysis methodology.
Section 4 covers the considered case study while the results are found in Section 5, 6, 7 and 8. Section 5
presents results on sensitivity to wind scenarios, Section 6 concerns results of sensitivities to aggregated
problem sizes, Section 7 presents results on sensitivities to di�erent model designs and lastly Section 8
considers all the aforementioned sensitivities simultaneously. All observations are concluded in Section 9.

4.2 Literature Review

Buchholz et al. [56] suggest to categorize the di�erent aggregation techniques as either being heuristic,
cluster or optimization based. With a recent increase in the study of time aggregation [34, 47, 56], the
comparison of di�erent techniques are seen more commonly [58, 59]. However, the majority of these
studies do not consider diversity or sensitivity testing. Initially, we introduce the terms data validation
and model validation. Data validation measures the ability of the aggregated time series to replicate
the original time series while data validation measures the ability of the aggregated problem to replicate
investments achieved by the non-aggregated problem [56].

A comparison of three di�erent aggregation techniques is performed by Liu et al. [57], but the com-
parison is limited to only considering clustering techniques that each selects representative days. The
evaluation is based on a model validation but with no sensitivity analysis included. M. ElNozah and
and Seethapathy [61] compare three di�erent clustering approaches selecting days, and even though some
considerations on the number of clusters are made, the evaluation is purely based on data validation.
Another comparison of clustering techniques selecting days is studied by Teichgraeber and Brandt [59].
For each clustering procedure, between 1-9 clusters are considered, however only in a data validation
framework. Then, for a speci�c sized aggregation, the di�erent techniques are compared based on model
validations. The sensitivity analysis considers two di�erent model versions, one based on an electricity
storage and one based on a gas turbine power generation. Furthermore, each aggregation is applied to
each model version for two di�erent series of electricity prices.

A comparison of very simple heuristic approaches is seen in [51]. Despite the evaluation being based
on model calculations, the provided sensitivity analysis only considers one aggregation technique, but for
varying sizes. The size sensitivity analysis is combined with the aspect of varying the number of renewable
wind and solar pro�les. Furthermore, both hour, day and week selections are considered. They conclude
that the optimal size of the aggregation depends on the amount of renewable included, with more renew-
able energy demanding larger sized aggregations. Poncelet et al. [45] compare four heuristic aggregations
based on seasonal day and VRE level selections, and even though the comparison includes evaluation of
di�erent wind pro�les, the validation is purely based on an input data analysis. The same is seen in [14],
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where di�erent sized heuristic based aggregations are compared using data validation arguments. Ludig
et al. [62] compare di�erent heuristic approaches based on averages. Each aggregated time series has the
same length but they di�er on the amount and length of time slices selected from the original time series.
The resulting aggregated time series are analyzed in two di�erent policy scenarios both represented with
and without storage. Aggregation size sensitivity analysis are seen both in [49] and [50]. Nicolos et al.
[49] base the aggregations on typical element selection which are validated through model calculations for
two di�erent wind availability scenarios. Sisternes and Webster [50] base the tested aggregations on an
exhaustive search approach for an optimal week selection. The di�erent sized aggregations are compared
through model validation, but no sensitivity to the model nor to the input data is considered.

More interesting is the comparisons across di�erent types of aggregation techniques which for example
is seen in [63] and [46]. Munoz and Mills [63] compare a heuristic approach to a clustering approach,
however with the comparison being solely based on the amount of days each technique would require to
reach a certain quality. Only one of the aggregations are used in the provided sensitivity analysis, which
consists of comparing di�erent models containing either a deterministic or a probabilistic representation
of renewable energies. Poncelet et al. [46] compare both heuristic, clustering and optimizing aggregation
approaches. Only day selections are considered, and despite di�erent aggregation sizes being taken into
account, the analysis is only based on data validations. Nevertheless, for a speci�c length of the aggrega-
tions, the di�erent techniques are compared through a model validation, but with no further sensitivities
included.

Most similar to the contributions of this paper, is the analysis provided by Bylling et al. [58]. Al-
though, the diversity of the analyzed aggregation techniques is limited to di�erent element selections, the
provided sensitivity analysis contains both aggregation size and problem setting perspectives. Bylling
et al. [58] use the SCENRED feature in GAMS to construct aggregated time series of varying sizes both
based on hour and day selections. A combination of model and input data sensitivity is performed by
testing each aggregation technique in model settings with and without short-term uncertainty for varying
penetrations of wind. Apart from the stochasticity included in the wind penetration, sensitivity analysis
are only carried out for parametric values related to the uncertainties. Moreover, the problem setting
analysis is limited to the study of deterministic models versus stochastic models. They conclude that, for
day selecting aggregations, the aggregated problem tends to replicate both investments and total system
costs better the more information that is included in the aggregated problem. Moreover, for aggregations
that keep more information of the original problem, the performance in the deterministic and stochastic
model settings converges. This means that one possibly could account for uncertainty by considering
a su�cient number of representative days. For their speci�c model, they show that the day selecting
aggregations outperform the hour selecting aggregations when the aggregation size exceeds 30 days. For
hour selections, increased aggregation sizes are only bene�cial in the stochastic model settings, while
increased sizes cause no signi�cant improvement in the deterministic model setting. Furthermore, the
improvement seen for the stochastic model settings is assumed to be an e�ect of the increased amount of
scenarios associated with larger aggregations.

Similar to the work of Poncelet et al. [46], Buchholz et al. [56] also compare across heuristic, clustering
and optimizing aggregation. The evaluation is based on model validations covering three di�erent sets
of input data, but the considered data instances are highly similar. The analysis cover both hour, day
and week selections, but no considerations of the size of the aggregation is performed. Lastly, despite the
diversity in the di�erent aggregation techniques analyzed, the model validation is only based on a single
problem setting.

Consequently, by adding some of the sensitivity perspectives of Bylling et al. [58] to the work of Buch-
holz et al. [56], and adding some new as well, the contributions of this paper is to provide a detailed and
systematic comparison of very di�erent aggregation techniques featuring several sensitivity perspectives.
It further contributes with an evaluation of the di�erent aggregation techniques performed across both
aggregation size, input data and model setting sensitivities, which to our knowledge is yet to be seen in
the literature. An overview of the mentioned literature is seen in Table 4.A.1 in Appendix 4.A which
illuminates the degree to which they consider the aspects covered in the current paper.

To summarize, we have identi�ed the following gaps:

. Aggregation techniques are frequently applied with lacking [64, 65, 66] or limited validation [61,
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63, 45]

. The existing comparison of aggregation techniques tends to focus on speci�c types of aggregation
techniques and therefore lacks a comprehensive comparison covering signi�cant di�erent method-
ologies [61, 14, 57].

. The existing comparisons only consider a single problem setting or a limited number of problem
changes wherefore the aggregation technique performances may be over-�tted to these problem
settings. Hence, existing comparisons lack to provide a broader perspective.

This paper addresses the above mentioned gaps by contributing to the existing literature with the fol-
lowing;

. Development of a sensitivity analysis methodology aiming at quantifying aggregation performances
for very di�erent system con�gurations. This ensures that the aggregation techniques are not
over-�tted to speci�c system con�gurations. Consequently, the conclusions of well performing
aggregation techniques bring value to a broader spectrum of energy systems and hereby bring
value to the future aggregation technique developments. The suggested methodology additionally
identi�es system con�gurations which may be hard to aggregate that highlights further research
opportunities.

. Provide a comprehensive comparison of di�erent aggregation techniques both spanning di�erent
methodologies and di�erent aggregation technique con�gurations. Such a comparison is valuable
to identify key properties that lead to an accurate replication of non-aggregated problem solutions.
Potential properties of aggregation techniques that should be avoided due to signi�cantly decreased
aggregated solution quality are similarly identi�ed. This therefore creates value for the further
improvement of aggregation techniques.

4.3 Methodology

We present a sensitivity analysis methodology which aims at quantifying how sensitive the performance of
one or more aggregation techniques is to di�erent potentially in�uencing problem changes. We introduce
a change c belonging to the set of changes C, and an aggregation technique a belonging to the set
of techniques A. Sensitivity to a change c is de�ned as the likeliness of a technique a to change its
performance when exposed to the change c. An aggregation technique is de�ned as generally sensitive
if its performance across the di�erent changes are highly volatile. To de�ne the sensitivity analysis
methodology we �rst introduce the included components relating to both aggregation techniques, problem
changes and performance measure.

4.3.1 Aggregation Technique

We �rst shortly introduce the term of an aggregation technique as a method selecting or recreating a set
of representative time elements from a larger time series, so that the selection is a good representation
for the larger time series. With a representative selection, one might solve the problem on the aggregated
time domain and obtain a solution that approximates the non-aggregated solution well [14]. Aggregation
techniques can be and have been developed in various ways with methodologies ranging from heuristic
selections to complete enumerations [61, 44, 51, 59]. The suggested sensitivity methodology can be
carried out for any aggregation technique. In the case study of this paper we aim at maximizing the
diversity among the considered aggregation techniques both with respect to underlying methodologies
and to con�gurations, with the purpose of identifying key properties of the techniques. We de�ne the
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term key property as a speci�c con�guration of the technique which seems to cause good performance.
One con�guration is to study which time elements that are selected and the considered elements are
hours, days and weeks. Not all time elements will be selected by all aggregation techniques either due to
simplicity, incompatibility or to avoid high computational e�orts. We refer to an aggregation technique a
being compatible with a time element e if the technique is considered for that time element. Aggregation
techniques included in this paper are identical to those studied in [56]. A short description of each
technique is seen in Table 4.1 and for further detail we refer to Buchholz et al. [56]. For each aggregation
technique we state compatible time elements and the classi�cation according to Grouping Strategies (GS)
or Non-Grouping Strategies (NGS).

Aggregation Technique Description

DX: Dummy Selection Selecting every Xth element of the residual load time series. This is a NGS and it is compatible with
hours, days and weeks.

SR: Statistical Representa-
tion

Mean value, standard deviation and correlation to the original time series for 10.000 samples of X
randomly selected elements are compared to the measures of the original time series, and the best
match is selected. This is a NGS and it is compatible with hours, days and weeks.

RL: RLDC Selection The original Residual Load Curve (RLC) is divided into X parts, and for each part the Residual Load

Duration Curve (RLDC) is constructed and every 13th hour is selected with the �rst and the last
hour included. Since the selected hours do not have a natural chronology, this is reconstructed by
choosing a chronology of one of the elements from each sample period. The most suitable chronology
is chosen based on a RLDC and a Ramping Duration Curve (RDC) comparison. This is a NGS and
it is compatible with hours, days and weeks.

OA: Optimized RLDC Ap-
proximation

The original RLDC is divided into a �xed amount of bins and then for each element of the year, its
share of time within each bin is calculated. Afterwards, an optimization model �nds the selection of X
elements which has a share of time within each bin distribution as close as possible to the distribution
of the original time series. This is a NGS and it is compatible with days.

OS: Optimized Criteria Se-
lection

Selecting the X elements that minimizes the correlation between selected elements, and which has
values as close as possible to the average element variance and the overall average, maximum and
minimum levels and rampings of the original time series. This is a NGS and it is compatible with days
and weeks.

ES: Exhaustive Search Brute force searching for the combination of X elements which minimizes the distance between the
original and aggregated RLDC. This is a NGS and it is compatible with weeks.

DBR: Dynamic Block, ran-
dom selection

The original time series is dynamically divided into X blocks according to a chosen criteria. The criteria
used for deciding memberships of the di�erent elements is a weighted term taking both variance, actual
values and correlations into account. Elements from each block is then selected at random. This is a
GS and it is compatible with hours, days and weeks.

SCR: Single Cluster, ran-
dom selection

Elements are clustered using a k-means clustering and one element from each cluster is selected ran-
domly. This is a GS and it is compatible with hours, days and weeks.

CCR: Cluster-Cluster, ran-
dom selection

A k-means clustering is combined with a hierarchical clustering (HC) with Euclidean distances and
the complete linkage criterion in a two-stage clustering procedure. One element from each cluster is
selected randomly. This is a GS and it is compatible with hours, days and weeks.

LCR: Level-Correlation
Cluster, random selection

A two-stage clustering procedure consisting of a fuzzy clustering according to similarity in residual
load values of the elements, followed by a hierarchical clustering according to the correlation of the
elements in each cluster. One element from each of the resulting clusters is randomly selected. This is
a GS and it is compatible with hours, days and weeks.

Table 4.1: Short description of each of the aggregation techniques covered in the current paper. Further
details of each technique are found in [56].

4.3.2 Problem Changes

In the suggested form we consider three types of problem changes which either concern the input data,
the aggressiveness of the aggregation or the system design. Each type of change may have a subset
of con�gurations wherefore one type actually covers multiple changes. In the following the considered
changes are described from a theoretical viewpoint. We stress that the set of considered changes can cover
as many types and con�gurations as one may want, and that future research potentially could identify
further changes important to include.
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4.3.2.1 Changes in wind availability

Two cases of changes in wind availability are considered. First, the sensitivity of the aggregation perfor-
mance according to the wind availability in a single hour. Secondly, the sensitivity of the aggregation
performance according to the amount of renewable capacity, available for investments. While the �rst
case studies the quality of the selection found by the aggregation techniques for di�erent wind scenarios,
the second case focuses on how well a speci�c selection performs under di�erent scenarios. We therefore
refer to the �rst case as performing aggregation under perfect information of wind availability, and the
second case as aggregation performed with imperfect knowledge.

The �rst case considers the sensitivity to di�erent wind pro�les. The results in [56] slightly indicated
that problem instances associated with higher yearly wind capacity factors are harder to solve. Addition-
ally, Nicolos et al. [49] conclude that the more wind there is available, the larger errors are observed when
the time domain is aggregated. To investigate this further, alternative wind pro�les are made, covering
extreme wind scenarios. By scaling the original capacity factor pro�les up and down, two alternative
wind pro�les are made, representing scenarios of a wind rich year and a year with little wind. To make
the scenarios even more interesting, a quadratic scaling is used rather than a linear scaling, ensuring that
also the hour-by-hour ratio is challenged. More speci�cally, the two new wind pro�les Adjustment-Up
(AU) and Adjustment-Down (AD) are de�ned as;

wAUt =
√
wt ∀t ∈ T, wADt = w2

t ∀t ∈ T, (4.1)

where wt is the original capacity factor of the hour t, wAUt is the upward-adjusted capacity factor of hour
t and wADt is the downward-adjusted capacity factor of hour t. Since wt ∈ [0, 1], the square-root ensures
small values to be increased, with a larger increase for a smaller value. In the same way, the square
ensures high numbers to become smaller, with smaller numbers being more a�ected.

Contrarily, the second case considers the sensitivity to wind capacity in the system. As all aggregation
techniques are performed on the Residual Load Curve (RLC) the resulting selections are somehow based
on an underlying assumption of the renewable capacities. Recall, that the residual load in a speci�c
hour is calculated as the demand of that hour, subtracted the renewable energy capacity available in the
same hour. However, since only capacity factors are available, some assumptions of the total capacity
is made. Consequently, in the original settings used in [56], a speci�c maximum capacity Z is assumed.
This is �rstly used in calculating the RLC, and secondly as the maximum amount of potential investment
capacities in the models used for the performance analysis of the aggregations. Assuming a di�erent
value of Z would not only cause changes in the residual loads for the single hours but also the relation
between values of di�erent hours would be changed. Consequently, the choice of Z might have signi�cant
in�uence on the selections performed by some of the di�erent aggregation techniques. Essentially, having
an aggregated problem based on a value Z1 and solving the aggregated problem with another value Z2

both illustrate how robust the aggregation technique performance is to such changes and how sensible the
aggregation methodology is to the deterministic assumption of a single parameter. The two con�gurations
of this change are to perform the aggregation with Z1 << Z2 referred to as Less Wind Capacity (LWC)
and Z1 >> Z2 referred to as More Wind Capacity (MWC).

In summary, changes in wind availability cover four con�gurations being aggregation performed under
perfect information with more or less wind available (case AU and AD) and aggregation performed under
imperfect knowledge with more and less wind generation capacity available (case MWC and LWC).

4.3.2.2 Changes in aggregation aggressiveness

Changes in the aggressiveness of the aggregation techniques relate to how much the aggregation reduces
the original time series. This change therefore concerns the sensitivity of the aggregation technique
in relation to the number of time slices included in the aggregation. The aim is to investigate how the
balance between the aggregation technique performance and the solution time is a�ected by the size of the
aggregation. Some studies suggest a selection of 30 days providing a good balance between computational
e�ort and solution quality [57, 58]. Nevertheless, many di�erent degrees of aggregation are seen in the
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literature [65, 67]. Ma et al. [22] aggregate one year into 5 weeks while Pina et al. [27] represent a year
by 12 days and Poncelet et al. [46] �nd an optimal aggregated time series consisting of only two days.
We de�ne the change in aggregation aggressiveness as a di�erent number of time elements being selected
from a yearly pro�le. In this paper, four con�gurations are considered consisting of 28, 14, 7 and 4
time elements. The results in [56] showed that aggregation techniques based on days gave the highest
probability of the aggregated model replicating the results of the original model well. For simplicity we
therefore choose only to consider this type of change for the selection of representative days. Hence,
Exhaustive Search (ES) is not compatible with this change. Since the aim is to create aggregated time
series of di�erent length, the di�erent aggregation techniques need to be modi�ed. These modi�cations
are described in the following.

Dummy selection (DX)
A selection of every Xth day of the residual load time series. The chronology of the selected days
is respecting the time chronology of the original series. The di�erent aggregated time series are
constructed by choosing X = 28, X = 14, X = 7 and X = 4 respectively.

Statistical Representation (SR)
Days are selected so that they represent a time series having similar mean value and standard devi-
ation to the original time series, and so that the correlation to the original time series is maximized.
Statistical measures for 10.000 samples of X randomly selected days are compared to the measures
of the original time series, and the best match is selected. The chronology of the selected elements
is respecting the time chronology of the original series. The di�erent aggregated time series are
constructed by choosing X = 28, X = 14, X = 7 and X = 4 respectively.

RLDC Selection (RL)
In this approach, days are not directly selected, but are constructed by selecting historical hours.
The original RLC is divided into X parts, and for each part the RLDC is constructed and every
13th hour is selected with the �rst and the last hour included. By that, minimum and maximum
levels of each part of the time series are selected, and by choosing every 13th hour, one hopes to
capture all the di�erent levels of the yearly RLDC. Since the selected hours do not have a natural
chronology, this is reconstructed by choosing a chronology of one of the days from each sample
period. The most suitable chronology is chosen based on a RLDC and a Ramping Duration Curve
(RDC) comparison. The di�erent aggregated time series are constructed by choosing X to 28, 14,
7 and 4, and then select every 13th, 26th, 52th and 91th hour respectively.

Dynamic Blocking - with random selection (DBR)
This approach dynamically divides the original time series into X blocks according to a chosen
criteria. The criteria used for deciding memberships of the di�erent days is a weighted term taking
both variance, actual values and correlations into account. We de�ne a day (dt) to be similar to
days of a block (Bi) if the variance is close to the average day variance in the block, if the day level
sum is close to the average level sum of the block and if the average correlation of the day with
the rest of the days is close to 1. Due to the three di�erent criteria having di�erent magnitudes,
we apply a weighting to make each criteria contributing signi�cantly to the resulting multi-criteria
term. We then include day t in block i (dt ∈ Bi) if CheckPoint < Y, and else day t is included in
the next block (dt ∈ Bi+1). Here the multi-criteria checkpoint is de�ned as follows

CheckPoint = W1

(
σ2
Bi
− σ2

dt

)
+W2|

∑
|h|

Bi −
∑
|h|

dt|+W3

(
1− σ2

Bi,dt

)
, σ2

dt =
1

24

24∑
i=1

(ei − e)2,

where ei is the residual load of the ith hour of the day and e is the average residual load value
over all hours of the day. To construct the di�erent aggregated time series, the value of Y is chosen
so that 28, 14, 7 and 4 blocks are constructed, and one day from each block is then randomly selected.
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Single Cluster - with random selection (SCR)
Days are clustered using a k -means clustering. To construct the di�erent aggregated time series 28,
14, 7 and 4 clusters are performed respectively, and one day from each cluster is randomly chosen.
Since the k -means clustering starts out by randomly selecting a set of elements to be group centers,
some stability is regained by evaluating the algorithm for multiple sets of initial center elements, in
our case we use 25 initial sets of element centers. The chronology of the selected days is found as
the ordering of the clusters according to the included hours.

Cluster-Cluster - with random selection (CCR)
A k -means clustering is combined with a hierarchical clustering (HC) in a two-stage clustering
procedure. First, X clusters are found using the standard k -means clustering, and then each of
these clusters is divided into Y sub-clusters using a HC clustering with Euclidean distances and the
complete linkage criterion. Again, 25 initial sets are used for the k -means clustering. The di�erent
aggregated time series are constructed by choosing {X = 7,Y = 4}, {X = 7,Y = 2}, {X = 3,Y = 2}
and {X = 2,Y = 2} respectively. Notice, since the two-stage clustering requires an equal number of
clusters, constructing 7 clusters for a 7 day selection is not possible and hence this aggregated time
series only consists of 6 days. The chronology of the selections is decided from the ordering of the
clusters according to included days.

Level-Correlation-Clustering - with random selection (LCR)
As the previous technique, this also builds on a two-stage clustering procedure. Initially, a fuzzy
clustering is performed in order to group days according to their similarity in residual load values.
Afterwards a re-clustering according to correlation of the included days ensures a �nal selection
both pursuing di�erent residual levels and di�erent evolutions of the residuals throughout the days.
The second clustering is found using a hierarchical clustering where the dissimilarity between two
elements i and j is de�ned as dij = 1− ρij , where ρij is the correlation between the two days (i, j ).
A day from each of the resulting clusters is randomly selected. As in the above, the di�erent aggre-
gated time series are constructed by choosing {X = 7,Y = 4}, {X = 7,Y = 2}, {X = 3,Y = 2} and
{X = 2,Y = 2} respectively. Consequently, also here the 7-day aggregated time series is replaced
by a 6-day aggregated time series.

Optimized RLDC Approximation (OA)
The original RLDC is divided into a �xed amount of bins and then for each element of the year, its
share of time within each bin is calculated. Afterwards, an optimization model �nds the selection
of X days which has a share of time within each bin distribution as close as possible to the distribu-
tion of the original time series. The di�erent aggregated time series are found by choosing X = 28,
X = 14, X = 7 and X = 4 respectively.

Optimized criteria Selection (OS)
This approach selects X days so that the correlation between selected days is minimized and values
as close as possible to the average day variance and the overall average, maximum and minimum
levels and rampings of the original time series are achieved. Applying a weight to the di�erent
statistical goals and adding the terms results in a multi-objective function to be minimized. The
di�erent aggregated time series are found by choosing X = 28, X = 14, X = 7 and X = 4 respectively.

4.3.2.3 Changes in system design

Changes in the energy system design relate to di�erent con�gurations of the system with respect to which
features are included. The aim is to study how the aggregation technique performance relates to the choice
of model. This not only enlarges the relevance of this research, but also analyses the questions of how
di�erent model features are a�ected by aggregation. With an energy system highly reliable on VRE it is
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important to be able to increase the level of �exibility [34]. Several studies conclude that the aggregated
problem seems to have a hard time capturing the right level of �exibility [14, 68, 56] wherefore it might be
interesting to study whether it would be di�erent if the system itself has �exibility options. Inspired by
important �exibility options identi�ed in the literature [41], we consider storage, import/export, storage
+ import/export, demand side management(DSM) and value of lost load (VOLL) �exibility options.
DSM is a strategy allowing shifting demand to a later time period, where it is more bene�cial for the
system to supply that energy [69]. Often there is a restriction on the amount of time periods the demand
can be shifted. VOLL allows for having non-served energy (NSE) but associated with a speci�c cost.
Each of the mentioned features increases the solution space compared to the solution space with their
absence. To study a feature that restricts the solution space we consider a nuclear always online (NON)
restriction which essentially force nuclear units always to be online. Whereas the aforementioned features
increase the system �exibility, including a restriction on the nuclear units challenges the �exibility. The
interesting part is whether an aggregated problem is able to replicate the same priority on nuclear units
with the time duration being much smaller. A general challenge within the aggregation framework is to
e�ciently handle storage as well as hour-by-hour relations as those included in the Unit Commitment
problem. This paper does not concern how these relations might be modeled more e�ciently despite
these certainly constituting a highly relevant future research question.

In summary, changes in system design cover six con�gurations being model extensions of Nuclear
always online, DSM, VOLL, storage, import/export and a combination of storage and import/export.
Suppose we perform the sensitivity analysis method on a reference model (base model) which does not
include the aforementioned extensions. We de�ne this as follows;

Minimize OBJBase
Subject to ConstraintsBase

Each extension then acts as an add-on to this model. In the following we mathematically describe each
of the extensions and for some provide more detail on their importance to aggregation. Sets, parameters
and variables used in the following de�nitions are described in Table 8.A.1 in Appendix 4.D.

Demand Side Management (DSM):
DSM can be modeled as a short-term storage, and with DSM being hour dependent, it also draws some
similarities to the modeling of minimum up and down times. Therefore DSM is an interesting feature
to include. In our model, DSM has no cost and therefore it only a�ects the energy balance of the base
model. Apart from this, a list of constraints are added. Constraint (4.5) restricts the withheld demand
and constraint (4.6) updates the level of total energy withheld. Constraints (4.7)-(4.9) ensure that the
capacities of DSM are respected.

Minimize
x,y,z,u,p

OBJBase (4.2)

Subject to ConstraintsBase (4.3)∑
i∈I xij + pDSMj ≥ Dj + xDSMj ∀j ∈ J (4.4)∑j+H

j′>j x
DSM
j′ ≥ pDSMj ∀j ∈ J (4.5)

lDSMj = lDSMj−1 − xDSMj + pDSMj ∀j ∈ J (4.6)

lDSMj ≤ PDSMH ∀j ∈ J (4.7)

xDSMj ≤ PDSM ∀j ∈ J (4.8)

pDSMj ≤ PDSM ∀j ∈ J (4.9)

lDSMj , pDSMj ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J (4.10)

Value Of Lost Loads (VOLL):
VOLL can be modeled as an additional technology having �xed costs of zero and variable costs equal to
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VOLL. Sisternes [23] suggests that it is allowed to have one day with NSE over a time period of 10 years,
corresponding to 2.4 hours of NSE during 1 year. Using this, the VOLL can be de�ned as:

V OLL =
CFCAPi + CFOMi

2.4
+ CV OMi + CFUELi [$/MWh], i ∈ G

From a modeling perspective, the amount of NSE is minimized in the objective function, and furthermore
it is included in the balance equation;

Minimize
x,y,z,u,n

OBJBase +
∑
j∈J V OLL · nj (4.11)

Subject to ConstraintsBase (4.12)∑
i∈I xij + nj ≥ Dj ∀j ∈ J (4.13)

Storages (STO):
Storage potentially provides more �exibility and it enables an analysis of whether the storage is prioritized
in the same way with and without aggregation. In this model, storage is included as an investment
possibility on equal terms as all the generation units. By that, it adds a term to the objective where
investment and operational costs are minimized (4.14). Furthermore, the energy balance equation is
modi�ed (4.16) and constraints handling the storage balance (4.17), restricting the capacities (4.19)-
(4.20) and restricting the in�ow and out�ow (4.21)-(4.22) are added.

Minimize
x,y,z,u,f,p

OBJBase +
∑
s∈S C

FIX
s ys (4.14)

Subject to ConstraintsBase (4.15)∑
i∈I xij +

∑
s∈S x

STOR
sj ≥ Dj +

∑
s∈S p

STOR
sj ∀j ∈ J (4.16)

lSTORsj = lSTORs,j−1 − xSTORsj + εsp
STOR
sj ∀s ∈ S, j ∈ J (4.17)

lSTORsj = ηs · lSTORs,j−1 −
xSTOR
sj

ξs
+ εs · pSTORsj ∀s ∈ S, j ∈ J (4.18)

lSTORsj ≤ L · ys ∀s ∈ S, j ∈ J (4.19)

lSTORsj ≥ L · ys ∀s ∈ S, j ∈ J (4.20)

xSTORsj ≤ fsjP
OUT ∀s ∈ S, j ∈ J (4.21)

pSTORsj ≤ (1− fsj)P
IN ∀s ∈ S, j ∈ J (4.22)

ys, fj ∈ {0, 1} ∀s ∈ S,∀j ∈ J (4.23)

lSTORsj , pSTORsj ≥ 0 ∀s ∈ S,∀j ∈ J (4.24)

Import/Export (IMEX):
Having import/export possibilities in the model not only provide �exibility, but also gives the possibility
of raising the energy production in speci�c hours due to exporting. This could help balancing the demand
satisfaction against ramping restrictions. Furthermore, as the interconnection lines are included as po-
tential investments, we also analyze whether the interconnection line capacity investments are prioritized
in the same way with and without aggregation, and how the balancing between import and export is
preserved in the aggregated solution. In terms of implementation, investments of interconnection lines
as well as pro�ts and costs of import/export are included in the objective (4.25). Moreover, the im-
port/export operations also a�ect the balance equation (4.28) and constraints restricting the capacities
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(4.29)-(4.30) are added.

Minimize
x,y,z,u,f,p

OBJBase +
∑
ic∈IC C

FIX
ic yic +

∑
j∈J x

IMP
ic,j · pIMP

j − xEXPic,j · pExPj (4.25)

Subject to ConstraintsBase (4.26)∑
i∈I xi,j +

∑
ic∈IC x

IMP
ic,j · βic − xEXPic,j ≥ Dj ∀j ∈ J (4.27)

xIMP
ic,j + xEXPic,j = yic ·MAX[P

IMP

ic , P
EXP

ic ] ∀ic ∈ IC, j ∈ J (4.28)

xIMP
ic,j = yic · P

IMP

ic ∀ic ∈ IC, j ∈ J (4.29)

xEXPic,j = (1− yic) · P
EXP

ic ∀ic ∈ IC, j ∈ J (4.30)

yic ∈ {0, 1}, xIMP
ic,j , xEXPic,j ≥ 0 ∀ic ∈ IC, ∀j ∈ J (4.31)

Nuclear always Online (NON):
Only a single constraint is added, securing the commitment of the Nuclear units to be decided by the
investment decision (4.34).

Minimize
x,y,z,u,f,p

OBJBase (4.32)

Subject to ConstraintsBase (4.33)

uij ≥ yi ∀i ∈ NUCLEAR, j ∈ J (4.34)

Storage and Import/Export Combined (STOIMEX):
Since many of the real life models typically contain multiple of the suggested model extensions, it is
also interesting to analyze the ability of the aggregated problems to replicate priority between di�erent
�exibility options. In that sense, the last model extension suggested is a combination of the storage
and import/export features since such a combination enlightens the ability of the aggregated problem to
prioritize the same �exibility investments as the non aggregated problem.

4.3.3 Performance Index (PI)

To quantify the sensitivity of an aggregation technique we need to be able to measure its performance.
Di�erent performance measures appear in the literature which mainly constitute a comparison between
aggregated and non-aggregated input data [63, 45, 14] or model solutions [50, 49, 51]. We apply the
model performance index suggested by Buchholz et al. [56] which compares the solution of the original
model to the solution of the original model with �xed aggregated investments, on a selection of categories.
In more details, di�erences (D) within a set of categories (Λ) are calculated where the di�erences both
account for over- and underestimations observed within each category. We de�ne the set of categories
Λ to consist of maximum capacities, generation mix, overall system costs, amount of shut-down circles
and number of invested units. Furthermore, in the case of model extensions new measures arise which
should be included as categories as well. We therefore list the categories included in the performance
index measurements for each of the model design suggestions;

Demand Side Management (DSM): With DSM being modeled as a short-term storage, we add
two categories to the PI being the maximum 'charge' and 'discharge' capacities and the total sum
of energy handled in the DSM add-on.
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Value of Lost Load (VOLL): Also here two new categories are introduced which is the maximum
energy being non-served in a single hour and the sum of total non-served energy.

Storages (STO): Similar to the DSM, two new categories are added covering the sum of the
storage related capacities as well as the sum of the total amount of energy handled in the storage
add-on. The two categories cover both storage in�ow, storage out�ow and storage level.

Import/Export (IMEX): Two new categories are added covering the sum of the maximum im-
port/export capacity of a single hour and the sum of the total energy being either imported or
exported.

Nuclear always Online (NON): No new categories are added in this case.

Storage and Import/Export Combined (STOIMEX): Each additional category from both
the storage and the import/export extensions are added, resulting in 4 new categories.

Furthermore, in any case, an infeasibility category is included to punish aggregation techniques leading
to infeasible solutions. Infeasible solutions occur when the aggregated problem solution does not include
enough capacities to satisfy the demand. As infeasible solutions are highly unwanted, one could consider
applying a larger weight on this category, but for now, each of the categories account with equal weight. To
achieve this, the di�erences observed within each category are normalized. However, slightly di�erent from
[56] where the performance index is de�ned for each solution type, we here de�ne it for each aggregation
technique a. The di�erence is whether the normalization is made across all the observed solution types
or, as here, across all aggregation techniques. The reason for this change is that the solution types will
change within the di�erent wind scenarios and model extensions, wherefore the de�nition in [56] would
not allow direct comparison across di�erent problem settings. Herewith, the PI of aggregation technique
a is de�ned as,

PIay =
∑∑

λ∈Λ

(
Da
λ,y +Da

λ,y

‖Da
λ,y +Da

λ,y‖a

)
(4.35)

with Da
λ,y and D

a
λ,y referring to over- and underestimation within category λ, of the solution for instance

y found by aggregation technique a. ‖..‖a refers to a normalization performed with respect to a.

4.3.4 Sensitivity Analysis Method (SAM)

We now present the Sensitivity Analysis Method (SAM) as outlined in Procedure 3. In the suggested
form, the method takes as input a base design of a Capacity Expansion Model (CEM) and a set of Input
Time Series (ITS) for a set of years Y. Additionally, a set of change types C with a corresponding set of
con�gurations SC , a set of time elements to consider E and lastly a set of time aggregation techniques
A. The overall strategy is to one-by-one impose each type of change on the respective part of the input
parameters, to aggregate the problem and evaluate the aggregation. In more details:

1. Impose the change c with corresponding con�guration i

2. Apply each aggregation technique to the problem(s)

3. Solve the aggregated problem(s)
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4. Calculate the performance index PIa,eci with a being the aggregation technique, e the selected element
type and ci change type c with con�guration i

By recording the performance of each aggregation technique within each change, the overall best per-
forming technique can be identi�ed within and across each change. For simplicity, we suggest to analyze
each aggregation technique according to its average performance for the di�erent years y ∈ Y .

Procedure 3 Sensitivity Analysis Method (SAM)
1: procedure SAM({CEM, ITS, Y, C, SC , E, A})
2: For(c = 1 to |C|){
3: For(i = 1 to |SC |){
4: For(a = 1 to |A|){
5: For(e = 1 to |E|){
6: If ( a is compatible with e with respect to c ){
7: For(y = 1 to |Y |){
8: Perform change ci (on ITS

y , CEM or a)
9: Apply aggregation a to ITSy

10: Solve CEM for aggregated data
11: Calculate PI

a
y

12: }
13: }
14: Calculate PI

a,e
ci

=
∑

y∈Y
PI

a
y

15: }
16: }
17: }
18: }
19: Analyze performance for change c
20: }
21: Analyze performance across all c

4.4 Case Study

To illustrate the suggested sensitivity analysis methodology we apply it to a case study. As just discussed,
the method needs as input a reference model CEM and a set of input time series ITS associated with
a set of years Y. We reuse the case study of [56] which consists of a Capacity Expansion Model with
incorporated Unit Commitment (CEMUC) and three sets of input time series, corresponding to three
di�erent years. We brie�y summarize essential parts of the model and input data, and for further details
we refer to Buchholz et al. [56].

The considered model is a single-node, deterministic combined long- and short-term model which
optimizes the sizing of new generation capacities. Investments may be made both in conventional and
renewable capacities. The conventional units consist of both base-load capacities (Coal and Nuclear) and
�exible capacities (gas turbines). The renewable sources consist of wind and PV sources. The objective is
to minimize investment and operational costs while respecting operational and technological constraints.
Included in the operational costs is start-up costs of conventional units. The restrictions cover hourly
unit speci�c generation capacities, maximum hour-by-hour generation change and minimum/maximum
up and down times. Binary variables are introduced to model investments and UC constraints wherefore
the considered model is a Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problem.

The three years of input data consist of yearly demand time series and yearly wind and PV availability
pro�les, obtained for Denmark in the years 2014, 2015 and 2016. The availability pro�les are represented
by hourly Capacity Factor (CF) values ranging from zero to one. The CF of an hour t represents the
share of the maximum capacity that can be utilized for electricity generation in that speci�c hour. As
discussed in Section 4.3.2.1 each aggregation technique selects time elements from the RLC wherefore this
must be constructed prior to the optimization. The RLC is therefore constructed with the assumption
of all candidate renewable capacity being installed. Each yearly RLC can then be constructed from;

RLCy = Dy − wywind · Z
wind − wyPV · Z

PV ,
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where Dy is the demand pro�le of year y, wywind is the wind CF pro�le of year y, wyPV is the PV CF
pro�le of year y while Zwind and ZPV are the assumed installed capacities for wind and PV respectively.
In the following we illustrate how the changes associated with the wind availability a�ects the considered
input time series.

4.4.1 Sensitivity to di�erent Wind Pro�les

The two types of changes are the Upward Adjusted (AU) wind pro�le wADt = w2
t and the Downward

Adjusted (AD) pro�le wAUt =
√
wt. Recall that, since wt ∈ [0, 1], the square-root ensures small values

to be increased, with a larger increase for a smaller value. In the same way, the square ensures high
numbers to become smaller, with smaller numbers being more a�ected. By this, the new wind pro�les
not only cover more and less overall yearly available wind capacity, but it also changes the shares of days
with a speci�c capacity factor. This is illustrated in Table 4.1, which lists comparative speci�cations of
the original and new wind pro�les.

Table 4.1: Speci�cations of the di�erent wind pro�les analyzed. It is seen how the new wind pro�les
not only cover more and less overall yearly available wind capacity, but also changes the shares of days
with a speci�c capacity factor.

Original AU AD

Measure 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016

Sum 2666.2 2770.2 2407.4 4407.8 4517.4 4190 1284.0 1343.4 1068.2

Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Max 0.91 0.88 0.89 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.82 0.77 0.79

Ramp 164.1 186.7 163.4 166.9 183.5 173.2 121.8 142.3 111.7

Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Max 0.42 0.49 0.66 0.27 0.70 0.81 0.49 0.38 0.43

≤ 0.5 (%) 76.4 75.4 83.4 49.7 47.1 54.5 93.3 93.4 94.5

≤ 0.5 (sum) 1332.9 1377.3 1453.3 1345.5 1297.4 1508.7 928.6 997 778.8

> 0.5 (%) 23.6 24.6 16.6 50.3 52.9 45.5 6.7 6.6 5.5

> 0.5 (sum) 1333.3 1393.0 954.1 3062.3 3220.1 2681.3 355.4 346.4 289.4

To exemplify the relationship between the di�erent type of pro�les, an arbitrary sequence of 672 hours
is seen in Figure 4.1 for each pro�le type. From this, it is clearly seen that while the original curve is
closer to the wAD in areas with low wind availability, it is closer to the wAU in the high wind capacity
areas. Another thing to notice is that the low areas of wAD gets smoothened out, which is also illustrated
in the absolute sum of ramping values during the year. In the upward-adjusted pro�le approximately
30% of the values change from being below 0.5 to being above, while in the downward-adjusted pro�le
an increase of 20% is seen for values below 0.5, leaving just 5% to be above 0.5. The main di�erence
between the 3 pro�les is the value of installed capacity. Assuming that a 1-unit investment in the normal
case is able to satisfy a demand of X, then clearly, in the wAU case, more demand can be satis�ed by
this investment and opposite, less is satis�ed in the wAD case. Essentially, how this relation e�ects the
aggregation technique performance, is of interest.

4.4.2 Sensitivity to wind capacity in system

In order not to a�ect the commitment of a single wind unit investment, increasing the potential wind
capacity is achieved by increasing the amount of wind units in the model. Consequently, this slightly
e�ects the model size in terms of variables and constraints, which should be taken into account when
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the di�erent wind pro�les for an arbitrary sample of the 2016 instance. The
legend lists the summed CFs for each type of pro�le to further illustrate the di�erences.

analyzing the computational di�culty of the resulting problems. In the original portfolio of units to
invest in, 6 wind units are included, each with a capacity-commitment of Z

wind

6 . The new settings consist
of increasing this number to 12 units or decreasing it to 3 units, while keeping the unit speci�c capacity-
commitment unchanged. The two scenarios is then referred to as More Wind Capacity (MWC) and Less
Wind Capacity (LWC), respectively.

To exemplify the e�ect of the parameter Zwind, 672 hours of the 2016 RLC is visualized in Figure 4.2.
Both a RLC based on a value Z and one based on the value 2Z are illustrated.

(a) Di�erence in Wind pro�les (b) Di�erence in RLCs

Figure 4.2: Graphical illustration of the pro�les resulting from doubling the total wind capacity in the
system (Z=6000 in this case).

It is clearly seen that especially the distance between high level hours and low level hours are magni�ed.
Essentially, as the increased capacity is multiplied by a factor of [0,1], then for small factors very little
change is seen, while larger changes appear for larger factors. This is also seen in Table 4.2 which lists
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the speci�cs of the original and new RLCs. From Table 4.2 it is seen that, the maximum residual load is
not signi�cantly changed in the new pro�les, however the lowest load value is indeed. Doubling the wind
capacity results in a RLC having approximately the same negative load as positive load while halving
the wind capacity causes this mix to be almost purely positive loads.

Table 4.2: Speci�cations of the di�erent wind pro�les analyzed. It illustrates how the wind pro�les
di�erentiates from one another.

Original More wind cap. Less wind cap.

Measure 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016 2014 2015 2016

Sum (106) 15.3 15.4 16.8 19.2 20.0 18.5 21.2 21.1 22.4

Min -3844 -3843 -3074 -8819 -8413 -8275 -1356 -1824 -1401

Max 5546 5657 5540 5412 5626 5290 5613 5675 5683

Ramp (106) 2.3 2.4 2.3 2.9 3.2 3.0 2.1 2.1 2.1

Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Max 2537 1559 1385 2467 2940 5062 2601 1578 1982

≤ 0 (%) 16.3 18.2 13.1 48.5 50.6 43.5 1.7 2.1 1.3

> 0 (%) 83.7 81.8 86.9 51.5 49.4 56.5 98.3 97.9 98.7

4.4.3 Model Runs Settings

All problems considered in the case study are implemented in GAMS 24.5.0 and solved using Cplex
12.7.1.0 with standard settings for MIP. A server with a node con�guration of 2x Intel Xeon Processor
2660v3 (10 cores, 2.60GHz) and 128 GB RAM is used. All non-aggregated problems are solved to a 0.1%
gap and then investments are �xed and the remaining problems are solved to optimality. Each aggregated
problem is solved to optimality. To enable the comparison between solutions, the aggregated investment
selection is �xed and the problem is solved on the original time scale. In the following we �rst present the
results relating to each type of change (wind availability, aggregation aggressiveness and system design)
and then we present the results across all types of changes.

4.5 Results on Sensitivity to wind scenarios

The average performance indexed of the di�erent aggregation techniques are listed in Table 4.B.1, Table
4.B.2 and Table 4.B.3 according to the di�erent element selections (all appearing in Appendix 4.B). Table
4.1 lists the performance of each technique averaged across element selections for each of the di�erent
wind scenarios.

To analyze the performance of the di�erent aggregation techniques, also the consistency in performance
for di�erent wind scenarios is studied. This is measured as the variance of the PI across di�erent scenarios,
and it is seen in Table 4.2, which also summarizes average performances. Similarly, to analyze how the
di�erent wind scenarios a�ect the aggregation technique performances, the consistency across di�erent
aggregation techniques is measured for each scenario, and the results are seen in Table 4.3.

The statistics of the di�erent wind scenarios (Table 4.3) show that the normal wind pro�le, WN , has the
best average performance while the WLCW has the worst performance. In general, signi�cant worse per-
formances are seen for the WMCW and WLCW scenarios compared to the normal scenario. This is to be
expected as these cover the cases where the wind characteristics in the model are changed from the ones
used for the aggregation. On the other hand, changing the wind characteristics from the normal settings
and including these changes in the aggregation selection, only slightly increases the average performance
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AVG(H,D,W) WN WAU WAD AVG(WAU ,WAD) WMWC WLWC AVG(WMWC ,WLWC)

DX 1.67 2.41 1.97 2.19 3.22 3.62 3.42

SR 0.49 1.52 2.46 1.99 3.60 5.07 4.33

RL 4.61 2.64 2.22 2.43 3.46 3.49 3.48

OA 1.47 1.26 3.08 2.17 3.60 3.95 3.77

ES 1.47 1.52 1.57 1.55 0.01 4.80 2.40

OS 0.83 1.33 1.85 1.59 2.25 2.42 2.34

DBR 2.65 1.75 1.40 1.58 2.85 3.85 3.35

SCR 0.71 2.48 1.35 1.92 2.85 2.63 2.74

CCR 2.15 0.97 1.98 1.48 3.92 3.55 3.73

LCR 0.32 2.94 1.28 2.11 2.85 2.53 2.69

AVG 1.64 1.88 1.92 1.90 2.86 3.59 3.23

Table 4.1: Performance of the di�erent aggregated problems averaged across hour, day and week selec-
tions in di�erent wind scenarios. A smaller performance index indicates better performance. Notice, that
a performance index of zero, not necessarily indicates a performance as good as the non aggregated prob-
lem, it just indicates the relative performance compared to the other aggregated problem performances.
Here H stands for hours, D stands for days and W stands for weeks. Additionally, WN represents the
normal wind scenario, WAU and WAD represent the upward and downward adjusted wind pro�les and
lastly WMWC and WLCW cover the systems with more and less wind generation capacity.

index (AU and AD). Aggregation techniques based on day and week selections seem to have exchangeable
best performance for the di�erent wind scenarios, however with overall similar performances (average PI
of 2.33 for day selections and 2.12 for week selections). Aggregation techniques based on hour selections
have signi�cant worse performance within the WN and WAU scenarios, causing the average performance
index across all scenarios to be 2.92.

With respect to performance consistency, the most similar performances for di�erent aggregation
techniques are seen across the WMCW pro�le, while the most diverse performances are seen across the
normal wind pro�le. Especially, aggregation techniques associated with day selections have very consis-
tent performance across the di�erent wind settings, whereas the average variance of the hour selecting
aggregations is more than twice as large. This indicates that selecting representative days causes the
aggregation technique to have more robust performance. Much more diversity is seen for the average
variance of the hour selecting aggregations with the variance across the WLWC and WMWC being espe-
cially high. Consequently, the choice of aggregation technique has signi�cant e�ect on the performance
when the technique is based on hourly selection, and this e�ect is highly seen when the wind availability
assumptions for the aggregation are wrong.

From the variance of the average aggregation performance across di�erent wind scenarios (Table 4.2),
it is seen that, on average, a day selecting aggregation technique is most consistent, with especially the
RL and OS techniques showing high consistency. This indicates that di�erent aggregation techniques
based on day selection perform more similar on average in di�erent scenarios compared to techniques
based on hour and week selections.

In conclusion, aggregation techniques based on hour selections have the highest average performance
indexes and the most inconsistent performance across di�erent wind scenarios. The bad performance in
the normal wind settings has high dominance in these results, but also the high PIs seen for the WAU

pro�le and the high inconsistency seen for performances in the WLWC scenario. Aggregation techniques
with day and week selections have similar average performance, and especially the day selections have
more consistent performance across di�erent scenarios. Performances are in general more inconsistent
in the normal wind settings, but the overall performance is also best here. Worst overall performances
are seen when the aggregations are made on wrong wind availability assumptions. Although the per-
formances of the single aggregations seem to be di�erently dependent on the element to be selected,
averaging across di�erent element selections shows that the OS technique has good average performance
among all scenarios. This makes sense, since the hour selections typically show worse performance and
the OS does not cover hourly selections. Contrarily, the worst average performance is seen for the RL
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Mean Variance

Hour Day Week AVG Hour Day Week AVG

NGS

DX 3.67 1.82 2.25 2.58 0.93 1.34 2.55 1.61

SR 2.96 2.32 2.60 2.63 5.13 1.20 5.02 3.78

RL 3.38 3.62 2.85 3.29 0.74 0.66 2.80 1.40

OA - 2.67 - 2.67 - 1.52 - 1.52

ES - - 1.87 1.87 - - 3.10 3.10

OS - 2.30 1.18 1.74 - 0.92 1.44 1.18

GS

DBR 3.54 1.81 2.15 2.50 1.29 3.86 1.73 2.29

SCR 2.15 2.25 1.61 2.00 3.00 2.55 1.38 2.31

CCR 2.94 2.29 2.32 2.52 2.21 3.97 1.64 2.60

LCR 1.80 1.87 2.28 1.98 3.64 1.36 2.72 2.57

AVG 2.92 2.33 2.12 2.46 2.42 1.93 2.49 2.24

Table 4.2: Mean and variance statistics for each aggregated problem when looking across di�erent wind
scenarios. A dash indicates that the element is not considered for the respective aggregation technique.

Mean Variance

Hour Day Week AVG Hour Day Week AVG

WN 3.13 1.07 1.21 1.64 4.41 2.72 3.09 3.41

WAU 3.21 1.76 1.26 1.88 1.69 0.78 0.86 1.11

WAD 1.68 1.87 1.97 1.92 1.78 0.68 0.21 0.89

WMCW 3.48 3.46 2.32 2.86 0.00 0.43 1.88 0.77

WLCW 3.09 3.48 3.87 3.59 3.57 0.35 1.13 1.68

AVG 2.92 2.33 2.12 2.46 2.29 0.99 1.44 1.57

Table 4.3: Mean and variance statistics for each wind scenario when looking across di�erent aggregated
problems.

technique, which again is to be expected as this technique essentially performs day and week selections
as hour selections. Both the RL and the OS show very consistent performance for the di�erent wind
scenarios, and both handle the WAU and WAD better than the WMWC and WLWC . However the big
di�erence in performance is seen in the performance related to the normal wind settings, in which the
OS has the overall best performance while the RL has the overall worst performance.

To better understand the performance trends analyzed so far, we take a closer look at the single
aggregation performances within the di�erent wind scenarios. Of the aggregation techniques selecting
hours (Table 4.B.1 in Appendix 4.B), LCR performs best among di�erent scenarios while DX has worst
performance. LCR performs especially well in the low wind scenarios (WAD and WLWC), and performs
worst in the high wind scenarios (WAU and WMWC). DX has somewhat similar performance for the
di�erent pro�les, however with the best performance observed for the WAD scenario and the worst per-
formance appearing in the WN scenario. Of the aggregation techniques selecting days (Table 4.B.2 in
Appendix 4.B), DBR performs best among the di�erent scenarios while RL performs worst. DBR han-
dles the WMWC and WLWC scenarios signi�cantly worse compared to the normal wind scenario, while
WAU and WAD are handled only slightly worse. RL again has similar performance for all scenarios with
the worst performance appearing for the normal wind settings. Among aggregation techniques selecting
weeks (Table 4.B.3 in Appendix 4.B), the OS performs best across di�erent scenarios and the RL covers
the worst performance. Worst performance of the OS are seen for the low wind scenarios, while a much
better performance is seen for the high wind scenarios with the performance of the WAU being very close
to the good performance in the normal wind settings.

In conclusion, it seems that the di�erent aggregation techniques either su�er from low wind scenarios,
from scenarios where aggregations are based on wrong wind availability assumptions, or from just having
a consistently bad performance. However, similarly to the performance of an aggregation technique devi-
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ating a lot for di�erent element selections in the normal wind settings, it does not seem to be predictable
how an aggregation technique performs for di�erent wind scenarios. As an example, although the LCR
selecting hours performs better in low wind scenarios compared to the normal scenario, it performs worse
both when days and weeks are selected. Consequently, general conclusions of aggregation techniques
across element selections cannot be drawn.

Nevertheless, for the majority of the aggregation techniques the average performance across element
selections seems to show worse performance of theWMWC andWLWC scenarios compared to the average
scenario, while the WAU and the WAD scenarios typically are handled better than the average scenario.
By that we can conclude that aggregated problems perform signi�cantly worse when the aggregation is
based on wrong wind availability assumptions, which, in principle, is the case in real life, due to imperfect
knowledge of future wind availabilities. Table 4.B.4 in Appendix 4.B illustrates the percentage change
in PI when compared to the performance of the normal wind scenario. From this it is seen that the PI
of an average aggregation technique is increased by 75% and 120% in the WMWC and WLWC scenarios
respectively, compared to the performance in the normal wind scenario. On the other hand, the PI is
only increased by 15-17% in the WAU and WAD scenarios. From this it is clear that the especially hard
to handle scenario for an aggregation technique is when the aggregation is performed based on overes-
timated wind availabilities. Herewith, in predicting the wind availability, the consequences seem to be
larger if too much wind is predicted compared to if predictions cover too little wind. In �nding the best
aggregation technique, one then search for a good performance within theWLWC scenario. As the earlier
conclusions point out, the OS not only has the best performance in the WLWC scenario, but also has an
overall best and consistent performance among di�erent scenarios. This aggregation technique therefore
seems to ensure good results even when good wind availability predictions are hard to make.

4.5.1 Solution Time Di�erences for Wind scenarios

Although solution times are not the main focus of this analysis, studying these could still reveal some
dependency between aggregation technique and wind condition in the problem. Therefore, solution time
gains for the di�erent aggregated problems solved within the di�erent scenarios are illustrated in Figure
4.1. The included solution time gains are averaged across the three di�erent instances analyzed, and
for simplicity, also across the compatible element selections. The �gure both illustrates the general time
saving observed for each aggregation technique across di�erent wind scenarios, and the general time
savings observed for all aggregation techniques in each wind scenario. The left �gure therefore illustrates
how sensitive the time savings are to the di�erent wind scenarios while the right �gure indicates which
scenario is the most di�cult to handle in the aggregation framework.

There seems to be a pretty clear tendency of the solution time gains being relatively constant looking
across di�erent aggregation techniques within each scenario. Only the AD scenario falls out with some
signi�cant lower savings for some techniques. Consequently, more computational e�ort is needed in the
AD scenario compared to the Normal scenario (NW), whereas less e�ort is needed in both the MWC,
LWC and AU scenarios. These results do not indicate any signi�cant in�uence of the amount of wind
in the system on the di�culty of the resulting problem, when wind changes happen after the aggregated
problem has been constructed. On the other hand, adjusting the aggregated problem to di�erent wind
settings, it seems that the di�culty of the resulting aggregated problem is higher when the aggregation
needs to replicate systems with less wind available. However, to conclude this with higher con�dence,
one should perform a more comprehensive time analysis.

In conclusion, the results here indicate that changing the wind settings seems to have no in�uence on the
solution di�culty of the resulting problem if the aggregated problem is constructed before the changes,
whereas adjusting the aggregated problem to the changes seems to a�ect the solution times depending
on the change of the wind availability.
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Figure 4.1: Solution time gains of the di�erent aggregated problems in di�erent wind scenarios. The
time savings cover average time savings of the speci�c aggregation technique across all compatible element
selections. Furthermore, also average across each considered year. To the left the time savings across all
wind scenarios for each aggregation technique is seen. To the right, the time saving across all aggregation
techniques for each wind scenario are seen. The two graphs in combination therefore illustrate how
sensitive each aggregation technique is with respect to time savings across di�erent changes and the
consistency and general quality of aggregation technique time savings within each problem change. The
whiskers cover the range between minimum and maximum elements (assumes no outliers). Notice that
NW represents the normal wind pro�le.

4.6 Results on Sensitivity to aggregation aggressiveness

Recall that only day selecting aggregation techniques are considered here. Table 4.1 therefore lists all PIs
and these are graphically illustrated in Figure 4.1. A �rst observation from Table 4.1, is that the number
of infeasible solutions increases as the sizes of the aggregated problems reduce. Herewith, almost 60%
of the 4-day aggregated problems provide solutions which are infeasible to the non-aggregated problem.
Expanding the aggregation with 3 more days, the infeasibility percentage decreases to just below 45%
while a 14-day aggregation decreases the percentage to 4%. The amount of infeasible solutions depend
on the aggregation technique, with the DX and SR having the highest percentages. Contrarily, both the
RL and the OS provide feasible solutions in all cases while the remaining techniques have infeasibility
percentages of 17-42%. Common for the RL and the OS is that they either ensure (RL) or prioritize
(OS ) to include the global minimum and maximum values of the aggregated pro�les, which could be
the reason for the zero infeasibility percentages. Consequently, ensuring global minimum and maximum
values to be included in the aggregation could be a valuable property of an aggregation technique, at
least if very aggressive aggregations are made.

Additionally, the RL technique actually seems to have better performance when 7 days are selected
compared to the 28-day selection. This is likely due to the RLDC being weekly periodical. Consequently,
dependent on the aggregation technique, including more time slices does not necessarily result in better
performance. In fact, di�erent aggregation techniques seems to perform best under di�erent aggregation
sizes. We again see that the OS technique has fairly good, but more importantly, very consistent per-
formance among the di�erent aggregation sizes. The OS does not have the best average performance
across the di�erent aggregation sizes, however, it provides very robust performance both with respect to
aggregation size but also, as concluded earlier, among di�erent wind scenarios. According to aggregation
aggressiveness sensitivity, the best average performance is seen for the DBR. This technique turned infea-
sible for two of the tree instances of the 4-day aggregations, which also causes the performance of this size
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to be worst. However, with very good performance both for the 28-days and the 7-days aggregations, the
overall best performance is achieved. The 7-day aggregation performs better than the 14-day aggregation
for all aggregation techniques not based on clustering techniques. Also, averaging across all aggregation
techniques, the 28-days aggregations have the overall best performances, while both the 14-days and
4-days aggregations share the worst performance. However, one could argue that as infeasible solutions
are highly unwanted, one could apply a weight onto the infeasibility category. With a weight of 10, the
performance indexes are as seen if Figure 4.C.1 in Appendix 4.C, wherefrom the aggregation performance
shows to be correlated to the aggregation size so that larger aggregations provides better performances.

Table 4.1: Aggregated problem performance indicated by PIs. Shaded numbers represent infeasible
solutions. Smaller values indicate better performance.

28 days 14 days 7 days 4 days

Aggregation Technique 2014 2015 2016 AVG 2014 2015 2016 AVG 2014 2015 2016 AVG 2014 2015 2016 AVG

Dummy selection (DX) 0.00 0.24 0.07 0.10 2.91 3.07 2.89 2.95 3.32 2.82 2.21 2.78 2.14 3.72 2.60 2.82

Statistical Representation (SR) 0.00 0.24 4.02 1.42 0.00 3.07 6.00 3.02 2.13 3.71 0.48 2.11 2.14 4.13 2.60 2.96

RLDC Selection (RL) 4.66 5.00 4.62 4.76 2.91 3.07 3.49 3.15 0.52 0.80 0.48 0.60 3.16 0.90 0.56 1.54

Optimized RLDC Approximation (OA) 0.00 0.24 4.02 1.42 2.91 3.07 2.89 2.95 0.52 0.80 0.48 0.60 3.83 4.13 2.60 3.52

Optimized criteria Selection (OS) 0.00 5.00 0.07 1.69 2.91 0.16 2.89 1.98 0.52 3.14 2.59 2.08 0.60 3.60 3.00 2.40

Dynamic Blocking (DBR) 0.00 0.24 0.07 0.10 2.91 3.07 0.03 2.00 0.52 0.80 0.48 0.60 0.60 4.13 2.60 2.44

Single Cluster (SCR) 0.00 0.24 0.07 0.10 2.91 0.16 0.03 1.03 0.52 3.71 2.21 2.14 2.14 0.90 2.60 1.88

Cluster-Cluster (CCR) 0.00 0.24 0.07 0.10 2.91 3.07 0.03 2.00 2.74 3.71 0.48 2.31 2.14 0.90 0.56 1.20

Level-Correlation-Clustering (LCR) 0.00 0.24 0.07 0.10 0.00 3.07 2.89 1.98 1.85 3.71 2.21 2.59 0.60 4.13 2.60 2.44

Aggregation Technique Average 0.52 1.30 1.45 1.09 2.26 2.42 2.35 2.34 1.40 2.58 1.29 1.76 1.93 2.95 2.19 2.36

Infeasibility Percentage (%) 0.0 3.7 44.4 59.3

Figure 4.1: Performance of the di�erent sized aggregated problems averaged across instances. A smaller
performance index (PI) indicates a better performance. In these results, each category of the PI is
weighted by a factor 1. To the left the performance across all aggregation sizes for each aggregation
technique is seen. To the right, the performance across all aggregation techniques for each aggregation
size is seen. The two graphs in combination therefore illustrate how sensitive the performance of each
aggregation technique is across di�erent changes and the consistency and general quality of aggregation
technique performance within each aggregation size. The whiskers cover the range between minimum
and maximum elements (assumes no outliers).
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4.6.1 Balancing Solution Time

Essential to the study of aggregation sizes is the balance between solution time and performance of
the di�erent sized aggregation techniques. Therefore, solution time gains observed for the di�erent sized
aggregated problems are graphically illustrated in Figure 4.2. The values covered in the �gure are average
values across the three analyzed problem instances.

Figure 4.2: Solution time gains of the di�erent sized aggregated problems averaged across years. To
the left the time savings across all aggregation sizes for each aggregation technique is seen. To the right,
the time saving across all aggregation techniques for each aggregation size is seen. The two graphs in
combination therefore illustrate how sensitive each aggregation technique is with respect to time savings
across di�erent changes and the consistency and general quality of aggregation technique time savings
within each aggregation size. The whiskers cover the range between minimum and maximum elements
(assumes no outliers).

How the di�erent aggregation techniques perform within the di�erent size categories very much depend
on the technique itself. However, the average picture indicates that the more information that is included
in the aggregated problem, the longer solution times are observed. Especially the multiple clustering
procedures (LCR and CCR) seem to have solution times sensitive to the problem sizes. Nevertheless, for
any aggregation technique, the maximum span in solution time gains for the di�erent sizes is 4%. The
cost of this additional solution time decrease is not only worse performance but also very high likelihood
of the solutions being infeasible to the original model. High sensitivities to the aggregation size are seen
both for the DX, OA and LCR. Contrary to these, especially the RL but also the OS and SCR seem to
have solution times less sensitive to the problem sizes. SCR seems to have the overall highest average
solution time gain, while OS has the overall lowest average solution time gain. Notice however, that the
actual di�erence in average values is below 2%, which gives the bene�t to the OS technique, since no
infeasible solutions were observed among the di�erent aggregated problem sizes. Also the RL technique
did not lead to infeasible solutions for any of the aggregated problem sizes, and this technique seems to
have a solution time gain around 97-98% independently of the aggregated problem size.

In conclusion, solution times tend to increase for increasing size of aggregated problems. The largest
di�erence in solution time gain was however only 4% resulting in the lowest solution time gain being
96%. Consequently, even for the largest aggregated problems, good solution time gains were observed,
wherefore larger aggregated problems should be included to analyze this correlation further. The current
analysis clearly illustrated the consequences of reducing the original problem too much, since the majority
of the aggregation techniques lead to infeasible solutions for the most reduced sizes. Only two exceptions
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were seen being the OS and the RL techniques, which did not lead to infeasibilities at any point. These
techniques also showed the most consistent performance across the di�erent problem sizes.

4.7 Results on Sensitivity to system design

As described in Section 4.3.3 the PI may cover a di�erent amount of categories for the various extended
models. Therefore, a one-to-one comparison of di�erent aggregation technique performances can only be
performed within the same model design. To enable a comparison of performances across di�erent model
extensions, a normalization is performed. However, prior to the normalization, average PIs and variances
are calculated and can be seen in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2.

Mean Variance

Hour Day Week AVG Hour Day Week AVG

Base 3.13 1.07 1.21 1.64 4.41 2.72 3.09 3.41

Storage 2.62 3.09 3.79 3.24 2.14 0.42 0.62 1.06

IMEX 3.07 3.33 2.96 3.18 1.61 0.71 0.48 0.93

DSM 3.46 2.29 2.21 2.59 3.01 1.69 1.61 2.11

NON 4.44 2.75 2.14 2.79 0.19 1.14 0.90 0.74

VOLL 3.78 1.33 1.53 2.02 7.14 4.19 4.90 5.41

STOIMEX 2.61 2.28 2.59 2.50 0.81 0.22 0.19 0.41

AVG 3.30 2.31 2.35 2.57 2.76 1.58 1.68 2.01

Table 4.1: Mean and variance statistics of the PIs for each model extension when averaging across
di�erent aggregated problems. A smaller PI indicates better performance.

Mean Variance

Hour Day Week AVG Hour Day Week AVG

DX 4.41 2.20 1.35 2.65 1.03 2.91 2.19 2.04

SR 1.92 2.47 2.02 2.13 2.71 1.00 3.92 2.54

RL 3.92 4.35 4.11 4.13 0.92 1.24 1.72 1.29

OA - 2.30 - 2.30 - 0.61 - 0.61

ES - - 2.59 2.59 - - 1.36 1.36

OS - 2.52 1.86 2.19 - 0.40 1.84 1.12

DBR 4.33 1.61 3.23 3.06 1.37 1.90 0.32 1.20

SCR 2.84 1.80 1.97 2.20 1.78 2.12 2.08 2.00

CCR 4.20 1.51 2.59 2.77 1.93 1.19 1.22 1.45

LCR 1.49 1.72 1.69 1.64 2.25 2.12 1.78 2.05

AVG 3.30 2.31 2.35 2.65 1.71 1.58 1.74 1.57

Table 4.2: Mean and variance statistics of the PIs for each aggregated problem when averaging across
di�erent model extensions. A dash indicates that the element is not considered for the respective aggre-
gation technique. A smaller PI indicates better performance.

The values in Table 4.1 are calculated across all aggregation techniques for each model extension. While
the day and week selections have a similar average performance across all model extensions, the hour
selections have the worst performance. This is mainly caused by a signi�cant worse performance for the
Base, the NON and the VOLL model extensions. With respect to the single aggregation techniques,
especially the DX, the DBR and the CCR are causing the higher average of hour selections, while both
the LCR and the SR actually have the best performance across model extensions for hour selections.
Furthermore, hour selections are seen to have the best performance for the storage extension, which
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otherwise is the model extension having the worst average performance.
The largest di�erence in performance of di�erent aggregation techniques is seen for the VOLL model

extension while highly consistent performance is seen for the combined Storage-import/export model
extension. Again, day and week selecting aggregation techniques are on average more consistent in
performances across the di�erent model extensions compared to the hour selecting techniques, which
especially is seen for the Storage, DSM and VOLL model extensions. However, with respect to the
performance consistency across di�erent model extensions (Table 4.2), similar consistency is seen for
the three element type selections. Highest consistency in performance for di�erent model extensions is
seen for the OA technique which is no surprise as this only cover day selections. Of the aggregation
techniques covering all element types, the CCR seems to be most robust in performance while the SR
shows least robustness. Average performance indexes of the di�erent aggregation techniques within each
model extension is listed in Table 4.D.2, Table 4.D.3 and Table 4.D.4 according to the selected element
type while Table 4.D.5 lists average performance index across element selection (all appearing in Appendix
4.D). Averaging across di�erent element types and then normalize the resulting PIs, leads to the PIs listed
in Table 4.3.

AVG(Hour,Day,Week) Base STO IMEX DSM NON VOLL STO/IMEX AVG

DX 0.55 0.34 0.24 1.00 0.42 0.63 0.31 0.50

SR 0.11 0.06 0.43 0.00 0.46 1.00 0.04 0.30

RL 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.35 0.63 0.67 1.00 0.81

OA 0.54 0.29 0.00 0.45 1.00 0.58 0.27 0.45

ES 0.37 0.29 0.00 0.92 0.20 0.63 0.27 0.38

OS 0.31 0.15 0.52 0.26 0.22 0.59 0.12 0.31

DBR 0.54 0.58 0.73 0.35 0.38 0.59 0.54 0.53

SCR 0.28 0.11 0.73 0.94 0.33 0.20 0.099 0.38

CCR 0.58 0.45 0.41 0.28 0.47 0.51 0.43 0.45

LCR 0.00 0.00 0.73 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15

AVG 0.43 0.33 0.48 0.49 0.41 0.54 0.31 0.42

Table 4.3: Normalized Performance of the di�erent aggregated problems averages across element se-
lections in di�erent model designs. A smaller performance index indicates better performance. Notice,
that a performance index of zero, not necessarily indicates a performance as good as the non aggregated
problem, it just indicates the best performance compared to the other aggregated problem performances.

It is seen that, the best aggregation technique selecting hours is the LCR technique, while the CCR is
the best day selecting technique and DX the best week selecting technique. However, averaging across
the di�erent element selections, the LCR technique performs best within the di�erent model extensions.
Especially good performance is seen for the base and VOLLmodel extensions while the worst performance
is seen for the NON extension. In the other side of the spectrum, DX is the worst performing hour
selecting technique while the RL both is the worst day and week selecting technique making this the
overall worst on average. The bad performance is especially caused by bad performance for the VOLL
model extension, which otherwise is the model extension covering the second best average performance.
The model having the overall best performance is the base while the overall hardest model to replicate
is the Storage. Also the NON model seems to be hard for the aggregation techniques to replicate,
however with high dependency on the aggregation technique. A model with storage is replicated well
by hour selections but poorly by day selection. In general, performances of the aggregated base model
and VOLL model seems to follow each other closely which relates to the VOLL feature not changing the
model that much. Also the DSM extension has somewhat similar tendency as the two aforementioned
aggregated models, which again re�ects the fairly limited change that the DSM feature allows. The
similar tendency is especially showed for the four techniques based on grouping (DBR, SCR, CCR and
LCR). For the Storage extension, the same similar tendency is seen for the grouping techniques, while a
very di�erent behavior appears for the non-grouping techniques. Contrary, the grouping based aggregated
models including a NON extension show signi�cant di�erent performance compared to the aggregated
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base model while this changed performance is less signi�cant for the non-grouping techniques. Lastly,
a very di�erent behavior for all aggregation techniques is seen for the combined Storage-import/export
extension, which is the extension expanding the solution space the most.

In conclusion, the LCR aggregation technique is the best at replicating the originally scaled model
solution across all extensions, while the RL is the worst. This is perfectly aligned with the conclusions
of the base model [56]. The analysis further showed that for the majority of the aggregation techniques,
the best replication is seen for the base model, indicating that the replication becomes harder as the
comprehensiveness of the model increases. In fact, the performance of a speci�c aggregation technique
changes for di�erent model settings dependent on the aggressiveness of the changes. Changes that have
little e�ect on the solution space also cause limited change in the aggregation technique performances.
Larger changes such as signi�cantly increased potential investments or a change of the structure such
as a nuclear always online limitation, potentially causes very di�erent performance of the aggregation
techniques. However, aggregation techniques of the GS category have fairly robust performance across
most model extensions, with only the Nuclear always online being an exception. Although, a nuclear
always online limitation might be a bit outdated in real life applications, it still illustrates an example
of the complications arising in balancing the bene�t of an investment associated with an hour dependent
limitation as the time scale is reduced.

4.7.1 Solution time dependency on model extension

Experimental results show that extending the model with the suggested features increases the solution
time, when solved on the original time scale. This raises the interesting question whether solution time
gains of similar sizes to those observed for the base model, also can be expected from the extended
models. We therefore provide a comparison between solution times observed for the aggregated and
non-aggregated problems. For each model extension, the solution time gains achieved by aggregating is
illustrated in Figure 4.1. Although, the solution time gains seem to depend on the element type selected,
the listed time gains are averages across the di�erent element selections.

Figure 4.1: Solution time gains of the di�erent aggregated problems when applied to the di�erent
models. The time savings cover average time savings of the speci�c aggregation technique across all
compatible element selections. Furthermore, also average across each considered year. To the left the
time savings across all model types for each aggregation technique is seen. To the right, the time saving
across all aggregation techniques for each type of model is seen. The two graphs in combination therefore
illustrate how sensitive each aggregation technique is with respect to time savings across di�erent changes
and the consistency and general quality of aggregation technique time savings within each problem change.
The whiskers cover the range between minimum and maximum elements (assumes no outliers).
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From Figure 4.1 it is clearly seen that while the majority of the model extensions seems to achieve similar
time gains, the Storage extension is associated with signi�cantly lower time gains. Also the import/export
has constantly lower time gains compared to the other extensions, however not with the same signi�cance
as the Storage extension. Nevertheless, looking at Figure 4.1 it is seen that a model containing both
storage and import/export possibilities actually has a high time gain, which is very consistent across
di�erent aggregation techniques. It should be mentioned, that the LCR technique selecting hours was
not solved within the given timeframe, wherefore the average in the graph does not cover the hour selec-
tions. Further excluding the hour selections from the LCR technique in the Storage extended model, the
average time gain changes from 23% to 70%. In General, most of the time gains would be improved if the
hour selections were excluded. This is a clear indicator of the hour selections not only being questionable
with respect to performance but also with respect to solution time gains. On the other hand, the ES
technique has a +90% time gain independently of the model it is applied to, showing a strong consistency
of this approach. Averaging across aggregation techniques, nuclear always online extension provides the
overall highest solution time gain (98%). However, +95% average time gains are seen for the base, DSM,
VOLL and STOIMEX extensions, while the IMEX extension has an average time gain just below 90%,
and the Storage extension an average time gain of 50%.

In conclusion, for most of the suggested extensions, at least as good solution time gains were observed
as in the base case. However, model features like import/export and storage seem to lower the solution
time gains, except if they are to be included simultaneously. The solution time gains of applying aggre-
gation therefore seems to have some dependence on the model features, however with the possibility of
a�ecting these by combining di�erent features.

4.8 Overall Aggregated problem performance

As the analysis so far has shown, the aggregation techniques have di�erent advantages and disadvantages
within the di�erent test settings. While one technique outperforms in one test the same technique might
have weakness in others. In real life applications, the structure of the model typically is fairly unchanged,
meaning that one could perform an analysis of di�erent aggregation techniques for the speci�c model.
However, adding a new investment possibility imposing an hourly constraint with a structure of a NON
constraint, might change the picture. Taking into account the speed of the green transition, it is ine�cient
to make an aggregation technique analysis every time a change occur. We therefore end this paper with
the results of the analysis showing the average best performing aggregation technique when looking across
all sensitivity settings. We aim at �nding one aggregation technique not necessarily ensured to have good
performance in each case, but which has the highest likeliness to perform well.

So far the results clearly show how the element type that is selected by the aggregation techniques may
have high impact on the resulting performance. In the majority of the analysis, day and week selections
performed best, wherefore the following analysis is considered only for the day selecting techniques.
For each of the test settings, the PIs averaged across the three analyzed instances for each aggregation
technique are illustrated in Figure 4.1, for a normalized version. The purpose of the normalized version
is to achieve equal impact from the di�erent test settings in the average. Furthermore, time savings
associated with the di�erent performances are illustrated in Figure 4.2.

In general, the time savings observed within the model design sensitivity analysis are signi�cantly lower
compared to the other sensitivity studies. As expected, the aggregation size sensitivity analysis is the one
providing the, on average, highest time savings. Very close to this, with a single aggregation technique
exception, is the wind sensitivity analysis. Consequently, in most cases as good or even better time savings
occur in this analysis, compared to the base aggregation case. The aggregation techniques generally
providing the highest time savings are the aggregations based on clustering methods. In general, very
similar and good average time savings are seen for all techniques with the RL being the only exception.
Nevertheless, for any technique, an average time saving of at least 75% is expected, independently of the
sensitivity setting applied.

The RL technique does not only provide the average worst time savings, but also has the worst average
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Figure 4.1: Performance of the day selecting aggregation techniques within each of the type of sensitivity
settings. Performance is illustrated as the ability of the aggregated problem to replicate the original
problem solution (PI). Note that according to PIs a smaller value is better, wherefore this also is the
case in the normalization. To the left the normalized performance across all sensitivity studies for
each aggregation technique is seen. To the right, the normalized performance across all aggregation
techniques for each sensitivity study. The two graphs in combination therefore illustrate how sensitive
the performance of each aggregation technique is across di�erent changes and the consistency and general
quality of aggregation technique performance within each problem change. The whiskers cover the range
between minimum and maximum elements (assumes no outliers).

performance across the di�erent sensitivity analyses. The only sensitivity analysis deviating from this
pattern is the aggregation size sensitivity. This is to be expected since the day selections in an RL
technique essentially is hour selections. Consequently, even for the smallest aggregation size, a lot of
information can be picked out from the original data, whereas a true day selecting technique only has
4 selections to cover all important features. This could therefore be an incentive to use hour selections
if the size of the aggregation is limited. The best general performance across the di�erent sensitivity
analyses appears for the DBR technique, which also is associated with the best time savings, making
this a strong choice of techniqe. Nevertheless, an insigni�cant di�erence in performance is seen for the
clustering techniques making these very good candidates as well. The huge di�erences among these are
seen for the wind sensitivity analysis where the SCR and CCR perform worse compared to the DBR
and LCR techniques. However the LCR technique has worse performance within the aggregation size
analysis, which in the end gives the slight bene�t to the DBR technique.

In conclusion, DBR has best performance closely followed by the clustering techniques, while RL does
not perform well. This is consistent with the conclusions drawn by Buchholz et al. [56]. Nevertheless,
the dynamic blocking technique shines a bit more through the performed sensitivity analysis compared
to the earlier study. In fact, each aggregation technique consisting of grouping elements and selecting
from each group showed similar good performances with similar and high time savings.
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Figure 4.2: Time savings of applying the di�erent aggregation techniques within each of the pre-
studied sensitivity settings. Time savings are calculated as di�erences between the time to solve the
non-aggregated model and the time it takes to solve both the aggregated model and the full scale model
with �xed investments. To the left the time savings across all sensitivity studies for each aggregation
technique is seen. To the right, the time saving across all aggregation techniques for each sensitivity study
is seen. The two graphs in combination therefore illustrate how sensitive each aggregation technique is
with respect to time savings across di�erent all considered system con�guration and the consistency and
general quality of aggregation technique time savings within each system con�guration. The whiskers
cover the range between minimum and maximum elements (assumes no outliers).

4.9 Conclusions

Increasing shares of Variable Renewable Energy (VRE) cause operational detail to be important in the
Capacity Expansion Problems (CEPs) frequently resulting in intractable models. To regain tractability,
time aggregation is a widely applied method and in this paper we studied how sensitive the performance
of di�erent aggregation techniques is to di�erent kind of problem changes.

We introduced the term sensitive to a change as the likeliness of an aggregation technique to change
its performance when exposed to the change. Three types of problem changes were considered which
either concerned the input data, the aggressiveness of the aggregation or the system design. We proposed
a sensitivity analysis methodology that quanti�es the performance of a set of aggregation techniques
within each type of these problem changes. The aggregation performance was measured as the ability
of the aggregated problem to replicate the non-aggregated solution quality. The applicability of the sug-
gested methodology was illustrated through a case study consisting of a CEP with incorporated Unit
Commitment constraints and three years of input data. The aggregation technique performances were
analyzed both within and across each type of problem change.

The type of change relating to the input data consisted of analyzing how di�erent aggregation tech-
nique performed for di�erent wind scenarios. The focus was on high and low wind availabilities in settings
where the aggregation was made with and without perfect knowledge of the wind availability. The re-
sults generally showed that aggregation based on the Residual Load Curves (RLC) su�ers from imperfect
knowledge of installed wind capacity. These scenarios showed aggregation performances that were 75-
120% worse than the one obtained in the normal wind scenario. In general both increases and decreases
in wind availability caused worse overall aggregation technique performances and future research might
concern whether this can be improved by performing the aggregation on input data not relating to the
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RLC.
The type of change relating to the aggregation aggressiveness consisted of analyzing how the balance

between aggregation technique performance and solution time was e�ected by the size of the aggrega-
tion. The analysis considered aggregations that reduced the original data by 92-99%. As in [58], it was
concluded that typically the more data included in the aggregated the better performance, however, also
the longer solution times. Nevertheless, by reducing the input data beyond 92% a maximum additional
solution time gain of 3% could be observed. A clear consequence of reducing the aggregation sizes beyond
this point was an increase in infeasible solutions. Consequently, the 28-day selections showed the best
balance between performance and solution time, which is aligned with the �ndings of Bylling et al. [58].

The type of change relating to the system design considered 6 extended problems, each either re-
stricting or enlargening the original solution space. The twofold purpose of this was �rstly to study the
performance consistency of the single aggregations for di�erent problems, and secondly to analyze the
ability of the aggregations to replicate di�erent problem aspects. Results showed that the most chal-
lenging extension to handle with aggregation was the storage, both with respect to solution quality and
solution time gains. However, the combination of the storage and the import/export extensions showed
improvements in both the ability of the aggregations to replicate the original model and in the solution
time gains with respect to any other extension. This indicates that the ability of an aggregation technique
to e�ciently replicate a non-aggregated problem may depend on what alternative �exibility sources are
considered in the system which relates to the research of Poncelet et al. [34]. An additional challenge for
the aggregation framework is to e�ciently handle time-dependent constraints such as the nuclear always
online restriction. How to e�ciently handle storage and time-dependent restrictions in an aggregation
framework therefore constitutes a relevant future research question.

A huge bene�t of the suggested methodology is that it not only identi�es potential problems settings
that might be challenging for the aggregation methodology (as discussed above) but it also provides valu-
able results for the future aggregation technique developments. Based on our case study, the suggested
methodology identi�ed aggregation techniques based on hour selections to have overall worst and least
consistency performance both relating to solution quality and to solution time gains.

The RLDC Selection (RL) was concluded to consistently perform bad across all problem changes
which could be a consequence of this technique reconstructing time element from hour selections. Hour
selection therefore constitute an aggregation technique property that potentially should be avoided in
future aggregation technique developments. However, the case study also indicated that hour selections
may provide more information in smaller sized aggregation compared to the selection of larger time ele-
ments, wherefore further studies could investigate this more carefully.

A key property leading to good performance was the selection of days and weeks with especially the
day selections showing high consistency in performance. Additionally, a property of pursuing minimum
and maximum elements of the non-aggregated time series seemed to indicate a key property as well, as
this potentially avoids the aggregated problem providing infeasible solutions. Based on all sensitivity
analysis the Grouping Selection property constituted a strong key property that frequently led to good
performance.

Apart from the grouping techniques, the optimized criteria selection (OS) showed strong and, more
importantly, very consistent performance within all problem changes, wherefore this methodology could
be further studied, in order to improve time aggregation techniques. In all our analyses average solution
time gains of minimum 75% were obtained which illustrates the value the aggregation methodology brings
to the CEP modeling.

For further analysis, it would be interesting to analyze the smaller sized aggregation for both the
di�erent wind scenarios and the di�erent model extensions. Similarly to the conclusions of [58], including
enough time slices might cause di�erent aggregation techniques to perform similarly well, wherefore an
analysis of smaller sized aggregations potentially could reveal further di�erences. Future research may
also improve the suggested methodology by considering essential problem changes to be included in order
to identify further key properties of aggregation techniques.
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Table 4.A.1: Overview of existing literature in relation to the aspects covered in the current
paper.
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4.B Supplements to the Wind scenario results

Hour WN WAU WAD WMWC WLWC AVG

DX 4.99 3.58 2.31 3.46 3.97 3.67

SR 0.00 1.52 3.81 3.60 5.89 2.96

RL 3.84 3.75 1.88 3.46 3.97 3.38

DBR 4.99 4.04 1.88 3.46 3.32 3.54

SCR 2.12 4.21 0.00 3.46 0.96 2.15

CCR 4.99 1.16 1.88 3.46 3.19 2.94

LCR 0.96 4.21 0.00 3.46 0.36 1.80

AVG 3.13 3.21 1.68 3.48 3.09 2.92

Table 4.B.1: Performance of the di�erent aggregated problems based on hour selections in di�erent
wind scenarios. A smaller performance index indicates better performance. Notice, that a performance
index of zero, not necessarily indicates a performance as good as the non aggregated problem, it just
indicates the best performance compared to the other aggregated problem performances.

Day WN WAU WAD WMWC WLWC AVG

DX 0.00 1.52 2.01 2.62 2.95 1.82

SR 1.47 1.52 1.57 3.60 3.44 2.32

RL 4.99 3.58 2.89 3.46 3.19 3.62

OA 1.47 1.26 3.08 3.60 3.95 2.67

OS 1.67 2.54 1.10 3.60 2.60 2.30

DBR 0.00 0.61 0.58 3.60 4.26 1.81

SCR 0.00 2.14 1.57 3.60 3.95 2.25

CCR 0.00 1.15 1.57 4.70 4.04 2.29

LCR 0.00 1.52 2.48 2.39 2.95 1.87

AVG 1.07 1.76 1.87 3.46 3.48 2.33

Table 4.B.2: Performance of the di�erent aggregated problems based on day selections in di�erent wind
scenarios. A smaller performance index indicates better performance. Notice, that a performance index
of zero, not necessarily indicates a performance as good as the non aggregated problem, it just indicates
the best performance compared to the other aggregated problem performances.
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Week WN WAU WAD WMWC WLWC AVG

DX 0.00 2.14 1.57 3.60 3.95 2.25

SR 0.00 1.52 2.01 3.60 5.89 2.60

RL 4.99 0.59 1.88 3.46 3.32 2.85

ES 1.47 1.52 1.57 0.01 4.80 1.87

OS 0.00 0.12 2.61 0.91 2.24 1.18

DBR 2.94 0.61 1.74 1.49 3.97 2.15

SCR 0.00 1.11 2.48 1.49 2.99 1.61

CCR 1.47 0.61 2.48 3.60 3.43 2.32

LCR 0.00 3.10 1.35 2.70 4.28 2.28

AVG 1.21 1.26 1.97 2.32 3.87 2.12

Table 4.B.3: Performance of the di�erent aggregated problems based on week selections in di�erent
wind scenarios. A smaller performance index indicates better performance. Notice, that a performance
index of zero, not necessarily indicates a performance as good as the non aggregated problem, it just
indicates the best performance compared to the other aggregated problem performances.

WAU WAD WMWC WLWC WAV G

DX 44.9 18.1 93.5 117.4 54.8

SR 210.1 402.9 633.7 934.9 436.3

RL -42.6 -51.8 -24.9 -24.2 -28.7

OA -13.9 110.2 145.4 169.3 82.2

ES 3.7 7.5 -99.4 227.4 27.9

OS 58.9 122.2 170.0 190.1 108.2

DBR -33.8 -46.9 7.6 45.6 -5.5

SCR 251.0 91.2 302.4 271.9 183.3

CCR -54.8 -8.0 81.8 64.9 16.8

LCR 813.5 296.6 784.4 685.8 516.1

AVG 15.1 17.2 74.8 119.5 50.2

Table 4.B.4: Percentage increases and decreases in performance index for the di�erent aggregation
techniques when the normal wind scenario is used as reference. It therefore illustrates how the performance
within the alternative wind scenarios compares to the performance within the normal settings.
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4.C Supplements to the Aggregation size results

Figure 4.C.1: Performance of the di�erent sized aggregated problems averaged across instances. A
smaller performance index (PI) indicates a better performance. In these results, the infeasibility category
has been weighted by a factor 10 while each other category equally are weighted by a factor 1. To the
left the performance across all aggregation sizes for each aggregation technique is seen. To the right,
the performance across all aggregation techniques for each aggregation size is seen. The two graphs in
combination therefore illustrate how sensitive the performance of each aggregation technique is across
di�erent changes and the consistency and general quality of aggregation technique performance within
each problem change. The whiskers cover the range between minimum and maximum elements (assumes
no outliers).
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4.D Supplements to the Model feature results

Table 4.D.1: Sets, Parameters and Variables of the (extended) CEUCM

Set name Description Alias

J Time periods of the analyzed time series {j, j′}
I Units, which are candidates for investment i

S Storages, which are candidates for investment s

IC Inter-Connection lines, which are candidates for investment ic

Parameter Description Unit

CFCAP
i Fixed investment costs of unit i [$/year]

CFOM
i Fixed Operation & Management costs of unit i [$/year]

CV OM
ij Variable Operation & Management costs of unit i at time j [$/MWh]

CFUEL
i Fuel price associated with resource of unit i [$/year]

CFIX
s Fixed investment costs of storage s [$]

CFIX
ic Fixed investment costs of interconnection line ic [$]

V OLL Value Of Lost Load (VOLL) [$/MWh]

Dj Demand for time period j [MWh]

P
DSM

Maximum DSM capacity in one time period [MW]

P
IN

Maximum input power of storage unit (pumping capacity or hydro) [MW]

P
OUT

Maximum output power of storage unit [MW]

P
IMP
ic Maximum imported power of interconnection line ic [MW]

P
EXP
ic Maximum exported power of interconnection line ic [MW]

L Energy capacity of the aggregated storage unit [MWh]

L Minimum energy level of the aggregated storage unit [MWh]

εs E�ciency of the pumping unit for storage s [%]

ηs E�ciency of the discharging unit for storage s [%]

ξs E�ciency of the storage s [%]

βic E�ciency of importing on connection line ic [%]

H Maximum time to 'put back' energy withheld in DSM [N0+]

pIMP
j Price of importing energy in hour j [MW]

pEXP
j Price of exporting energy in hour j [MW]

Variable Description Domain

yi Investment decision for unit i, 1 indicates investment {0, 1}
ys Investment decision for storage s, 1 indicates investment {0, 1}
yic Investment decision for connection line ic, 1 indicates investment {0, 1}
uij Commitment state, if 1 unit i is online in time j {0, 1}
fsj Charging/Discharging state of storage s in time j, 1 indicates discharging {0, 1}

xIMEX
ic,j Decision indicating whether connection line ic is importing in hour j {0, 1}
xij Power output decision, amount of energy generated by unit i in time j R+

nj Non-Served Energy (NSE) in time j R+

xIMP
ic,j Amount of energy imported from connection line ic in hour j R+

xEXP
ic,j Amount of energy exported from connection line ic in hour j R+

xSTOR
sj Output of the storage unit in time j R+

pSTOR
sj Energy in�ow in the storage unit in time j R+

lSTOR
sj Energy capacity of the storage unit in time j R+

xDSM
j Energy 'put back' from Demand Side Management (DSM) in time j R+

pDSM
j Energy withheld in (DSM) in time j R+

lDSM
j Total energy withheld in (DSM) in time j R+
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Hour Base STO IMEX DSM NON VOLL STO/IMEX AVG

DX 4.99 3.20 3.69 4.72 4.32 6.22 3.69 4.41

SR 0.00 3.49 3.66 0.91 3.48 0.02 1.86 1.92

RL 3.84 4.16 3.69 4.72 4.64 4.44 1.93 3.92

DBR 4.99 3.20 3.69 4.72 4.65 6.22 2.81 4.33

SCR 2.12 0.53 2.74 3.28 4.65 2.56 3.98 2.84

CCR 4.99 3.20 3.69 4.72 4.65 6.22 1.93 4.20

LCR 0.96 0.53 0.30 1.17 4.65 0.79 2.06 1.49

AVG 3.13 2.62 3.07 3.46 4.44 3.78 2.61 3.30

Table 4.D.2: Performance of the di�erent aggregated problems based on hour selections in di�erent
model designs. A smaller performance index indicates better performance. Notice, that a performance
index of zero, not necessarily indicates a performance as good as the non aggregated problem, it just
indicates the best performance compared to the other aggregated problem performances.

Day Base STO IMEX DSM NON VOLL STO/IMEX AVG

DX 0.00 3.34 4.36 3.45 1.71 0.02 2.53 2.20

SR 1.47 4.16 3.55 2.36 2.00 1.80 1.93 2.47

RL 4.99 3.20 3.74 4.72 4.54 6.22 3.05 4.35

OA 1.47 3.34 4.62 3.00 1.42 1.80 2.47 2.59

OS 1.67 3.20 2.71 1.96 3.33 2.12 2.67 2.52

DBR 0.00 3.20 2.09 0.91 3.36 0.02 1.73 1.61

SCR 0.00 3.20 2.71 0.91 3.36 0.02 2.37 1.80

CCR 0.00 2.16 2.71 2.36 1.71 0.02 1.60 1.51

LCR 0.00 2.02 3.52 0.91 3.36 0.02 2.20 1.72

AVG 1.07 3.09 3.33 2.29 2.75 1.33 2.28 2.31

Table 4.D.3: Performance of the di�erent aggregated problems based on day selections in di�erent
model designs. A smaller performance index indicates better performance. Notice, that a performance
index of zero, not necessarily indicates a performance as good as the non aggregated problem, it just
indicates the best performance compared to the other aggregated problem performances.

Week Base STO IMEX DSM NON VOLL STO/IMEX AVG

DX 0.00 3.85 1.55 0.91 0.33 0.02 2.77 1.35

SR 0.00 5.69 2.71 0.91 2.48 0.02 2.33 2.02

RL 4.99 3.34 3.69 4.72 3.66 6.22 2.17 4.11

ES 1.47 3.49 2.66 2.36 1.42 1.80 2.92 2.30

OS 0.00 3.55 2.71 2.36 2.48 0.02 1.90 1.86

DBR 2.94 3.71 3.55 3.42 2.48 3.91 2.59 3.23

SCR 0.00 3.34 3.52 1.96 2.48 0.02 2.47 1.97

CCR 1.47 4.16 3.55 2.36 1.42 1.80 3.39 2.59

LCR 0.00 2.98 2.71 0.91 2.48 0.02 2.74 1.69

AVG 1.21 3.79 2.96 2.21 2.14 1.53 2.59 2.35

Table 4.D.4: Performance of the di�erent aggregated problems based on week selections in di�erent
model designs. A smaller performance index indicates better performance. Notice, that a performance
index of zero, not necessarily indicates a performance as good as the non aggregated problem, it just
indicates the best performance compared to the other aggregated problem performances.
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AVG(Hour,Day,Week) Base STO IMEX DSM NON VOLL STO/IMEX AVG

DX 1.67 3.47 3.20 3.03 2.12 2.08 3.00 2.65

SR 0.49 4.44 3.31 1.40 2.65 0.61 2.04 2.13

RL 4.61 3.57 3.71 4.72 4.28 5.62 2.38 4.13

OA 1.47 3.34 4.62 3.00 1.42 1.80 2.47 2.59

ES 1.47 3.49 2.66 2.36 1.42 1.80 2.92 2.30

OS 0.83 3.37 2.71 2.16 2.90 1.07 2.29 2.19

DBR 2.65 3.37 3.11 3.02 3.50 3.38 2.38 3.06

SCR 0.71 2.36 2.99 2.05 3.50 0.87 2.94 2.20

CCR 2.15 3.17 3.32 3.14 2.59 2.68 2.31 2.77

LCR 0.32 1.84 2.18 1.00 3.50 0.27 2.33 1.64

AVG 1.64 3.24 3.18 2.59 2.79 2.02 2.50 2.57

Table 4.D.5: Performance of the di�erent aggregated problems averages across element selections in
di�erent model designs. A smaller performance index indicates better performance. Notice, that a
performance index of zero, not necessarily indicates a performance as good as the non aggregated problem,
it just indicates the best performance compared to the other aggregated problem performances.
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Abstract: With application of energy system models one of the challenges is to achieve an appropriate
balance between the number of time segments (for example, hours) in the model, the e�ort in solving the
model and the quality of the model results. This challenge is getting more intense with increased amounts
and sources of variable renewable energy, because time series for such sources display characteristics that
are distinctly di�erent from one another and from those of electricity and heat demand.

This paper presents a new method for aggregating time series for energy system analyses. The method
is applied to a large scale energy system model to illustrate and validate the developed method.

The paper discusses criteria that may be relevant for the evaluation of the quality of a given time
aggregation. This depends on the composition of the energy system in question as well as the focus of
any given project. Relevant project foci include investments in renewable energy, support mechanisms,
electricity prices, the role of �exibility on demand vs supply sides, transmission and bottlenecks, and
emissions.

The proposed method was applied to the large-scale Balmorel energy system model with data repre-
sentative of the Nordic energy system. A selection of countries was chosen to feature di�erent challenges
in power market modelling. The original input time series are given on hourly basis for a full year,
while aggregated time series with various aggregation resolutions down to almost 1% of the original are
constructed and applied. The changes in dynamics in both the seasonal and short-term perspective are
observed for various output variables.

The key �nding of the paper is that although the chosen aggregation technique was generally success-
ful in regards of reduction of solution time and also for the accuracy of some of the results, attention
should be given to choosing the aggregation strategy according to the investigated task at hand. Results
indicate that electricity prices and fuel use (and thus also emissions) are fairly robust to aggregation in
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the levels tested, while investments are more sensitive.

5.1 Introduction

Weaning of fossil fuels is a common target for the future. Most strategies, achieving this target, are based
on increasing shares of Variable Renewable Energy (VRE), which magni�es the need for optimal �exibility
modelling in the energy models. To study �exibility needs, long-term Investment Models (IMs) are used,
which often span 20-40 years [1]. To secure a more accurate modelling of the capacities needed for a stable
daily energy �ow, IMs are often combined with a short-term Dispatch Model, which has the purpose of
planning the daily energy �ow, where the analyzed period span from days to years [1]. Apart from the
increased complexity caused by the size of a combined long- and a short-term model, the combination
also complicates the task of �nding a common timescale ful�lling both model purposes. In this paper,
the Balmorel model [2], will be used. Apart from being a combined planning and investment model
for electricity and district heat, it is also a large-scale model with the possibility of spanning multiple
countries which increases the complexity even further. With this high level of complexity, simpli�cation
techniques are required.

Time aggregation has shown to be a valuable technique to simplify complex energy models. The idea
is to de�ne a similarity measure and then replace similar hours with a suitably weighted representative in
the input data. Some shortcomings have been observed in some methods. In particular, when modelling
increased shares of VRE, the need of �exibility may be underestimated. The major challenges are to �nd
a time resolution securing base-load capacity, and overproduction of VRE to be handled e�ectively [3].

This paper provides a strategy to �nd an aggregated time resolution, which su�ciently captures the
variability in demand and supply. The strategy is based on a selection of historical data as starting
point, followed by a modi�cation. The selection should be representative of the system modelled. The
modi�cation aims at representing key characteristics of this, including extreme values, duration curves of
values and ramping, and chronology. Modifying the selected historical data di�erentiates our technique
from many of the techniques in the literature, as well as the fact that we provide a validation of the
aggregation both according to data replication and to the quality of the model with reduced complexity.

Section 5.2 provides a literature review of aggregation techniques, while section 5.3 accounts for the
methodology and our aggregation suggestion together with validation and a discussion of the results.
Finally, section 5.4 concludes the topic with discussion.

The applied aggregation code will become available under open source condition at the Balmorel home
page [2, 4].

5.2 Literature overview

There tends to be a dominance of time aggregation techniques based on Heuristic Selection (HS). The
idea is to identify typical behavior of the original time series, and select time segments representing
these di�erent behaviors. Often this consists of selecting historical weeks, days or hours according to
seasonality, weekend/workday, night/day and peak/o�-peak deviations. Examples are listed by Nahm-
macher et al. [5]. Such aggregation have shown to capture the variability in demand well, but since the
same systematic behaviors are not seen in historical wind data, the techniques now tend to smooth the
variability of renewable sources [6], and one consequence is under-estimation of the �exibility needs. As
pointed out by Ludig et al. [7], the real challenge lies in representing the variability of wind, solar and
demand in combination. Adapting to this, the HS approaches are modi�ed with the aim of focusing more
on the extreme cases of the variability. This is achieved by securing low, medium and high VRE supply
regimes, securing the capturing of di�erent correlations between demand and supply [8], or selecting the
most variable wind pro�le for each day type (working day or holiday) of each season [9]. Aggregation
techniques based on Cluster Analysis (CA) do not su�er as much with increasing VRE shares [1, 10],
since these are less based on pre-expected seasonalities in the data. The idea is to group elements so that
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the di�erence between clusters is maximized while the di�erence within each group is minimized. Due
to the technical features of CA, variability can be better captured than with HS, but chronology on the
other hand is disregarded.

In general, for the time segments to capture the variability of both demand and VRE, Nahmmacher
et al. [5] identi�es 3 properties that the time segments should re�ect; 1) Annual electricity demand and
average VRE capacity factors for each region, 2) The region speci�c load duration curves for electric-
ity demand and VRE technologies and 3) Spatial and temporal correlation of electricity demand and
VRE electricity infeed. This has caused especially the Residual Load Duration Curves (RLDC) to be
a popular validation measure [1], for aggregation techniques. According to Poncelet et al. [11], using a
time resolution with a too �at RCLD approximation, causes over- and underproduction of VRE to be
underestimated. Consequently, the solutions will not re�ect the need of technologies handling shut-downs
or the need of storage or back-up productions. To secure the best approximation of RLDC, an idea is to
use the similarity in RLDC to select the time segments, instead of only using it as a post-validation as
typically done in the HS and CA based aggregations.

This idea is suggested by Sisternes and Webster [12], who use an exhaustive search to �nd the se-
lection of historical weeks minimizing the sum of squared error between the original RLDC and the
approximated.

A slightly di�erent approach is suggested by Poncelet et al. [13], where an optimization model is
derived, selecting representative days and corresponding weights, which minimizes the deviation of the
Duration Curves (DC) of load, wind and PV of the selected days from the original DCs. A drawback of
time aggregation approaches using optimization is that it is rather time consuming to �nd the selection
and requires an implementation e�ort.

Also, only validating an aggregation on the ability to replicate the RLDC is, by Poncelet et al. [11],
considered risky since a good approximation of RLDC does not secure a good representation of the de-
mand, wind and PV curves due to the RLDC not containing information about correlation between the
individual pro�les. Consequently, Poncelet et al. [13] make an extension to their suggested optimization
approach, where a Correlation Duration Curve (CDC) for each aggregated time series are approximated
as well. An example of a CA technique accounting for hour-to-hour changes in demand are suggested by
Green et al. [14]. The major drawback of using duration curves in optimization based time aggregation,
is the loss of chronology causing that short-term storages, unit commitment and ramping constraints
cannot be modelled [13, 5].

According to Nahmmacher et al. [5], despite the huge amount of di�erent aggregation approaches,
they all have certain shortcomings. Most of the aggregations do not reduce the computational complex-
ity of large investment models enough. Others have a too narrow focus by only considering one VRE
time series, one region or disregard spatial compositions of feed-in levels. Furthermore the literature lacks
validation and comparison of the di�erent aggregations [9].

5.3 Aggregation methodology and validation

5.3.1 Methodology of aggregation

The method constructs new time series that are approximations to the original series but with less time
segments. The construction secures that the minimum, maximum and average values are the same in the
aggregated as in the original series. These three characteristics are classical within the energy system
analysis where for some period of time the average value translates to total energy and minimum and
maximum characterize the span of power values over that period. The extreme values are of importance
for system adequacy (lack of capacity, in particular).

The duration curve of the load time series is relevant for the distribution of the generation on di�erent
types of generation technologies (distinguished e.g. whether they are base, middle and low peak load
units, by the type of fuel used, by their operating characteristic like ramping limitations, marginal costs,
or otherwise), and hence also for the distribution of marginal costs and hence e.g. electricity prices. With
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non-dispathcable VRE it is rather the residual non-dispatchable load curve that are relevant for these
consequences.

Flexibility, expressed e.g. as capabilities of ramping (i.e., the di�erence between time series' values
in two consecutive time segments) or storage capacities is becoming increasingly in focus with increased
amounts of renewable variable energy, because ramping and storage may be seen as indicators related
to �exibility. For instance, with increased wind generated energy in an energy system, the associated
ramping of wind power will increase, with implications for the requirement to dispatchable units and
�exible demand in the system. As with the values of the time series, the minimum, maximum and
average ramping of the series are relevant.

Also chronology is to be considered. A distinction will here be made between chronology of power
and chronology of energy. Chronology of power is of importance mainly for variations over shorter
time intervals. The above mentioned ramping relating two consecutive hours is an example, while also
intervals of three hours or maybe more might be relevant. For much longer intervals, e.g over several
weeks, chronology of energy is relevant. An example is large hydro storage installations that distribute
hydro in�ow over a year or maybe between years. Depending on seasonality of in�ow and generation
as well as storage capacity it may be important to have a good representation of the seasonality in
the aggregated in�ow. Similar considerations may be relevant for e.g. gas storage. A an example of
chronology of energy within a shorter interval is heating of residential houses, where supply from e.g.
electricity may be switched o�, but allowed duration of the switch-o� is related to the thermal dynamics
of the house and requirements for comfort.

Based on these observations the developed method will construct an aggregated time series from a
given time series in full annual hourly resolution so that compared to the original one it

� Preserves minimum, maximum and average values

� Preserves minimum and maximum ramping

� Approximates duration curves for values and for ramping

� Approximates chronology

It is not possible to have identical duration curves because the number of time segments di�er between
the original and the aggregated time series. However, this may be circumvented as follows. For example,
if the 672 hours of four weeks are to be aggregated to 168 hours in one week the value for every fourth
hour of the 672 are taken and each one related to the value in the corresponding hour of the 168 in the
aggregated week. Then a closeness measure may be de�ned, the one used here is the sum of squared
di�erence between all such pairs of hours.

It is in general not possible or at least unlikely to have best approximations for value and ramping
duration curves simultaneously, nor to have any of these simultaneous with best chronology these objec-
tives.

The above aims to hold for any of the time series in a given energy system model, including electric-
ity and heat demand series, and renewable electricity generation, such as wind, solar and hydro power
(storable and run-of-river). For models with spatial representation the aggregated time series have the
same spatial representation (i.e., there is no spatial aggregation).

The challenges of correlation in time and space implied by the handling of di�erent types of time se-
ries, all of them with spatial di�erentiation, are many-sided. For instance, correlation between electricity
and heat demand has importance for the operation of district heating, and correlation between wind and
solar induced electricity generation is important for the operation of the dispatchable generation units.
Spatial di�erentiation has implication for e.g. correlation of wind power generation and transmission of
electricity between countries.

In the study presented here, correlation is managed by selecting the same time period over all time
series' types and spatial locations. More speci�cally, the handling of chronology is based on residual
electricity load time series for all the geographical entities together.

As seen, the philosophy of the present method is in essence one of construction of new time series with
speci�ed relations to the original ones. An example how four weeks have been aggregated into a single
one can be observed in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: The choice and alteration of a single week from a selection of four

5.3.2 Method of testing and validating aggregated time series

In order to validate the aggregation strategy described above, �ve aggregated pro�les representing the
full year were created and used for testing. The pro�les are represented by deterministic values and
di�er from one another according to how much they represent the seasonal variation and the hourly
�uctuations.

The test cases presented here are based on the handling of time in the Balmorel model [2]. Here, the
year is divided into a number of Seasons, and each Season is further subdivided into Terms. From a total
of 52 distinct Seasons and 168 Terms in each, the following aggregation levels were tested in the model:

� S52-T168 - 52 Seasons and 168 Terms in each Season (full resolution of 8736 individual time seg-
ments)

� S13-T168 - 13 Seasons and 168 Terms in each Season (2184 individual time segments)

� S13-T056 - 13 Seasons and 56 Terms in each Season (728 individual time segments)

� S04-T168 - 4 Seasons and 168 Terms in each Season (672 individual time segments)

� S13-T024 - 13 Seasons and 24 Terms in each Season (312 individual time segments)

� S04-T024 - 4 Seasons and 24 Terms in each Season (96 individual time segments)

It can be seen that for the purpose of the analysis, the time resolution of the annual time series is reduced
by a factor which lies between 4 and 91. In order to asses the impact of aggregation in the modelling
context, and compare the e�ects of di�erent aggregation strategies, an energy system model was set up.
The particular model chosen was Balmorel. Balmorel is a deterministic partial equilibrium optimization
model in GAMS, which includes the power and district heating sectors in the simulation; in this paper,
only linear modelling parts of the model were applied [4]. The particular data set up in the model was
to represent a well-balanced mix of fuels along with an uneven geographical distribution of the fuels
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(inspired by the Nordic and Baltic countries). The overall fuel mix is chosen so that from overall power
production, in round numbers 40% was provided by hydro power plants, 25% from nuclear, 10% from
wind and 25% from thermal power plants (natural gas, coal and biomass etc). In the model, speci�c
regions can be observed which are dominated by hydro, wind or thermal power plants so that congestion
in transmission capacities can also be observed between those regions. Testing of the aggregated time
series was done by comparison of model results. The model was run with a full time resolution and then
in the aggregated format, where all the time series had been replaced by their aggregated versions, as
described above.

Three cases were developed in the model in order to investigate the impact of the di�erent aggregation
strategies:

� Power dispatch

� Power dispatch with investments possible in new wind turbine and gas turbine capacities ("Dis-
patch+W+G")

� Power dispatch with investments possible in new wind turbine and electricity storage capacities
("Dispatch+W+Sto")

In the cases with investment possibilities, the power demand was increased to motivate the entry of new
capacity. The chosen cases aim to give an overview of the fundamental challenges in aggregation as well
as indicate whether aggregating in a model can have a signi�cant distorting e�ect on the competitiveness
and utilization of di�erent technologies in a power system.

5.3.3 Model results

As expected, the time spent to solving optimization time was cut signi�cantly by reducing the level of
temporal detail in the model. The solver execution time is shown in Table 5.1. However, the case with
dispatch and investments in wind turbines and electricity storage, could not be solved for full resolution at
all. The optimization ran for 72 hours without reaching the optimal solution and was then terminated due
to hardware limitations at hand. This illustrates the drastically increasing complexity in the model when
the number of modelled time segments increases along with possibility of storage, which increases the
relations between time segments further. From modelling results several observations are noted. Firstly,

Table 5.1: Optimization time using di�erent time resolution (seconds)

Studied
case

Full resolution S13-T168 S13-T056 S04-T168 S13-T024 S04-T024

Dispatch
opti-
miza-
tion

15551 1125 135 131 33 3

Dispatch
+ W +
G

15201 9016 766 677 151 8

Dispatch
+ W +
Sto

N/A 46647 5280 5715 642 27

the model results were quite indi�erent throughout the aggregation strategies in regards of annual fuel
consumption in the system. The changes of market share of any fuel remained below 0.1 %. Therefore,
the results are also quite indi�erent in regards to emission amounts. The annual average power market
price was observed to be quite similar across aggregation techniques in the three studied cases as well.
The prices are indicated in Figure 5.2. Note that as previously mentioned the data di�er between the
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three cases by having having increased demand in the two investments cases; hence, the price levels
are not comparable between cases. Similarly, the price levels in the investment cases include marginal
investment costs. A closer inspection of price duration curves in Figure 5.3 revealed, however, that a

Figure 5.2: Averages of hourly electricity market prices in analysed scenarios.

Figure 5.3: Electricty market price duration curves in Dispatch+W+G case between the aggregation
strategies. Note: in the full resolution model the peak price is 3088 e/MWh, and in S13-T168 it is 1415
e/MWh, currently cropped out

signi�cant di�erence in the shape of the price duration curved can be observed in the case of S04-T168
and S04-T024, the aggregation strategies with the smallest level of detail in the seasonal characteristics.
it can be observed than in the two named cases, the number of hours with a high market price are
underestimated, and somewhat of an opposite e�ect can be seen in the lower price range.
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Another important factor is the observation of peak prices: the �ner the time resolution, the higher
peak price in the case of dispatch with wind and gas. However, at the same time the relative length of
the peak price hour is smaller as well. This is due to the marginal cost based electricity price in the
linear model: in the case of investments in new technology are necessary in order to cover peak demand,
then the cost is applied to the speci�c time segment. However, the longer the relative length of the
time segment, the lower the marginal value. The issue, however, indicates a clear signal that in addition
depicting the extremes in the RLDC, it is also important to depict the correct length or weight of those
extremes.

Observing the investment decisions make by the model in the cases with investments allowed, it can
be seen that the level of realized investments vary as well. Investments are shown in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Endogenous investment decisions in the modelled aggregation tests.

In the case with wind and natural gas investments the lowest amount of wind turbines were built in the
reference run with full time resolution. Investment decisions seem to err increasingly from the reference
run as the level of temporal detail decreases. Because it was not possible to solve the investment model
with storage for the whole year with an hourly resolution, a perfect comparison can not be made. It is
seen, however, that the amount of electricity storage seems to decrease with decreasing level of detail in
the hourly resolution. Seasonal aggregation seems to have a small e�ect on the amount of storage.

5.4 Conclusion

As observed in the shown data about model test results, signi�cantly shorter solution times can be
achieved by using time aggregated input data, potentially at a the cost of providing misleading conclu-
sions. Here, �ve conclusions are drawn concerning potential drawbacks.

First, reducing the level of temporal details distort the distribution of market price levels, and hence
also the average prices. Second, aggregated time series seem to imply that wind turbines as more attrac-
tive for new investments in the model. In general terms this may relative competitiveness of technologies
depends on the time aggregation level. Third, with decreasing level of detail in time within Seasons, the
attractiveness of electricity storage decreased, illustrating again an aspect of relative competitiveness of
technologies. Forth, for some technologies the distorting e�ect seems to derive from the general level of
aggregation, while for others, the speci�c aggregation strategies have a larger e�ect. Fifth, it is more
important to assess the relative length of aggregated time segments, as shown in the distortion of peak
prices.
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Overall it can be seen that the chosen aggregation strategy contains some drawbacks outlined in pre-
vious research in Section 5.2, but overall but the overall results indicate the method to be suitable for
energy systems modelling.

Three open issues with implications for aggregation methodology stand out from the tests. First, a
deeper understanding of the reasons for increased investments in wind with more aggressive aggregation
is required in order to improve aggregation methods. Second, since substantial bottlenecks in the trans-
mission system will partly distort chronology over space, how could chronology then be handled. Third,
is it possible to give more concise indications of which type and which (maximum) level of aggregation
that are relevant for given model types.
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Abstract: Simulating energy systems is vital for energy planning to understand the e�ects of �uctuat-
ing renewable energy sources and integration of multiple energy sectors. Capacity expansion is a powerful
tool for energy analysts and consists of simulating energy systems with the option of investing in new
energy sources. In this paper, we apply capacity expansion aggregation techniques from the literature
to very di�erent real-life sector coupled energy systems. The aggregation techniques are extended to
handling the complexity of large, sector coupled energy systems. We systematically compare the aggre-
gation techniques with respect to solution quality and simulation time. Furthermore, we propose two
new aggregation approaches with promising results. We show that the aggregation techniques result in
consistent solution time savings between 75% and 90%. Also, the quality of the aggregated solutions
is generally very good. To the best of our knowledge, we are the �rst to analyze and conclude that a
weighted representation of clusters is bene�cial. A deeper analysis of the results reveal that the aggrega-
tion techniques excel when the investment decisions correlate well with the overall behavior of the energy
system. We propose future research directions to remedy when this is not the case.
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6.1 Introduction

Simulating energy systems is vital for energy planning. The green transition demands increasing intro-
duction of �uctuating renewable energy sources and integration of multiple energy sectors. Simulations
are necessary to understand the behavior in such sector coupled energy systems. Capacity expansion con-
sists of simulating energy systems with the option of investing in energy sources. This is a very powerful
tool to understand the e�ects of new technologies.

In this paper, a capacity extension model consists of a year in one-hour resolution, i.e. of 8760 hours.
The underlying energy system may consist of many areas (e.g. geographical areas or electric spot market
bidding zones) and energy types (e.g. power, district heating, gas), which results in large capacity exten-
sion models. Solving the NP-hard capacity expansion problem is this time consuming and at times even
intractable. Aggregating time steps is a common method to simplify simulations to reach tractability.
The literature suggests a wide variety of aggregation techniques. Much of the literature, however, con-
siders simpler energy systems often with a single energy type (e.g. power) [1], and only few contributions
compare their results with the literature [2].

We extend, apply and compare capacity expansion aggregation techniques from the literature to very
di�erent energy systems taken from real life analyses performed in the Danish Transmission System Op-
erator, Energinet. More speci�cally, we apply clustering methods to reduce the time dimension of the
energy systems. All energy systems consist of multiple types of energy and geographical areas. We com-
pare the methods with respect to solution quality and simulation time. Furthermore, we propose new
clustering approaches with promising results.

The novelty of our work lies in analyzing the e�ect of time aggregation methods on the real-life sector
coupled energy system. To the best of our knowledge, we are the �rst to apply and compare multiple
time aggregation methods on signi�cantly di�erent energy systems. This provides much insight in the
potential of time aggregation techniques without the risk of over�tting the methods to speci�c energy
systems. Another contribution of this paper, is the extension of time aggregation methods so that they
can be applied on real-life sector coupled energy systems with di�erent energy types. Furthermore, we
propose two new aggregation methods with promising results. All time aggregation techniques are based
on clustering. We analyze methods for selecting cluster representatives and, to the best of our knowledge,
are the �rst to investigate and conclude that weighted selection has superior performance. Finally, we
provide a deeper analysis of the achieved results to highlight interesting future research areas in time
aggregation techniques. The paper addresses gaps in the current literature of time aggregation tech-
niques applied to capacity expansion models: comparison of methods on very di�erent energy systems,
and analysis of selection strategies in the clustering methods.

The paper is structured as follows. The capacity expansion problem is introduced in Section 6.2,
followed by a literature study of the capacity expansion problem and aggregation techniques in Section
6.3. The clustering methods are presented in Section 6.4. and test instances in Section 6.5. We discuss
how to compare the clustering methods in Section 6.6. Computational results follow in Section 6.6. New
clustering approaches are presented and computationally evaluated in Section 6.7. Finally, we �nish with
a deeper analysis of the computational results in Section 6.9 and conclude in Section 6.10.

6.2 The Capacity Expansion Problem

The Unit Commitment Problem simulates an energy system, where demand must be met every hour. It
determines the operation schedule of generating units, subject to demand, technical constraints, available
renewable energy sources (RES), etc. It is NP hard and consist of binary decision variables for turning
production units on and o� [3]. Real-life energy system analyses typically require simulation of mul-
tiple regions. Most power systems are for example interconnected with power systems of neighboring
counties or regions. In Denmark, it is often also relevant to consider the interplay between power and
district heating, which are modelled as di�erent areas. In this context, we de�ne an area to consist of
a geographical region and an energy type, e.g. power in Denmark or district heating in Copenhagen.
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Many simulation software products can simulate multiple areas, e.g. Balmorel [4], BID3 [5], Plexos [6],
TIMES [7] and Sifre [8]. A subset of the products (e.g. Balmorel and Sifre) also considers multiple
energy types, e.g. power, district heating, gas, in great detail. The simulation software products di�er
when it comes to supported energy types, technologies and solution approaches (heuristic or optimality
based, unit commitment binary variables or LP relaxed). See [9] for a survey of simulation models.

The Capacity Expansion Problem extends the Unit Commitment Problem with investment decisions.
This enables analyses of introduction of new technologies, energy mix in case of rapid technology devel-
opment, �exibility needs, etc. [2].

This paper focuses on the energy simulation model, Sifre. The full mathematical formulation of Sifre
is available at [10] and the capacity expansion module of Sifre is available in Appendix A. The mathe-
matical model can be summarized as:

Min total system costs
s. t. production + import + storage discharge =

demand + export + storage charge
physical constraints on production units
available RES
storage and electric vehicle constraints
capacity on interconnection lines

The total system costs include fuel prices, costs on production and fuel consumption (e.g. maintenance
costs, taxes, subsidies), emission costs, import and export costs, operation and management costs, startup
costs and costs associated with �exible demands. Balance constraints ensure that supply and demand
meet. Supply consists of production, import (in case of fuels, import represents fuel purchase) and stor-
age discharge. Demand consist of demand (in case of fuels, demand represents fuel consumption), export
and storage discharge. Balance constraints include slack variables, which are activated when demand
and supply cannot be matched. Physical constraints on production units include unit commitment, fuel
consumption, e�ciency, startup costs, technical production limits, production technology (condensation,
backpressures, extraction, turbine bypass, heat boiler, etc.) and ramping. Storage and electric vehicle
constraints include capacities, losses, charge and discharge rates, and, for electric vehicles, charging before
driving.

When extending Sifre with capacity expansion, the total system costs also include investment costs.
Investment decisions are supported for production units, renewable units, storage, electric vehicles and
interconnection lines. All capacity constraints depend on the size of the corresponding investment deci-
sion. Investment takes place, when the savings of utilizing the investment exceed the investment cost.
The expansion model is summarized below. �Utilization� in the second last constraint represents how the
investment is utilized in term of either production (for production units and RES), inventory level (for
storages) or import and export (for interconnection lines).

Min total system costs + investment costs
s. t. production + import + storage discharge =

demand + export + storage charge
physical constraints on production units
available RES
storage and electric vehicle constraints
capacity on interconnection lines
utilization ≤ investment
min investment ≤ investment ≤ max investment

When solving the investment problem, a full year is simulated. Sifre LP relaxes the problem to limit
the simulation solution time. The integer variables in the unit commitment problem are LP relaxed and
investments are linear instead of discrete (e.g. invest between 0 and 500 MW in a production unit, instead
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of investing in zero, one or two production units, each of size 250 MW). Still, solving the problem may
take many hours because of the problem instance size.

This paper implements the aggregation techniques as part of Sifre, but we still consider the results
and analyses valid for other energy system simulation models like e.g. the TIMES or Balmorel models
[4, 7].

6.3 Literature review

Aggregation techniques for the capacity expansion problem can be categorized as heuristic approaches,
clustering methods or optimization based methods [2]. In this article, we focus on clustering methods.
This literature study �rst reviews literature on clustering methods, then on how to select elements from
clusters, then on comparing methods and �nally we discuss how this paper contributes to closing gaps in
the literature.

6.3.1 Clustering techniques

The clustering methodology has proved useful in many �elds, including time aggregation [11, 12]. The aim
of all clustering approaches is to minimize the similarity between clusters while maximizing the similarity
within each cluster. The di�erent approaches di�er in how they group elements into clusters. Clustering
techniques can be categorized into either Exclusive (each element is assigned to only one cluster) or
overlapping cluster techniques (each element is assigned to all clusters with a degree of membership) [2].
In relation to time aggregation, most clustering approaches belong to the Exclusive category, although
the use of some overlapping clustering techniques, such as a fuzzy clustering, also exists [2, 14, 15].
The most common Exclusive techniques are the Hierarchical clustering and the K means clustering; the
former builds a hierarchy of clusters through a sequence of nested partitions, while the latter initializes
a grouping which is then iteratively improved [13].

6.3.2 Selecting elements from clusters

The hypothesis of using clustering techniques for time aggregation is that the resulting selected elements
include all information needed to make optimal investments. However, perfect similarity within the clus-
ters is usually not achieved, wherefore the strategy of selecting elements from each cluster in�uences the
aggregation performance. The authors of [12] provide an overview of selection strategies including cluster
average, element closest to the cluster average and random element selection. Average representatives are
frequently criticized for smoothing the pro�les [16, 17] with a consequence of underestimating the need
for storage capacity and storage technologies [18]. On the other hand, a random selection shows good
results in [2] where also both minimum and maximum element selections are included in the comparison.
Apart from [2], comparisons of element selections are seen in [11] and [14]. After the selection, the ele-
ments are weighted so that the aggregation re�ects the relative importance of the elements in the original
problem. Typically, �xed weighting is applied, assuming each cluster element to be equally important
[15]. The weighting could also choose only to represent a partition of the clusters [19]. To our knowledge,
there is no clear conclusion regarding the existence of a single best selection criteria nor a single best
weighting strategy.
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6.3.3 Comparison of aggregation methods

Few articles in the literature compare cluster methods. In the following, we bring forward some of the more
interesting contributions. [4] compare clustering procedures, which group days into clusters. Only single
clustering techniques are considered and each clustering uses a similarity metric based on the principle
components of the day elements. The clustering procedures are the K means, the fuzzy cmean clustering
and hierarchical clustering with varying linkage criteria. Two di�erent element selections strategies are
considered; the mean and the median element selection. In both cases, the selected element is weighted
(repeated) according to the number of elements in its cluster. The paper analyzes electricity demand
only, and furthermore it only considers how well the original data is represented by the clustering. It does
not consider the quality with respect to the investment results. Based on the input data considerations,
they conclude that the K means clustering using median representative outperforms other clustering
procedures, independently of the number of clusters.

[15] also compare di�erent cluster based aggregation techniques each selecting days. Demand, solar
and wind timeseries are considered in the aggregation, each normalized so that they are equally important
in the aggregation. Three aggregation techniques are considered. A hierarchical clustering with a minmax
linkage criterion and a dynamic time wrapping distance metric. A double clustering strategy �rst applying
a K means clustering, followed by a re-clustering using the aforementioned hierarchical procedure. The
last technique is a pure K means clustering. Each aggregated timeseries consists of 30 selected days,
and the comparison is based on test runs in a capacity expansion model assuming continuous investment
decisions and without unit commitment decisions. The case study is based on a single dataset covering
three regions. The aggregation methods are compared on their ability to replicate investments, which are
possible in wind, solar, coal, natural gas, nuclear and a generic storage technology. The mean element
is selected from each cluster, and selected elements are weighted (repeated) according to the number of
elements in the clusters. They conclude that the hierarchical clustering and the double clustering have
similar performance, which is better than the one obtained for a K means clustering.

In [20], �ve di�erent day selecting clustering approaches are compared. First, a K means and a
K medoids clustering each based on an Euclidean distance metric and cluster centers as representative
elements. Then, a dynamic time warping barycenter averaging clustering, a k-shape clustering with
a shape-based distance metric and lastly, a hierarchical clustering with Euclidean distance metric and
medoid element as cluster representative. Only price timeseries are considered for the aggregation and
each timeseries is normalized (daily) using a z-normalization. Each clustering procedure is considered for
1-9 clusters, but the quality of the approaches is measured only by comparing the selected data to the
original data, i.e. in a data validation framework [2]. After having decided on the number of clusters, the
techniques are compared based on their resulting investments. The comparison is based on two di�erent
MIP models representing di�erent energy systems: one based on an electricity storage and one based on
a gas turbine power generation. Furthermore, each aggregation is applied to each system for two di�erent
timeseries of electricity prices. They conclude that the centroid-based clusterings better replicate the
operational part while they also tend to underestimate objective values compared to the medoid-based
approaches.

In [2], three clustering procedures are compared to four non-clustering aggregation techniques. The
procedures are carefully selected from the literature to represent classes of proposed methods. Also,
three new aggregation techniques are proposed; one based on dynamically blocking days, one based on
optimizing the statistical representation of selected days; and one based on double clustering including
correlation as distance measure. All methods are compared on three test instances inspired by the
Danish power system and with di�erent amounts of RES. The goal of the study is a broader comparison
of methods to provide general insight in the performance of aggregation techniques. A conclusion from the
study is that even though a double clustering procedure is concluded to provide overall best performance,
the much simpler aggregation approaches show to be strong competitors.
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6.3.4 Gaps and contributions of this paper

The previous section reveals that proposed aggregation techniques are typically evaluated on similar en-
ergy systems [2, 14, 15] or on di�erent energy problems [20]. Also, comparisons of di�erent selection
criteria is rarely seen in the literature. Exceptions are [14] considering median and mean representa-
tives, [11] considering selection of centroid or historical day representation and [2] considering minimum,
maximum, mean and random element selections. Moreover, to our knowledge, the question of selecting
multiple elements from each cluster has not been addressed until the current paper. As mentioned, for
both [14] and [15], the cluster representative is weighted according to the cluster sizes, however without
argumentation nor analysis of why. To the best of our understanding, weighting is performed by repeating
each cluster representative instead of selecting multiple elements from the clusters.

The main contribution of this paper is a detailed and structured comparison of di�erent time ag-
gregation approaches on four very di�erent energy systems, based on the same LP model. With the
energy systems being realistic in size and detail, the conclusions are widely applicable. Since the aggre-
gation technique comparison also includes a very simple approach, this paper furthermore illuminates
the relation between aggregation technique complexity and performance. The paper further contributes
by comparing di�erent selection strategies when elements are to be selected from each cluster and by
considering both single and multiple selections from each cluster. Also, to the best of our knowledge, this
paper is the �rst to illustrate the bene�ts of considering clustering weightings in the selection.

6.4 Solution methods

Numerous aggregation approaches are suggested in the literature. Buchholz et al. [2] survey the many
approaches and computationally compare aggregation strategies from the literature. According to their
studies, the following approaches show superior performance:

� Dummy Selection, where every 13th element is selected from the residual load curve

� Statistical Representation, which selects 10000 random samples and from this select the sample
that best represents the means and standard deviation of the original data

� Optimized Selection, which has same objective as Statistical Representation. Instead of investi-
gating 10000 random samples, this approach �nds the optimal sample with respect to means and
standard deviation of the original data

� K means Clustering with squared Euclidean distance measurement

� Cluster Clustering which �rst applies k means clustering with squared Euclidean distances. Each
resulting cluster is re-clustered using hierarchical agglomerative clustering with dynamic time warp
distance measure and complete linkage criterion (minimizes the maximum distance between two
elements; one in each cluster)

� Level Correlation Clustering, which �rst applies fuzzy clustering with squared Euclidean distances.
Then it applies hierarchical agglomerative clustering according to element correlations

To scope the work in this paper, we decide to focus on the clustering methods (the three last methods).
We also include Dummy Selection due to its simplicity; as the sector coupled energy systems consist of
many timeseries (and not just the residual load), we select every 13th element from each timeseries.
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6.4.1 Con�guration of the clustering approaches

The survey of Buchholz et al. [2] shows promising results when clustering days into 28 clusters. We thus
apply this con�guration. Both the Cluster Clustering and the Level Correlation Clustering generates 7
outer clusters, each of which are re-clustered into 4 sub clusters.

The K means clustering and fuzzy clustering algorithms depend on an initial cluster. We divide the
simulation period evenly into the number of desired clusters. E.g. consider a year of 365 days, where the
number of desired clusters is 28 and where days are clustered. Then the �rst 13 days are assigned to the
�rst cluster, the next 13 days to the next cluster etc.

6.4.2 Data

The far majority of clustering approaches in the literature, considers simpler energy systems often with a
single energy type (e.g. power) [1]. We extend the proposed methods to handle complex sector coupled
energy systems, by making them consider all data, which vary from hour to hour. This means that the
methods consider demand of all energy types (e.g. power, district heating, gas, . . . ), RES production,
import/export prices, fuel prices and availability pro�les for production units and interconnection lines.
The clustering approaches consider every �uctuating timeseries separately (instead of summing them
into e.g. a residual load curve) and we also maintain the chronological order (in contrast to duration
curves). Demand is negated to make the selection of cluster elements more intuitively understandable.
The minimum sum element in a cluster represents a day with low production and high demand. Similarly,
the maximum sum element represents a day with high production and little demand. Negating demand
corresponds to subtracting production from demand (as is done in residual load curves), but is much
easier to implement as we avoid negating data from many di�erent production sources. The clustering
approaches must calculate the distance between two days. This is done for each matching pair of timeseries
for each hour (e.g. the RES production by Horns Rev 1 in DK1 for each of the two days). All di�erences
are summed across hours and timeseries to produce the �nal distance between the two cluster days.

6.4.3 Selecting days from clusters

Two approaches can be considered for deciding the number of days to select from each cluster. Either one
day from each cluster (denoted non-weighted or �xed weighted), or a weighted number of days from each
cluster. The bene�t of the latter is that typical days and outliers in the full dataset remain (somewhat)
typical and outlying in the aggregated dataset. The weight is set according to the cluster size:

frequency =
total number of days in simulation

number of clusters

weight = max

(
1, round

(
cluster size

frequency

))

The total number of selected days may exceed the number of clusters for weighted selection. Weighted
selection in the literature consists of selecting a single element from each cluster and then repeating this
element a number of times [11, 14, 15]. We propose to instead select a weighted number of elements from
each cluster. The bene�t of this is that time chronology is maintained, i.e., once selection of elements has
�nished, the original order of the selected elements is applied. Also, selecting existing elements instead
of generating new, should represent the original data better.

Several strategies are investigated for deciding which days to select from each cluster: Minimum sum,
i.e. the day(s) with smallest sum; Maximum sum, i.e. the day(s) with largest sum; Median sum, i.e. the
day(s) with median sum; Closest to Cluster Mean, i.e. the day(s) with shortest distance to the cluster
mean, and Random i.e. randomly chosen day(s). Closest to Cluster Mean is calculated as follows: The
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mean of a day is calculated for every hour. The distance from an element to the mean is the total
Euclidean distance in the 24-space.

6.5 Test instances

The aggregation techniques are tested on four signi�cantly di�erent sector coupled energy systems, all
stemming from analyses in Energinet. The energy systems are di�erent instances of the LP model
summarized in Section 6.2. An energy system consists of the following components:

� Areas, which represent an energy type and a geographical region, possibly attached an energy
demand

� External areas represent an energy type and a geographical region. They only have a price per MWh
for each hour attached. They can only be connected to the rest of the system via an interconnection
line

� Production units (or Conversion units) convert energy types; examples are CHPs, CCGTs and
compressors,

� Renewable units produce energy based on a production pro�le

� Storages are any types of storages, e.g., batteries or water tanks. Storages can also be used to model
line pack in gas systems

� Electric vehicles

The sector coupled energy systems are described in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Statistics for test instances

Energy system Areas External areas Production units RES

DK classic 74 6 294 60
DK detailed 211 9 396 88
Gas 74 2 70 7
PtX 27 8 31 1

Storages Interconnectors Electric vehicles Demands

DK classic 36 8 2 66
DK detailed 54 109 16 94
Gas 6 11 0 15
PtX 16 10 0 3

The DK classic instance consists of a representation of the Danish power and district heating system in
2020, see Figure 6.1. The investment decisions focus on heat production and consist of two CHPs, three
heat boilers and three heat pumps: a total of 8 investments.

The DK detailed consists of the Danish power and district heating system in 2050, see Figure 6.2. The
number of electricity areas are split into eight areas to represent possible future grid bottlenecks. Also, the
production system includes PtX technologies (Power to X technologies), hence fuels are represented in
greater detail than in DK classic and include parts of the transportation sector. The investment decisions
focus on seven PtX plants, modelled through fourteen condensing power plants, seven heat pumps and
one storage: a total of 22 investments.
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The Gas instance consists of a subpart of the Danish gas transmission and distribution systems in 2020,
see Figure 6.3. The instance introduces large amounts of biogas and investigates investments in two com-
pressors from gas distribution systems to the gas transmission system and one investment in connecting
distribution systems directly: a total of 3 investments.

PtX models a Power to X cluster, see Figure 6.4. The investment possibilities decide how to dimension
the PtX cluster and consists of 19 production units, one heat pump and one interconnection line: a total
of 21 investments.

Figure 6.1: An overview of the DK classic instance. The red circles represent electricity areas, the blue
lines interconnection lines to neighboring electricity areas. The blue dots show district heating areas in
Denmark, which are modelled as 59 district heating areas in the dataset.

6.6 Comparison

The time aggregation techniques are compared to the optimal solution of each data instance, i.e. we apply
model validation to measure the quality of the aggregation techniques [2]. Since only part of the problem
is solved by the time aggregation techniques, the objective function values cannot be compared out of
the box. It is possible to generate two full year simulations with �xed investments: one simulation with
optimal investments and another simulation with investments from using a time aggregation technique.
The objective function values of these two simulations could then be compared. But the objective
function values would not include investment costs and would thus be di�cult to understand in relation
to investment decisions. Also, the objective function value is of very little interest in the analyses in
Energinet. Instead the energy mix, the �ows, etc. are in focus. For this reason, we decide to only
compare the investment decisions. The performance measure is:

∑
i |xi − x̄i|∑

i x̄i

where i is an index for the investments, xi is the investment decision made by the aggregation technique
and x̄i the investment decision from the optimal solution.
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Figure 6.2: An overview of the DK detailed instance. The electricity areas are highlighted. The blue
dots represent the investigated PtX plants. District heating is modelled as 59 areas, as for DK Classic.

6.7 Results

The computational evaluation is conducted on a 10 core 2,4 GHz machine with 128 GB RAM, using
Gurobi 8.1 as solver. The following abbreviations are used in the remainder of this section: Clustering
methods: k for K means, cc for Cluster Clustering, and lc for Level Correlation clustering. Selection
strategies: min for minimum sum, max for maximum sum, median for median sum, and cmean for
closest to cluster mean. Finally, we have w for weighted selection, n for non-weighted (�xed weighted)
selection, and 28 to represent the 28 generated clusters. Run time results are seen in Table 6.1 and
solution quality gaps in Table 6.2. Results are analyzed in the following sections.

6.7.1 Time usage

The solution times are seen in Table 6.1 and time reductions are plotted in Figure 6.1. Note that the
solution times also include pre- and postprocessing of the data instances and not only solving the linear
program. The time usage savings are consistent across the time aggregation techniques. The average time
saving is 90%, which is very satisfying. The time savings are slightly smaller for the DK classic and Gas
instances, which could indicate that these instances spend relatively more time on pre- and postprocessing
data than the DK detailed and PtX instances. Generally, the time savings are slightly smaller for the
weighted selection algorithms. Recall the weighting from Section 6.4.3; rounding the number of elements
to select from a cluster may increase the total number of selected days. Indeed, the weighted selections
result in more than 28 selected days, see Table 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: An overview of the Gas instance. The upper �gure illustrates the overall system. A total
of 10 distribution systems are modelled in varying detail. The investments are colored red. The lower
�gure illustrates an example of a modelled gas distribution system, where NG is short for natural gas,
40B is 40 bar and 4B is 4 bar.

Figure 6.4: An overview of the PtX instance. The system integrates many energy types.
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Table 6.1: Run times in minutes.

DK classic DK detailed Gas PtX

Full test instance 36,45 536,06 11,71 14,69

Dummy selection 4,38 18,29 1,48 1,47

k,min,w,28 4,21 17,42 1,34 1,54
k,max,w,28 5,83 22,65 1,32 1,45
k,median,w,28 3,99 24,64 1,38 1,49
k,cmean,w,28 4,25 15,42 1,46 1,65
k,random,w,28 4,10 22,32 1,39 1,45

cc,min,w,28 5,74 43,48 1,63 1,07
cc,max,w,28 5,58 25,04 1,66 1,49
cc,median,w,28 6,16 48,25 1,62 1,06
cc,cmean,w,28 6,04 33,26 1,67 1,51
cc,random,w,28 5,66 31,73 1,71 1,21

lc,min,w,28 6,21 35,76 1,54 2,15
lc,max,w,28 8,20 27,42 1,93 1,53
lc,median,w,28 7,01 21,86 1,90 1,68
lc,cmean,w,28 6,70 35,30 1,90 1,07
lc,random,w,28 7,34 34,78 1,91 1,82

k,min,n,28 5,95 10,19 1,26 1,27
k,max,n,28 3,89 16,82 1,25 0,88
k,median,n,28 5,35 16,72 1,24 0,86
k,cmean,n,28 5,72 17,40 1,25 0,86
k,random,n,28 4,21 15,35 1,26 1,17

cc,min,n,28 6,56 21,20 1,36 1,15
cc,max,n,28 6,48 19,24 1,44 1,01
cc,median,n,28 5,08 18,80 1,45 0,86
cc,cmean,n,28 5,19 15,89 1,41 0,76
cc,random,n,28 5,24 25,55 1,40 0,77

lc,min,n,28 7,01 21,67 1,71 1,14
lc,max,n,28 4,83 17,72 1,75 1,05
lc,median,n,28 6,26 24,05 1,72 1,11
lc,cmean,n,28 6,41 35,26 1,74 0,93
lc,random,n,28 6,54 21,10 1,74 1,00

Figure 6.1: Time usage reductions in percent.
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Table 6.2: Solution quality: the lower percentage, the better performance.

DK classic DK detailed Gas PtX

Dummy selection 8% 5% 25% 4%

k,min,w,28 101% 3% 47% 2%
k,max,w,28 65% 18% 25% 3%
k,median,w,28 17% 4% 24% 0%
k,cmean,w,28 19% 6% 39% 2%
k,random,w,28 16% 8% 40% 2%

cc,min,w,28 105% 4% 38% 1%
cc,max,w,28 30% 23% 12% 7%
cc,median,w,28 17% 2% 37% 2%
cc,cmean,w,28 13% 5% 35% 1%
cc,random,w,28 17% 5% 28% 2%

lc,min,w,28 23% 4% 61% 1%
lc,max,w,28 90% 23% 17% 5%
lc,median,w,28 31% 6% 32% 1%
lc,cmean,w,28 42% 9% 28% 0%
lc,random,w,28 6% 2% 23% 0%

k,min,n,28 102% 4% 51% 1%
k,max,n,28 66% 7% 40% 6%
k,median,n,28 9% 11% 23% 1%
k,cmean,n,28 13% 4% 41% 3%
k,random,n,28 5% 2% 25% 3%

cc,min,n,28 75% 7% 51% 2%
cc,max,n,28 74% 17% 49% 9%
cc,median,n,28 45% 2% 59% 4%
cc,cmean,n,28 23% 3% 57% 4%
cc,random,n,28 37% 6% 55% 8%

lc,min,n,28 33% 4% 68% 1%
lc,max,n,28 57% 20% 49% 66%
lc,median,n,28 40% 6% 35% 2%
lc,cmean,n,28 47% 8% 29% 2%
lc,random,n,28 49% 7% 33% 3%

Table 6.3: The number of selected days.

DK classic DK detailed Gas PtX

Dummy selection 28 28 28 28
k,n,28 28 28 28 28
cc,n,28 28 28 28 28
lc,n,28 28 28 28 28

k,w,28 31 34 34 36
cc,w,28 37 38 39 39
lc,w,28 38 37 36 38
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6.7.2 Weighted vs. non-weighted selection

Weighted selection has better performance than non-weighted selection with respect to solution quality
in 62% of the time aggregated simulations. The results are illustrated in Figure 6.2. In 37 of 60 cases,
the investment gap decreases with weighted selection. If gaps are averaged across instances, the gap
decreases with weighted selection in 11 out of 15 cases. The average of all gaps is 21% for weighted
selection and 26% for non-weighted selection. This con�rms that weighted selection better represents the
full dataset and that outliers are balanced well against the rest of the dataset. The improved quality
may partly be due to the increased number of selected days, see Table 6.3. It is possible to increase the
number of selected days for the non-weighted algorithms and compare the results. This would, however,
require that the non-weighted algorithms generate more clusters, which again would make comparison
more di�cult. Instead we continue to compare the algorithms with 28 clusters. The interested reader is
referred to Appendix 6.B for results for non-weighted selection with more clusters.

Figure 6.2: Quality gap percentages averaged across the four instances.

6.7.3 Selection strategy

The strategies for selecting elements in each cluster perform di�erently across the instances. Results are
averaged across clustering methods and the four instances in Table 6.4. Furthermore, results averaged
across the four instances are illustrated in Figure 6.3. Clearly, the minimum sum and maximum sum
selections have worst performance. Random and median selection vary slightly, while closest to cluster
mean gives consistent results.

The same pattern is seen, when considering results for weighted selection only, see Figure 6.4. Selecting
only the minimum or maximum sum elements represents the clusters less well. Random performs well
which indicates that always selecting the median or closest to cluster mean elements may be too strict.
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Figure 6.3: Quality gap percentages averaged across instances and weighted and non-weighted selection.

Figure 6.4: Quality gap percentages averaged across instances for weighted selection only.
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6.7.4 Aggregation method

It is di�cult to conclude that one clustering technique performs better than the other, see Table 6.5 and
Figure 6.3. The same is observed when considering results for the weighted selection only, see Figure 6.4,
where we also see that Dummy selection performs very well.

Together with the previous sections, we conclude that the clustering approaches have similar perfor-
mance. Generally, best results are achieved by weighted selection and by selected elements according
to either the median, closest to cluster mean or random selection strategy. Dummy selection performs
very well; when considering the average gap across instances, it is only outperformed by level correlation
clustering, weighted selection and random selection.

Taking a closer look at the results for each instance, we see that minimum sum selection has good
performance on the DK Detailed instance and maximum sum selection on the Gas instance. We also
see that Dummy Selection is not that great on the Gas or the PtX instance. We are thus motivated to
investigate further aggregation approaches.

Table 6.4: Gaps for the selection strategies averaged across clustering methods and the four instances.

Total Weighted Non-weighted

min 33% 33% 33%
max 32% 27% 38%
median 17% 14% 20%
cmean 18% 17% 19%
random 16% 12% 19%

Table 6.5: Gaps for the clustering methods averaged across selection strategies and the four instances.

Total Weighted Non-weighted

k 21% 22% 21%
cc 24% 19% 29%
lc 24% 20% 28%

6.8 New approaches to promote diversi�cation in selected days

Random selection performs well but due to its random nature, results are not consistently good. To
eliminate the randomness, we instead seek to mimic di�erentiated selection.

We propose the MedianMaxMin selection. The approach is only relevant in weighted selection where
more than one element may be selected from each cluster. First the median element is selected. If more
elements are to be selected from the cluster, the maximum element is selected. Again, if more elements
are to be selected, the minimum element is selected. If even more elements are to be selected from the
cluster, the selection order repeats.

We also propose the K-k means clustering approach (in short kk). The outer clustering is K means
with squared Euclidian distances where the initial clusters are generated as explained in Section 6.4.1.
The inner clustering is also a K means with squared Euclidian distances, but this time the initial clusters
are formed around the median, maximum sum and minimum sum elements (in the outer cluster).

The two approaches are tested. Run times are seen in Table 6.1 and solution gaps in Table 6.2. Run
times are consistent with the remaining aggregation approaches. The average solution gaps are seen
in Table 6.3 and Table 6.4, and illustrated in Figure 6.1. MedianMaxMin selection generally performs
better than the other selections strategies. Good results are especially achieved together with K means,
cluster clustering and K-k means. K-k means performs well without outperforming the other clustering
approaches. It gives consistent results except for min selection, which generally performs poorly regardless
of clustering approach.
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Figure 6.1: Quality gap percentages averaged across instances for weighted selection and dummy selec-
tion.

Table 6.1: Run times in minutes.

DK classic DK detailed Gas PtX

k,MedianMaxMin,w,28 5,67 28,39 1,30 1,52
cc,MedianMaxMin,w,28 5,45 21,55 1,65 2,26
lc,MedianMaxMin,w,28 5,27 27,24 1,57 1,28

kk,min,w,28 3,86 23,35 1,48 1,20
kk,max,w,28 7,35 21,78 1,48 1,36
kk,median,w,28 5,56 13,88 1,50 1,45
kk,cmean,w,28 5,56 26,14 1,61 1,70
kk,random,w,28 4,07 24,19 1,54 1,26
kk,MedianMaxMin,w,28 6,33 23,10 1,51 1,35

Table 6.2: Solution quality: the lower percentage, the better performance.

DK classic DK detailed Gas PtX

k,medianmaxmin,w,28 4% 4% 15% 1%
cc,medianmaxmin,w,28 16% 2% 21% 2%
lc,medianmaxmin,w,28 29% 7% 31% 1%

kk,min,w,28 104% 3% 43% 3%
kk,max,w,28 41% 6% 7% 9%
kk,median,w,28 29% 9% 20% 2%
kk,cmean,w,28 14% 2% 37% 3%
kk,random,w,28 12% 2% 48% 3%
kk,medianmaxmin,w,28 7% 9% 23% 6%
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Table 6.3: Gaps for each selection methods, averaged across clustering methods and the four instances.

Weighted

min 34%
max 24%
median 15%
cmean 16%
random 13%
medianmaxmin 11%

Table 6.4: Gaps averaged across selection strategies and the four instances.

Weighted

k 19%
cc 18%
lc 20%
kk 18%

6.9 Further analysis

The results reveal di�erent quality across time aggregation techniques and data instance. The data
instances are analyzed to better understand the results; speci�cally, we analyze the behavior of the
investments in the optimal solution for the full test instances and what this means to the clustering
approaches. Average gaps for the instances are seen in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Average solution gap for each instance across the clustering methods.

DK classic: The investments are mainly utilized in the winter period. They are driven by district heat-
ing demand. Data in the instance, however, also contains many other �uctuating timeseries, especially
connected to the electricity system: demand, RES production, electricity prices in neighboring countries
and capacity restrictions on interconnection lines. The clustering methods end up selecting days, which
are not relevant to the investments.

Gas: The investments are utilized in the summer period, where demand is low. In these hours, excessive
biogas is either moved between distribution systems or sold to the transmission system. Gas demand is,
however, not the only varying data in the instance. Electricity prices (considered by gas-fueled CHPs)
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vary throughout the year. Line pack is modelled as storage space with highest value in the spring.
Gas demand varies more outside the summer period (the higher demand, the higher absolute variation).
Hence the clustering approaches end up selecting many days from other seasons than the summer and
the solution quality su�ers.

DK detailed: The investments follow RES production and electricity demand. Most timeseries in the
dataset are related to RES production and electricity, which explains the good solution quality. PtX:
The �uctuation of the timeseries correspond well to the entire production system, including the optimal
investments. All time aggregation methods thus have good performance.

Dummy selection performs well but the method is not robust towards investments, which are utilized in
only part(s) of the simulated year. This is the case for the Gas instance where Dummy selection ends up
with a 25% gap.

The clustering methods su�er from generating clusters based on data �uctuations irrelevant to the
investment decision. Future work could focus on methods to better represent data. One method could
be to normalize data to take on values between e.g. -1 and 1. This could lead to a fairer comparison of
data stemming from di�erent sources, e.g. comparing capacities with prices. This would, however, also
erase the absolute amounts and thus treat e.g. large demands equally to small demands. Fluctuations
in small timeseries may cause unimportant days to be selected and thus negatively a�ect the clustering
approach. Future work could also focus on dimensionality reduction, e.g. by considering the subset of
data needed to represent the statistical behavior of each day, or by considering the subset of data which
correlates with the investment decisions. Finally, future work could also focus on testing the methods on
instances with more investment decisions, especially where the utilization of the investment decisions is
not correlated. This could possibly better test the di�erence between the clustering methods, especially
if level correlation clustering performs di�erently than the other three clustering methods.

6.10 Conclusion

In this paper, we have applied a number of clustering techniques to real-life capacity expansion problems.
The clustering techniques all select a subset of days from the datasets, which consist of a full year. The
applied methods are k means, hierarchical clustering and a double clustering procedure applying a fuzzy
clustering, followed by a hierarchical clustering considering element correlations. Also, we proposed a
new method consisting of double k means clustering.

The methods cluster days and then selects a number of days from each cluster. We have tested
selection strategies from the literature: min, max, median, closest to cluster mean and random. We
have also proposed a new selection strategy, MedianMaxMin, which selects elements in the named order.
Finally, we have investigated the e�ect of selecting a single element from each cluster or a weighted
number of elements from each cluster.

All in all, this leads to comparing 41 aggregation techniques with each other and with the full datasets.
The comparison is based on how well the investment decisions are matched. The methods were tested on
four very di�erent energy systems to investigate performance consistency and to analyze if certain energy
system aspects are more di�cult to replicate through aggregation.

The tests showed that all aggregation techniques resulted in signi�cant time reductions between 78%
and 97%. The tests also revealed that weighted selection outperformed selecting exactly one element from
each cluster. To the best of our knowledge, this has not been analyzed or concluded previously in the
literature. Selecting minimum or maximum elements from each cluster was generally not a good strategy.
The new selection method, MedianMaxMin, and clustering method, kk, both performed consistently well.
Especially k means with MedianMaxMin selection showed very good performance.

We also tested Dummy selection, which simply selects every 13th day. It performed well. Considering
its simplicity, it could be a good alternative to the more complex clustering methods as it is easy to
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implement and understand.
Future work could focus on how data is considered when clustering. In this paper, all timeseries are

considered. A closer analysis of the test instances revealed that this may not be the best approach as data
irrelevant to the investments caused the aggregation techniques to select days, which were also irrelevant
to the investment decisions.
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Appendix

6.A Capacity Expansion Modelling in Sifre

This Appendix explains how capacity expansion is added to the energy system model formulation in Sifre
[10]. The notation is kept at a high level, so that the reader can understand the formulations without
reading the extensive nomenclature in [10]. The set T de�nes the time steps, and index i is used to denote
the relevant component. Also, z denotes the objective function for the energy system model formulation
in [10].

6.A.1 Storage

The variable storagei decides the invested inventory level of storage i. The formulation adds the invest-
ment costs to the objective. The constraints ensure that the invested amount satis�es the speci�ed lower
and upper bound, and that the storage inventory level never exceeds the invested inventory level.

min z + investmentCosti · storagei
s. t. lbi ≤ storagei ≤ ubi

invLevelV arti ≤ storagei ∀t ∈ T

6.A.2 Interconnection line

The variable icli decides the invested capacity of the interconnection line i. The formulation adds the
investment costs to the objective function. The constraints ensure that the invested amount satis�es the
speci�ed lower and upper bound, and that the �ow on the interconnection line never exceeds the invested
capacity.

min z + investmentCosti · icli
s. t. lbi ≤ icli ≤ ubi

flowV arti ≤ icli ∀t ∈ T
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6.A.3 Renewable units

The variable resi decides the invested capacity of the renewable unit i. The formulation adds the
investment costs to the objective function. The constraints ensure that the invested amount satis�es
the speci�ed lower and upper bound, and that the renewable production never exceeds the invested
capacity. The parameter profileti ∈ [0, 1] de�nes the possible RES production subject to e.g. available
wind or solar. If curtailment is allowed, production in an hour does not have to equal the available RES
production.

min z + investmentCosti · resi
s. t. lbi ≤ resi ≤ ubi

if curtailment is allowed:
prodV arti ≤ profiletiresi ∀t ∈ T

if curtailment is not allowed:
prodV arti = profiletiresi ∀t ∈ T

6.A.4 Condensation plants, heat boilers, heat pumps, electric boilers and
backpressure CHPs

The following formulation is valid for production units, which either only produces one type of energy, or
where the relationship between the primary and second energy production is �xed (e.g. power and heat
production in backpressure units). In the latter case, the investment bounds are speci�ed according to
the primary production. The variable prodi decides the invested capacity of the production unit i. The
formulation in the following adds the investment costs to the objective function. The constraints ensure
that the invested amount satis�es the speci�ed lower and upper bound, and that the production of the
unit never exceeds the invested capacity.

min z + investmentCosti · prodCapi
s. t. lbi ≤ prodCapi ≤ ubi

prodV arti,primary ≤ prodCapi ∀t ∈ T

6.A.5 Extraction CHPs

The following formulation is valid for extraction production units. The relationship between the primary
and secondary energy production (power and heat) is de�ned by a PQ diagram, see Figure 6.A.1.

The variable prodCapi decides the invested capacity of the production unit i. The formulation in the
following adds the investment costs to the objective function. The constraints ensure that the invested
amount satis�es the speci�ed lower and upper bound, and that the production of the unit never exceeds
the invested capacity. Both the primary and secondary production must be considered to ensure the
correct capacity for the extraction unit.

min z + investmentCosti · prodCapi
s. t. lbi ≤ prodCapi ≤ ubi

prodV arti,primary + cv · prodV arti,secondary
≤ prodCapi ∀t ∈ T
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Figure 6.A.1: PQ diagram to de�ne the relationship between power and heat production on a CHP.
The operating area is bounded by the y-axis to the left, the upper and lower cv lines and the cb line to
the right. The cv and cb are input parameters derived from possible operations points of the CHP.

where cv de�nes the upper bound relationship between heat and power production in the PQ diagram,
see Figure 6.A.1.

6.B Results for non-weighted selection with more clusters

Weighted selection algorithms end up selecting more elements than non-weighted, see Section 6.4.3. The
same number of selected elements can be achieved by allowing the algorithms with non-weighted selection
to generate more clusters. For example, if an algorithm with weighted selection ends up selecting 32 days,
then we can con�gure the algorithm with non-weighted selection to generate 32 clusters. As the latter
selects one element from each cluster, it ends up selecting 32 days. The double clustering approaches
sets the number of outer clusters to the total number of desired clusters divided by 4. In case of a total
of 32 clusters, the approaches generate 8 outer clusters. In case of a total of 29 clusters, the approaches
generate 7 outer clusters. Each outer cluster is re-clustered into four inner clusters. For this reason, the
�nal number of clusters may variate slightly from the desired amount for the double clustering approaches.
Furthermore, the total number of selected elements may also vary slightly for the cc and kk approaches
because the outer K means algorithm may generate clusters with few elements, e.g. 1 element, and the
inner clustering approaches can thus not generate �enough� clusters.

Time savings are consistent with previous results, see Table 6.B.1 and Figure 6.B.1. Quality results can
be seen in Table 6.B.2 and Figure 6.B.2. The results reveal that weighted selection is best in 41% of
the tests, non-weighted in 21% and non-weighted with more clusters in 38% of the instances. Overall,
weighted selection still has best performance with respect to quality, though generating more clusters is
also a very reasonable approach.

Managerial relevance statement

Applying clustering methods to capacity expansion problem is a well-known technique. Most work in the
literature, however, considers energy systems which are too simple to be realistic. Other work considers
real life energy systems but does not evaluate their methods on di�erent energy systems or compare
the methods to existing methods from the literature. This work remedies these issues by applying and
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Table 6.B.1: Run times in minutes. nl denotes non-weighted selection with more clusters.

DK classic DK detailed Gas PtX

k,min,nl 6,65 27,13 1,54 1,78
k,max,nl 5,28 29,68 1,36 2,05
k,median,nl 4,02 27,39 1,53 0,93
k,cmedian,nl 5,12 28,41 1,54 1,65
k,random,nl 4,61 12,27 1,53 1,65

cc,min,nl 5,3 23,22 1,44 2,24
cc,max,nl 7,44 27,72 1,68 0,76
cc,median,nl 5,12 21,79 1,44 0,86
cc,cmedian,nl 8,06 25,25 1,47 1,11
cc,random,nl 5,25 32,05 1,46 1,21

lc2,min,nl 6,97 15,98 1,61 1,25
lc2,max,nl 5,36 28,64 1,75 1,12
lc2,median,nl 6,62 31,73 1,65 1,18
lc2,cmedian,nl 5,15 28,98 1,61 1,68
lc2,random,nl 6,89 22,34 1,57 1,54

Table 6.B.2: Solution quality: the lower percentage, the better performance. nl denotes non-weighted
selection with more clusters.

DK classic DK detailed Gas PtX

k,min,nl 101% 5% 23% 1%
k,max,nl 41% 10% 16% 4%
k,median,nl 41% 2% 20% 3%
k,cmedian,nl 15% 4% 37% 2%
k,random,nl 20% 3% 24% 2%

cc,min,nl 106% 5% 35% 3%
cc,max,nl 22% 8% 25% 10%
cc,median,nl 9% 2% 29% 5%
cc,cmedian,nl 19% 3% 40% 4%
cc,random,nl 33% 7% 28% 5%

lc2,min,nl 64% 3% 40% 0%
lc2,max,nl 38% 15% 23% 7%
lc2,median,nl 23% 2% 7% 1%
lc2,cmedian,nl 19% 4% 21% 1%
lc2,random,nl 27% 3% 41% 1%

Figure 6.B.1: Time usage reductions in percent for the non-weighted algorithms with more clusters.
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Figure 6.B.2: Quality gap percentages averaged across the four instances. Results are illustrated for
weighted selection, non-weighted selection and non-weighted selection with more clusters.

comparing existing and new clustering methods on very di�erent, real-life energy systems. Furthermore,
the methods are applied on sector coupled energy systems and the paper includes an analysis on the
challenges of handling many di�erent energy types. We claim that this investigation reduces the risk of
over�tting methods to speci�c energy systems and provides valuable insights in what performance can
be expected. All in all, the comparison and analyses in this paper contribute to selecting appropriate
methods when solving capacity expansion problems in practice. The work in this paper forms the base
of the implementation at Energinet, the Danish Transmission System Operator.
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Abstract: Energy System Models are complex MIPs that frequently need substantial CPU time to
be solved. We study Capacity Expansion Energy System Models that among others are used to �nd an
optimal mix of technologies to secure stable operation of the future energy system. Due to the increasing
alternatives to fossil fuel, and detailed modelling needed to re�ect variations in renewable energies, the
solution space tend to grow quickly. Moreover, a detailed modelling including e.g. unit commitment
makes the models NP-hard to solve. Consequently, improvements in solutions methods are needed.

Promising results have been reported using aggregation, where the reduced models capture most of
the needed investments while being much faster to solve. However, the solutions typically turn out to
be sub-optimal, and if the aggregation is too aggressive, the found solutions may be infeasible for the
original problem.

In this paper we present three alternative acceleration methods: The shrink-and-expand method �rst
solves the aggregated problem, �xes the achieved investments in the original problem, solves this and
then feeds the obtained solution as a warm-start into the original model. The found solution is optimal.
Next, the proximity heuristic solves the aggregated problem �nding good values for the investments, and
then solves the original problem with a proximity constraint on the decision variables. Due to the reduced
solution space the algorithm generally terminates faster. Finally, we present a combination of the two
approaches, denoted radius search heuristic. As before, the aggregated problem is used to �nd promising
investment variables imposing a proximity constraint in the original problem. The resulting problem is
then solved with the solution of the original problem with �xed aggregated investments as warm-start
solution.

Comprehensive computational results show that the proximity heuristic signi�cantly reduces the so-
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lution time for all instances, and returns very high quality solutions. The speedup depends both on the
proximity constraint used, and the aggressiveness of the constraint. For the best combination, almost
10 times faster solution times are observed. The shrink-and-expand also shows promising speedups, but
unfortunately the number of failed runs increases. However, combining the two approaches in the radius
search heuristic, we achieved a speed-up of more than 12 times without compromising the solution quality,
despite the approach being heuristic.

7.1 Introduction

Stability has always been a core building block of a well performing energy system. It is achieved by
matching the level of system �exibility with the level of system variability. With an increasing demand
for green energy solutions, assurance of stability tends to become more challenging, yet still as important.
The right level of �exibility is ensured through an optimal mix of technologies enabling the satisfaction of
demands at any time. A typical model used for optimizing the combination of investments and dispatch is
the Capacity Expansion energy system Model with Unit Commitment, henceforth referred to as CEUCM.
This model not only optimizes how to satisfy daily demands, but also optimizes the investments needed
for satisfying these demands at minimum cost for a speci�c future period of time. However, the level of
detail needed to secure optimal modeling of �exibility, and the need for many di�erent green investments
to be evaluated against each other, lead to both increased model sizes and increased solution spaces.
Also frequently, analysis under di�erent scenarios is desirable, requiring a sequence of model runs to be
performed. With the CEUCM having NP-hard complexity, each model run, potentially, is very time
consuming, wherefore methods to reduce the solution time are in high demand.

A hot topic in reducing solution times of energy system problems is time aggregation. The idea is to
reduce the problem sizes by strategically selecting part of the input data, for which the model is solved
[1]. Earlier studies showed that, depending on the selection strategy and on the amount of data selected,
feasible high quality solutions can be achieved in substantially shorter time [2]. However, the studies
also showed a tendency of aggregated problems �nding sub-optimal investments, with the identi�cation
of the needed �exible investments being particularly challenging. With an optimal level of �exibility
being important for the system stability, not capturing the �exible units is unenviable. In this paper, we
suggest to exploit the high quality of the aggregated solutions, by building a heuristic framework around
the aggregated solution, leading to a better foundation for �nding optimal solutions while still observing
time savings.

To motivate our ideas, conventional solvers, such as CPLEX, Gorubi, EXPRESS ect., typically solve
MIPs using a Branch and Cut based algorithm [3]. Large MIPs potentially lead to very large search trees,
and reductions in the solution space may cause smaller branch-and-cut-trees. Furthermore, in speeding
up this Branch-and-cut algorithm, di�erent heuristics are included, of which some need an initial solution,
for instance the RINS heuristic [4]. Occasionally, the solver has a hard time �nding an incumbent causing
increased solution times. Potentially, this can be avoided by providing an initial solution also referred to
as warm start (WS).

The main contribution of this paper is to present three acceleration techniques for speeding up the
solution of capacity expansion energy systems models. Two of the methods are heuristic, while the last is
an exact approach. Although the presented methods have been studied in the context of energy system
models, they can be used for any two-step problems, where you have a set of static investment decisions
and a set of dynamic operational decisions.

We �rst present a shrink-and-expand algorithm for accelerating the solution times. The algorithm
�rst shrinks the problem by aggregating the operational decisions, and then it solves the reduced prob-
lem to optimality. Next, the achieved investments are �xed in the original problem and solving this gives
an original scaled aggregated solution that is used to warm-start the solution procedure of the original
problem. This will return an optimal solution to the original problem but hopefully much faster.

Next, we present a proximity heuristic for reducing the solution times. As in the previous algorithm,
it starts by solving the aggregated problem to optimality. It then imposes a proximity constraint on
the investment variables, saying that they may not deviate too much from the aggregated solution. The
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original problem is then solved to optimality with the proximity constraint imposed. Since the investment
decisions generally are very close to the optimal choice, this heuristic can obtain high quality solutions
while limiting the search space.

Finally, we present a combination of the two approaches, denoted a radius search heuristic. The
algorithm starts by solving the aggregated problem to achieve investment decisions, which then are �xed
in the original problem. The solution obtained by solving this problem is used as a warm-start for the
original problem with imposed proximity constraint, where this constraint is constructed from the ag-
gregated investment choices. In this way the search algorithm starts the exploration in the center of a
promising area, and the proximity constraint limits the search to this neighborhood. Both the proximity
heuristic and radius search heuristic can be seen as math-heuristics.

According to Buchholz et al. [2], aggregated problems may lead to investment decisions only deviating
by a few units from the optimal decisions, causing the math-heuristics to potentially �nd optimal invest-
ments even for very aggressive reductions. Moreover, Buchholz et al. [2] observe aggregated solutions that
are even less than 1% from optimality. With the quality of the warm starting solution basically deciding
the expected gap left to reach optimality, such aggregated solutions leave only a little gap for the solver
to close. On the other hand, the major disadvantage of the proximity heuristic is the risk of cutting o�
the optimal solution, while the shring-and-expand method has the disadvantage of getting misguided by
the warm start. In more detail, when a warm start is provided, the solution algorithm typically more
narrowly explores the area around this, in the search for the optimal solution. But if the provided warm
start is a local optimum, far away from the global optimum in the search space, the warm start potentially
causes a misguidance rather than helps. Missing the information of how the warm starting solution was
reached, it can be di�cult for the algorithm to proceed the search in a good way.

With all methods relying on the aggregated solution being available, the solution times of the ag-
gregated problems constitutes lower bounds for the time savings of the suggested acceleration methods.
To avoid this, alternative solutions could be used in the suggested methods. The probably simplest and
most straightforward option to achieve possible investments, is to use the LP relaxation. This consists
of turning discrete variables into continuous variables, wherefore LP relaxed problems are much faster
to solve. In our analysis, solution times reduce from around 20.000 seconds to around 30 seconds by
relaxing the integer problem, causing the relaxed problem to be solved 66% faster than an aggregated
problem, and 86% if an original scaled solution is needed. However, while all aggregated problems in [2]
lead to feasible solutions of the original integer problem, only rarely the LP relaxation provides a feasible
solution. In fact, experiments showed that the LP relaxed solutions frequently are very far from the
optimal integer solution.

Relaxed CEUCMs tend to underestimate investments, leading to insu�cient capacity being installed
to satisfy demands (see Figure 7.A.1 in Appendix 7.A). Consequently, cutting o� parts of the solution
space according to a LP solution may increase the risk of ending up at sup-optimal solutions. Further-
more, in our experiments of using the LP solution as a warm start, CPLEX always rejects the solution
as an initial solution. The attempts to repair the solutions are never successful, even despite the attempt
of rounding up fractional values before providing the solution as warm start. Contrarily, all provided
aggregated solutions are accepted as incumbents.

This clearly illustrates the bene�ts the aggregated solutions provide to the suggested methods, and
substantiates the choice of using aggregated solutions above other methods despite the extra solution
time. The use of alternative solutions for the suggested methods will not be studied further in this paper.

We present detailed computational experiments with the three acceleration methods, using real-life
data from the Danish energy distributor. In these experiments we study both the obtained reduction in
solution times, the resulting solution quality, and the number of failed runs (where the solver does not
terminate within the given time limit). In the best con�guration of the radius search heuristic we observe
an average speed up of more than 12 times, without compromising the observed solution quality.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows; Section 2 provides a literature review of simpli�cation
methods while Section 3 introduces the mathematical model and data instances. In Section 4 the new
approaches are explained and Section 5 covers the aggregated problems, used in this paper. Results are
presented and analyzed in Section 6 while all observations are concluded in Section 7.
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7.2 Litterature and background

According to Ralphs and Guzelsov [5] methods for warm starting are useful in cases where either (1) we
need to solve a family of related MILPs of which we have a priori knowledge, or (2) the input data is
uncertain and may change as the solution procedure progresses.

One major application of warm starting is in generic branch-cut-and-price solvers, where the pricing
problem is solved repeatedly with updated objective function. Gamrath, Hiller, Witzig [6] propose
extensions of the branch-and-bound algorithms employed by general MIP solvers based on the idea to
warm start using the �nal search frontier of the preceding solver run.

Gamrath, Hiller, Witzig [6] also propose using warm starts when searching for the k best solutions of
a MIP problem. This is commonly achieved by repeatedly solving the problem to optimality, and adding
a constraint that excludes the previous solution. Since the sequence of problems solved are very related,
warm starts can signi�cantly speed up the solution process.

Lin, Ley�er and Munson [7] study a two-level approach to large MIPs with application to cogeneration
in energy-e�cient buildings. They show that the LP-relaxation of MILPs can be used to warm-start the
MILP re-solves and signi�cantly reduce the computational e�ort.

Colombo, Gondzio, Gorthey [8] study warm start approaches for large-scale stochastic linear programs.
In a large scenario tree there may be very little di�erence among scenarios, hence suggesting warm start
techniques in the context of interior point methods.

Luies, Terblanche, Grobler [9] study various formulations of the passive optical network planning
problem. A reduction in computing times and peak memory usage is obtained by applying multiple
heuristics as warm starts to these problem formulations.

In this paper we follow the idea of Luies, Terblanche, Grobler [9], where we use a solution to the
aggregated model as a heuristic warm start solution for the original problem.

We also propose a heuristic solution of the original problem by restricting the solution space of the
investments to a neighborhood close to the warm start solution.

This idea can be seen as a math-heuristic, a hybredization of metaheuristics and exact method that
has achieved a lot of attention recently (Maniezzo, Stützle, Voÿ 2010, [10]).

Our formulation of the math-heuristic is using similar constraints as used in the Local Branching
framework proposed by Fischetti and Lodi [11], in which the solution space is restricted to change a small
number of decision variables.

7.3 Mathematical Model and Data Instances

Aligned with the work of [2], we use the Capacity Expansion Energy SystemModel with Unit Commitment
CEUCM. This model is particularly valuable in the search for low cost solutions of stable future energy
systems. The model belongs to the class of combinatorial Mixed-Integer Programming (MIP) problems,
causing it to have NP-hard complexity. For details of the mathematical formulation we refer to Buchholz
et al. [2]. Henceforward, the model will be referred to as the Base Model (BM).

The data instances, which, combined with the described model, constitute the problem instances
to be analyzed, are also identical to the ones from [2]. Even though Buchholz et al. [2] conclude that
the three data instances do not constitute to signi�cant di�erent problem instances regarding solutions,
the solution time complexity of the three problem instances vary. This makes them suitable and, more
importantly, interesting for the current work. The three data instances cover demands and renewable
energy availability for the years 2014, 2015, and 2016 and will henceforth be referred to by the years. For
further details of the data instances, we refer to Buchholz et al. [2].
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7.3.1 Solution Time Complexity

To provide a benchmark for the analysis of this paper, and to motivate the use of acceleration methods,
we �rst brie�y present the computational di�culty associated with the three problem instances. To
summarize, the model combined with the three data instances constitute the three problem instances
named BM2014, BM2015 and BM2016.

All models have been implemented in GAMS 24.9.2 and solved using CPLEX 12.7.1.0 with standard
settings for MIPs. Due to the comprehensiveness of the problems, a small optimality gap is allowed
(0.01%), ensuring all problems to be solved within a day. All model runs are performed on a server with
a node con�guration of 2x Intel Xeon Processor 2650v4 (12 core, 2.20GHz) and 256 GB RAM. Each
problem instance is solved using a single core setting and with a memory restriction ensuring enough
memory to be available. Despite the allocation of solution resources, di�erent server loads might still
in�uence the results, wherefore conclusions of this paper are based on average solution times covering 10
sequentially performed model runs. Moreover, since heuristics are included in the MIP solving procedure,
variations in solution resources may occur. An optimality gap of zero ensures di�erent model runs to
provide same optimal solution value, however solution time and memory usage can be very di�erent from
run to run. As a consequence, analyzing what e�ect the di�erent simpli�cation methods has on the
solution time and memory usage, becomes signi�cantly harder. In CPLEX, the decisions creating the
evolution of a solving procedure is associated with a random seed, which default value is changed with
each release [12]. To limit the in�uence of this default value and to increase the diversity of solutions,
the random seed is changed (at random) in each of the 10 model runs. Herewith, the conclusions of this
paper also become more generalized. The resulting average solution times as well as memory usage are
listed in Table 7.1. By selecting di�erent random seeds, we force multiple alternative evolutions of the

Table 7.1: Solution times and memory usage of the original problem instances. Each number is an
average of 10 sequentially performed model runs, where each run has its own random seed.

BM2014 BM2015 BM2016 Averages

CPLEX Time (s) 13817 16252 11198 13817

Memory (MB) 4523 7064 7084 6224

Failed Runs (#) 0 0 0 0

Sub-optimal investment solutions (#) 0 0 2 0.7

branch and cut algorithm, wherefore we might encounter bad selections leading to what we de�ne as
Failed Runs. A failed run is a solution procedure needing substantial more time or memory to be solved
compared to an average run. As seen in Table 7.1, average solution procedure values seem to be ∼ 14000s
and ∼ 6GB, which leads to the categorization of failed runs being procedures taking more than 43.000s
or exceeding a 40GB memory usage. Furthermore, as a consequence of the small optimality gap, the
solution procedure might terminate at sub-optimal investment solutions. This potentially occurs when
di�erent investment selections lead to very similar objective values. By �xing the investment selections
observed, the problem can be solved to optimality. The smallest objective value then determines the
assumed optimal investment selection, and hence also which investment selections that are assumed to be
sub-optimal. As seen from Table 7.1, no failed runs were encountered in the 30 performed runs. However,
out of 90 runs, a single failed run was observed for the BM2016 problem. Out of all 90 runs, a total of
three runs with sub-optimal investment solutions were observed, all associated with the BM2016 problem.
Henceforth, sub-optimal investment solutions will be referred to as subopt.inv.

7.4 Acceleration approaches

In the following the two proposed acceleration methods Shrink-and-Expand (SaE) and Proximity Heuristic
(PrH) are introduced. By discussing advantages, disadvantages and di�erences of the two methods a third
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method is motivated. This consists of combining the SaE and the PrH into a Radius Search Heuristic
(RSH).

7.4.1 Shrink-and-Expand

The idea behind the shrink-and-expand algorithm is to �nd a high quality solution based on a shrinked
version of the original problem, and then to use this solution to warm start the solution procedure of
the original problem. Consequently, this acceleration method is an exact approach. As pointed out
in the introduction, using aggregation techniques as the shrinking procedure provides several bene�ts.
Aggregated solutions as warm starts have the advantage of often leading to feasible, high quality solutions,
achieved in short computational time. Herewith, the solution procedure spends no time on �nding an
incumbent, and moreover a lot of the search towards the optimal solution is skipped, due to the initial
solution closing the initial gap signi�cantly.

Typically, warm starting solutions change the strategy of the solving procedure towards a more local
searching behavior around the initial solution. In cases where the optimal solution is to be found in this
close neighborhood, the change in solution procedure pays o�. However, if the optimal solution is not
close to the initial solution, there is a risk of wasting too much time on searching the area nearby the
warm starting solution. Consequently, the warm starting solution might risk increasing solution times.

7.4.1.1 Warm starts in CPLEX through GAMS

In general, the construction of solutions used for warm starting a MIP can be done by including more
or less knowledge of the problem. Partial solutions are accepted as well which gives the opportunity
to provide the aggregated solution without scaling it back to the original time frame. A reason for
the combined investment and dispatch model to have high complexity is that, for each combination of
investment choices, the whole dispatch part of the model has to be solved. Even with few investment
possibilities, there are a lot of possible combinations and this amount grows exponentially with the
amount of investment possibilities. By that, guiding the search according to investment choices potentially
obviates many of the combinations. A partial solution, only containing information about investment
decisions, therefore still has the potential of creating a good head start for the solver. Such a warm start
has the advantage of saving the time spend on solving the full model with �xed aggregated investment.
However, for too aggressive aggregations, the warm start might be rejected due to the requirement of
comprehensive repairing. On the other hand, solutions of the �xed aggregated investment problems,
require no repairing and therefore hold the advantage of always being accepted if feasible. However, with
aggregated investment selections missing out on some technologies, the solution according to start-up and
shut-down cycles as well as hourly power generation might be very di�erent from the optimal solution.
The risk of this warm start, is therefore the potential waste of time used on searching the local area
around the warm starting solution.

In this work, GAMS is used as the warm starting activator. In GAMS, warm starts are activated
in the CPLEX solution procedure by including the mipstart keyword in a solver option �le [13, 14].
Di�erent warm start versions are available decided by the value set for the mipstart keyword. From [13],
values between 1-6 are accepted, specifying if all or only a part of the variables in the provided warm
start are considered as well as what mipstart level to use. Di�erent mipstart levels cover options such as
feasibility checks, repairing procedures ect. Apart from the value 2, only discrete variables are considered,
and di�erent values therefore only changes the mipstart level. From experimental runs, it seems that
whenever only discrete variables are considered, an initial �xed run is performed to achieve a full solution.
Consequently, the choice of providing a full solution compared to the partial discrete variable solution
shows no signi�cant di�erence in performance of the warm starting method. Therefore, to achieve the
mipstart level to be automatically decided through pre-implemented CPLEX guidelines, the value 1 is
used in this work, wherefore only discrete variables are considered.

For the GAMS speci�c implementation, the solution used as the warm start is speci�ed through the .l
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attributes before solving the model. Warm starts leading to infeasible incumbents are attempted repaired
through heuristic procedures and the successfulness of these are reported through the log-�le as either
Repair heuristic succeeded or Repair heuristic found nothing. By default, CPLEX automatically decides
on the amount of repairing attempts.

The SaE acceleration method is outlined in Procedure 4. To avoid the risk of CPLEX rejecting the
warm start due to infeasibilities, the originally scaled solution with �xed aggregated investments is used.

Procedure 4 Shrink-and-Expand (SaE)

1: procedure SaE(BM, Aggregation Technique X )
2: An Aggregated Problem Instance (ABM) is de�ned by applying Aggregation Technique X on the

problem BM.
3: ABM is solved, wherefrom an investment strategy IS is obtained
4: A �xed problem FBM is achieved by �xing the IS investments, and the solution is the warm

starting solution WSS
5: BM is now solved with WSS as warm start

7.4.2 Proximity Heuristic

The idea behind the proximity heuristic algorithm is to impose proximity constraints on the investment
decisions in the original problem. Consequently this is a heuristic approach with no optimality guarantees.
However, as the conclusions of Buchholz et al. [2] indicate, the investments found from the aggregated
problem, most often, are sub-optimal but frequently very close to optimal. Essentially, most of the
optimal technologies are selected based on the aggregated problems, only the amount of needed capacity
is hard to capture. Above all, the �exible unit capacity typically showed to be underestimated, caused
by the small amount of hours where demand satisfaction is challenging. Consequently, with fairly low
risk of cutting away the optimal solution, one can de�ne the proximity constraints as an allowance span
for the investments of each of the di�erent technologies, causing a signi�cant reduction in solution space.
Alternatively, rather than restricting units of each technology type, one could also limit the overall amount
of units included in the investment plan. With the �rst of the two aforementioned versions having the
bene�t of excluding many more investment combinations, the latter has the bene�t of being more �exible
by allowing larger deviations for some technologies rather than small deviations for each technology.

From a modeling perspective, the limitations are introduced as proximity constraints, due to the
restriction being on the amount of units rather than on the individual units. Consequently, this adds
to the complexity of the problem wrt. number of constraints meanwhile reducing the solution space. In
principle, the problem should be easier to solve, however, for very soft reductions, the resulting problem
might end up having higher computational di�culty compared to the original problem.

Essentially, the method can be classi�ed as a math-heuristic with the proximity constraints being the
neighborhood. The procedure of the method is outlined in Procedure 5. To test the potentials of the
proposed method, 4 di�erent neighborhoods are suggested, henceforth referred to as Lower-Limit (N1),
Flip-Limit (N2), Change-Limit (N3) and Integer-Limit (N4). Combined with the two aforementioned
versions, limiting technologies (LT) and limiting the sum of technologies (LS), we end up having 8 di�erent
versions. In the following, each neighborhood is de�ned in detail.

7.4.2.1 Neighborhoods

In the following, yui is the binary variable indicating whether an investment in unit u of technology i
is performed. Equally, ỹui refer to the same decision achieved from the aggregated problem solution.
The set of units of technology i included in the aggregated investment selection, is referred to as Si.
Furthermore, Ui is the amount of units of technology i and I is the set of technologies. K appears in
each constraint as a limiting constant, and its domain depends on the neighborhood. This is discussed
further in Section 7.4.2.2.
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Procedure 5 Proximity Heuristic (PrH)

1: procedure PrH(BM, Aggregation Technique Ax, Neighborhood Nx, Parameter K )
2: An Aggregated Problem Instance (ABM) is de�ned by applying Aggregation Technique Ax on

the problem BM.
3: ABM is solved, wherefrom an investment strategy IS is obtained
4: A limited Problem Instance BML is de�ned, by imposing a proximity constraints on investments

of the BM. The constraint is de�ned by applying the IS and parameter value K on the neighborhood
Nx

5: The BML is solved to optimality

1. Lower-Limit (N1)
Exploiting the fact that aggregated solutions typically �nd the essential capacities needed, however
with a slightly underestimating tendency, the �rst suggested neighborhood consists of a lower bound
on the amount of units included in the investment selection. For each investment in the aggregated
solution we only allow some percentage downward change (K ∈]0, 1[), while no restrictions are
made for investing in more capacities. An advantage of this neighborhood is that it assumes that
the aggregated solution has found the most optimal units within each technology type, and by that
reduces potential symmetry in the model caused by equal units. In practice, one new constraint is
introduced for each technology in the LT case (7.1) while only a single constraint is introduced in
the LS case (7.2).

Ui∑
u=1

ỹui · yui ≥ dK
Ui∑
u=i

ỹuie ,∀i ∈ I (7.1)
∑
i∈I

Ui∑
u=1

ỹui · yui ≥ dK
∑
i∈I

Ui∑
u=1

ỹuie (7.2)

2. Flip-Limit (N2)
Similarly to N1, this neighborhood also limits the amount of changes with respect to the values
of the single units in the aggregated solution. However in this case, both downward and upward
changes on capacity investments are considered and furthermore, both changes of units included
and not included in the aggregated solution are taken into account. For this neighborhood K ∈ N.
Again, the advantages of limiting the symmetry in the problem is seen here. In practice, one new
constraint is introduced for each technology in the LT case (7.3) while one constraint is introduced
in the LS case (7.4).∑

u∈Si

(1− yui) +
∑
u/∈Si

yui ≤ K, ∀i ∈ I (7.3)
∑
i∈I

∑
u∈Si

(1− yui) +
∑
i∈I

∑
u/∈Si

yui ≤ K (7.4)

3. Change-Limit (N3)
This neighborhood limits the overall amount of units included in the investment selection. In
contrast to N2, unit investments of a speci�c technology type can be exchanged with investment in
another unit of the same technology type, without this contributing to the overall changes. Hereby,
the symmetry is not limited as much as in N2, but on the other hand, this neighborhood has
the potential of investing in more optimal units, in case these were not found by the aggregated
solution. Both lower and upper bounds are put on the changes, resulting in two new constraints
being introduced for each technology in the LT case (7.5) and two new constraints in the LS case
(7.6). Again, K ∈ N.

|
Ui∑
u=1

yui −
Ui∑
u=1

ỹui| ≤ K, ∀i ∈ I (7.5) |
∑
i∈I

Ui∑
u=1

yui −
∑
i∈I

Ui∑
u=1

ỹui| ≤ K (7.6)

4. Integer-Limit (N4)
This neighborhood follows the concept of N2, except that it introduces a new integer variable
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accounting for the number of units included in the investment selection. This integer variable
is then used for the limitation which again accounts both for upwards and downwards changes
(K ∈ N). In Practice, this is the most comprehensive implementation since three new constraints
are introduced for each technology in the LT case. The model is further expanded with a new
parameter, a new integer variable and some positive variables for each technology type (7.7)-(7.10).
In the LS case, three constraint are introduced alongside a singe integer variable, some positive
variables and a scalar (7.11)-(7.14).

yi ≥
Ui∑
u1

yui, ∀i ∈ I (7.7)∑
ỹi=0

yi +
∑
ỹi=Ui
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..+
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)
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y = ỹ + y+ − y−, 0 < ỹ <
∑
i∈I

Ui (7.13)

y ≥ 0, y+ ≥ 0, y− ≥ 0 (7.14)

Here, Equation (7.7) and (7.11) de�ne the new integer variable to be the sum of the binary invest-
ment decisions. Equation (7.8) de�nes the actual limitation on the changes, depending on the value
of the aggregated investment selection ỹi. If ỹi is zero for technology i, the constraint simpli�es into
yi ≤ K, ∀i ∈ I, meaning that new investments in technology i are restricted by K. Likewise, if
all units of technology i are part of the aggregated investment selection, the constraint reduces to
Ui − yi ≤ K, ∀i ∈ I, resulting in the deviation between yi and Ui being limited by K. If neither
all nor non of the units of technology i are part of the aggregated investments, then the constraint
becomes

(
y+
i + y−i

)
≤ K, ∀i ∈ I where y+

i and y−i de�ne the upward and downward changes from
the aggregated solution, as de�ned in Equation (7.9). This then restricts the sum of the upward
and downward changes to be at most K. The same explanation holds for Equation (7.12)-(7.14).

7.4.2.2 Limiting parameter K

Within each of the above mentioned neighborhood a parameter K is included, which decides the aggres-
siveness of the proximity constraint. To stress the potential of the suggested methods, a broad range
of values for the parameter K is tested. In this paper, K is constant for all technology types, but an
extended work could study the potential bene�ts of having a technology dependent parameter. For in-
stance, knowing that aggregated solutions typically more easily identify correct capacities of renewable
energy units, while having troubles �nding the capacities of more �exible units, one could exploit this
with an unit dependent parameter Ki. Hence, by selecting a more aggressive value for renewable units
and a less aggressive value for �exible units the balance between solution space reduction and risk of
cutting o� optimal solutions may be improved.

The values of K are selected so that both high, medium and low reductions are achieved. Due to
di�erent potentials being available for the LT and the LS case, more values of K will be tested in the
LS case. For instance, the most reduced possibility in the LT case is to allow a single change for each
technology, which causes K = 1, and the overall amount of changes to be six. In the LS case, we look
at the sum of technologies wherefore we can exploit a limitation which does not allow changes within
each technology. By choosing K = 3 only three overall changes are allowed, which represents the most
aggressive reduction tested in the LS case. In the neighborhood N1, K represents a percentage change
wherefore K ∈]0, 1[, causing the values of K to be identical in the LT and LS cases. An overview of the
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selected parameter values is seen in Table 7.1. The highlighted values of the LS sequences are the values
representing the same overall reductions as the values in the LT case.

Table 7.1: Parameter values of K for the di�erent neighborhoods. The values are listed in a decreasing
reduction order, meaning that the �rst values creates the most aggressive reduction. The LT parameters
are henceforth referred to as L1-L4 whereas the terminology in the LS settings is L1-L8. In both cases,
L1 is the most limiting parameter.

N1 N2 N3 N4

LT {0.9,0.7,0.5,0.3} {1,2,3,4} {1,2,3,4} {1,2,3,4}

LS {0.9,0.7,0.5,0.3} {3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24} {3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24} {3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24}

7.4.3 Radius Search Heuristic

One of the di�erences in the SaE and PrH approaches is where in the solution process time-savings
appear. Providing a warm start closes the initial gap, wherefore the procedure saves time on reaching
this area of the solution space. On the other hand, limiting the solution space does not give any initial
bene�ts to the solution procedure, however it provides the potential of saving time during the solution
procedure as the search space is smaller. This is illustrated in the time to reach a 1% gap, which is seen in
Table 7.2, both for original model runs and for model runs based on the suggested acceleration methods.

Table 7.2: Illustration of where the di�erent methods achieve time-savings. All values are averages
of the 3 instances. Due to the solution times of the SaE approach not being signi�cantly di�erent for
di�erent aggregation techniques, the listed values are averages across six di�erent techniques. For the
PrH, solution times are very dependent on the aggressiveness of the proximity constraint. Therefore,
both solution times of the most (L1) and least (L4 or L8) aggressive limiting parameter values are listed
for this method. With respect to initial solution gap, the listed values are averages covering all runs of the
speci�ed acceleration approach. Values indicating the quality of the solutions are listed as percentages
covering all runs performed for the speci�ed acceleration approach.

Method
Gap after Solution time Share of time spend on Subopt. inv.

Failed Runs
Initial Solution with gap ≥1% closing the gap <1% at 1% gap

Original problem (BM) 93% 5336s 61% 100% 0%

SaE 3% 1320s 88% 100% 0%

PrH (N1.LT) 92% 738s-4887s 91%-32% 58% 0%

PrH (N2.LT) 90% 2609s-5691s 38%-57% 87% 0%

PrH (N3.LT) 90% 3083s-6365s 42%-44% 82% 0%

PrH (N4.LT) 90% 5284s-5073s 44%-48% 83% 0%

PrH (N1.LS) 93% 2494s-7191s 56%-59% 83% 0%

PrH (N2.LS) 91% 3629s-5566s 54%-62% 81% 0%

PrH (N3.LS) 93% 6822s-5759s 55%-50% 83% 0%

PrH (N4.LS) 93% 5547s-5597s 49%-56% 87% 0%

RSH (N1.LT(L1)) 3% 764s 75% 100% 0%

It is seen that, while the initial solutions found by the standard solving procedure only decrease the gap
by 7% (up to 10% using the PrH approach), the initial solutions provided from the aggregated problems
force the gaps down by 97%. Furthermore, it takes the normal run 5336s to reach the 1% gap while in an
average SaE run this gap is reached in 1330s, corresponding to a 75% speed-up. An average LT run of the
PrH approach reaches the 1% gap in 3100s in the most limited case, which is 44% faster than a normal
run. The most limited case in the LS settings reaches, on average, the 1% gap in 4731s which is only 11%
faster compared to in the normal run. These reductions are the potentials to save in the complete solving
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procedure. However, not all of these potentials are turned into reality, since for the SaE approach, more
time is used on closing the 1% gap, compared to the normal run, whereas this percentage typically is
lower for the PrH approach. Possible reasons for the lower actual savings could be misguidance from the
warm start, activation of heuristics leading to slower improvements, missing wider knowledge of search
space, ect. Another bene�t seen for the PrH is that in some runs the correct investment selection is found
already at a 1% gap, while this never occurs for neither the normal runs nor the warm started runs.

By combining the two methods, bene�ts both from the initial gap closure and from the limited solution
space can be achieved. Taking a PrH run with a N1 neighborhood and the most aggressive reduction
level (L1) as example, the last row of Table 7.2 illustrates the further bene�ts a warm start provides to
a limited solution space. In this run, the 1% gap is reached 86% faster compared to the normal run, and
even though still a larger share of the time is used on closing the 1% gap here, it is less compared to an
average SaE run. As in the SaE runs, the initial solution decreases the gap by 97%, but with respect to
investment selections, these are still all sub-optimal as the 1% gap is reached.

Herewith, the third suggested simpli�cation method of this paper is a combination of the SaE and PrH
approaches. It is referred to as a Radius Search Heuristic (RSH), and the idea is to impose proximity
constraints, de�ned from aggregated investment choices, on the investments decisions of the original
problem while warm starting the solution procedure of the resulting model using a solution based on the
same aggregated investment choices. Since the combination is straightforward, no further description is
provided, but an outline of the algorithm is seen in Procedure 6.

Procedure 6 Radius Search Heuristic (RSH)

1: procedure RSH(BM, Aggregation Technique X, Neighborhood Nx, Parameter K )
2: An Aggregated Problem Instance (ABM) is de�ned by applying Aggregation Technique X on the

problem BM.
3: ABM is solved, wherefrom an investment strategy IS is obtained
4: A �xed problem FBM is achieved by �xing the IS investments, and the solution is the warm

starting solution WSS
5: A limited Problem Instance BML is de�ned, by imposing a proximity constraints on investments of

the BM. The constraint is de�ned by applying the IS and the parameter value K to the neighborhood
Nx

6: The BML is solved to optimality with WSS as warm start

7.5 Aggregated Problem Solutions

By cleverly selecting a subset of the time domain, one can achieve a reduced problem, which has a
solution very close to the one of the original problem. The aggregated problem contains less variables
and/or constraints, which ensures faster solution times. Hereby, these problems are favorable or even
needed for problems with high computational di�culty.

As shown in [2], aggregating the time domain might lead to 98% solution time reductions aligned
with high quality solutions. Nonetheless, it is concluded that this way of reducing model sizes typically
leads to sup-optimal investments. In the framework of building new acceleration methods based on the
aggregated solution, one wants this solution to be easy and fast to �nd, and to be close to the solution
of the original problem.

From the conclusions of Buchholz et al. [2] and from experimental runs with di�erent aggregated
problem sizes, it is known that most aggregation techniques selecting enough time slices have very good
chances of leading to high quality, feasible solutions with similar solution times. The quality of an
aggregated solution is, in [2], handled through a performance index measuring how closely the aggregated
solution replicates the original one according to total system costs, invested units, invested capacities,
generation mix and amount of start-up circles. In relation to the current work, it should be fair to assume,
that an aggregated problem associated with a better performance index provides a better foundation
for the proposed simpli�cation methods. However, in [2], this performance index separately accounts
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for both over- and underestimation which may or may not be relevant for the proposed approaches
here. Moreover, when limiting the solution space according to the investment strategy of the aggregated
problem, only deviations in investments will in�uence the resulting acceleration method. Consequently,
when selecting aggregation techniques for the proposed acceleration methods, we lean towards the best
performing aggregation technique observed in [2], but also the most simple technique studied there. With
the following selected techniques, we cover more than 82% of the outcomes of all single aggregations tested
in [2].

7.5.1 Aggregation techniques

Herewith, the two aggregation techniques studied here are the Dummy Selection (DX) method, and the
Level-Correlation Clustering (LC) featuring a random selection. To achieve diversi�cation among the
aggregated solutions, three versions of each method are included, selecting either hours (H), days (D)
or weeks (W). The two methods are shortly described in the following. For further details, we refer to
Buchholz et al. [2].

The DX method constructs aggregated time series by simply selecting every 13th element from the
residual load curve (RLC) and consecutively assemble these so that the original time chronology is
respected. Henceforth, this method is referred to as DXH, DXD and DXW representing the selection of
each of the three di�erent element types.

In the LC, the methods deviates a bit dependent on which element is selected. When selecting
days or weeks, each element is initially clustered into Y clusters according to the residual loads using a
fuzzy clustering. With the fuzzy clustering, a degree of membership for each element in each cluster is
achieved, which provides guidelines for the best possible adjustment, if some clusters end up having too
few members. Hereafter, each cluster is re-clustered into Z sub-clusters using a hierarchical clustering
according to correlations between residual loads of the elements. The aim is to minimize correlations
among elements in the new clusters. At last, one element from each cluster is selected at random,
and the aggregated time series is constructed by consecutively assembling the selected elements in an
order pursuing the original time chronology of the elements in the clusters. When clustering days,
(Y,Z) = (7, 4) while these become (Y, Z) = (2, 2) when clustering weeks. For the selection of hours, 112
clusters are initially constructed based on residual loads of day elements, followed by a re-clustering of
the hours in each cluster into 6 sub-clusters. Again, a single hour from each cluster is selected at random.
The aggregated time series is achieved by putting together the selected hours so that the original time
chronology is respected. Henceforth, this aggregation technique is referred to as LCH, LCD and LCW
representing the selection of each of the three di�erent element types.

For each aggregation technique studied here, selection of time slices are based on residual loads and
aggregated time series consist of 672 hours, corresponding to a 92% reduction in problem size.

7.5.2 Aggregated solution quality

For analytic purposes, a study of the solution quality of the aggregated problems is performed. This gives
some indication of what to expect from the proposed acceleration methods.

Regarding warm starting solutions, an obvious measure of the quality is the objective value. Naturally,
if the warm starting solution is integer feasible, a smaller objective value might be a better warm start
in a minimization problem. However, since local optimums can have objective values close to the global
optimum and yet still be di�erent in solution variables, the objective value should not solely be the
measure of quality. With a lot of the complexity being caused by the many combinations of investments,
starting the solution with an investment strategy close to the optimal one, might be game-changing as
well. Moreover, with an investment plan very similar to the original, it also is more likely that the start-up
circles will be more similar. In the case of the PrH approach, the quality of the aggregated investment
decisions is solely indicating the potential of the acceleration method.

Table 7.1 lists solution times of aggregated problems and of original problems with �xed aggregation
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Table 7.1: Yearly averaged solution times and solution values of the aggregated problems and the
original problems with �xed aggregated investments.

Strategy Agg Time (s) Fix Time (s) Objective (mill) Wind PV Nuclear Coal CCGT OCGT

BMs 13756 720 6 6 1 3 1 1

DXH 50 166 -3.5 -1 +1 -1
DXD 98 132 3.2 -1
DXW 83 84 -2.2 -1
LCH 460 211 3.2 +1 -1
LCD 84 87 1.8 -1
LCW 103 105 1.1 -1

investment choices. Furthermore, also deviations in objective values and in investment plan between
the original problem solution and the solution with �xed aggregated investments, are seen. Due to the
investment strategies being equal for each instance both in the non aggregated and in the aggregated case,
all results are shown as averages of the three instances. Deviations in installed capacity and objective
values between the aggregated and the original solutions are seen in Figure 7.A.1 and Table 7.A.1, in
Appendix 7.A. These also illustrate the earlier claim of the LP relaxation leading to much less accurate
solutions compared to aggregated problems.

Due to the very limited deviations both with respect to objective value and to investment plan, one
would expect the aggregated solution to be a good warm start, and to decrease the initial gap signi�cantly.
Similarly, cutting o� parts of the solution space according to these investments will preserve the possibility
of �nding the optimal solution, even for very aggressive cuttings. However, with one of the neighborhoods
being a lower bound cuto� (N1), overestimation of units in the aggregated solution will result in cutting
o� the optimal solution for the most aggressive proximity constraint.

Although all aggregated problems here are solved to optimality, running times of the aggregated
problems can be adjusted by allowing a gap. In the framework of building simpli�cation methods from
the aggregated solution, the method loses its value if the aggregated solution takes too long to �nd.
Hereby, it might be better to compromise the solution quality, to achieve an initial solution faster,
wherefore an idea could be to solve the aggregated problem with a time limit.

7.6 Results

As for the original model runs (Section 7.3.1), all presented results here are averages of 10 sequentially
performed runs. Each run has a di�erent random seed, which ensures diversity in the evolution of the
branch-and-cut solution procedures. The SaE method is tested for the six aforementioned aggregation
techniques DXH, DXD, DXW, ICH, ICD and ICW (see Section 7.5.1). As these cover three di�erent
investment selections (see Table 7.1), and as only the investment selections in�uence the PrH, each of
these three Investment Selections (IS) will be used for testing the PrH method. Henceforth we will refer
to the di�erent ISs as IS1 which covers the DXD, DXW, LCD and LCW ISs, IS2 covering the IS of the
DXH and lastly IS3 which covers the LCH IS.

Consequently, our analysis is based on a minimum of 30 normal runs, 60 warm started model runs
and, for each of the three investment selections tested, 1320 model runs covering the PrH approach.
Furthermore, the 5 best PrH methods are selected for the tests related to the RSH approach. Each is
performed for the six aggregation techniques and hereby a total of 300 model runs of the RSH approach
are made. Results of the SaE method are listed in Table 7.1, while results of the PrH method are seen
in Table 7.2 and Table 7.3. Lastly, results of the combined RSH are seen in Table 7.4. As we aim at
identifying approaches performing well on di�erent instances, only the average performance of the di�erent
tested instances is analyzed. Hence, the tables cover the average solution time for each method along
performance measures such as percentage failed runs and share of runs terminating with sup-optimal
investment choices. The following Section is structured so that �rstly, general results regarding solution
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quality and memory usage are presented, followed by a more detailed analysis of the single acceleration
methods, with a focus on solution time gains and amount of successful runs of the methods.

7.6.1 General results on Solution Quality

As a consequence of allowing a non-zero optimality gap in the original model run, there is a possibility
of the accelerated model runs terminating at di�erent solutions. Therefore, in order to substantiate a
fair analysis of solution time gains, �rst a short analysis of the general solution quality is performed.
The challenge is that, with a �xed non-zero optimality gap, improvements in lower bounds open up for
a termination at a higher objective value, leading to decreased solution quality, see Figure 7.1. From
Table 7.2 it is known, that much time is spent on closing the last 1% gap, wherefore a limited search in
the last 1% potentially contributes to the time savings. Essentially, this limits the actual bene�ts of the
acceleration methods.

Figure 7.1: Illustrating the possible solution quality challenges arising due to potential improvements
in lower bounds (LB). BM refers to the original problem while WS refer to an accelerated problem

Therefore, the runs based on the suggested acceleration methods are analyzed according to quality mea-
sures of the �nal solution in the form of objective value, lower bound and optimality gap di�erences to the
original model runs. Graphical illustrations of these measurements for the PrH runs are seen in Figure
7.B.1 in Appendix 7.B, and for the SaE and RSH in Figure 7.B.2 in Appendix 7.B.

A typical tendency of same or slightly increased objective values of the PrH runs are seen, caused
by both a general improvement in lower bounds but also a signi�cant improvement in optimality gaps
at termination. The decrease in optimality gap ensures that the quality of the solution, with respect
to objective value, remains the same despite the improvement in lower bound values. Single deviations
associated with worse performance are seen for the N1 based PrH method in the most aggressive settings.
The reason is, that this level of limitation is too aggressive to maintain the optimal solution in the re-
duced solution space. Averaging across all methods and limitation levels, the objective value increases by
0.0002%, the lower bound improves by 0.0007% and the optimality gap at termination decreases by 6%.
However, given the sizes of these changes, essentially the claim is that as good solution quality is achieved
in the PrH runs as in the original model runs. Herewith, a one-to-one comparison of the corresponding
solution time is substantiated.

Apart from solution time, also memory usage has an impact on the resources needed to solve a problem.
However, due to typically non-limiting hardware possibilities these needs are easier met, and therefore
the performance with respect to memory usage is only brie�y discussed. Memory usage associated with
the PrH runs is graphically illustrated in Figure 7.B.3d in Appendix 7.B. It is seen that the memory
usage changes a lot and does not really suggest any tendency, which could be caused by the di�erent
random seeds used. However, it is seen that the memory usage typically is decreased especially in the
LT settings where an average improvement in memory usage of 20% is seen, whereas the LS settings has
an average memory decrease of 4%.

Solution quality measures related to the SaE/RSH runs are covered in Figure 7.B.2, Figure 7.B.3,
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Table 7.B.1 and Table 7.B.2 in Appendix 7.D. For all SaE and all RSH runs, similar but small improve-
ments in lower bound are seen combined with optimality gap improvements, which, however, are very
dependent on the choice of neighborhood and limiting parameter. Consequently, the solution quality
with respect to objective value is either slightly improved or slightly decreased. Nevertheless, the overall
tendencies are much similar to the tendencies seen for the PrH methods, and as the changes here are of
the same insigni�cant sizes, it can be concluded that the solution times of the SaE and RSH runs can be
directly compared to the original model runs. With respect to the solution resources in terms of memory
usage, signi�cant less memory is used in the SaE runs compared to the original runs, with this decrease
being even larger for the RSH runs. Herewith, up to 49% memory can be saved, but the average memory
savings for a SaE run is 11% while it is 33% for a RSH run.

7.6.2 Potentials of the Shrink-and-Expand acceleration approach

Ideally, the analysis should be based on values representing averages of 10 sequentially performed runs.
However, as will be discussed later, the SaE runs are highly dominated by failed runs resulting in some
problems being unsolved for all 10 runs, with the selected resources. Consequently, the solution times
listed in Table 7.1 might cover signi�cantly less than 10 successful runs, wherefore the amount of runs
covered in the average are seen in Table 7.C.1 in Appendix 7.C. This table also illustrates whether solution
times of all problems are represented in the average. If some instances are not represented at all, these
are also excluded from the normal run average, when the percentage time savings are calculated. To give
a more clear picture of the failed run percentages, each run is repeated three times, each time including
a new randomly selected random seed. The resulting failed runs percentages are seen in Table 7.C.2 in
Appendix 7.C for each problem and method combination. Averages across problem instances are included
in Table 7.1. It should be noted that the random seed does not solely ensure a successful run, since if a
successful run is repeated with the same random seed it might still fail.

Table 7.1: Solution time performance measures of the SaE method for the di�erent aggregation tech-
niques.

SaE approach DXH DXD DXW ICH ICD ICW Average

Solution Time (s) 8999 13532 6908 9311 13625 12270 11100

Time savings (%) 36 2 50 32 9 11 23

Failed Runs (%) 53 81 84 80 84 79 77

Subopt.inv. (%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

The mention-able advantages of this method is that all aggregated solutions are accepted as initial
solutions, and when applied to the BM solution procedures, the optimal investment strategy is always
found. Although, solution time decreases are seen for all the techniques, these depend very much on the
applied aggregation technique. From Table 7.1, the best performance is seen for the DXW technique
having an average time saving of 50%. However, from Table 7.C.1 (Appendix 7.C) it is seen that only
three successful runs are included in this average, and that all of these are associated with problem
BM2014. On the other hand, the time decrease of 36% observed for the DXH method cover at least one
solution of each problem, and thereby also has the lowest share of failed runs. However, for two out of the
three problems, only one successful run was seen, and the low failed run percentage is therefore caused
by all the runs related to BM2015 succeeding.

As clearly illustrated, the major disadvantage of the SaE approach is that the amount of failed runs is
signi�cantly higher compared to the original model runs. Out of the extended amount of runs performed,
despite the change of random seed in each run, 77% failed to �nd a solution either due to too excessive
memory usage or to too long solution times. Further noticeable it is that the amount of failed runs seems
to be highly dependent on the instances. The experimental runs showed that 90% of the runs performed
on the BM2016 failed, while 78% of the BM2014 runs and 63% of the BM2015 runs failed. Moreover, as
mentioned above, the aggregation technique DXH succeeded all 30 runs for the BM2015 instance, while
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both the ICD and the ICW only succeeded one of the BM2016 instance runs. This gives the DXH based
SaE method a signi�cant advantages compared to the other SaE methods with respect to total amount
of succeeded runs, whereas no signi�cant di�erence is to be seen among the remaining approaches. Since
no failed runs is observed for the runs ending at a 1% gap (Table 7.2), the problem arises when closing
the last percentage of the optimality gap.

A possible explanation for the many failed runs can be found in the preprocessing settings. In order for
the CPLEX solver to work well for a wide range of problems, the default settings are decided according to
the average performance on a selection of di�erent type of problems. Consequently, these default settings
might not necessarily be the most bene�cial for the problem at hand, but tuning the parameters for a
problem can be rather excessive, wherefore default settings most often are applied. However, in some
cases, default settings can cause problems, as in the case of warm starts. Before CPLEX starts solving
a problem a preprocessing procedure is applied, which aims as strengthen the initial linear relaxation
and to decrease the overall size of the MIP [15]. In the preprocessing a presolve and an aggregator is
applied. While the presolve aims at reducing the problem size by simplifying, reducing and eliminating
redundancies, the aggregator use substitution to reduce the number of rows and columns before the
problem is solved. Due to the substitutions, the problem delivered to the actual solving procedure
might look very di�erent from the original problem. Consequently, applying a warm start, in line with
the original problem structure, to a transformed problem, might cause the solver to be misguided. The
solution procedure potentially ends up getting stucked in a wrong area or spending too much time getting
out of it. To avoid this, the aggregator can be turned o� by stating a 0 for the aggind parameter in an
option �le. Herewith, no failed runs appears for the warm started runs, however, the experimental runs
showed that, loosing the bene�t of the problem simpli�cation provided by the aggregator, punished the
overall solution times by increasing these up to 37% and on average 16%, see Table 7.D.1 in Appendix
7.D.

In conclusion, the SaE acceleration approach has the huge advantages of being an exact approach
meaning that it has the guarantee of �nding the (original) optimality solution. However, despite that this
method showed no sup-optimality in the solutions, and provided fairly good time savings in the successful
runs, the method is so dominated by failed runs that it is not recommendable to use. Nonetheless, it did
occur for speci�c problems that some SaE methods did not show any failed runs at all, and the future
potential of this method would therefore depend on further research in features of a problem, making it
suitable for this acceleration approach.

In contrast to the SaE approach, signi�cantly less failed runs are seen for the PrH approach. The
experimental runs show that the amount of failed runs appearing is highly dependent on both the choice
of neighborhood and on the aggressiveness of the limitation. Out of the 3960 PrH runs performed, 94
turned out to be failed runs, corresponding to 2.4%. Of these 94 fail runs, 37% appeared for the N1.LT
method, while the rest is spread out on the remaining methods. The second highest percentages are
observed for N2 & N4 in the LS setting, and the lowest for N2 & N3 in the LT setting. Clearly, the
amount of failed runs increases as the limitation gets more aggressive since 44% of all failed runs is
associated with the most aggressive limitation levels (L1). By that, all of the 37% failed runs based on
the N1.LT appear for the most aggressive limitation settings, while the second highest percentage for a
single method appears as 4%. Lastly, of the di�erent ISs, IS1 accounts for 26% of the fail runs, while IS2
accounts for 44% and IS3 for 31%, which could indicate some correlation as well.

With respect to sub-optimality among the �nal solutions, 2.6% of the runs terminated at sub-optimal
investment choices, and the majority appeared for the BM2016 runs (71%). The appearances of sup-
optimal solutions are spread across the di�erent methods, with especially the N2.LT performing well.
Only N1.LT has high percentages, which essentially is caused by the most aggressive limitation cutting
o� the optimal solution, resulting in all runs, not categorized as failed runs, ending up at sub-optimal
solutions.

Solution times of the PrH-solved problems listed in Table 7.2 are graphically represented in Figure
7.2. Average values of a selection of the methods are listed in Table 7.3. As already mentioned, despite
the approach being heuristic, the optimal solution is found in any run except for the N1.LT(L1) runs
when investment restrictions are made according to the IS5 and IS8 aggregated investment selections.

Regarding the PrH approaches in the LT settings, the solution time gains seen are highly dependent
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Table 7.2: Solution time and performance measures of the PrH methods.

PrH approach IS L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 Fail Runs (%) Sub-optimal Investments (%)

N1 - LT

IS1 8998 1697 4757 6922 - - - - 8.3 1.8

IS5 6955 4205 6426 5333 - - - - 15 11.9

IS8 3106 2734 5567 5746 - - - - 5.8 20.5

N2 - LT

IS1 4514 7305 12325 13381 - - - - 0.8 0.8

IS5 4073 5417 7566 12143 - - - - 0 0

IS8 3403 5873 9777 14096 - - - - 1.7 0

N3 - LT

IS1 5679 8038 10223 13751 - - - - 0.8 1.7

IS5 4454 5222 7711 10435 - - - - 0.8 0.8

IS8 4012 6351 8306 12666 - - - - 1.7 0.8

N4 - LT

IS1 8993 9314 12887 9920 - - - - 5.8 2.7

IS5 9538 9014 10463 10201 - - - - 1.7 1.7

IS8 8599 9802 12060 9430 - - - - 1.7 1.7

N1 - LS

IS1 5554 13301 14462 13703 - - - - 0 0.8

IS5 3378 14031 11890 14805 - - - - 2.5 1.7

IS8 3497 15885 11769 18048 - - - - 2.5 6.0

N2 - LS

IS1 7609 16673 12102 12491 13736 11263 12442 12316 0.8 0.8

IS5 9205 13318 12751 10967 10407 12049 12332 11602 1.3 2.5

IS8 7339 13714 13145 14248 12968 13038 13164 11665 2.9 2.2

N3 - LS

IS1 13438 11978 12182 10025 11464 10578 10589 12231 0.8 2.5

IS5 15538 11049 11200 11446 11135 11891 12170 10966 2.5 2.1

IS8 13315 11873 11389 13464 13523 11660 11400 11204 1.3 1.3

N4 - LS

IS1 11102 12738 13149 11639 10579 10924 12188 10658 0.4 3.3

IS5 10344 10721 11027 11330 9742 10323 11024 10306 3.3 0.9

IS8 10134 10607 10161 10832 11325 11874 9230 11900 1.3 2.1

on the aggressiveness of the proximity constrain as well. A general tendency of the solution time gains
decreasing with the decrease in the aggressiveness of the limitation is seen. Herewith, averaging across the
four neighborhoods within the LT setting, average time decreases of 56%, 55%, 35% and 25% are seen for
the four limitation levels, L1, L2, L3 and L4 respectively. An exception in this tendency is, however, seen
for the N1 neighborhood, where the highest limitation level (L1) actually gives the worst performance,
possibly caused by this proximity constraint being too aggressive to maintain the optimal solution in the
reduced solution space. Moreover, the approaches related to the N1 neighborhoods also stand out in the
sense that generally good solution time gains are observed for most reduction levels, whereas the method
related to the N2 and N3 neighborhoods show much more diversi�cation in gains for di�erent limitation
levels. In fact, with the least aggressive proximity constraint (L4), slight time increases are actually ob-
served compared to the original model runs, despite that this level of limitation still reduces the solution
space. Performance of the methods related to N4 stands out with an average solution time decrease of
27%, whereas methods of the N1, N2 and N3 in the LT settings have average time decreases of 62%, 40%
and 41% respectively. Recall that N4 closely relates to N2, only with the exception of N4 introducing new
integer variables representing the sum of the binary investments. Consequently, these results show that
the increase in model complexity caused by the newly introduced variables and constraints, counteracts
the bene�ts of the restricted solution space.

Herewith, the noticeable good PrH acceleration approaches in the LT settings are the N1, N2 and N3
neighborhoods with N1 associated with a L2 limitation level and N2 and N3 associated with both L1 and
L2 limitation levels. These methods provide solution time decreases of up to 88% (N1.L2). The reason
for not considering the N1 neighborhood with a L1 limitation level as a best performing method is �rstly
due to a failed run percentage of 43%, and secondly due to the optimal solution being cut away for two
of the three tested aggregated investments selections.

A last observation from Figure 7.2 is that for the majority of the runs, similar time savings are ob-
served for di�erent choices of aggregated investment selections. This indicates that the PrH approaches
are fairly robust to the choice of aggregation technique, which is a huge advantage of the method as an
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Figure 7.2: Percentage improvements in Solution Times when the PrH approach is used compared to
the original model runs. Positive percentages represent faster solution times for the PrH runs. Notice
that, the black line represents results associated with the aggregated investment solution IS1, the red line
represents results associated with the aggregated investment solution IS2 and the black line represents
results associated with the aggregated investment solution IS3.

acceleration approach.
To summarize, the identi�ed best PrH acceleration approaches are listed in Table 7.3 with the associ-

ated solution time gains and performance measures in the form of percentage amount of failed runs and
percentage amount of sub-optimal �nal solutions.

Herewith the highest overall solution time decrease achieved is 88%, which is associated with neither
any observed failed runs nor any sub-optimality among the �nal solutions. Removing dependency of
the aggregated investment selections, this method also holds the highest average time decrease of 79%.
Consequently, more than three quarter of the original solution time can be saved by imposing a N1.LT(L2)
proximity constraint on the investments in the original problem, without any signi�cant decrease in
solution quality. Using the N2.LS(L1) approach, a little more than one third of the original solution time
can be saved. However, this comes with an increase of sub-optimality among the �nal solutions, making
this method less preferable compared to the other methods. The same holds for the N1.LS(L2) method,
which has the highest percentage of sub-optimal solutions. Consequently, despite quite high savings in
solution time, one would prefer the other methods instead of the N1.LS(L2), even those associated with
smaller average time savings. On top of the aforementioned observations on the LT/LS di�erence, this
clearly contribute to the conclusion that proximity constraints de�ned for each technology give better
performance compared to proximity constraints de�ned for the sum of technologies. This conclusion is
expected to have even higher impact as the problem size grows with respect to amount of technologies
considered.
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Table 7.3: Performance measures of the identi�ed best performing PrH methods. Positive percentages
for Time Savings (TS) accounts for decreases in solution times. Other percentages represent shares of
the total amount of runs, performed for the speci�ed method.

PrH approach TSs for IS1 (%) TSs for IS2 (%) TSs for IS3 (%) Average TSs (%) Failed runs (%) Subopt. inv.(%)

N1.LS(L1) 60 75 75 70 0 7

N2.LS(L1) 45 33 47 41 0 6

N1.LT(L2) 88 69 80 79 0 0

N2.LT(L1) 67 70 75 71 0 0

N2.LT(L2) 47 61 57 55 0 0

N3.LT(L1) 59 67 71 66 1 1

N3.LT(L2) 42 62 54 52 0 1

Table 7.4: Performance measures of the RSH methods. Positive percentages for Time Savings (TS)
accounts for decreases in solution times with the original model runs as reference. Other percentages
represent shares of the total amount of runs, performed for the speci�ed method.

RSH approach DXH (IS2) DXD (IS1) DXW (IS1) ICH (IS3) ICD (IS1) ICW (IS1) Average TS (%) Failed runs (%) Subopt. inv. (%)

RSH(N1.LT(L2)) 66.7 91.5 91.6 76.8 91.7 92.3 85.1 6.7 0.0

RSH(N2.LT(L1)) 67.8 75.5 76.5 74.6 76.1 78.5 74.8 0.0 5.0

RSH(N2.LT(L2)) 70.5 53.4 40.6 75.8 61.1 47.6 58.1 84.4 0.0

RSH(N3.LT(L1)) 54.5 61.2 73.9 77.9 64.7 62.4 65.7 54.4 0.0

RSH(N3.LT(L2)) 65.5 49.4 63.7 73.8 54.0 49.5 59.3 83.3 0.0

Average 65.0 66.2 69.2 75.8 69.5 66.1 68.6 45.8 1.0

7.6.3 Potentials of the Radius Search Heuristic acceleration approach

Each of the six SaE approaches is combined with a selection of �ve well performing PrH proximity
constraints constituting the 30 analysed RSH approaches. The resulting performance measures are seen
in Table 7.4. It is seen that the highest overall solution time decrease is of 92.3%, and the associated
method completes all runs without failing (Table 7.E.1, Appendix 7.E). Herewith, the N1.LT(L2) based
RSH actually reduces the average failed run percentage of 77% down to 6.7% whereas the N2.LT(L1)
based method actually eliminates all appearances of failed runs. Unfortunately the same is not seen for
the remaining RSH approaches, which either have slightly increased or slightly decreased average failed
run percentages compared to the average of the SaE runs. The results of the N1.LT(L2) based RSH
runs seem to have some dependence on the aggregated solution used for warm starting since +90% time
decreases are seen for the IS1 solutions while both the IS2 and the IS3 aggregated solutions obtain lower
percentages. Herewith, averaging across aggregation techniques, a time decrease of 85.1% is seen for the
N1.LT(L2) based RSH method which is slightly more than 10% above the N2.LT(L1) based method.
However, the N2.LT(L1) method has the advantages of completing all runs without failing, although 5%
of the runs terminate at non-optimal investments. Contrarily, the N1.LT(L2) method has, as mentioned,
6.7% failed runs, but �nds optimal investments in all runs.

In order to quantify the bene�t of warm starting the solution procedure in the limited solution space,
Table 7.5 lists the time savings when the PrH runs are used as reference. From this it is seen that, in most
cases, the warm starts improve the acceleration methods, especially when the warm starting solution is
of high quality. In this sense, fairly high dependence on the aggregation technique is seen with the ones
associated with a IS1 investment selection having best performance. The best improvement is seen when
the DXW solution is combined with a N3.TL(L2) proximity constraint, since the warm start here improves
the simpli�cation method with almost 50%. Looking into Table 7.E.1 in Appendix 7.E, it is seen that,
despite a high average failed run percentage for this acceleration method, only limited failed runs appear
for the DXW technique, and the majority of these are seen for the BM2014 instance. Consequently, a
PrH approach based on a N3.LT(L2) proximity constraint can be signi�cantly improved by applying a
warm start, however with the gains and performance of the method being dependent on both aggregation
technique and problem instance. Also, since the N3.LT(L2) based PrH is not associated with the highest
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Table 7.5: Performance measures of the RSH methods. Positive percentages for Time Savings (TS)
accounts for decreases in solution times with the PrH runs as reference. Other percentages represent
shares of the total amount of runs, performed for the speci�ed method.

RSH approach DXH (IS2) DXD (IS1) DXW (IS1) ICH (IS3) ICD (IS1) ICW (IS1) Average TS (%) Failed runs (%) Subopt. inv. (%)

RSH(N1.LT(L2)) -8.8 31.4 31.9 -16.5 32.7 37.4 18.0 N 6.7 � 0.0

RSH(N2.LT(L1)) -8.7 25.4 28.3 -2.6 27.0 34.6 17.3 � 0.0 N 5.0

RSH(N2.LT(L2)) 26.4 22.1 -11.9 43.2 27.4 1.4 18.1 N 84.4 � 0.0

RSH(N3.LT(L1)) -60.7 6.0 36.7 4.0 14.4 9.0 1.5 N 53.4 � 0.0

RSH(N3.LT(L2)) 8.9 -9.1 48.6 43.2 21.3 28.4 23.6 N 83.3 � 0.0

Average -8.6 15.2 26.7 14.2 24.6 22.1 15.7 N 45.6 N 1.0

time decrease, the overall time save of the N3.LT(L2) based RSH is only 63.7%. In that sense, the
interesting methods are the RSHs emposing either a N1.LT(L2) or a N2.LT(L1) proximity constraint
since these are improved by almost 20% on average compared to the corresponding PrH methods. If
we only look at the performance of the IS1 warm starting solutions the gains of the warm start turns
into 33% and 29%, for the two methods respectively. By disregarding the runs associated with the IS2
and IS3, the failed run percentage of the N1.LT(L2) based RSH decreases to 1.1%, and the sup-optimal
investment percentage of the N2.LT(L1) based RSH decreases to 3.9%. As the RSH based on a N1.LT(L2)
proximity constraint cover 120 runs for the four IS1 aggregated solutions, a failed run percentage of 1.1%
corresponds to the normal runs where one failed run occurred in 90 runs.

In conclusion, for most PrH runs further time decreases are observed when a warm start is applied.
However, in some cases the failed run percentage increases signi�cantly depending on both the warm
starting solution and on the problem instance. Nevertheless, by combining an IS1 aggregated solution
with the N1.LT(L2) limited solution space, a time decrease of 92% can be observed, without any decrease
in performance with respect to failed runs and to sub-optimality among �nal solutions.
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7.7 Conclusions

In this paper we de�ned three new acceleration methods aiming at speeding up the solution procedure
of comprehensive capacity expansion energy system problems. Time aggregation methods provide high
quality, yet sub-optimal, solutions 98% faster compared to original model runs. By using these aggregated
solution to build new acceleration methods, signi�cant time decreases are achieved without compromising
the quality of the solution.

The �rst suggested acceleration method was the Shrink-and-Expand algorithm. It was an exact ap-
proach an it consisted of warm starting the solution procedure of the original problem using the aggregated
problem solution. By �xing the investment selections achieved from the aggregated problem, a solution
in full scale was achieved, which then was used as the warm starting solution.

The second suggested acceleration method was the Proximity Heuristic which only used the invest-
ment selection from the aggregated problem and yet saved the time of �nding the �xed full scale solution.
The idea was to use the investment decisions of the aggregated problem to limit the solution space of the
original problem by imposing proximity constraints on the investments. In contrast to the Shrink-and-
Expand approach, this method is categorized as a heuristic, hence optimal solution cannot be guaranteed.
Four di�erent neighborhoods were de�ned consisting of di�erent de�nitions of the proximity constraint,
each accounting for a speci�c way of limiting the solution space. Each neighborhood was de�ned both for
each technology and for the sum of technologies. In the end, 8 di�erent Proximity heuristics were tested,
and each was tuned for 4-8 di�erent parameter values representing the aggressiveness of the proximity
constraints.

The third suggested acceleration method was the Radius Search Heuristic which was de�ned as the
combination of the two aforementioned approaches, so that the aggregated solution was used both in
de�ning a warm starting solution and in de�ning a proximity constraint limiting the solution space.

It was seen that, on average, nearly 25% of the solution time was saved by applying an Shrink-
and-Expand acceleration approach, although this was with high dependence on both the aggregation
technique and on the problem instance. A further advantage was the absence of non-optimal investments
at termination, while a major disadvantage was the signi�cantly increase in failed runs. It was therefore
concluded that this acceleration method did not provide enough solution time gain to account for the
increase in the amount of failed runs. Hence, this method was not recommendable.

On the other hand, the Proximity heuristic showed time decreases of more than 75% of the original so-
lution time, with both insigni�cant dependence on the problem instance and on the choice of aggregation
technique. However, huge dependence on the choice of neighborhood and limiting parameter was seen
both with respect to time savings and to the share of failed runs and runs terminating at sup-optimal
investments. A clear conclusion was that signi�cantly better performance was achieved when the prox-
imity constants were de�ned for each technology type compared to when they were de�ned for the sum
of technologies. This conclusion is expected to appear even stronger as more technologies are considered
in the problem. Moreover, high dependence on the aggressiveness of the proximity constraints was seen
for the majority of the methods, with the two most aggressive limitations being the best performing.
The neighborhood having the best average performance was based on an assumption that the aggre-
gated investment selections typically underestimated the need for capacity, wherefore only very limited
decreases in capacities were allowed and unlimited increases. However, for the most aggressive proximity
constraint, this neighborhood actually excluded the optimal solution from the solution space for two
out of the three tested aggregated solutions. Nevertheless, this neighborhood also provided the highest
overall time decrease of 88%, which was associated with as good solution quality as the original problem
solution.

Finally, from the Radius Search Heuristic further time decreases of up to 50% were seen. However,
dependent on the proximity constraint de�nition, signi�cant increases of the failed run percentages were
observed alongside the time decreases. Nevertheless, combining the downward restricting neighborhood
with the aggregated solutions associated with the highest quality, average solution time decreases of 92%
were seen with same solution quality as in the original solution procedure.
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Appendix

7.A Solution details of the aggregated problems compared to the
LP relaxed solutions and the original solutions
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Figure 7.A.1: Installed capacity in the optimal solution and in the aggregated and LP relaxed solutions.

Table 7.A.1: Percentage deviation between the total system cost (objective value) of each type of
aggregated solution and of the original BM solution. Negative values indicate overestimation of system
costs.

Reference model IS1 IS2 IS3 LP

BM2014 -0.013 -0.377 -0.018 2.753

BM2015 -0.038 -0.428 -0.043 3.032

BM2016 -0.016 - -0.019 2.353

7.B Graphical illustrations of the solution quality measures
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(a) Percentage change in Objective Value. (b) Percentage change in Lower Bounds.

(c) Percentage change in gap at termination. (d) Percentage change in Memory Usage.

Figure 7.B.1: Percentage change in di�erent solution quality measures when the PrH method is used
compared to the original model runs. The shaded area illustrates the LS based runs while the LT runs
appear in the non-shaded area. Positive percentages represent improved values for the PrH runs. All
values are averages across the three problems. Notice that, the black line represents results associated
with the aggregated investment solution IS1, the red line represents results associated with the aggregated
investment solution IS2 and the black line represents results associated with the aggregated investment
solution IS3.

Table 7.B.1: Average Changes (AC) in performance measures when the SaE/RSH solutions are com-
pared to the original solution. ACs related to the RSHs are listed both when the averages are made across
di�erent aggregation techniques and when it is made across di�erent proximity constraint de�nitions.

(SaE & RHS) AC Objective (%) AC LB (%) AC Gap (%) AC Memory Usage (%) AC Time (%)

SaE -0.0006 0.001 5.0 10.6 23.1

N1.LT(L2) 0.00004 39.0 0.004 40.4 85.1

N2.LT(L1) 0.0007 0.0008 17.0 34.7 74.8

N2.LT(L2) 0.0008 -0.0002 6.6 23.7 58.2

N3.LT(L1) -0.0005 0.001 5.8 29.7 65.7

N3.LT(L2) -0.0008 0.0006 -1.6 34.5 59.3

DXH -0.0002 0.0005 3.6 28.6 59.9

DXD -0.0002 0.002 16.4 32.2 55.4

DXW 0.0004 0.0008 13.0 19.0 66.0

ICH -0.0008 0.001 6.7 33.8 68.5

ICD 0.0005 0.001 17.8 38.6 59.5

ICW -0.00008 0.001 14.3 21.5 56.9
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(a) Percentage change in Objective Value. (b) Percentage change in Lower Bounds.

(c) Percentage change in gap at termination. (d) Percentage change in Memory Usage.

Figure 7.B.2: Percentage change in di�erent solution quality measures, when the SaE and RSH methods
are used compared to the original model runs. Positive percentages represent improved values for the
SaE/RSH runs. All values are averages across the three problems. Notice that, the black line represents
results associated with the Shrink-and-Expand approach, the red line represents results of the RSH -
N1.LT(L2), the green line represents results of the RSH - N2.LT(L1), the black line represents results of
the RSH - N2.LT(L2), the light blue line represents results of the RSH - N3.LT(L2) and the pink line
represents results of the RSH - N3.LT(L2).

Table 7.B.2: Average Changes (AC) in performance measures when the RSH solutions are compared to
the PrH solutions. ACs are listed both when the averages are made across di�erent aggregation techniques
and when it is made across di�erent proximity constraint de�nitions.

(RHS) AC Objective (%) AC LB (%) AC Gap (%) AC Memory Usage (%) AC Time (%)

N1.LT(L2) -0.00003 0.002 25.3 -4.6 18.0

N2.LT(L1) 0.002 -0.002 -2.6 3.6 17.3

N2.LT(L2) 0.0005 -0.00005 4.7 0.1 18.1

N3.LT(L1) 0.0005 -0.0003 1.6 -4.0 1.5

N3.LT(L2) -0.0009 0.00004 -9.8 15.5 23.6

DXH 0.0003 -0.0004 -1.4 -5.6 -8.6

DXD 0.0003 0.0003 8.4 4.6 15.2

DXW 0.001 -0.0008 5.6 -13.6 26.7

ICH -0.0004 0.0004 0.4 10.3 14.2

ICD 0.0008 -0.0001 8.9 10.5 24.6

ICW -0.00009 0.0001 1.1 6.5 22.1
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(a) Percentage change in Objective Value. (b) Percentage change in Lower Bounds.

(c) Percentage change in gap at termination. (d) Percentage change in Memory Usage.

Figure 7.B.3: Percentage change in di�erent solution quality measures, when the RSH methods are
used compared to the PrH runs. Positive percentages represent improved values for the RSH runs. All
values are averages across the three problems. Notice that, the black line represents results of the RSH
- N1.LT(L2), the red line represents results of the RSH - N2.LT(L1), the green line represents results of
the RSH - N2.LT(L2), the dark blue line represents results of the RSH - N3.LT(L2) and the light blue
line represents results of the RSH - N3.LT(L2).
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7.C Success and Fail runs in the SaE runs

Table 7.C.1: Amount of successful runs for each SaE approach and problem combination.

(SaE) DXH DXD DXW ICH ICD ICW Sum

BM2014 (#) 1 1 3 1 4 1 11

BM2015 (#) 10 2 0 3 2 1 18

BM2016 (#) 1 2 0 2 0 1 6

Sum (#) 12 5 3 6 6 3 35

Table 7.C.2: Percentage failed runs in an extended set of tests of the SaE approach. The percentages
cover the share of failed runs in a total of 30 runs for the speci�ed method and problem combination.

(SaE) DXH DXD DXW ICH ICD ICW Average

BM2014 80 83 77 87 77 77 80

BM2015 0 70 83 70 80 79 64

BM2016 80 90 93 83 97 97 90

Average 54 81 84 80 85 84 78

7.D Warm started runs with aggregator turned o�

Table 7.D.1: Solution time performance measures of the SaE method for the di�erent aggregation
techniques with the aggregator turned o�.

(SaE) DXH DXD DXW ICH ICD ICW Average Technique

Solution Time (s) 18897 15436 15830 16130 15503 13958 15959

Time saving (%) -37.4 -12.2 -15.1 -17.3 -12.7 -1.5 -16

Failed Runs (%) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Subopt. inv. (%) 6.7 3.4 0 16.7 0 0 4.4

7.E Successful and Failed runs of the RSH method
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Table 7.E.1: Amount of successful runs for each of the 30 selected RSH methods when applied to each
problem instance.

(RSH) DXH DXD DXW ICH ICD ICW Sum

N1.LT(L2)

BM2014 (#) 6 10 10 6 10 10 52

BM2015 (#) 10 10 10 10 10 10 60

BM2016 (#) 9 8 10 9 10 10 56

Sum (#) 25 28 30 25 30 30 168

N2.LT(L1)

BM2014 (#) 10 10 10 10 10 10 60

BM2015 (#) 10 10 10 10 10 10 60

BM2016 (#) 10 10 10 10 10 10 60

Sum (#) 30 30 30 30 30 30 180

N2.LT(L2)

BM2014 (#) 0 1 1 1 0 1 4

BM2015 (#) 10 0 1 1 2 1 15

BM2016 (#) 1 1 1 2 2 2 9

Sum (#) 11 2 3 4 4 4 28

N3.LT(L1)

BM2014 (#) 4 8 7 1 9 10 39

BM2015 (#) 10 5 3 2 3 7 30

BM2016 (#) 1 3 3 1 3 2 13

Sum (#) 15 16 13 5 15 19 82

N3.LT(L2)

BM2014 (#) 0 9 8 7 6 8 38

BM2015 (#) 4 8 7 7 5 9 40

BM2016 (#) 4 5 8 8 5 8 38

Sum (#) 8 22 23 24 16 25 116
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Abstract: Energy system models are frequently being in�uenced by simpli�cations, assumption errors,
uncertainties, incompleteness and soft constraints which are challenging to model in a good way. In
capacity expansion modeling, also the long time horizon and the high shares of renewable energies feed
into the uncertainties. Consequently, a single optimal solution might not provide enough information
to stand alone. Contrarily, a portfolio of di�erent solutions, all being within an acceptance span of the
system costs, would create more valuable decision support tool. This idea is known from the literature
where a near optimal solution space typically is explored by introducing integer cuts that iteratively cut
o� solutions as they are found.

Generalizing this idea, we suggest an approach that explores the near optimal solution space by
iteratively �nding new solutions which are as di�erent as possible from earlier solutions with respect
to investment decisions. Our method deviates from the literature since it maximizes the di�erence of
the found solutions rather than �nding k similar solutions. An advantage of this approach is that the
resulting portfolio holds high diversity which creates a better basis for good decision making. Moreover, it
overcomes a potential struggle of getting symmetric solutions and it strengthens the robustness arguments
of the di�erent investment decisions. Furthermore we suggest to search for alternative solutions in an
aggregated solution space whereas the original solution space typically has been used for the search in
previous work. We hereby exploit the speed-up achieved through aggregation to �nd more solutions, and
we observe that these solutions might indicate must have investments of the non-aggregated problem.

The suggested approach is tested on a case study for three di�erent limitations on the system costs.
Results show that our approach by far outperforms the approach known from the literature when the
neighborhood size exceeds 0.7%. Furthermore, using our approach a portfolio of eight solutions with
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high diversity is found within the same time as the corresponding non-aggregated optimal solution. By
looking into the di�erent solutions, the relative importance of each unit investment is clearly identi�ed,
which potentially could be used to limit the gap between aggregated and non-aggregated solutions. Also,
the portfolio in itself compensates for errors introduced by aggregation.

8.1 Introduction

With the climate goals of the Paris agreement trying to keep the global warming below 2 ◦C, a main goal
of energy optimization is focused on reaching future renewable energy targets [1], and hence substantial
investments in renewable energies are necessary. Which energies to use for ful�lling the goals and at which
cost, is however the big decision to be made [1, 2, 3]. As a consequence of introducing more renewable
energy, the variability in production also increases signi�cantly, hence to �nd the best investments, one
needs to optimize the combined long- and short-term capacity expansion energy system model [4, 5, 6, 7,
8]. However, the combination of a long time horizon with a �ne-grained resolution, makes the resulting
problems very complex to solve, and hence signi�cant simpli�cations are frequently needed to make the
problems solvable.

Simplifying methods both apply to the modeling and to the solution procedure. Despite of most sim-
pli�cations being a necessity due to complexity challenges, some simpli�cations are introduced because
of limitations to the optimization methodology such as neglection of real-time operations, linearization of
nonlinear features, or compromisation of multi-objective aspects [7, 9]. Frequently seen is also the omis-
sion of technicalities in the model, such as unit commitment, which compromises the solution quality [10].
The most common method to simplify the model is to reduce it in size by aggregating either the time or
the spacial domain [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The general idea of domain reduction is to identify patterns in
the input data and use these to reduce the data so that each pattern is represented by less variables. For
capacity expansion models, this is typically seen as regions or supplying units being aggregated into one,
or as a disregard of time slices not being part of an intelligent selection. Especially time aggregation has
achieved a lot of recent attention with various studies comparing di�erent techniques and experimentally
quantifying the gains and errors [16, 17, 18, 19]. The common conclusion is a tremendous speed-up at
the cost of a slightly compromised solution quality. Moreover, due to imperfect foresight, deterministic
models tends to introduce assumption errors by assuming future values for uncertain parameters in the
model. Alternatively, such uncertainties are handled by introducing stochastic modeling [20, 21] how-
ever, typically by compromising other detail levels, to account for the larger complexity introduced by
the stochasticity [10]. Ideally the energy system models are solved to optimality using state-of-the-art
solvers such as CPLEX or Gurobi [22, 23]. However, heuristic or math-heuristic approaches are used as
well, potentially compromising the optimality of the solution [24, 25, 26]. Alternatively, relaxations are
applied to integer variables such as investment decisions, causing yet more quality compromised solutions
[22, 23, 27, 28].

In the end, such simpli�cations a�ect the balance between solution quality and available resources.
Nevertheless, all of the above mentioned references have a tendency of focusing only on the optimal
solution. But with the models being dominated by uncertainties, assumptions, simpli�cations and imper-
fections due to incapabilities of modeling speci�c real life situations, the optimal solution might just be an
approximation of the 'true' optimal solution [9, 29]. Furthermore, a single optimal solution only provides
a picture of the cheapest solution. It does not say anything about the importance of the decisions made
nor how far from the second best solution it is, which essentially becomes highly relevant in a strategic
investment framework. Imagine that the future renewable energy targets are reached in the cheapest
way by making a lot of changes to the current system. However, frequently there is an ε more expensive
solution which utilizes the current system better and therefore reaches the targets with less changes.
With a cost function typically arising from both estimations and linearization, an ε di�erence in costs
might be insigni�cant. Similarly, the single optimal solution might prioritize an investment which is not
seen in any of the nearby solutions, wherefore this investment might be very sensitive to the imperfection
of the modeling.

A straightforward idea is therefore to explore the near optimal solution space to �nd a set of solutions
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that respect some limit on the change in objective. This is typically achieved by introducing integer
cuts which iteratively cuts away solutions from the solution space, as they are found [30]. Hereby, the
k best solutions are identi�ed, all being structurally di�erent with respect to investments. Either k is a
prede�ned number or the algorithm terminates when the change in objective exceeds a prede�ned limit
[30]. This approach is also seen in [31] both as a standlone approach and in combination with parametric
optimization. Parametric optimization is typically applied to multi-objective problems where part of the
objective function is discretized and the problem is then iteratively solved for the discretized parameter
[32, 33]. Similarities to this idea is also seen in the proximity search method [34] where the objective is
replaced by a proximity goal, ensuring the search for a new solution to be within a neighborhood around
the last found solution. The idea of searching a neighborhood around a solution is that, the assumption
of the maximum change in the objective lying within the range of uncertainties, justi�es each of the
solutions in the neighborhood to be equally good. A portfolio of solutions from the near optimal space
therefore provide a better basis for an investor to decide on a future energy system [30]. More importantly,
the di�erent solutions provide a picture of the robustness of the di�erent investment decisions and by
that indicate the importance of each unit to the system. However, if many solutions exist in the chosen
near optimal space, the resulting portfolio of solutions might not be particularly diverse, wherefore the
robustness to its optimality is not stressed. Consequently we suggest to expand the approach in [30]
to include a new objective, turning the old objective into a proximity constraint. To be more speci�c,
we suggest an approach that not only searches for alternative solutions but searches for the portfolio of
solutions containing highest diversity according to investments. Our approach explores the nearby op-
timal solution space by maximizing the di�erences among the found solution. Herewith, the arguments
for the robustness of the decisions are strengthened while our approach provides an investor with a more
ful�lling picture of the di�erent investment possibilities within the cost limitations.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows; Section 2 presents the suggested solution ap-
proach while Section 3 introduces a version of the near optimal solution approach from the literature.
Section 4 describes a case study problem while the results are discussed in Section 5. All observations
are concluded in Section 6.

8.2 Maximized Diversity Solutions

In the following we present the suggested exploration approach in the framework of Capacity Expansion
Problems (CEP), but the approach is applicable to any problem considering investment decisions. The
CEP categorization covers several problems such as the Generation Expansion Planning (GEP), demand
forecasting, distribution expansion planning and transmission expansion planning [35]. All problems have
the common goal of �nding the optimal design of the considered part of the energy system, wherefore also
combined models frequently are seen. GEPs speci�cally consider power plant mixes, wherefore the aim is
to �nd an optimal mix between existing and candidate generation facilities, as well as the individual size,
location and construction time. With an assumption of considering a single location with no existing
capacities, the problem reduces to the decision of capacity installation of candidate units only, and this
is mainly the problem considered in this paper. However, with the resent combination of long- and
short-term models, both capacity mix decisions and hourly commitment of the installed units are to be
decided so that the operational and investment costs are minimized [8]. Each GEP is associated with a
set of constraints ensuring a match between demand and supply, balancing of the energies and further
technicalities of the system to be respected. The latter applies to capacity and system related restrictions.

Let any CEP be de�ned as P with the general problem structure as follows:

min Z = c · y
s.t. y ∈ Sp,

(P)

where Sp is the set of freasible solutions. Assuming that Ẑ is the optimized costs and ŷi is the optimal
investment strategy to the problem P, the suggested exploration approach aims at �nding a strategy as
di�erent from ŷi as possible, without changing Ẑ with more than ε. This is achieved by imposing a new
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objective on the problem;

max
∑
i∈I
|ŷi − yi| (8.1)

while transforming the old objective into a constraint, and adding a limit to the change in system costs;

|Ẑ − Z|
Ẑ

≤ ε, Ẑ = c · ŷ (8.2)

To avoid non-liniarities normally imposed by the absolute value in (8.1), we reformulate by exploiting
the variables being binary. To maximize the objective we have the following two cases;

- The known variable ŷi is 1: We want to minimize yi, hence maximize −yi

- The known variable ŷi is 0: We want to maximize yi, hence maximize +yi

A general formula transforming yi according to the above cases, is de�ned as follows;

(1− 2 · ŷi) · yi (8.3)

Using the reformulation (8.3), we now de�ne the maximized diversity problem (Q) as follows:

max
∑
i∈I

(1− 2 · ŷi) · yi

s.t. Z = c · y
y ∈ Sp
|Ẑ − Z|
Ẑ

≤ ε, Ẑ = c · ŷ

(Q)

Solving (Q) now provides a solution being as di�erent as possible to the optimal solution ŷ with respect
to investment decisions. To achieve a portfolio of maximized diversity solutions, problem Q is solved
in an iterative manner. We suggest two di�erent diversity de�nitions, namely Qmaxmin and Qsum. For
the problem Qmaxmin the solution in iteration k is found so that it maximizes the minimum distance
to the previous k-1 solutions. In Qsum, the k th solution maximizes the sum of distances to all k-1
solutions. Furthermore, we introduce a cut constraint which in each iteration cuts o� the solution just
found, ensuring duplicates in the portfolio to be avoided. The cut constraint is de�ned as follow:∑

i

ŷni − 1 ≥
∑
i

(2 · ŷni − 1) · yki ∀n ≤ k − 1 (8.4)

Here, the right hand side represent a solution n in terms of the new solution variable yki so that variables
of the units included in solution n have a positive sign and units not included in solution n have a negative
sign. The left hand side restricts this expression to be less than the sum of invested units in solution n
subtracted by one. Consequently, a new solution k must activate at least one of the units not included in
solution n if the set of activated units in solution k and n is equal. Otherwise, the set of activated units
cannot be equal, which essentially ensures that the exact same solution structure cannot appear again.

Finally, even though we maximize di�erences among the di�erent investment solutions, it is still
bene�cial to avoid symmetric investments. This occurs in the realistic set-up where equal units are not
aggregated into one. In that case, identical investment strategies might turn up in di�erent iterations
wherefore we impose symmetry constraints on the problem. Basically, such constraints are imposed on
every group of identical investments. The idea is to order the investments and ensure that investments
are not made in units with a higher order than the last invested unit. Formally for each technology type
t ∈ T , this is de�ned as:

ykit ≤ y
k
it−1 ∀it ≥ 1 (8.5)
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To summarize, the two formulations Qsum and Qmaxmin are as follows:

max

k−1∑
n=1

∑
i∈I

(1− 2 · ŷni ) · yki

s.t.
∑
i

ŷni − 1 ≥
∑
i

(2 · ŷni − 1) · yki ∀n ≤ k − 1

ykit ≤ y
k
it−1 ∀it ≥ 1, t ∈ T

|Ẑ{1} − Zk|
Ẑ{1}

≤ ε, Ẑ = c · ŷ

Z = c · y
y ∈ Sp

(Qsum)

max M

s.t. M ≤
∑
i∈I

(1− 2 · ŷni ) · yki ∀n ≤ k − 1

∑
i

ŷni − 1 ≥
∑
i

(2 · ŷni − 1) · yki ∀n ≤ k − 1

ykit ≤ y
k
it−1 ∀it ≥ 1, t ∈ T

|Ẑ{1} − Zk|
Ẑ{1}

≤ ε, Ẑ = c · ŷ

Z = c · y
y ∈ Sp

(Qmaxmin)

Notice that for k = 2, Qsum and Qmaxmin become the same problem. In that case, k1 �nds the op-
timal solution while k2 returns the solution with an investment strategy as di�erent to the optimal one
as possible. With k > 2 the problem becomes more constrained for each iteration, wherefore none of the
solutions found in iterations k > k2 would exceed the investment di�erences obtained in k2. We there-
fore refer to the solution of iteration k2 as the Maximized Investment Di�erent solution (MID), whereas
all following solutions are referred to as Alternative solutions or simply Maximized Diversity Solutions
(MDS), with both terminologies also possibly covering the MID. A further observation is that, since we no
longer minimize costs in Q, the decision variables (apart from yi) no longer are assigned optimized values
minimizing costs. To obtain the minimized cost solution to the speci�c investment strategy achieved from
(Q), the investment strategy must be �xed in (P).

8.2.1 Time Aggregation Framework

Qsum and Qmaxmin can immediately be applied to problems (P) of arbitrary time horizon. Nevertheless,
with (P) being NP-hard it is often hard to solve, and adding the suggested maximization approach,
increases the solution complexity even further. Since, Qsum or Qmaxmin must be solved in each iteration,
we suggest to apply a problem reduction in order to reduce time usage. From the research area of capacity
expansion energy system models, time aggregating simpli�cations methods show strong time reductions
without compromising the solution quality signi�cantly [18, 19]. Therefore, we suggest to aggregate the
problem (P) in each iteration k. For this purpose, any aggregation technique ATQ can be used, see [19]
for an overview and comparison of di�erent techniques. The basic idea of time aggregation is to smartly
reduce the time domain, and then solve the problem on the aggregated time domain only. The goal is to
perform the reduction, so that the aggregated time series re�ect essential features of the non-aggregated
time series.

Since we cut o� found solutions we might end up searching for nothing. To limit the consequences
of this and to ensure that too much time is not wasted on unfortunate searches, we suggest to impose a
time limit Tmax on each iteration. We accept solutions found after reaching the time limit, or move to
the next iteration if no solution was found.

The procedure of �nding a portfolio of maximized diversity solutions is seen in Procedure 7. The
algorithm takes as input the problem P, the set of data series DS, the number of iterations k, the
aggregation technique ATQ, the allowed change in cost ε, and the time limit Tmax for each iteration. As
already mentioned, using a time domain reduction approach has the advantage of regaining tractability
in the problem. From the literature [18, 19] we see that the solutions found with a time domain reducing
approach still provide high quality solutions. We hereby �nd a portfolio of good quality solutions in a
time comparable to the time of solving the non-aggregated problem. However, despite the record of high
quality solutions, there is no guarantee that the minimized costs of the portfolio of aggregated solutions
stays within a ε-range from the optimal costs, when solved in a non-aggregated framework.
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Procedure 7 Portfolio of Maximized Diversity Solutions (PoMDS)

1: procedure PoMDS({P,DS},k, ATQ, Tmax ,ε)
2: Apply ATQ on the DS to achieve the reduced series DSagg
3: Solve P (DSagg) to optimality and observe optimal cost Ẑ and investment decisions ŷ1

i .
4: For(n = 1 to k − 1){
5: Include the investment strategy ŷn−1

i in the Qmaxmin or the Qsum problem
6: Solve Qmaxmin{DSagg} or Qsum{DSagg} with a time limit Tmax to achieve ŷni
7: }

8.3 Near Optimal Solution Approach from Literature

The dominating approach to exploit near optional solutions known from the literature is an iterative
cutting procedure [30, 31]. The original optimization problem (P) is preserved, and the k th solution is
found by cutting away the (k-1 ) earlier found solutions. In that sense, this procedure �nds the k best
solutions with respect to minimized costs. We hereby argue that this approach does not have the same
value as the PoMDS approach from an investment perspective. Being able to present the diversity in
solutions within an acceptance range of the system costs to an investor leaves them with a wider picture
for making decisions. Moreover, studying the diversity in investment choices for an uncertainty range
of the system costs also provide a stronger indication of the relative importance of each investment. To
investigate this claim further we suggest a comparison procedure as seen in Procedure 8. This algorithm
�nds all solutions in the ε neighborhood of the optimized costs, or if this amount exceeds k, it �nds the
k best solutions.

Procedure 8 Near Optimal Solutions(NOS)

1: procedure NOS({P,DS},k, ε)
2: Apply ATQ on the DS time series to achieve the reduced series DSagg
3: Solve P (DSagg) to optimality and observe optimal cost Ẑ and investment decisions ŷ0

i .
4: For(n = 1 to (k − 1)){
5: If(toll ≤ ε){
6: Add the cut achieved from investment strategy yn−1

i to the P (DSagg) problem
7: Solve P (DSagg) to optimality and observe optimal cost Zn and investment decisions yni
8: Update toll = |Ẑ−Zn|

Ẑ
9: }
10: }

8.4 Case Study

The following case study is used to illustrate the suggested approaches. We reuse the sandbox model
from [19] which is a single-region capacity expansion model featuring unit commitment. Both investment
capacities and dispatch decisions are optimized so that total system costs are minimized. The mathe-
matical formulation is described in Appendix 8.A along with the technological input parameters assigned
for this case study (Table 8.A.2). We refer to Buchholz et al. [19] for further details. Technologies avail-
able for investments are wind and PV representing Variable Renewable Energy (VRE) capacities, nuclear
and coal representing base-load capacities and Open- and Combined- Cycle Gas Turbines (OCGT and
CCGT) representing �exible capacities. For each technology {Wind, PV, Nuclear, Coal, CCGT, OCGT}
an initial capacity of zero is assumed. Furthermore, the same three data sets from [19] are applied here,
covering demand, wind and PV time series of the Danish system from the years 2014, 2015 and 2016.
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These are publicly available at [36] and graphically illustrated in Figure 8.C.1 in Appendix 8.C. For the
remainder of this paper, we refer to the three problems as P2014, P2015 and P2016.

8.4.1 Aggregation Technique: Exhaustive Search (ES)

We arbitrarily select an ATQ for the case study, being the exhaustive search for an optimal set of weeks
(ES). The approach is explained and tested in several papers from the literature [13, 19, 37]. With the
input data series being demand (D), wind (W) and PV (PV), we initially calculate the residual loads
for each hour h as: Lhres = Dh −Wh · CW − PV h · CP , where CW and CP are the assumed maximal
capacities of wind and PV in the system, respectively. The residual load duration curve (RLDC) is
created by sorting the residual loads in ascending order. We then search for the X weeks which minimize
the distance between the original RLDC and the RLDC achieved from the X selected weeks scaled up
to match the original time horizon. The search is an exhaustive search meaning that we search through
all possible combinations of X weeks. Algorithmically, this is achieved by a nested loop for each week
selected, where each loop goes through all elements possible for selection. The ES is therefore only
suitable for small values of X. For the purpose of this case study, we select X = 4 meaning that we reduce
the data from 52 weeks to 4 (8736 hours to 672 hours). The appearance of the selected weeks in the
aggregated time series respect the original time chronology. The ES algorithm is outlined in Procedure
9 in Appendix 8.B and the resulting aggregated pro�les are graphically illustrated in Figure 8.C.2 and
statistically represented in Table 8.C.1 both appearing in Appendix 8.C. How the aggregation in�uences
the size of the mathematical problem is seen in Table 8.B.1 in Appendix 8.C.

8.4.2 Approach set-up

We apply the PoMDS algorithm to each problem P2014, P2015 and P2016, both when using Qmaxmin and
Qsum. In each case we select k = 10 resulting in a portfolio of ten solutions. We de�ne the near optimal
solution space to be the spaces allowing a 0.5%, a 1% and a 5% di�erence in system costs respectively and
we impose a two hour limitation on each iteration. Furthermore we apply the NOS algorithm to each of
the problems P2014, P2015 and P2016, searching for solutions with a maximum of 5% deviation in system
costs, and a maximum of 500 solutions before termination. Also here we impose a two hour time limit
on each iteration, and furthermore we terminate the search after 48 hours. All test cases are summarized
in Table 8.1, from which it is seen that the PoMDS is represented by 18 di�erent tests while the NOS
is represented by 3 di�erent tests. All models have been implemented in GAMS 24.9.2 and solved using
CPLEX 12.7.1.0 with standard settings for MIPs and a 0.01% optimality gap. All experimental runs
have been performed on a server with a node con�guration of 2x Intel Xeon Processor 2650v4 (12 core,
2.20GHz) and 256 GB RAM. For each run a single core is used and 80GB of memory is allocated. Despite
the allocation of solution resources, di�erent server loads might still in�uence the solution times of the
runs.

8.5 Results

In the following section, we present the results from our case study. In relation to the suggested methods,
the most essential results are the degree of diversity among investment strategies achieved for the two
methods Qmaxmin and Qsum. Furthermore, also the balance between the solution time and degree of
solution diversity is of interest, as this illuminates the bene�ts of the PoMDS algorithm compared to the
NOS approach. We also look into the diversity of objective values achieved both in the aggregated and
non-aggregated case. This is especially relevant for the question whether the non-aggregated objective
value stays within the neighborhood of the optimal solution value. Moreover, a consequence of applying
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Table 8.1: A summary of the di�erent tests included in the case study. Here ε refers to the size of the
neighborhood and k refers to the amount of iterations. ATQ lists the applied aggregation technique.

Test Name Problem Algorithm k Time Limit (sec) ε(%) ATQ

M0.5%
2014 P2014 Qmaxmin 10 7200 0.5 ES

M1%
2014 P2014 Qmaxmin 10 7200 1 ES

M5%
2014 P2014 Qmaxmin 10 7200 5 ES

M0.5%
2015 P2015 Qmaxmin 10 7200 0.5 ES

M1%
2015 P2015 Qmaxmin 10 7200 1 ES

M5%
2015 P2015 Qmaxmin 10 7200 5 ES

M0.5%
2016 P2016 Qmaxmin 10 7200 0.5 ES

M1%
2016 P2016 Qmaxmin 10 7200 1 ES

M5%
2016 P2016 Qmaxmin 10 7200 5 ES

S0.5%
2014 P2014 Qsum 10 7200 0.5 ES

S1%
2014 P2014 Qsum 10 7200 1 ES

S5%
2014 P2014 Qsum 10 7200 5 ES

S0.5%
2015 P2015 Qsum 10 7200 0.5 ES

S1%
2015 P2015 Qsum 10 7200 1 ES

S5%
2015 P2015 Qsum 10 7200 5 ES

S0.5%
2016 P2016 Qsum 10 7200 0.5 ES

S1%
2016 P2016 Qsum 10 7200 1 ES

S5%
2016 P2016 Qsum 10 7200 5 ES

Test Name Problem k Time Limit (sec) ε(%) Termination (hour)

NOS2014 P2014 500 7200 5 48

NOS2015 P2015 500 7200 5 48

NOS2016 P2016 500 7200 5 48

the diversity search to the aggregated solution space, is that the resulting investment strategies might
turn up infeasible to the non-aggregated solution space, wherefore an analysis of the relation between the
non-aggregated and the aggregated system costs gives relevant insight to the applicability of the PoMDS
approach. Lastly, as we solve each iteration with a �xed time limit and a �xed amount of iterations,
hence it is also important to look into how these parameter values a�ect the results.

With the interesting question of how much an investment strategy can deviate from the optimal one
without exceeding the costs limitations, we structure the following section by �rst analyzing the most
diverse solutions of each PoMDS con�guration (the MIDs) followed by an analysis of the full solution
portfolios.

8.5.1 Maximized Investment Di�erent Solution

One of the key messages of the PoMDS algorithm is to explore how di�erent an investment strategy one
could make without increasing the overall system costs too much. Therefore, the iteration with the most
diverse solution is identi�ed and are, together with the corresponding solution time and value, listed in col-
umn 2-4 in Table 8.1. As expected from the de�nition of the PoMDS algorithm, the most diverse solution
is found as the �rst solution after the optimal one (iteration 2). Since the two approaches, Qmaxmin and
Qsum, are identical in the �rst two iterations, they obtain the same value of unit investment di�erences.
Therefore, also similar solution times are seen for the two approaches, but since each solution time only
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Table 8.1: Overview and speci�cs of the solution being most di�erent to the optimal solution both in
relation to investment decisions and in relation to the aggregated and non-aggregated system costs. Also,
the degree of diversity added per solution is seen. "It." refers to the iteration of the PoMDS in which the
speci�c solution was found. Since one solution is found in each iteration, "It." basically indicates when
the speci�ed solutions appears in the portfolio.

Max. Investment Di�. Maximum change in System Cost Avg. Investment

Name It. Value Time It. (Agg.) Value (Agg.) It. (non-Agg.) Value (non-Agg.) Di�erences (per sol.)

M0.5%
2014 2 4 1075 2 0.497 7 0.666 5.5

M1%
2014 2 7 882 7 0.966 9 0.859 1.1

M5%
2014 2 12 824 3 5.000 2 3.822 4.0

M0.5%
2015 2 3 1345 7 0.494 7 0.628 3.3

M1%
2015 2 6 1171 2 0.997 4 1.085 3.3

M5%
2015 2 11 268 10 4.320 6 4.298 2.0

M0.5%
2016 2 4 826 2 0.486 9 0.024 3.0

M1%
2016 2 7 831 2 0.988 5 0.366 2.9

M5%
2016 2 12 316 3 4.908 9 3.630 2.0

S0.5%
2014 2 4 1107 2 0.497 10 0.399 9.1

S1%
2014 2 7 839 5 0.966 4 0.701 4.3

S5%
2014 2 12 797 6 4.960 8 8.074 2.8

S0.5%
2015 2 3 2241 7 0.494 7 0.628 7.0

S1%
2015 2 6 1201 2 0.997 4 1.085 10.3

S5%
2015 2 11 239 7 4.870 7 4.990 4.3

S0.5%
2016 2 4 856 2 0.486 5 0.024 3.4

S1%
2016 2 7 898 8 0.998 9 0.369 3.9

S5%
2016 2 12 295 8 4.929 8 4.485 5.2

covers a single run, deviations occur. Nevertheless, a clear tendency of larger neighborhoods resulting in
more diverse solutions combined with smaller solutions times are seen (for a graphical illustration, see
Figure 8.D.4 in Appendix 8.D). In many cases, the 5% neighborhood �nds solutions, which not only are
three times more diverse compared to solutions of the 0.5% neighborhood but also are found more than
two times faster. On average, the most diversi�ed solution is found in 1242s in the 0.5% neighborhood,
970s in the 1% neighborhood and 457s in the 5% neighborhood. These average solution times suggest a
decrease in solution time of approximately 130s for each factor the neighborhood is enlarged.
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(a) In the 0.5% neighborhood.

(b) In the 1% neighborhood.

(c) In the 5% neighborhood.

Figure 8.1: Illustration of the di�erence between the Optimal and the Maximized Investment Di�erent
(MID) solution for each of the three neighborhoods. Each graph represent results of problem P2014.
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To emphasize on the degree of diversity in the solutions, it is seen that 43% of the investment decisions
in the optimal solutions are changed in the 5% neighborhood, whereas this change is 25% in the 1%
neighborhood and 14% in the 0.5% neighborhood. An illustrative way of presenting this is seen in Figure
8.1 (solutions related to P2014), which also indicates how the investment strategy is expanded as the
neighborhood is enlarged. In general, since more diversi�ed solutions are found for larger neighborhoods
it indicates that the constraints limiting the change in system costs indeed are binding. In the framework
of this case study, the gas units seem to be activated at �rst, followed by the coal units. Lastly the
nuclear units are activated, in which case some of the otherwise consistent renewable energy units are
deactivated. However recall that, in the maximization framework system costs are no longer minimized,
wherefore this unit priority might not be the optimal one. Nevertheless, we argue that as the solution
still have to be near optimal, the priority might be near optimal as well.

8.5.1.1 Change in system costs

To see how the diversity in investments relates to the deviation in system costs, the solution with the
highest deviation in system costs is identi�ed both within the aggregated and within the non-aggregated
solution space (column 5-8 in Table 8.1). For the aggregated solution space, maximum investment di�er-
ence and maximum system costs appear in the same solution in seven out of the 18 tests, of which none
relates to the largest neighborhood. Contrarily, the maximum non-aggregated system costs only appear
for one out of the 18 MID solutions. However this solution does not also share the maximum aggregated
system costs. Speci�c solutions covering the maximum change in both aggregated and non-aggregated
system costs are seen for four of the 18 tests. It can therefore be concluded that the solution providing
maximum di�erence to the optimal solution according to investment decisions does not necessarily lead
to a binding constraint on the change in system costs. However, since di�erent solutions are obtained
for the three neighborhoods, it is known that the increase in neighborhoods are exploited in each case.
From Table 8.1 it is seen that frequently smaller changes are observed in the non-aggregated system costs
compared to in the aggregated system costs, which could be a consequence of aggregation techniques
having a tendency of overestimating systems costs [19, 38, 39, 40]. Another consequence introduced by
aggregation appears in the maximum change of non-aggregated system costs as these in some cases ex-
ceeds the neighborhood limit. This is seen in �ve out of the these 18 solutions, with the largest violation
being 3% (in a 5% neighborhood). Notice that, when considering the full portfolios (all 180 runs) slightly
more iterations violating the neighborhood limit are seen, which is discussed in Section 8.5.2 together
with other irregularities appearing in the runs.

Lastly, to initiate the consideration of the whole portfolio, we look into the overall degree of diversity
according to investments. This is measured as the di�erence between each solution of the portfolio to the
optimal one. Due to the imposed time limit, iterations might terminate without solutions (see Section
8.5.2), wherefore each portfolio not necessarily includes ten solutions. We therefore study the portfolio
diversity per solution which is seen in column nine in Table 8.1. In general, more diversity per included
solution is created in the Qsum approach compared to in the Qmaxmin approach. This is to be expected
due to the objective being di�erent in the two approaches. Nevertheless, for both approaches, the degree
of diversity added per solution does not seem to have a relation to the size of the neighborhood.

8.5.2 Irregular Runs

In achieving a portfolio of solutions some deviational situations might occur. Based on our test results
no such situations were observed in either of the two �rst iterations wherefore the solutions with the
most di�erent investment strategy in every case in found without problems. However, increasing the
portfolio size to include more than two solutions might introduce some irregularities. We introduce the
term regular run for a run if no irregularities have occurred and irregular run if at least one irregularity
occurs. We de�ne �ve di�erent type of irregularities as follows:
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IR1: If a run is terminated due to the time limit and no solution has been found

IR2: If a run is terminated due to the time limit and the best solution found so far is returned

IR3: If the investment strategy leads to infeasibility in the aggregated solution space

IR4: If the investment strategy leads to infeasibility in the non-aggregated solution space

IR5: If the non-aggregated system costs deviates from the optimal costs with more than {0.5%, 1%, 5%}

Notice that, some of the de�ned irregularities might overlap. An IR1 always prevent any other irregularity
to occur, like IR4 prevents IR5. Contrarily, IR2 likely causes either IR3, IR4 or IR5 to happen as well,
and similarly IR3 can overlap with both IR4 and IR5. Therefore the total amount of irregular runs
deviates from the sum of the numbers seen in Figure 8.2. We observe 52 irregular runs out of the 180

Figure 8.2: Irregular runs for each method, where each bar covers the irregularities observed for the
ten iterations of the speci�ed method. A run is irregular if it exceeds the time limit, in which case
either no solution has been found or the best solution found so far is returned. Furthermore, irregular
runs also appear if the found investment strategy is infeasible either according to the aggregated or the
non-aggregated problem. Lastly, non-aggregated system costs deviating with more than x% from the
optimal costs also causes the run to be irregular. The number on top of the bars summarizes the total
amount of irregularities occurring among the runs associated with the speci�ed method. The amount
of stars following these numbers indicate the overlapping irregularities (hence subtracting the amount of
starts from the number results in amount of irregular iterations.)

performed. Of these, �ve runs contains multiple irregularities, where the majority is the IR2 irregularity
(termination with best solution due to time limit) causing either a IR4 or a IR5 (infeasible solution
in non-aggregated solution space and non-aggregated objective value exceeding the limitaion). A single
run contains the combination of a IR3 and a IR4, meaning that the investment strategy is infeasible
both according to the aggregated and to the non-aggregated solution space. This run is associated
with a 5% neighborhood, which illustrates the risk of looking into too large neighborhoods. In fact,
all cases of overlapping irregularities occur in the runs related to a 5% neighborhood, (see Figure 8.2
where the (*) indicates the single occurrences), which also is the neighborhood with the highest amount
of irregularities. The dominating type of irregularity is the infeasibility in the non-aggregated solution
space, which is a irregularity never occuring in the 0.5% neighborhood. On the other hand, the bene�t of
the 5% neighborhood is that no iterations terminate without a solution, whereas this is the dominating
irregularity of both the 0.5% and the 1% neighborhood. Furthermore, from Figure 8.2 it is seen that
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slightly more irregularities occur in the runs related to the Qmaxmin approach compared to those related
to the Qsum approach. The irregularities of the Qmaxmin runs frequently are infeasibility in the non-
aggregated solution space, while the Qsum runs are more a�ected by the time limit termination both
with and without solutions returned. Naturally, the amount of irregularities seems to be related to the
speci�c problems with (in this case) P2014 causing the most irregular runs and P2016 the least irregular
runs.

8.5.3 Portfolio Analysis

Now, considering portfolios rather than single solutions the aim of the PoMDS algorithm is to explore
the near optimal solution space in the search for a set of di�erent investment strategies. Therefore, we
again look into the distance between the obtained investment strategies to the optimal ones, but now for
each solution contained in the portfolio. These results are seen in Figure 8.3, where each bar account
for the accumulated diversity of the iterations for each method (a portfolio). The number on top of each

Figure 8.3: Diversity in the investment strategies illustrated for each method according to iteration runs.
Diversity is measured as the amount of single unit investments, which di�erentiates iteration run 1 to all
other iteration runs. The number on the top of the bars indicates the amount of runs terminated with a
solution. Since iteration i1 �nds the optimal solution the di�erence is 0, wherefore it is not represented
in the stacked bar.

bar indicates the amount of iterations terminated with a solution. As expected, a general tendency of
larger neighborhoods leading to overall larger diversity is seen. Furthermore, despite a slightly smaller
total amount of solutions included in the Qsum runs, the solutions achieved here contain a signi�cant
higher degree of diversity. As concluded in Section 8.5.1, the single run covering the largest di�erence is
the second (i2) iteration, in which the di�erences are identical for the Qmaxmin and Qsum approaches.
The higher degree of diversity seen in the Qsum runs are therefore caused by the investment solutions of
the remaining iterations deviating more from the optimal solutions (see Figure 8.D.1 in Appendix 8.D).
Contrarily, the remaining iterations of the Qmaxmin runs are seen to be more similar to the optimal
solution. Therefore, if the goal is to �nd the single most deviating investment strategy, the Qmaxmin and
Qsum perform equally well, but if one looks for a portfolio of solutions with generally higher diversity,
the Qsum might provide better results. As an illustrative example, Figure 8.D.2 and Figure 8.D.3 in
Appendix 8.D show the iteration-wise investment strategy of the PoMDS when the Qmaxmin and Qsum
are applied, respectively. The graphs cover the P2014 with a 5% limit on the change in system costs. From
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these �gures, both the individual development in investment strategies are seen throughout the PoMDS
iterations and the di�erences in these developments between the Qmaxmin and Qsum runs.

Since the purpose of this analysis is to illustrate the properties of the PoMDS algorithm, the case
study is based on a sandbox problem, wherefore the single investment strategies are less essential to
analyze. Nevertheless, Figure 8.4 illustrates the investment strategies of each of the 180 runs. This �gure

Figure 8.4: Investment strategies for each iteration run for each method tested. Investment strategies
equal to the zero investment are caused by the termination due to the time limit, where no solution was
found.

gives an indication of the diversity in the di�erent solutions in relation to total amount of invested units.
Moreover it illustrates how the size of the neighborhood might in�uence the investment strategies found
in each iteration. When the PoMDS approach is applied to a real-size energy system problem, a �gure
of this type is of course essential as it provides the di�erent investment strategies to be presented for a
potential decision maker.

An essential observation from Figure 8.4 is the investment decisions which are frequently made among
the di�erent strategies. By analyzing the occurrences of a single unit investment among all runs, an
indication of the relative importance of this unit investment is achieved. Doing so for each single unit
investments, a graph as seen in Figure 8.5 is obtained. Disregarding the no-solution iterations, it is seen
that the Qmaxmin and the Qsum runs share the same tendency, however with generally more units being
frequently used in the Qsum runs. We claim that, with a single unit investment being performed in a
high share of the runs, it indicates that this unit investment not only is important to the investment
strategy, but also likely is a more trusted investment to be part of the optimal non-aggregated investment
strategy. Applying the same terminology as Voll et al. [30], we refer to an investment which is activated
in each iteration, as must haves (MH). In relation to the presented case study here, each of the units
related to the wind technology appear as (MHs) (see Figure 8.5). The same goes for the majority of the
units related to the PV technology and to some degree also some of those related to the Coal technology.
Further following the terminology of Voll et al. [30], unit investments appearing in at least one iteration
are referred to as Real Choices (RC). As an extension to this de�nitions we introduce multiple levels of the
real choices, such as weak and strong levels; RCW and RCS , indicating di�erent degree of membership
to the total amount of solutions. From Figure 8.5 we see that, in our sandbox toy problem, every unit
possible for investments is included in the set of (RCs). Therefore this problems does not have any
Must Avoids (MA), de�ned as unit investments never performed by any run [30]. An illustration of this
terminology is seen in Figure 8.6, highly inspired by Voll et al. [30].
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Figure 8.5: The likeliness of an investment being made based on the results of the 180 runs. Notice
that the red color represent investments, the green color represent non-investments while the blue color
represent no-solution runs.

Figure 8.6: Illustrative explanation of the di�erent categorized investment decisions. The illustrative
example contains a solution space with one optimal and two alternative solutions identi�ed. Each in-
vestment is then categorized as either Must Avoids, Weak Real Choices, Strong Real Choices or Must
Haves.

8.5.4 Diversity in the Objective values

In Section 8.5.1 we concluded that the investment strategy having highest diversity does not necessarily
cause the largest change in system costs. Furthermore, also that the solution property of having highest
change in system costs in the aggregated solution space not necessarily is pursued when projecting the
solutions onto the non-aggregated solution space. In this section we look into these relations when the
whole portfolio is considered. The percentage deviation in system costs is illustrated in Figure 8.7a for
the aggregated problem and in Figure 8.7b for the non-aggregated problem. First we notice that, despite
the conclusion of the MID solutions not having the largest change in system costs, the actual change in
system costs for these solution seems to be in the large end of the scale. In general, holding the height
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(a) Aggregated Objective

(b) Non-aggregated Objective

Figure 8.7: The percentage deviation from the objective of iteration run 1 to the objective of all other
iteration runs. Figure 8.7a shows the deviations observed in the aggregated problem, while Figure 8.7b
shows deviations concerning the original objective. The number on top of the bars indicates the amount
of solutions covered by the bar.

of each bar against the amount of solutions included (number on the top of the bar) gives an indication
of the degree to which the objective value limiting constraint is binding for each solution. The general
picture, both in the aggregated and in the non-aggregated case, is that the larger the neighborhood, the
more frequently iterations are terminated with a higher change in system costs. This indicates a generally
good exploration of the full neighborhood size. However, it is also clear that the deviation in system costs
generally tends to be smaller in the non-aggregated solution space. A consequence of using the aggregated
solution to search for alternative solutions is therefore a limited exploration of the full non-aggregated
neighborhood. Another very interesting relation between the two solution spaces is that the deviations in
the non-aggregated case actually also turns up negative, indicating one of the alternative solutions being
more cost e�ective than the assumed optimal one. This is again a consequence of the decrease in solution
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quality when aggregation techniques are applied [19]. However, it also strengthen the applicability of the
PoMDS algorithm as this approach then counteracts the errors introduced by aggregating. Nevertheless,
as already mentioned, cases in which the non-aggregated neighborhood is exceeded also occurs (4% of
the tests, equally destributed on the Qmaxmin and Qsum runs) with the highest violation being 3%.

8.5.5 Solution Times

One of the advantages of the PoMDS algorithm is that it provides a portfolio of investment strategies
based on the aggregated problem in comparable time to a single run of the non-aggregated problem. As
argued in Section 8.1, a lot of uncertainties are in�uencing the non-aggregated problem, a portfolio of
strategies might bring more valuable information, despite these being based on the aggregated solution
space. However, with the added layer of investment diversity maximization increasing the complexity of
the problem, it is essential to analyze the solution times for verifying, under which conditions, the claim
of comparable solution times of the aggregated portfolio and the single non-aggregated run, holds. For
this purpose, each non-aggregated problem is solved to a 0.01% optimality gap, from which the following
solutions times are obtained; TP2014 = 20466s, TP2015 = 16351s and TP2016 = 8114s. Due to the PoMDS
algorithm being performed with a time limit, the choice of time limit, naturally in�uences the overall
solution time of the portfolio. Figure 8.8a illustrates the iteration-wise accumulated solution times for
each method with a two hour limitation on the solution time of each iteration, while Figure 8.8b shows
the solution times when interrupted runs are disregarded. Notice that, iteration i1 is the optimal solution
run and it is succeeded in all cases, wherefore it is included in each stacked bar in both �gures. However,
due to the solution times related to these runs being signi�cantly lower compared to the other runs, the
bar is not visible in the graphs.

First, we notice that, despite a negative correlation between solution time and neighborhood sizes
being observed for iteration i2, neither of the �gures seems to indicate any such relation. Contrarily, a
slight tendency of larger neighborhoods more frequently causing longer solution times per iteration are
seen from Figure 8.8b. Looking into the total solution time (Figure 8.8a) it is seen that generally similar
solution times are observed for the Qmaxmin and the Qsum runs. In both cases the maximum completion
time of ten iterations appears for problem P2015 associated with a 1% neighborhood, and the time is in
both cases around 40000s. The quality of the two iteration is, however, higher for the Qmaxmin method.
On the other hand, higher quality and much lower solution times are seen for the Qsum runs when the
P2016 problem is considered. In fact, using a 0.5% neighborhood in the Qsum method provides a portfolio
of ten di�erent solutions without exceeding the solution time of the non-aggregated problem. With a
portfolio size of ten solutions and a time limit of two hours, this property is not seen for each tested
problem.

8.5.5.1 Tuning the time limit parameter

Figure 8.9 illustrates the share of iterations which are completed within the solution times of the non-
aggregated problems. From this it is seen that in 11 out of the 18 tests, it is possible to complete at
least eight iterations, which, in best case, provides eight di�erent solutions. In all but one test, �ve
iterations are possible to complete and in four tests all ten iterations are completed. On average, seven
iterations are completed in the Qmaxmin runs while this is increased to eight when the Qsum runs are
considered. Now, to study the e�ect of the time limit, an estimation of similar test runs with a one hour
limitation are performed and showed by the dotted line in Figure 8.9. We refer to this as an estimation
since no new test runs are performed, but we simply adjust the time limit in the already achieved run
times. Consequently, this adds 11 more iterations to the interruption category, wherefore the quality of
these, and the quality of the already interrupted iterations, potentially decrease (if runs with a one hour
limitation actually were performed). Nevertheless, by changing the time limit we now see ten iterations
being completed within the timeframes in ten out of the 18 tests. The average completion is increased
by one for both approaches meaning that an average Qmaxmin run completes eight iterations while an
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(a) Solution Times of all iteration

(b) Solution Times of non-interrupted iterations

Figure 8.8: Solution Times of the di�erent iteration for each method. Figure 8.8a includes the 7200s
time limit for interrupted runs wherefore the number on top of each bar indicates the amount of solutions
found in all iterations. Figure 8.8b disregards interrupted runs and the number on top of the bars
therefore indicate the amount of iterations not terminated due to the time limit.

average Qsum run now completes nine iterations. Of course this should be considered in relation to the
potential quality decrease, wherefore these results only are an indication of the potential for tuning the
parameter values of the PoMDS algorithm.

8.5.6 Results of the NOS approach

To highlight the bene�ts of the PoMDS algorithm, we compare the above results to similar results achieved
from the NOS approach. The comparison is made for each of the neighborhood sizes selected for the
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Figure 8.9: Illustration of the share of iterations possible to complete within the time it takes to solve
the non-aggregated problem with a 0.01% optimality gap. Also an estimation of the a�ect of decreasing
the time limit is shown.

PoMDS. We therefore study, in which iteration the neighborhood speci�c investment di�erences achieved
in the PoMDS, are found by the NOS. In each case we state the iteration, the solution time and the change
in system costs in aggregated and non-aggregated solution spaces obtained for this iteration. These results
are seen in Table 8.2. Since the NOS algorithm was terminated after 48 hours, a solution matching the

Table 8.2: Overview and speci�cs of the NOS iteration which provide similar diversity solutions as
obtained for each neighborhood in the PoMDS algorithm. The sign '>' indicates that the actual numbers
from the NOS algorithm would be higher than the stated, if the solution was to match the one achieved
in the PoMDS algorithm. However, due to the overall termination time, the stated numbers indicate how
far the NOS algorithm came.

Max. Investment Di�. Maximum change in System Cost

Name It. Value Time Value (Agg.) Value (non-Agg.)

NOS2014(matching 0.5% neighborhood) 26 4 2942 0.42 0.27

NOS2014(matching 1% neighborhood) 132 7 129645 0.91 0.05

NOS2014(matching 5% neighborhood) >149 >7 >169368 0.95 0.47

NOS2015(matching 0.5% neighborhood) 15 3 3111 0.38 0.33

NOS2015(matching 1% neighborhood) 137 6 74347 0.99 0.07

NOS2015(matching 5% neighborhood) >193 >6 >168163 1.18 0.4

NOS2016(matching 0.5% neighborhood) 28 4 2391 0.48 -0.28

NOS2016(matching 1% neighborhood) 124 7 110793 0.98 -0.25

NOS2016(matching 5% neighborhood) >144 >7 >165492 1.06 0.37

PoMDS solution of the 5% neighborhood was not obtained. Consequently, the stated numbers for this
neighborhood indicate how far the NOS algorithm came and the sign '>' indicates that the actual number
would be higher if more time was given. Comparing the results in Table 8.1 (0.5% neighborhood) to the
corresponding results in Table 8.2, we see that the NOS algorithm requires 15-28 solutions before reaching
the same amount of investment di�erences as the PoMDS solution. Consequently, the solution time is
2-2.8 times higher than the corresponding solution times of the PoMDS (with highly similar change in
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system costs both in the aggregated and in the non-aggregated space). Going to the 1% neighborhood
solutions it is now seen that the NOS require 124-137 iterations to obtain the same amount of investment
di�erences as was found by the PoMDS in the second iteration. This means that the NOS algorithm
would spend 21-36 hours to �nd the solution which by the PoMDS is found in 831-1201s. However, the
solution found by the PoMDS are associated with the slightly higher changes in system costs especially
in the non-aggregated solution space. For the 5% heighborhood a direct comparison cannot be made
since the NOS algorithm is not able to �nd a portfolio of su�cient diverse solution within the 48h time
limit. However, what can be concluded is that the NOS algorithm within 48 hours is not able to �nd
a solution which di�erentiates itself to the optimal one with more than 25% whereas the PoMDS �nds
solutions diverging with up to 43% in 300s. This clearly illustrates the advantage of the proposed PoMDS
algorithm and we argue that this advantage is strengthen as we search for more diverse solutions. To
verify this, we study the evolution of solution time, change in system cost and investment di�erences
throughout the iterations which is illustrated in Figure 8.10. Figure 8.10a shows that the diversity in

(a) Illustration of the di�erence in investment costs between the optimal solution and the solution found in each
iteration in the NOS algorithm. Additionally, the evolution in solution time throughout the iterations are seen.

(b) Illustration of how the di�erence in system costs evolves throughout the iterations both within the aggregated
and within the non-aggregated solution space.

Figure 8.10: Illustration of how the di�erence in investments, change in system costs and solution time
evolve through the iterations of the NOS algorithm. In Figure 8.10a the accumulated solution time and
the di�erence in investments are seen. Figure 8.10b shows the change in system costs both within the
aggregated and the non-aggregated solution space.

investments increases as more iterations are completed, but also that the solution time seems to increase
a lot as later iterations are reached. For the change in system costs, Figure 8.10b shows a nice logarithmic
increase for each problem in the aggregated solution space while this trend is far from projected to the
non-aggregated space where instead shifting high and low changes are seen. However, the changes do have
an overall increase in the sense that as later iterations are reached the high change in system costs are
obtained. Notice that, again the change in system costs in the non-aggregated space tends to be negative
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for the P2016. This means that, the system costs found in the alternative solutions are more optimal
than the assumed optimal solution, which is a consequence of the small errors introduces by aggregating.
As more iterations are completed it seems that the changes in system costs become more often positive
and that the negative changes decrease in size. To study the impact in solution time of obtaining larger
changes in system costs, a direct comparison is seen in Figure 8.11. Here the change in system costs of
the aggregated system are shown together with the accumulated solution time when the NOS is applied
to each of the three problems P2014, P2015 and P2016. It is here even more clearly seen that the initial
0.8% change in system costs actually is obtained fairly cheaply with respect to solution time (5 hours)
and that it is the changes > 0.8% that takes a lot of time to obtain. From Figure 8.8 it was seen that
the PoMDS algorithm found portfolios of approximately ten solutions in a little more than 7000-40000s
corresponding to 2-11 hours. Therefore, these time limits are illustrated in Figure 8.11 wherefrom it is
seen that the solutions achieved within a two hour limit di�erentiates with 0.5%-0.65% and within an 11
hour time frame a change of 0.7%-0.88% is achieved. The portfolio being found within two hours with
the PoMDS is associated with a 0.5% wherefore the solutions are comparable to the ones achieved with
the NOS algorithm both according to change in system costs and to deviations in investments. However,
as the 11 hour time limit is the overall highest for any portfolio obtained from the PoMDS algorithm,
the maximum di�erence in investments is in this case 12 associated with a 5% change in system costs.
With the NOS algorithm, the 11 hour time limit means that no solution di�erentiating with more than
5 (6 in P2016) units and 0.88% (0.7% in P2016) system costs is found.
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(a) Relation between solution time and aggregated system costs change with 2h indicated.

(b) Relation between solution time and aggregated system costs change with 11h indicated.

Figure 8.11: Illustration of the iteration-wise trade-o� between solution time and change in system
costs for the NOS algorithm applied to the aggregated solution space.
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8.6 Conclusions

In this paper, we suggested the Portfolio of Maximized Diversity Solutions (PoMDS) algorithm to explore
the near optimal solution space so that the diversity in investment strategies are maximized. This ap-
proach challenges the idea of just searching for one optimal solution and hereby we introduce a new way
of accounting for errors introduced by simpli�cations. A model of an energy system typically constitutes
a simpli�cation of the real world, wherefore near optimal solutions might be as good as the optimal one.
Providing a decision maker with a diversity of solutions therefore provides a stronger picture. Further-
more such a set of solutions also indicate the relative importance of each investment decisions.

The value and applicability of the PoMDS algorithm was illustrated through a case study covering
di�erent small capacity expansion problems.

Two alternative objectives for maximizing the investment di�erences were proposed. Either the
summed di�erences between alternative and optimal solutions were maximized (Qsum), or the minimum
distance between alternative solutions and optimal solution was maximized (Qmaxmin). Results showed
that the Qsum provided higher diversity among the alternative solutions compared to the Qmaxmin ob-
jective and that the solution quality in the non-aggregated solution space was higher with the Qsum.
However a higher share of the iteration related to the Qsum runs were terminated by the time limit. The
recommendations for the two alternative methods therefore depend on the overall diversity needs.

Furthermore, it was seen that by allowing a 5% change in system costs the PoMDS algorithm found
an investment strategy deviating with more than 40% from the optimal one within 5-14 min. Comparing
this to the so far best known Near Optimal Solution (NOS) algorithm from the literature [31, 30], a
solution with that level of diversity was not possible to �nd within 48 hours. Furthermore, even when
increasing the near optimal solution space the maximized diversity solution is found in the �rst iteration
by the PoMDS algorithm whereas the NOS algorithm requires more iterations and for both algorithms
the solution time increases with the amount of iterations performed.

Consequently, for small gap values the advantages of the proposed method above the one known from
the literature is limited, but the advantages grow rapidly as the gap values are increased, which in our
case study appeared already at a maximum change in system costs of 0.7%.

Lastly, the case study clearly illustrated how the PoMDS approach provided relative importance of
the di�erent investments. From the resulting portfolio of solutions, each investment was categorized ac-
cording to their appearance. We here encourage further research to study whether this potentially could
be used to identify optimal investments of the non-aggregated problem. One might be able to �x certain
investments in the non-aggregated space based on the categorization of the aggregated space, and then
search for alternative solutions in the non-aggregated space using the PoMDS approach on the original
data.
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Appendix

8.A Mathematical Formulation

Equation (8.6)-(8.19) cover the mathematical formulation of the capacity expansion model, where ex-
pansion costs are minimized subject to technical and operational constraints. A detailed description of
the constraints is provided right after the mathematical model. Sets, parameters and variables are listed
in Table 8.A.1 while Table 8.A.2 provides an overview of the speci�c values applied in our case study.
Notice that, for simplicity reasons, it is assumed that the variable costs are equal for all hours.

Minimize
∑
i∈I
(
CINVi + CFOMi

)
yi +

∑
i∈I
∑
j∈J

(
CV ARi + CV OMi + PFUELi HRi

)
xij + CSTUPi zij

(8.6)

Subject to
∑
i∈I xij ≥ Dj ∀j ∈ J (8.7)

xij ≤ P iyi ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J (8.8)

xij ≤ P iCFWIND
j ∀i ∈ IW ,∀j ∈ J (8.9)

xij ≤ P iCFSOLARj ∀i ∈ IS ,∀j ∈ J (8.10)

uij − uij−1 = zij − vi,j ∀i ∈ IT ,∀j ∈ J \ {1} (8.11)

wij = xij − uijP i ∀i ∈ IT ,∀j ∈ J (8.12)

wij ≤ uij(P i − P i) ∀i ∈ IT ,∀j ∈ J (8.13)

wij − wij−1 ≤ R
U

i ∀i ∈ IT ,∀j ∈ J \ {1} (8.14)

wij−1 − wij ≤ R
D

i ∀i ∈ IT ,∀j ∈ J \ {1} (8.15)

uij ≥
∑j

j′>j−MU
i

zij′ ∀i ∈ IT ,∀j ∈ J (8.16)

1− uij ≥
∑j

j′>j−MD
i

vij′ ∀i ∈ IT ,∀j ∈ J (8.17)

yi, uij , vij , zij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J (8.18)

xij , wij ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J (8.19)

The objective function (8.6) minimizes �xed and variable costs of investments and operations. The �xed
costs CFOMi cover investment costs and �xed O&M costs, while the variable costs CV OMij consist of
fuel costs, variable O&M costs and variable operational costs. Constraint (8.7) ensures energy balance
while constraints (8.8)-(8.10) handle the capacities. From these it is seen that curtailment is allowed
at no extra cost. Constraints (8.11)-(8.17) represent the unit commitment, meaning that these account
for the commitment state, updating of shut-down and start-ups, ramping restrictions and minimum up-
and down times. Constraint (8.12) de�nes the auxiliary variable wij as the power generated above the
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Table 8.A.1: Sets, Parameters and Variables of the capacity expansion model with unit commitment
constraints

Set name Description Alias

J Time periods of the analyzed time series {j, j′}
I Units, which potentially are built i

IW Units of wind type IW ⊂ I
IS Units of solar type IS ⊂ I
IT Units of thermal type (Nuclear, coal, CCGTs and OCGTs) IT ⊂ I

Parameter Description Unit

CINVi Investment costs of unit i [$/year]
CFOMi Fixed Operation & Management costs of unit i [$/year]
CV ARi Variable costs of unit i [$/MWh]
CV OMi Variable Operation & Management costs of unit i [$/MWh]
CSTUPi Start-up costs of unit i [$]
PFUELi Fuel Price of unit i [$/MBTU]
HRi Heatrate of unit i [MBTU/MWh]
Dj Demand for time period j [MWh]

R
U

i Upper Ramping limit of unit i (Maximum hour-by-hour increase in generation) [MWh/h]

R
D

i Lower Ramping limit of unit i (Maximum hour-by-hour decrease in generation) [MWh/h]
P i Maximum power generation capacity of unit i [MW]
P i Minimum power generation capacity of unit i [MW]

M
U

i Minimum amount of hours unit i needs to be online after start-up [-]

M
D

i Minimum amount of hours unit i needs to be o�ine after shut-down [-]
CFWIND

j Capacity factor of wind units in hour j (Availability of wind) [-]
CFSOLARj Capacity factor of solar units in hour j (Availability of solar) [-]

Variable Description Domain

yi Building decision for unit i, if 1 the unit is built {0, 1}
uij Commitment state, if 1 unit i is online in time j {0, 1}
zij Start-up decision, if 1 unit i is started up in time j {0, 1}
vij Shut-down decision, if 1 unit i is shut down in time j R+ (or {0, 1})
xij Power output decision, amount of energy generated by unit i in time j R+

wij Power generation over minimum capacity of unit i in time j R+

minimum level of the unit. In (8.18)-(8.19) the domain of the variables are de�ned. Note, that constraints
(8.8) and (8.12) implicitly secure zero commitment state for non-built units.

8.B Aggregation Technique and Aggregated Problem

This section provides further details on the Exhaustive Search (ES) aggregation technique which is applied
in the case study. An outline of the algorithm is provided in Procedure 9. Recall from Section 8.4.1 that
Lhres = Dh −Wh · CW − PV h · CP , where D is demand, W is wind and CW and CP are the assumed
maximal capacities of wind and PV in the system, respectively. Moreover the algorithm introduces the
Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE) which is calculated as follows;

NRMSE =

√∑
t∈T

(
RLDCt −RLDCt

)2
|T |

, (8.20)
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Table 8.A.2: Technological parameter values assumed for the case study of this paper. We assume
R
U

i = R
D

i wherefore only R
U

i is listed. The unit column refers to the amount of candidate units available
for investments. The values have been adjusted so that a wide pallet of technologies are being selected
in the original solution. Also, the cost of VRE technologies are kept low to make these preferable to the
system in order to analyze a system highly reliable on VRE.

Units

(#)

CINVi

($/year)

CFOMi

($/year)

CV OMij

($/MWh)

PFUELi

($/MBTU)

HRi

(MBTU/MWh)

CV ARij

($/MWh)

CSTUPij

($)

M
U

i

(h)

M
D

i

(h)

P i

(MW)

P i
(MW)

R
U

i

(MWh/h)

Wind 6 105000 1750 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 1000 0 1000
PV 6 45000 1000 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 600 0 600
Nuclear 4 140600 8750 2.04 3.43 10.49 16.5 100 4 3 1800 650 900
Coal 4 86000 3970 4.25 2.22 8.8 23.8 100 2 3 1800 870 1080
CCGT 4 99900 10390 6.43 5.81 7.05 58.5 100 2 2 1200 300 960
OCGT 4 76000 9980 14.7 5.81 10.85 99.4 100 1 1 1200 120 960

where RLDCt is the original RLDC, RLDCt is the approximated RLDC and |T | is the amount of hours
in the original instance (8736 hours in our case study). We furthermore introduce χ ∈ X as a week χ
belonging to the set of all weeks X. In our case study we selects 4 weeks out of 52 weeks, corresponding
to a 92% data reduction. How this a�ects the Mathematical Problem Formulation is seen in Table 8.B.1.
Some statistical relations between the non-aggregated and aggregated input time series are seen in Table
8.C.1. Figure 8.C.1 illustrates how the input time series di�er among the three problem instances P2014,
P2015 and P2016, which similarly is seen for the aggregated time series in Figure 8.C.2.

Table 8.B.1: Relation between non-aggregated and aggregated problem sizes (Notice, these relate to P
and not to Q problems). The mathematical model size is equal for the three di�erent problems P2014, P2015

and P2016, wherefore only one non-aggregated and one aggregated problem size are seen. The solution
time, however, di�ers for the three instances and the listed solution times therefore relate to the average
values.

Model Constraints Variables Non-Zero entries Discrete Variables Solution Time

Non-Aggregated 1.441.409 1.013.405 3.878.673 524.188 4.2 hours
Aggregated 110.871 77.981 298.301 40.348 42 sec
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Procedure 9 Exhaustive Search (ES)

1: procedure ES({Lres,X})
2: Sort Lres in ascending order to obtain RLDC
3: Initialize NRMSEbest = 0 and L(agg)

res = ∅
4: For(χ1 = 1 to X){
5: IF(χ1 + 1 ≤ X){
6: For(χ2 = (χ1 + 1) to X){
7: IF(χ2 + 1 ≤ X){
8: For(χ3 = (χ2 + 1) to X){
9: IF(χ3 + 1 ≤ X){
10: For(χ4 = (χ3 + 1) to X){
11: Scale Lres{χ1, χ2, χ3, χ4} up by 13, and sort in ascending order to achieve RLDC
12: Calculate the NRMSE between RLDC and RLDC to obtain NRMSEnow
13: IF (NRMSEnow < NRMSEbest){
14: Update NRMSEbest = NRMSEnow and L(agg)

res = Lres{χ1, χ2, χ3, χ4}
15: }
16: }
17: }
18: }
19: }
20: }
21: }
22: }
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8.C Input Data

The non-aggregated input time series consist of hourly demand pro�les and hourly wind and PV avail-
ability pro�les. Each problem {P2014, P2015, P2016} covers a single region and hence is associated with
a single input time series of each type. Graphical illustrations of the non-aggregated input time series
are seen in Figure 8.C.1, while the corresponding aggregated pro�les are illustrated in Figure 8.C.2. To
further illustrate di�erences among time series of the di�erent years and di�erences among aggregated
and non-aggregated time series, a selection of statistical measures for each pro�le are seen in Table 8.C.1.

Table 8.C.1: Statistical measures of the three types of input time series; demand, wind and PV both in
non-aggregated and aggregated forms. Values are seen for each of the three years; 2014, 2015 and 2016.
Sum relates to the cumulative values throughout the period (MWh), while Mean, Max and Min relate
to the single hour values (MWh/h). Wind and PV are illustrated as predicted capacities meaning that
the values indicate the wind and PV capacities arising from an investment in all candidate units of the
respective type.

Non-Aggregated Time Series Aggregated Time Series

Pro�le Year Sum Mean Max Min Sum Mean Max Min

Demand

2014 33.357.780 3818 2296 6033 2.650.526 3944 2398 5646

2015 33.526.849 3838 2275 5741 2.700.963 4019 2370 5670

2016 33.802.803 3869 2213 6115 2.663.858 3964 2642 5409

Wind

2014 15.997.033 1831 0 5455 1.342.075 1997 11 5087

2015 16.621.458 1903 0 5267 1.417.248 2109 41 5130

2016 14.444.281 1653 0 5333 1.182.706 1760 42 5182

PV

2014 4.313.297 384 0 3500 208.275 310 0 3152

2015 4.263.148 488 0 3500 287.205 427 0 3359

2016 4.273.258 489 0 3500 352.316 524 0 3477
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Figure 8.C.1: Graphical illustration of how the input time series di�er for the three years 2014, 2015
and 2016. Wind and PV are illustrated as predicted capacities throughout the year. This means that
the graphs illustrate the wind and PV capacities arising from an investment in all candidate units of the
respective type.
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Figure 8.C.2: Graphical illustration of how the aggregated input time series di�er for the three years
2014, 2015 and 2016. Wind and PV are illustrated as predicted capacities throughout the aggregated
period. This means that the graphs illustrate the wind and PV capacities arising from an investment in
all candidate units of the respective type.
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8.D Supplementary Graphs for the Result Section

Figure 8.D.1: The evolution of the deviation in investment strategies across the iterations. As the
method prevents the occurrence of identical solutions, missing columns are caused by non-existing solu-
tions.
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(a) Optimal solution (b) Maximum Investment Di�erent Solution

(c) Alternative solution (iteration 3)
(d) Alternative solution (iteration 4)

(e) Alternative solution (iteration 5) (f) Alternative solution (iteration 6)

Figure 8.D.2: Investment decisions for each iteration of the PoMDS algorithm solving the Qmaxmin
problem. The solutions are related to P2014 and a maximum deviation in system costs of 5%.
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(g) Alternative solution (iteration 7) (h) Alternative solution (iteration 8)

(i) Alternative solution (iteration 9) (j) Alternative solution (iteration 10)

Figure 8.D.2: (Continued) Investment decisions for each iteration of the PoMDS algorithm solving the
Qmaxmin problem. The solutions are related to P2014 and a maximum deviation in system costs of 5%.
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(a) Optimal solution (b) Maximum Investment Di�erent Solution

(c) Alternative solution (iteration 3)
(d) Alternative solution (iteration 4)

(e) Alternative solution (iteration 5) (f) Alternative solution (iteration 6)

Figure 8.D.3: Investment decisions for each iteration of the PoMDS algorithm solving the Qsum prob-
lem. The solutions are related to P2014 and a maximum deviation in system costs of 5%.
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(g) Alternative solution (iteration 7) (h) Alternative solution (iteration 8)

(i) Alternative solution (iteration 9) (j) Alternative solution (iteration 10)

Figure 8.D.3: (Continued) Investment decisions for each iteration of the PoMDS algorithm solving the
Qsum problem. The solutions are related to P2014 and a maximum deviation in system costs of 5%.
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Figure 8.D.4: Illustration of the solutions being the most di�erent from the optimal one with respect
to investment decisions. The relation between the degree of di�erence and the associated solution time
is seen.
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Closing





Chapter 9

Conclusions

Recent literature argue that increasing shares of renewable energy cause operational detail to be impor-
tant even in the long-term energy models [1, 2]. This along with an already contentious growth in the
complexity of energy system problems, motivates the research for improved acceleration methods. This
thesis therefore aimed at studying acceleration methods to speed-up the solution times of Generation
Capacity Expansion Problems. The main focus was on time aggregation techniques that reduce the size
of a problem by considering only a selection of the input data in the modeling. By considering time
aggregation from both a technical, an applied and a supporting perspective, advantages, challenges, limi-
tations and potentials were identi�ed.

From a technical viewpoint this thesis contributes with new aggregation techniques based on both
heuristic, clustering and optimization approaches. It contributes with an overview and classi�cation of
existing techniques and provides a comparison covering multiple techniques from each class. The thesis
further provides methodologies to systematically validate aggregation techniques. Through a broad in-
vestigation of many di�erent con�gurations of the techniques, key properties were identi�ed which had a
record of leading to a good balance between solution quality and solution time. To ensure that these key
properties were not over�tted to the speci�c problems considered, a comprehensive sensitivity analysis
was carried out. The aim was to study the change and consistency of aggregation technique performances
for variations in both input data, in aggregated problem sizes and in model structure. Taking all analyses
into consideration, the promising key properties related to grouping procedures, day selections, consid-
eration of correlation between selected elements and a maximum data reduction of 92%. A surprising
�nding was therefore that a good replication of the Residual Load Duration Curve (RLDC) did not show
as a key property, despite this being a widely used validation measure in the literature.

These �ndings were categorized as theoretical since they were obtained by analyzing a small version
of an energy system, representing only the most essential aspects. The applied perspective therefore con-
sisted of applying promising aggregation techniques to some of the energy systems which are the basis of
the Danish energy analyses. The two-folded aim of this was �rstly to verify the identi�ed key properties
in a broader perspective, and secondly to expand the set of key properties and identify potential disad-
vantages. The real-life energy systems di�ered from the technical ones in various ways. Apart from the
di�erence in model sizes, the most essential di�erences were linear models against mixed-integer models,
multi-region models against single region, and sector coupling systems against a pure electricity system.
Selected parts of the con�gurational investigations and the sensitivity analysis from the technical study
were applied to these systems as well. From the applied point of view the thesis further contributes with
suggestions of new heuristic and clustering aggregation techniques. Also, new con�gurational aspects
such as the construction of weeks, from historical data rather than selecting historical weeks and new
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methodologies to select elements from each clusters are further contributions. This relates both to the
question of which element to select and to the question of how many elements to select from each clus-
ter. The latter is represented by a weighting strategy, where the number of elements from each cluster
represents the relative importance of the cluster, with respect to the full data-set. The analysis generally
veri�ed the already identi�ed key properties and added the weighting strategy to the set, as this showed
promising performance. Promising performance was also seen for the suggested element selection from
each cluster, where both minimum, maximum and median elements were selected rather than just one
of the element types. The single selection of the maximum or minimum element showed signi�cantly
worse performance whereas selecting a random element from each cluster performed equally well to the
suggested element selection. These conclusions suggest that a selection from each cluster, capturing var-
ious of the properties of the cluster, might be a potential key property. A future research path could
therefore be to more clearly identify essential properties of a cluster which need to be captured. In a
broader perspective, capturing key properties from each cluster might relate to key properties of the full
data set being captured. This suggests an alternative future research idea being to optimize the selection
from each cluster so that the selection captures essential properties of the full data set (as discussed in
Section 10.2.2).

Apart from the mentioned key properties, a set of other conclusions was drawn relating both to the
technical and to the applied perspective. In general, the developed aggregation techniques performed
consistently good across the various test problems, the sensitivity analysis and the general stress testing.
Nonetheless, simple aggregation techniques might perform equally well as more advanced techniques,
which indicates that it might be key properties of the aggregation techniques that make the di�erence
in the performances. Despite this thesis identifying some of these properties, we are far from a complete
answer to the question of what makes an aggregation technique good. We strongly encourage future
research paths to take this direction, potentially with more emphasis put on the size of the aggregation
in relation to the performance. Still, our conclusions show that time aggregation constitutes a strong
acceleration method providing enormous speed-ups without compromising the solution quality too much.
More speci�cally, solution time gains were frequently above 90% while the solution quality often deviated
with less than 10% from the optimal solution, however with the non-aggregated optimal investments
rarely being found. This performance balance had a high dependency on the considered technologies.
Especially storage technologies showed to su�er from aggregation which is also a well-known problem
in the literature. Lately this has received increased attention and it therefore constitutes a good future
research path (see Section 10.2.6). Additionally, the study of why speci�c aggregation techniques per-
formed di�erently for very di�erent energy systems, slightly indicated that the performance potentially
relates to correlations between selected days and the utilization of investment decisions. Studying this
more carefully might reveal important progress in the understanding of aggregation technique perfor-
mances (see Section 10.2.3). A last general conclusion was that, independent of the speci�c technique,
aggregation performances were quite sensitive to changes in wind availability and to imperfect knowledge
of wind capacities. This partly rules against the use of deterministic models as these often tend to ignore
imperfect knowledge. It, however, also challenges the idea of aggregation techniques being valuable in a
stochastic framework, since the techniques identically reduce the size of all sub-problems despite these
typically covering scenarios of di�erent wind availabilities. At least this suggests further development of
the aggregation techniques to suit such frameworks (see Section 10.2.5). Lastly, to mention one of the
more disappointing aspects of the analysis, it was not possible to identify a relation between the perfor-
mance of an aggregation techniques and its ability to replicate statistical properties of the non-aggregated
time series. However, with good performance being related to an aggregation technique aiming at repli-
cating statistical measures of the non-aggregated data, we strongly believe that such a relation can be
found. We argue that such a relation would enable a development of a time aggregation algorithm, which
automatically applies the best performing aggregation technique to a speci�c problem evaluated from the
statistical measures of the input data. This of course applies for any 'map-able' relation between consid-
ered problem and aggregation technique performances (see Section 10.1). The relation would furthermore
provide some guidance according to predictive use of aggregation.

The last part of the thesis considered how time aggregation can be further utilized. Here the focus
was on exploiting the aggregated solutions to either �nd the optimal solution or to �nd a set of alter-
native solutions. This part therefore represents each aspect of a highly relevant question within energy
optimization, namely whether it makes sense to focus on the one optimal solution. With an answer
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to that being 'yes', this thesis contributes with the suggestion of three acceleration methods aiming at
closing the gap between aggregated and non-aggregated solutions. The twofold purpose of this is �rstly
to increase the applicability of time aggregation, if higher solution quality is requested, and secondly
to overcome the importance of identifying the best performing aggregation strategy. The acceleration
methods consisted both of exact and math-heuristic approaches and the general conclusions were that
especially math-heuristics have a large potential, as they consistently found non-aggregated optimal so-
lutions signi�cantly faster than state-of-the-art solvers.

To the ones answering 'no' to the question, the thesis contributes with a framework providing a portfo-
lio of solutions with maximized diversity according to investment decisions, where all solutions lie within
a threshold from the optimal aggregated system costs. The most important property of this framework
is that it quickly identi�es how di�erent an investment strategy one could obtain within an acceptance
span of the system costs. From this, a better understanding of the problem and a better basis for good
decision making is obtained. It also quanti�es the importance of each investment decision to the system,
and by that indicating more promising decisions. Lastly, it potentially accounts for some of the errors
committed through aggregation and hereby decreases the gap between bad and well performing aggrega-
tion strategies.

Independently of what opinion one might have on the question of whether or not to rely on the single
optimal solution, it can commonly be concluded that high performing frameworks can be built by ex-
ploiting the enormous speed-up and generally high quality performance of time aggregation techniques.
Aggregation constitutes a strong supporting tool in various cases and we hope that our work will inspire
future research paths toward such directions (see e.g. Section 10.2.5).

At the end we feel that this thesis contributes with important �ndings and strong developments within the
energy optimization research �eld. It provides a toolbox for solving comprehensive energy systems more
e�ciently, creating value for both the FutureGas project as well as for the future development towards
a greener energy system. Furthermore we argue that many of the methodologies might be relevant to
investment problems within various other research �elds, and we hope that our �ndings will act as a
support for future research, whether this being within energy optimization or not.
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Chapter 10

Future Work

The following section provides an overview of the most essential future research ideas that this thesis has
led to. The section is divided into two parts. We refer to the �rst part as the thesis dream since this
was our hope for the outcome of this thesis. However, without being quite able to reach this baseline
within the time of the PhD, it is left for further research. The second part presents a selection of various
research ideas, which in some way might relate to the thesis dream as well.

10.1 Chasing the Thesis Dream

Throughout the various analyses of time aggregation techniques, it became clear that a single optimal
technique, performing well in any energy system, might not exist. One act on this was therefore to
search for the single aggregation technique showing the best average performance across multiple energy
systems (see Chapter 4). However such a technique would still have the disadvantages of signi�cantly
in�uencing analyses comparing very di�erent energy systems. An improved suggestion is to develop the
ultimate time aggregation algorithm (UTAA) which automatically identi�es and applies the most suitable
aggregation technique to a given energy system problem. The prerequisites for such an algorithm are
�rstly an identi�cation of a set of promising aggregation techniques, and secondly a mapping between
the performances of these aggregation techniques and properties of the energy system.

With regards to the set of promising aggregation techniques, this thesis provides some guidelines en-
suring good performance, where the performance is not conditioned on which energy system is considered.
We summarize these key properties as follows:

• Day selection

• Selections preserving 8% of the original data

• Aggregated series originating from grouping/clustering of non-aggregated data

• Clusterings performed both according to values of and correlation between elements

• Random selection from each cluster or a selecting pursuing various properties of the cluster.

• Weighting selection from each group according to group size
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This list is far from complete and it might be that these key properties constitute a too narrow or a
too broad perspective, wherefore future research towards this direction is needed to strengthen the set of
aggregation techniques.

With regards to the mapping, this would consist of a set of energy system properties each associ-
ated with a speci�c weighting of the considered aggregation techniques. The weighting would represent
the recorded performances of the aggregation techniques with respect to the system property. These
weightings would therefore be obtained through experimental runs investigating the performances of the
aggregation techniques for various energy system problems, similar to those performed in this thesis.
Based on the result of this thesis, especially two classes of system properties are identi�ed, namely those
relating to Input data and those relating to the Mathematical model. Each class would constitute a score-
board containing all weightings of each aggregation technique associated to each related system property,
as illustrated in Figure 10.1. Here, ATx refers to Aggregation Technique x. We refer to Ex as Examina-

Figure 10.1: Graphical illustration of the ultimate time aggregation algorithm applied to any energy
system problem.

tion number x where the examination relates to properties of the input data. Some examinations might
require to be represented as a question, however we expect most examinations to be implemented auto-
matically by analyzing speci�c properties of the input data such as high/low wind availability, statistical
measures etc. This idea therefore extends the idea of Chapter 3, where statistical measures are analyzed
in order to �nd a relation between statistical measures of the aggregated data and time aggregation
performances. Such a discovery would be a key �nding for the suggested algorithm. Lastly, Qx refers
to Question number x where the question relates to the model structure. Examples of such questions
could be; is storage modeled?, is district heating included? etc. By summarizing the �nal scores of each
scoreboard, the aggregation technique related to the maximum score would constitute the most suited
technique for the considered problem. Applying this technique to the energy system problem results in
the assumed best performing aggregated problem. A further improvement would be to include how data
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series are prioritized in the aggregation (see Section 10.2.3). However as for now, it is not clear where
to include this aspect since it is not known if the prioritizing is a�ected by model structure and/or the
considered input data. If it is related to model structure, it needs to be represented through questions.
Otherwise it would be a key property to be included as part of the selected aggregation techniques. Notice
that, any aggregation technique could be included in the algorithm and the reasoning for identifying a
promising set of techniques therefore primarily concerns a limiting request and a request for generally
high performance. If it e.g. is known that any aggregation technique that ful�lls the list of key proper-
ties performs equally well on energy systems being modeled as either Mixed-integer programming (MIP)
problems or Linear programming (LP) problems, no question is needed concerning the classi�cation of
the underlying mathematical model.

In a dream scenario, the ultimate time aggregation algorithm would be made as a neural network al-
gorithm that improves it performance (gets smarter) through feedback from choices made before (from
each application of the algorithm).

10.2 Selected Research Ideas

We here present a selection of future research ideas which builds on the �ndings of this thesis.

10.2.1 Alternative Groupings

This idea relates to possible future research paths in the development of aggregation techniques. The
analysis of this thesis points towards the grouping feature being a promising key property of an aggregation
technique. In this thesis, groupings have been obtained either from blocking of consecutive hours or from
well-known clustering procedures, possibly combined in various ways. The data instances to be grouped
in relation to aggregation of energy systems are however relatively small which allows for more advanced
algorithms to be applied. Such algorithms may be found in other studies of grouping strategies and
we here suggest two possible research �elds that may act as inspiration. These ideas concern either a
happiness grouping or a cluster partitioning.

• Happiness grouping relates to the well known seating plan problem especially arising within wedding
planning [3]. Typically n guests have to be seated around m tables so that the overall happiness is
maximized. The happiness is measured through preferences between each pair of guests, indicating
how much or how little they would like to sit at the same table. This idea can directly be projected
onto the problem of grouping time elements of energy system related time series. Assuming that
tables simply constitute the groups and that guests are represented by time elements, the objective
is to place each time element into a group so that the overall happiness is maximized. In this
perspective, the happiness between two time elements relates to the similarities they share. Simi-
larities could be measured as similar average values or as high correlation between time elements,
with the measurements being based on some or all input time series. This therefore still concerns
the question of how input time series should be prioritized against each other (see Section 10.2.3).
Nevertheless, unlike many clustering techniques, this modeling framework enables modeling of hard
constraints. By that, one could add constraints to the model ensuring speci�c elements to be (or
not to be) in the same group. In relation to energy optimization this could allow for pre-evaluated
important time elements not to be clustered together and hence not to compete with each other
in the selection from each group. It also makes it possible to obtain groupings where original time
chronology within each group is pursued as much as possible.

The seating allocation problem is considered in several research and solved using various solution
procedures both with optimization, math-heuristic and heuristic methodologies wherefore it might
provide inspiration for the further development of aggregation techniques based on grouping. To
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mention a few of many, Hales and García Quiles [4] de�ne two optimization models for grouping
congress seats under multiple constraints and develop heuristic approaches to obtain good solu-
tions.Tajima and Misono [5] propose set packing formulations to �nd optimal seat allocation of
�ight passenger groups, so that overall satisfaction is maximized. Lewis and Carroll [3] formulate
the wedding seating plan both as an Integer programming (IP) model and as a formulation gen-
eralizing both the weighted graph coloring problem and the k-partition problem. A TABU search
heuristic is developed for the graph formulations and compared to an IP solution approach.

• Cluster partitioning also relates to a well known research area namely graph partitioning. The
essence of our idea is to perform a clustering for each input time series and then search for the
common clustering which maximizes the agreement among all input clusterings. Inspired by the
work of Gionis et al. [6], this could be utilized by creating a graph where vertices represent time
elements to be clustered and edges represent the degree to which any two time elements are likely
clustered together. This means, the weight of an edge connecting two time elements represents how
many of the input clusterings that cluster the two time elements together. The objective is then to
partition the graph into k groups, so that the sum of edges between elements of di�erent groups are
minimized. K-partitioning approaches frequently focus on the resulting partitioning not deviating
too much in size, see e.g. Byrne et al. [7] who suggest a k-partitioning approach for the segmenting
of picture elements. Gaining some similarity among groups would potentially be an improvement
for the grouping of energy system input series, since this would limit the risk of giving too much
emphasis to sparsely represented elements. Alternatively, inspiration could also be found in graph
coloring approaches which aim at partitioning a graph so that no two adjacent vertices are in the
same group. An interpretation of this in an energy related perspective, is only to connect time
elements with edges if the input clusterings do not cluster them together more than x times. This
would make the graph coloring assign these time elements to di�erent groups.

Notice that despite distinguishing between happiness grouping and cluster partitioning the two approaches
share high similarities. Similarity between di�erent time elements (the happiness matrix) might as well
be measured from the agreement among input clusterings. Similarly, the edge weights in the graph
representation might be represented through other similarity measures than the one based on input
clustering. An illustration of how the seating allocation problem might be formulated through a graph
structure is seen in [3]. Anyway, �nding inspiration from solution procedures within the suggested areas
might improve the grouping of time elements within energy optimization, wherefore it constitutes an
interesting future research path.

10.2.2 Optimized cluster selection

This research idea relates to aggregation techniques consisting of grouping input data into similar groups
and then select an element from each group which e.g. is the case for clustering procedures. The research
idea occurs as a consequence of the selection of elements from each group actually having quite high
impact (see Chapter 3 and Chapter 6). Results of this thesis show that both a random element selection
and a selection of both minimum, maximum and median elements perform well (referred to as the
MedianMaxMin element selection). These selections slightly outperformed the mean element selection
and signi�cantly outperformed the selection of a minimum or a maximum element. Common for the
random and the MedianMaxMin element selection is that they somehow ensure di�erent properties of
the groups to be preserved. Our guess is, that with a less uniform representation of each group a good
representation of the non-aggregated time series is achieved. Some aggregation techniques might not allow
for a multi-selection of each group, wherefore the MedianMaxMin selection could be changed to a random
choice of either the minimum, the maximum or the median element for each cluster. However, in that
case it contains the same drawback as the random element selection namely that the randomness might
in�uence the performance. We therefore suggest an optimization approach which as input takes a speci�c
grouping and as output provides the selection of elements from each group. The objective would be to
maximize the statistical replication of the non-aggregated data series. Such a statistical replication could
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consist of a good replication of original time series mean, maximum and minimum elements. It could
also concern mean, minimum and maximum correlations between elements of the original time series.
Maybe it could contain minimum, maximum and mean ramping values or other chronological aspects.
Nevertheless, it would quickly become a multi-objective problem requiring some weighting between the
objectives. A more narrow analysis of what makes the random and the MedianMaxMin perform better
than other selections would be needed to identify a suitable objective function. Furthermore, as the
optimization model would be MIP, a heuristic solution procedure would possibly be needed if many
elements are to be considered.

10.2.3 Weighting of Input data

This research idea concerns how one should prioritize di�erent input time series in the aggregation. We
have investigated many di�erent strategies in this thesis.

In Chapter 3 a single region energy system was considered with the input data consisting of one
demand, one wind and one PV time series. Since all aggregation techniques selected elements from the
residual load pro�le, all input time series were considered through this one time series. In Chapter 4,
the same system was considered with the extension of import/export. The set of input time series was
therefore extended with a price time series, however this was ignored by the aggregation technique. In
Chapter 5, the more advanced Balmorel energy system was considered which both consists of multiple
regions and multiple technologies. A residual load pro�le for each region was obtained and the aggrega-
tion was made according to the summed residual load pro�le. Consequently, this made the aggregation
prioritize each pro�le according to the relative importance of that pro�le to the energy system. All input
time series apart from demand and renewable capacities were ignored in the aggregation. Then in Chap-
ter 6, yet more advanced energy systems were considered, also covering multiple regions and multiple
technologies. In these experimental results all input series were included in the aggregation with their
individual attributes. It was suggested that future work could study the normalization of each time series
to imply equal importance.

Despite this thesis including many di�erent ways of handling input time series in the aggregation, it
has not systematically been addressed how prioritizing input data might in�uence the aggregation per-
formance. Nevertheless, a few thoughts on the challenges of some of the considered strategies have been
identi�ed. First, with renewable energies introducing uncertainty in the supply, time elements covering
high demands might be more exposed to this uncertainty compared to time elements with low demand.
An aggregation should therefore cover such exposed time elements in order to capture situations with a
high risk of needing �exible capacities. The challenge arises with the residual loads possibly being equal
for time segments covering di�erent �exibility needs. If a time segment covers high predicted demand and
high predicted renewable generation, the residual load reaches a level which is possibly also reached by
a time segment having low predicted demand and low predicted renewable generation (see Figure 10.1).
The probability of needing �exible capacities to satisfy demand is higher in the time with a generally
higher demand. But with equal residual loads for the two time segments, a clustering procedure would
likely group them together and by that, risk not selecting the time element representing the high �exi-
bility need. This could have the consequence of aggregated problem solutions tending to underestimate
�exible capacities. We therefore argue that basing the aggregation on the residual load pro�le risks to
lose information of the single input time series, which also causes chronology and ramping information
of each input time series to be lost. Performing an aggregation through the consideration of each single
input time series might therefore be better. Notice also that this might be the reason for the results of
Chapter 3 not showing a relation between statistical measures and aggregation technique performances
as these measures relate to the residual pro�les. A relationship could possibly be found if statistical mea-
sures of the single time series were considered instead. Additionally, as studied in Chapter 4, aggregation
based on RLCs requires an assumption of renewable capacities. These capacities constitute a decision in
the optimization model and are therefore optimally decided based on the system needs. Consequently,
assuming a capacity prior to the optimization might cause the aggregation to be based on wrong capac-
ity assumptions potentially leading to a decrease in the aggregated problem performance. Nonetheless,
consideration of each single input time series in the aggregation raises the questions of which pro�les to
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Figure 10.1: Graphical illustration of which challenges may occur when only a residual load time series
is considered by the aggregation. The risk consists of a common classi�cation of the two segments despite
these being related to very di�erent demands.

include and how to prioritize these against each other. In the analysis of the results of Chapter 4, it was
observed that the aggregated time series covered several days which were not important to the investment
decisions. For multiple systems the optimal utilization of the invested capacities lied in time elements not
well represented by the aggregated time series. It therefore indicates that the selection of time elements
might have been a�ected by irrelevant information (potential unimportant input time series). It raises
the idea of a potential prioritizing between input data being found in the correlation between utilization
of investments and input data.

We believe that an investigation of how one should prioritize di�erent input time series in the aggrega-
tion might improve the understanding of well performing aggregation techniques, wherefore it constitutes
an important future research question.

10.2.4 Self-organizing maps

Directly linked to the relevant research path in Section 10.2.3 is the consideration of Self-Organizing Maps
(SOMs) to handle high dimensional data. SOMs belongs to the class of unsupervised neural networks and
they are used to obtain low dimensional spaces which preserve the structure of the higher dimensional
input space [8]. In large energy systems, each hour h is associated with a measurement of each input
time series which e.g. is demand of region x, demand of region y, renewable energy available in region x,
prices between region x and y etc. With a lot of input time series, the problem su�ers from the curse of
high dimensionality wherefore SOMs can be applied to obtain a lower dimensional representation. Our
idea of applying SOMs to energy related data speci�cally originates from the work of Drago and Scepi [9],
where SOMs are applied to reduce the dimensionality of �nancial data and then to �nd clusters within
the lower dimensional space. The idea of clustering SOMs is also seen in various other works [10, 11].
We strongly believe that a future study applying similar approaches within energy optimization would
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provide valuable insight on how to optimally aggregate the many input time series.

10.2.5 Stochastic frameworks

With the increasing shares of variable renewable energy, uncertainty handling obvious constitutes a
highly relevant further research path. However, with this thesis concerning comprehensive deterministic
energy systems, which need simpli�cation for pursuing tractability, stochastic modeling frameworks are
frequently not even considered. Nonetheless, we see various potentials for using the research results of this
thesis to solve stochastic energy systems. We emphasize on especially two applications where the current
research might be relevant, namely scenario reduction and sub-problem reduction. Scenario reduction
e.g. applies to a stochastic model considering x di�erent wind scenarios which each describes some wind
availability throughout a time-period t. If each period t is to be considered as a time element of one
common time series T, the aim is to select a subset of periods t which constitutes a good representation
of the time series T. In other words, to reduce the set of scenarios by excluding scenarios which likely
does not contribute with new information. Another approach, inspired by Feng and Ryan [12], is to use
well performing aggregation techniques to solve the problem related to each wind scenario and by that
obtain the scenario speci�c solutions. Then, by applying some grouping strategy on the obtained solutions,
scenarios leading to similar solutions would be identi�ed and hence could be reduced. Another perspective
on this is to apply an aggregation technique directly to the time domain of the stochastic problem. This
is seen in [13] where one year is aggregated down to 10 representative days, which are then considered in a
two-state stochastic energy system model. Since a Benders Decomposition is applied to solve the model,
aggregating the time domain equals an aggregation of each sub-problem. Alternatively, since Schwele et
al. [13] constructs one sub-problem for each scenario and for each included day, the aggregation actually
reduces the amount of sub-problems, hence Sub-problem Reduction. Nevertheless, as concluded in Section
9 a speci�c aggregation technique might perform di�erently for di�erent wind scenarios wherefore a future
research path could consider development of aggregation techniques speci�cally handling the di�erent
wind scenarios. One take on this is our suggested Ultimate Time Aggregation Algorithm (Section 10.1),
which would ensure that each wind scenario gets to in�uence the choice of aggregation technique applied.
The chosen aggregation technique would be the best performing one for the majority of the scenarios.
This would, however, still su�er from some scenarios possibly leading to worse aggregation performance,
which makes room for further improvements.

Apart from the above suggested research paths, we also strongly believe that robust optimization will
play an important role in the future research of energy optimization. For inspiration, we suggest the recent
work of Baringo and Baringo [14], who develop a stochastic adaptive robust optimization approach for a
combined generation and transmission expansion problem, and they conclude the proposed approach to
be highly e�ective.

10.2.6 Aggregating Seasonal Storage

A relevant future research question is how to handle long-term storage in aggregated models. If an
appropriate handling of seasonal storage in aggregated models is not made, the time domain reduction
frequently causes the aggregated model to underestimate the need for storage capacity. Assume that a
group contains time elements all associated with a need for storage charging. Representing this group of
time elements with only one element means that far less charging is done and therefore the optimal need
for maximum storage capacity might not be captured. A fairly used action is therefore to only handle
storage optimization within each time element. The storage balance, which normally would ensure the
storage level in the beginning of a time element i to be equal to the level in the end of the previous
time element j, is therefore changed to ensure that the initial storage level of element i is obtained again
in the end of time element i [15]. However, unless some prede�ned seasonal storage levels are imposed
on the time elements, this actually ignores the seasonal evolution of the storage. Consequently, this
approach is also concluded not to be suitable for seasonal storage optimization wherefore improvements
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in the storage balancing constraints constitute relevant future research [16, 17, 18]. A simple way to
preserve some seasonal optimization of storage is to keep the storage relation between time element j
and time element i, but to scale up the initial value of time element i according to the size of the group
related to element j. This assumes that the change happening during time element j would happen for
each element similar to j and hence the change is scaled up with the amount of similar elements. This
approach is currently the way storage is handled in aggregated Balmorel models. Lastly, to inspire future
research paths within the seasonal storage handling of aggregated models, Kotzur et al. [19] propose a
new methodology where the typical days are linked in the year by an additional state description. More
speci�cally, an inter-day problem is solved to obtain the seasonal storage evolution throughout a longer
time period, and the obtained storage levels are then imposed on the intra-day problem, so that the
storage level is �xed for the beginning and end of each day. Alternatively, Tejada-Arango et al. [18]
suggest another approach for approximating time representation in an hourly UC model with storage
investments. Here a System State Model is developed rather than a model consisting of representative
days. However, they conclude that despite the system state model representing long-term storage well,
it struggles in representing short-term storage.

10.2.7 Cut and Solve algorithm

The last future research idea relates to the viewpoint of aggregating models supporting the solution
procedure of the non-aggregated problem. Throughout the many experimental results of this thesis,
it was observed that the solver sometimes 'got lost' in a huge branch-and-bound tree. The suggested
research idea is therefore to study the applicability of the cut-and-solve algorithm to generation capacity
expansion models. This algorithm is suggested by Climer and Zhang [20] and it consists of iteratively
adding piercing cuts to the problem, which tightens the solution space by cutting at least one feasible
solution out in every iteration. Ideally each piercing cut would divide the considered solution space into
a large set L and a sparse set S. Each iteration then consists of obtaining the optimal IP solution within
S, and the lower bound solution within L (LP-relaxed solution). The algorithm terminates when the
lower bound exceeds the best IP solution obtained so far, as this means that the optimal solution has
been cut away and hence found. How to de�ne well performing piercing cuts is assumed to be problem
dependent. Climer and Zhang [20] de�ne a cut from the reduced costs of the relaxed binary decision
variables. They solve the relaxed binary problem and let S be composed of all variables with a reduced
cost value below some threshold value α. The size of α is chosen such that S becomes su�ciently sparse.
A drawback of this de�nition arises when a problem contains many variables with a reduced cost of
zero. Our very preliminary results indicate that this might be the case for generation capacity expansion
problems, wherefore we encourage future research to investigate whether aggregated problem solutions
could be exploited in de�ning well performing piercing cuts.

10.2.8 Concluding remarks

With these research ideas we conclude the thesis. As the ideas suggest, the research �eld of energy
system optimization gives rise to a substantial amount of interesting future research paths. This thesis
has only scratched the surface for what potentials that may be gained from research within this �eld.
We especially see the smart-grid solutions causing new models to arise in which demands can be shifted
in time within speci�c limits. These models will have a need of being solved dynamically in real-time
which essentially will require comprehensive research and new methods to be developed. In any case,
with a continuously evolving energy system towards sustainable economies we believe that many more
interesting systems are yet to be developed and e�ciently solved.
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(a) Work packages included in the BEAM-Me project

(b) Flowchart of the work planned to be carried out in the BEAM-Me project

Figure A.1: Project overview of the BEAM-Me project. Represented is both the work packages and
the �ow-chart of the planned work tasks. Both �gures are from the project description [1].
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Figure A.2: Annotated Balmorel instance without investments. The geographical area covers Denmark,
Sweeden, Germany and Norway. The time horizon consists of an aggregated 2012, where only 2 seasons
(weeks) of 168 hours each, are considered. The instance is decomposed according to regions. This
constitutes an example of an ill suited annotation for the PIPS solver as blocks are far from equal sized.
The instance consists of 935.181 constraints and 3.010.489 variables (all non-zeroes) and the black lines
appear from small black dots representing each variable-constraint pair.
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(a) Aggregated Balmorel instance featuring investments. Temporal resolution
is aggregated downto four seasons each consisting of 24 hours. The geographical
area only covers Germany.

(b) Aggregated Balmorel instance without investments. The geographical area
covers Denmark, Sweeden, Germany and Norway. Temporal resolution consists
of the year 2020 aggregated downto four seasons each consisting of 168 hours.

Figure A.3: Annotations of two di�erent Balmorel instances. The problem is decomposed according to
seasons (weeks) and this showed to be the best decomposing factor since it leads to equal sized blocks
and few linking variables/constraints. The black lines appear from small black dots representing each
variable-constraint pair.
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Figure B.1: Graphical illustration of which challenges may occur when representative elements tends
to smooth the pro�le. The graph shows the aggregated and non-aggregated demand together with non-
aggregated VRE supply pro�les. The risk consists of over- or underestimated �exibility needs and a
suboptimal utilization of the VRE due to wrong information.
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niques in relation to Power Capacity-Extension Modeling
(Review 1)

Kin McKinnona

a School of Mathematics, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK, K.McKinnon@ed.ac.uk

Real-world energy planning problems have to deal with uncertain future estimates of costs and technolo-
gies, and assess the operational costs of di�erent possible investment decisions with operational model
of appropriate detail. The introduction of renewable generation, which is highly volatile, stochastic and
dependent on location, drives the need to use operational model of �ner spatial and time resolution, and
to test them on a much wider variety of operational situations. It is, however, impractical to solve these
models in full detail, so it is necessary to select approximations that achieve an appropriate balance be-
tween model detail and the computational speed. What is appropriate depends on what the investment
problem is. If the plan is for the near future with a small number of possible investment options, then
the correct balance may be to use an operational model of high accuracy and high solution time. At
the other extreme, multistage planning problems that take into account future uncertainties require the
solution of large numbers of operational problems, so the correct balance will be to use faster operational
models and sacri�ce some accuracy. However, given the inevitable uncertainties in long-term planning,
this loss of accuracy in the operational model may not add signi�cantly to the overall uncertainty in the
results of the planning model.

Since solving full detailed unit commitment (UC) models using data from multiple years is not
tractable, it is necessary to reduce the complexity of the operational model and/or to �nd ways of
representing the full variety of operating conditions with a smaller amount of aggregated data.

The complexity of the operational model can be reduced using deterministic models or relaxations or
approximations. The solution time of an single operational model typically increases as the cube of the
number of time periods involved. However, if the model is approximated by a series of submodels each
of �xed size, the computational time becomes linear in the number of time periods. Two approximations
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that exploit this are to treat each subinterval as independent with some circular assumption to deal with
initial and �nal states of each, or to use a rolling horizon approach. (In fact the rolling horizon approach
may get closer to operational practice than a long-term deterministic model.)

The alternative to using the full multi-year time series is to aggregate the data. The time range of the
dynamics that needs to be captured so as to get good approximations to the optimal investments and
operational behaviour depends on the properties of the equipment in the model. If ramp rates, typical UC
dynamics and storage can be ignored, then load duration curves (LDC)s can be used. Ramp rate limits
require realistic sequences for a few hours, UC requires daily or weekly dynamics and storage requires
dynamics of the same order as the number of hours of storage, which can be anything from intra-day to
annual. Finally for capacity adequacy, data are needed from multiple years to model properly rare but
potentially expensive load shedding events.

As mentioned above, the ideal aggregation of data depends on the mix of the equipment expected.
However, that mix is decided by the investment model so it is not exogenous. For example, if the ex-
pected amount of renewables is small, then a LDC-based approach may be suitable, whereas if a large
amount of renewables is expected, then an RLDC based on that assumed amount is more appropriate.
However, choosing the aggregation to match residual LDC (RLDC) based on one assumption of renewable
investment may lead to that amount being chosen by the model even if it is not optimal. A similar issue
occurs with storage: the number of hours of storage built directly in�uences the length of independent
elements needed to capture the dynamic behaviour. Ideally, an investment planning method should select
the aggregation endogenously, but this would signi�cantly complicate the solution process.

It is important to assess how well the selected aggregation behaves by comparing the result using
it with a more detailed model. This comparison will inevitably be a time-consuming process, so it can
only be used to verify a small number of cases, with the hope that some of the conclusions will be valid
in general. Agreement on objective value does not imply agreement in investments or operation. It is
often the case that small changes in assumptions have little e�ect on the optimal objective value but
have a signi�cant e�ect on the optimal investments or equipment utilization. This solution uncertainty
is important to quantify. It is less of an issue for a central planner, but it is a major concern for investors
in single technologies.

In clustering approaches, the full time series is �rst divided into elements (e.g. hours, days or weeks),
then clusters are formed of similar elements. Elements are then selected from the clusters in away that
matches properties of the original sequence. The selected elements can then either be merged into a
single continuous sequence or kept as separate elements. Both approaches have drawbacks: the separate
element approach needs to specify boundary conditions at the start and end of each element, and in the
merging approach, if the adjacent merged elements are too far apart chronologically, the states at their
junction may be unrealistic.

The goal in clustering is to group elements that will have similar operational behaviours over the
possible range of investments. However instead of doing this directly, clustering has to be done in terms
of similarity of the data. Common components of the similarity measure are average and maximum
residual load, maximum ramp rate, and correlations of these over time. An alternative to using residual
load is to use a similarity measure where wind, solar and demand contribute separately. This, however,
may require more clusters to get small enough distances within clusters, leading to more elements and
larger models.

C.1.1 Review paper's contributions

The current paper reviews a wide range of aggregation methods and classi�es them systematically. The
authors have implemented a selection of them and tested their performance on a deterministic UC model
using data based on the Danish electrical system. The model has wind and solar but no storage.

Although a large number of aggregation methods were tested and the tests repeated for each of the
3 years, only 10 distinct optimal investment patterns were found. The same investment pattern was
optimal for each of the 3 years using the non-aggregated data, but this was not optimal for any of the
aggregations. The nine non-optimal investment patterns were evaluated using the full annual operational
model, and were assessed in terms of their total cost, and their closeness in investment and operational
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behaviour to the optimal investment. The sub-optimality of the objective value of the best aggregate
solution (evaluated using the full time series) was in the range 0.014� 0.040% over the 3 test years and the
worst sub-optimality of any solution in any year was 1.11%. However, the investment and operational
behaviours deviate from the optimal much more than this, and there is some weak evidence that the
aggregated solutions are slightly less diverse than the full solution.

In practice, investors will explore alternative plausible investment plans. It seems likely that the over-
all optimal investment plan will be close in value to the optimal of the aggregated problem, and so will
be found by that process. It would be interesting to know how suboptimal the true optimal is in each
aggregate case. A related issue is whether the conclusions on what are good and bad aggregation methods
generalise to problems with di�erent equipment properties and costs. These would be interesting topics
for further investigation. It would be very helpful to have a summary of the characteristics and costs of
the equipment considered in the test system, and very useful for follow-up work to have an online link to
the model data.

A surprising feature of the optimal solutions is that the amount of wind and solar investment is the
same for every aggregation. Many of the aggregation methods use residual load, and so it is of interest
to know how close the optimal wind and solar investment are to what was assumed when calculating the
residual load.

The paper documents how well each aggregation method approximates di�erent features of the
data�mean, range and variance of residual load, mean and range of ramp rate, and RLDC. However, no
simple correlation was found between these measures of data similarity and the measure of similarity of
investments and operations, between the aggregate and full solution. This raises an interesting question
for further study as to whether there are other features of the data which would lead to better correlation
with investment and operational performance.

Several methods which choose the aggregation with the aim of getting a good match in statistical
properties between the aggregated and full data perform well in getting close to the optimal investment
and operation. Statistical representation (SR), optimized criterion selection (OS) and level correcting
clustering with random element selection (LC_random) do this particularly well. (Indeed, all the clus-
tering methods based on day or week elements and using random element selection generate excellent
investment solutions.) However, the simplest selection method, dummy selection (DX), which simply
selects every 13th day or week in chronological order though the year, performs at least as well.

This paper has provided a very useful guide to aggregation methods and highlights important issues to
take into account when selecting a method. It will also be a valuable resource for those planning further
work in related areas.
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C.2 Comments on: Comparative Study of Time Aggregation Tech-
niques in relation to Power Capacity-Extension Modeling
(Review 2)

Silvano Martelloa

a DEI �Guglielmo Marconi�, Alma Mater Studiorum University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy, silvano.martello@unibo.it

Relevant optimization problems dealing with power generation and distribution require that the system
be analyzed on an hour-to-hour scale. The resulting mathematical models are frequently computationally
intractable due to the very high number of variables and constraints. A popular method for reducing the
problem size is to aggregate the time domain by selecting appropriate representative time slices. This
study proposes: (i) a survey of the main aggregation techniques developed for power capacity-expansion
modeling, and (ii) new aggregation methods and a computational comparison of the various approaches.

The �survey� part gives an accurate picture of the main categories in which aggregation techniques
may be classi�ed: heuristic selection, cluster analysis, and optimization. Pros and cons of each method
are evaluated. An appendix provides tables supplementing the literature review. It is observed that
most of the published papers lack an accurate validation of the proposed approaches, and that very few
comparisons of the di�erent aggregation techniques can be found in the literature. The study continues
with a categorization of the various aggregation techniques that have been adopted. This introduces the
�research� part of the article, in which the authors propose new techniques. Their main methodology is
based on a large-size mathematical model that uses weighting strategies to handle the di�erent statistical
objectives.

The last part of the work presents a thorough computational experimentation on a real-world test case.
The term `computational complexity' in Section 4.3 and in other points can be misleading; `computational
di�culty' would be more appropriate. The outcome of the experiments is carefully analyzed. This part
is very technical, and the reading is somehow less �exciting�, but it �nally leads to interesting general
conclusions on the crucial parts of the adopted methodology.

The general impression is that the area of time aggregation techniques is de�nitely relevant from a
practical point of view, but it lacks a deep theoretical analysis, that this study tries to �ll. On the other
hand, this is a hot and increasing �eld of research, as also shown by the fact that, out of 33 references, just
a couple point to classical results, while all the others refer to contributions appeared in the last 5 years.
This is also re�ected by the fact that, for non-experts, the terminology is huge and not always intuitive.
The nomenclature provided in an appendix is, thus, very useful. I believe that a future, systematic, and
comprehensive survey on this subject would be appreciated by the Operations Research community.
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C.3 Comments on: Comparative Study of Time Aggregation Tech-
niques in relation to Power Capacity-Extension Modeling
(Review 3)

Trine K. Boomsma

a Department of Mathematical Sciences, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark, trine@math.ku.dk

The analysis and planning of electricity generation capacity expansion involve large-scale optimization.
The reason is the large number of generating units with di�erent operating characteristics and located at
di�erent nodes of the electricity network, as well as the need to account for both long-term and short-term
dynamics of investment and operation by su�ciently �ne discretizations of time and uncertainty. As a
result, modeling is generally driven by the trade-o� between computational tractability and the quality
of expansion plans. With the increasing deployment of renewable energy (RE) sources in many power
systems, the modeling of short-term operational issues becomes more and more important. RE produc-
tion often varies signi�cantly (and stochastically) from one hour to another and must be accompanied by
�exible generation such as conventional gas-�red units to ensure security of supply. In this context, the
present paper addresses a very timely and relevant research question. The focus is on the representation
of time in the capacity expansion models. Assuming an hourly discretization of time, the authors consider
aggregation of hourly, daily or weekly demand and RE supply. Aggregation is aimed at capturing the
level and variability of residual demand and, thereby, the overall capacity level and the technology mix,
within moderate solution times. The paper provides an extensive and thorough comparison of aggre-
gation techniques serving this purpose, including both heuristics, clustering methods and optimization
approaches. To the best of my knowledge, such comparison cannot be found in the existing literature.

An important contribution is that comparisons are based on model validation rather than data vali-
dation. From an optimization point of view, it makes sense to access the quality of solutions rather than
input data. As preparation for the aggregation analysis, one may bene�t from testing the sensitivity of
the model to di�erent input data. Most likely, the more sensitive the model, the more important is the
choice of aggregation technique.

Model validation is based on a unit commitment problem that includes RE generation. The constraints
ensure that total supply covers demand and that RE production is bounded above by the availability of
resources. In contrast, and for stability reasons, the existing literature often requires that total supply
equals demand, see e.g. [1], [2] and [3]. Moreover, either RE is completely determined by the availability
or curtailment is at a cost. Since the present model accounts for the costs of insu�cient RE generation
but not excessive RE generation (as an example, the costs of excessive RE generation are re�ected in
occasional negative electricity prices in Western Denmark), this may slightly underestimate the need for
power system �exibility. On the contrary, the absence of storage (in the Nordic region, for example,
storage is provided by hydropower plants) in the model may overestimate the need for gas-�red units.

The results of the comparison are credible: The authors �nd no relation between data validation and
model validation and thereby justify their approach; both the level and the temporal correlation of the
data should be accounted for in the aggregation; hourly representations do not capture ramping, start-
ups and shut-downs, and, thus, underestimate the need for �exible capacity, whereas daily and weekly
aggregation perform similarly; and high-quality solutions can be obtained by aggregation, although this
becomes more challenging, the more variability from RE. More surprisingly, simple aggregation tech-
niques may perform just as well as more advanced methods from the literature.

The comparative analysis can be extended in many directions:

Variations of aggregation techniques
The best performing aggregation techniques include the simple statistical representation (SR). Perhaps
this method could perform even better if the autocorrelation was among the statistical measures that
determine the selection of representative samples. Among the best performing techniques are also the
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clever Level-Correlation- Clustering (LC) invented by the authors. It could be interesting to investigate its
performance if clustering was �rst according to autocorrelation and second according to level. Generally,
one would expect that temporal correlation is particularly important for the estimation of �exibility
needs.

Heterogeneity of data
The data of this study might be rather homogeneous, with wind production data from three consecutive
years and the same region. Further work could compare with other countries with di�erent regional
characteristics, e.g. available RE resources, RE adoption, investment costs, market conditions, etc.

Short-term and long-term dynamics
The focus of the paper is on the representation of short-term dynamics, whereas the capacity expansion
problem is static. It could likewise be interesting to assess the representation and aggregation of long-term
dynamics, e.g. demand growth, technology advance, regulation and policy changes.

Variability and uncertainty
The paper brie�y mentions variability in the context of uncertainty.One could interpret the variability
addressed in the paper as uncertainty regarding the realization of future RE production. Uncertainty
could likewise be regarding the ability to forecast future RE production. [4] compare the relative merits of
representing these sources of uncertainty, with emphasis on market design: When residual demand varies
over time but is predictable, production can be adjusted through the day-ahead market. When residual
demand is unpredictable, adjustments must be activated in an intra-day or a real-time market. Although
this paper concludes that variability over time is more important than forecasting uncertainty, aggregation
techniques may be inspired by the literature on scenario generation and reduction. Clustering approaches
include [5], [6] and [7], and an example of an optimization-based method is the statistical property
matching by [8] and [9]. The importance of model validation is likewise acknowledged in stochastic
optimization, see e.g. [10]. Whereas the present paper presents in-sample tests of performance, this
literature could also serve as motivation for out-of-sample testing, e.g. using data from the same region
but another year.

Time and space
Finally, using the present paper as inspiration, it would be relevant to carry out a similar

comparison of techniques for spatial aggregation in an electricity network.
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C.4.1 Introduction

Planning models are widely used to provide insight in the transition of energy systems. With the in-
creasing levels of intermittent renewables, the temporal representation in such models requires careful
attention. However, representing all 8760 h in each modeled year while at the same time integrating de-
tailed technical constraints of power plants might lead to an overall computationally intractable problem.
In this context, several time aggregation methods to select a number of typical periods that together
form an adequate representation of the full year have recently been developed.

In this context, we have very much enjoyed reading the paper by Buchholz et al. We would �rst
of all like to give the authors credit for doing the e�ort of implementing and comparing di�erent time
aggregation methods (including several self-developed methods). The e�ort to (i) get an overview of
di�erent aggregation methods, (ii) understand and implement these and (iii) do a careful comparison of
their performance cannot be underestimated.

In this comment, we would like to focus on the validation of time aggregation methods. In this
sense, we very much applaud the emphasis the authors have put on the important, but not trivial, task
of validating/evaluating time aggregation methods. In the remainder of this comment, we will present
some re�ections, challenges and proposals on how to validate time aggregation techniques. Following the
convention in the paper, in this comment we distinguish between data and model validation.

C.4.2 Data validation

Data validation starts from the inherent assumption that one knows which elements of the input data
exactly drive the results, and to what extent. Given the increasingly complex power system, acquiring
this knowledge is not straightforward. In the context of long-term planning models, the primary focus is
frequently on approximating the residual load duration curve (RLDC). The RLDC de�nitely holds some
relevant information for planning models, such as the required capacity (peak residual load) and the
amount of potential excess renewable generation (near-zero or negative residual load). It must be noted
that in models in which investments in renewable energy sources are co-optimized, the RLDC is not known
a priori. In addition, as discussed in our earlier work [1], the RLDC also lacks information, e.g., regarding
chronology and the correlation between di�erent time series. Chronological information is relevant for
short-term technical constraints as well as for the arbitrage potential for di�erent storage technologies or
start-up behavior. Correlations between time series are relevant to consider when aggregating time as to
capture the fact that the value of generating power in a speci�c moment in time depends on the demand
for power, and the ability of other sources of power generation to generate electricity in that moment in
time. In addition, also other relevant features, such as the distributions of ramps, minimum or maximum
ramping events and maximum load periods can in�uence the results.Due to this complexity, it is highly
di�cult to formulate a single metric for data validation that encompasses all these di�erent aspects and
their relative importance. In summary, the main challenge for data validation is to �nd an appropriate
metric(s) to evaluate the quality of the aggregated input data in a way that it re�ects the elements that
drive the results in the �nal model one deploys with the aggregated instance of the data.
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C.4.3 Model validation

In contrast to data validation, model validation could feel a more natural and fair way of validating tem-
poral aggregation techniques, as achieving a good approximation of the non-aggregated model outcome
is in the end the goal of the aggregation technique. However, model validation faces also a number of
challenges, namely:

1. Tractability of computing the solution of the non-aggregated problem;

2. De�ning a suitable metric to evaluate model performance;

3. Dependence on the speci�c model and case used.

The issue related to the tractability of computing the solution of the non-aggregated problem is discussed
well by the authors and is not further discussed in this comment.

C.4.3.1 Metrics for evaluating model performance

As the authors point out, di�erent metrics have been used to evaluate the accuracy of the solution of the
aggregated problem. Most popular metrics are the comparisons of the installed capacity and the system
cost. However, metrics based on comparing generation shares, curtailment of VRE, carbon emissions
and number of start-ups have also been used in the literature. In this paper, the authors have combined
metrics for the accuracy of approximating the maximum capacity, the generation mix, the investment
decisions, the number of shut downs, and the overall system costs, into a single performance index. In
general, it is common practice and feels intuitive to use such metrics that directly re�ect those parts of
the results in which users of investment models are typically interested in.

In this comment, we argue that one should be highly careful in employing such metrics. The reason
is that an optimization problem can have multiple solutions that might be very di�erent in terms of
investment decisions, generation mix, etc., but almost identical in terms of the total system cost (which
in the end forms the objective function of the optimization problem). As a result, a very slight bias
introduced in an investment model by using a good time aggregation method can be su�cient to arrive
in a solution that is very close in terms of total system cost, but very di�erent in terms of capacity mix,
generation mix, etc.). Moreover, a large bias introduced in an investment model by using a less good
time aggregation method does not necessarily result in a solution that is (signi�cantly) di�erent from that
found by the optimization model without aggregated temporal data. This because it could be possible
that the bias happens to a�ect the optimal solution less or simply in a more favorable direction than it
would a�ect other potential solutions.

We argue in this comment that a suitable way to evaluate the model performance of an aggregation
technique is to compare the di�erence between the projected system cost (as estimated by the investment
model using the aggregated data), and the e�ective system cost (i.e., the cost an investment model using
non-aggregated data would �nd if the same investment decisions would be made). Moreover, we propose
to do this for a range of di�erent potential solutions. The steps involved in the proposed methodology
are presented below:

1. Set up a number of cases used for the evaluation: select di�erent capacity mixes by hand and
combine with di�erent data sets;

2. Derive the aggregated data sets by using an aggregation technique;

3. For each case, run the investment model using the aggregated data with �xed installed capacities
corresponding to the capacity mix of that case (i.e., basically run the dispatch part of the investment
model using the aggregated data for each case);
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4. For each case, run the investment model using the full data set with �xed installed capacities
corresponding to the capacity mix of that case;

5. For each case, compare the total system costs resulting from steps 3 and 4.

Using the above methodology, it would be possible to have a good measure of how accurate a model using
aggregated data approximates the actual costs for a wide range of potential solutions. If an aggregation
technique systematically achieves a high accuracy in terms of projecting the total system costs, it can be
ensured that the investment model using that aggregated data would not �nd highly suboptimal solutions.
Moreover, this methodology allows gaining insights into when (i.e., for which type of systems) certain
aggregation techniques perform poorly, which is essential information for improving the performance of
aggregation techniques. Finally, an additional bene�t of this methodology is that one can calculate a good
reference solution without facing computational issues, as one basically only needs to solve operational
problems (or investment problems in which all investment decisions are �xed).

C.4.3.2 Model(s) and case(s) used for evaluatingmodel performance

As the authors very validly suggest at the very end of the paper, speci�c features of the model and the
cases used for the evaluation of an aggregation technique can potentially play an important role.

In terms of models, it is relevant to note that to capture the challenges related to integrating inter-
mittent RES, not only an accurate temporal representation is required, but the model would also require
an appropriate level of technical and spatial detail. Particularly regarding the representation of technical
constraints in planning models, a lot can be said.

First, to maintain computational tractability, most generation expansion planning models do not in-
tegrate the full set of constraints typically adopted in unit commitment (UC) models [for examples of
papers in which UC constraints are integrated with di�erent levels of detail, we refer to [2] and [3]. As a
result, the validity of the reference simulation can be questioned. Again, the validation methodology we
propose overcomes this problem.

Second, when using aggregated data in a planning model, there are typically some decisions to be
made regarding how to couple the di�erent representative periods (e.g., hours, days or weeks). Can stor-
age technologies arbitrage only within or also between di�erent representative periods? Are ramping and
other intertemporal constraints between di�erent representative periods considered or not? The evalua-
tion of the accuracy of the aggregation technique might depend on the decisions made here. Regarding
the choice of case(s), important choices relate to the scope and characteristics of the system under con-
sideration.

Regarding the scope of the system, using a small-scale test system has the advantage that it would
be feasible from a computational perspective to compute a reference solution using the non-aggregated
data (although, with our proposed methodology, computation times should not be a limiting factor). A
drawback of using a small system is that one does not capture the �exibility that the network could
provide in an integrated electricity system through spatial smoothing. In addition, care should be taken
when using integer investment decisions in a small system. This is because the distance between two
di�erent solutions is inherently big as a single additional/di�erent power plant is already signi�cant. As
a result, it might be di�cult to fully see the subtle di�erences between time aggregation techniques.

Regarding the characteristics of the system, there can be signi�cant di�erences between the available
�exibility and the need for �exibility. These di�erences can come from the system being considered (e.g.,
potential for basin hydro or pumped hydro-storage), the scenario being considered (e.g., share of variable
renewables in the generationmix, costs assumptions of batteries), as well as speci�c data assumptions
(e.g., the sizing of reserves, the cost of batteries, the �exibility of conventional power plants). The char-
acteristics of the system can hence have a signi�cant impact on the evaluation of the time aggregation
technique. In a system with a lot of basin hydro or in a system in which batteries are assumed relatively
inexpensive, big ramping events might be easily overcome, and hence it would be of less relevance of an
aggregation technique to capture such events.
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C.4.4 Concluding remarks

The authors of the paper rightfully point out the importance of the validation/evaluation of time aggre-
gation techniques. However, it is not a trivial task and di�erent papers on time aggregation techniques
use di�erent approaches. In this comment, we have added certain suggestions and re�ections regarding
the methodology to use for the evaluation of aggregation techniques. Most importantly, we argue to
evaluate aggregation techniques by their ability to accurately approximate the total system cost of the
non-aggregated system. In addition, we propose to do this for a variety of di�erent system compositions
(imposed capacity mixes). One of the bene�ts of �xing the system composition is that the di�culty of
calculating a reference solution using non-aggregated data is avoided. An additional advantage is that
this analysis provides useful insights regarding which temporal features drive the results of the plan-
ning models. As such, it can form the basis for better metrics for data validation of time aggregation
techniques. Finally, we warn for certain assumptions taken in the model or the data that might have
an impact on the evaluation of the time aggregation technique. As a last note, we see certain open
issues for data aggregation techniques requiring further research. These include a good approximation
of the arbitrage opportunities for storage technologies and the performance and application of temporal
aggregation methods for multi-regional models (e.g., European-scale models). In addition, there might
be opportunities to combine di�erent time aggregation techniques. An example would be to select rep-
resentative periods using one method followed by an e�cient way of reducing the temporal resolution
via consecutive time blocks using another method. Another option would be to complement a heuristic
selection of extreme points (hours/days/weeks) with a method to select representative periods.
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We are grateful to Trine Boomsma, Ken McKinnon, Silvano Martello, Kris Poncelet and Erik Delarue
for their insightful and valuable comments on our overview paper. As all reviewers write, most previous
papers on time aggregation techniques lack an accurate and systematic validation of the proposed ap-
proaches, and we therefore hope that we can help �lling this gap. As mentioned by Trine Boomsma, a
uniform comprehensive comparison of di�erent aggregation techniques is not to be found in the literature.

Trine Boomsma starts out by giving a valuable motivation for the relevance of our contribution. Both she
and Ken McKinnon emphasize on the fact that capacity expansion models typically bene�t from being
modeled in a stochastic framework due to the mentioned variability and uncertainty of renewable energy.
As wisely proposed by Trine Boomsma, the current work could be extended by considering the variability
as uncertainty regarding the realization of future renewable production or considering uncertainty as the
ability to forecast future renewable production. Although this is not studied in the current work, we
agree on the importance of handling uncertainty. We see a potential relevance of this work in a stochastic
framework, in the sense that aggregation could be applied to problems representing di�erent scenario
realizations, in order to achieve speed up when solving these. Nonetheless, the ideas proposed by Trine
Boomsma would indeed constitute new interesting research paths for the current work, and we thank her
for pointing to relevant literature motivating these research questions. Especially her proposal of using
scenario generation and scenario reduction literature to inspire the aggregation techniques development,
is of great value to us, since this has been one of our considerations as well.

Trine Boomsma suggests some thoughtful improvements to the current work, which we �nd highly
relevant. First, she proposes a sensitivity analysis of the applied input data to study the correlation
between model sensitivity and importance of choice of aggregation. Aligned with this, she also points
to the fact that an out-of-sample test would have brought insightful conclusions to the current work.
Lastly, she proposes to perform a comparison between the current work and a similar analysis covering
problem instances based on alternative countries with di�erent regional characteristics. All suggestions
would indeed bring value to the current work, and since similar suggestions are made by Ken McKinnon,
will investigate this in further research.

Trine Boomsma further propose a number of interesting extensions, that the current work creates a
foundation for studying. This includes:

. Improving suggestions for the proposed aggregation techniques. As the conclusions of the current
work exactly indicate that cross-correlation might be an important measure in the aggregation
technique development, Trine Boomsma suggests to use the auto-correlation, as this has importance
capturing �exibility needs. We agree on this being an interesting measure for possibly improving
the suggested aggregation techniques even further.

. A comparison like in the current work but made within the framework of spatial-domain aggregation.
Also, to expand the current work by not only looking into short-term dynamics, but also looking
into long-term dynamics which this being for example demand growth and di�erent policies. Both
suggestions are interesting research paths, which we hope will be followed in the future.
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Ken McKinnon starts by giving an insightful introduction to the problem setting. In this, he does not
only agree with the need for simpli�cations methods, with time aggregation being one of these, but
also suggests a thoughtful list of alternative ways to handle the computational di�culty. Especially, the
rolling horizon is suggested to have operational practice bene�ts over deterministic long term models.
We de�nitely see the potential in a future study, comparing a rolling horizon approach as simpli�cation
method against the aggregation methodology. Aligned with this he also emphasizes on the importance
of evaluating multiple years as the aim is to reach optimal capacity expansions. Although, the current
work only covers a single year, a bene�t of the aggregation methodology is, that due to the scalability
of the methods, the study could as well have covered a larger horizons. One could have aggregated a 10
year period as a whole, or alternatively, each year could have been aggregated separately and selected
elements from each would then constitute the aggregated time series.

Also, however only brie�y, he mentions relaxations as a simpli�cation method. Although we have
not made a systematic analysis on this, experimental results showed that the solutions achieved through
simple relaxations are much more inaccurate compared to the aggregated solutions achieved in the current
paper. As linear relaxations are used in Danish companies to simplify the computational di�culty, a study
investigating the consequences of such relaxations more systematically could bring value to this research
�eld.

We are happy to see Ken McKinnon pointing out, that although our analysis did not �nd a correlation
between the studied features of the data and the performance of the aggregated problem, our study opens
up for a further research of whether other features could be correlated. This is exactly our hope, and
the reason for including these, unfortunately, negative conclusions. We are also very thankful to his
observation of the current work providing some guidelines in the selection of an aggregation technique,
as this is one of our goals of the paper. However, as he asks for a quanti�cation of the sub-optimality
of the true optimal in each aggregate case, we might have failed making it clear in the paper, that the
analyzed values exactly cover such a quanti�cation. The aggregated problem solution is found by �xing
the aggregated investment plan in the originally scaled model and this solution is then compared to a
solution of the same model but with non-�xed investments.

In the section on the paper's contribution, a number of interesting questions are raised:

. Alternative plausible investment plans: Ken McKinnon highlights the fact that despite the aggre-
gated solution being similar to the full scale solution in objective value, it does not ensure similarity
in investment and operational decisions, which also is seen in the results of the analyses. More-
over, he points out that small changes in the model assumption might in�uence the investments
and operational decisions signi�cantly more than it in�uences the objective value. Consequently,
as he also mentions himself, with investors typically looking for alternative investment plans, the
solutions achieved from the aggregated problems might be valuable in serving this purpose. To
further follow up on his argumentation, the aggregated methodology might as well serve a purpose
in providing a high-level sensitivity analysis to di�erent model assumptions and by that helping in
identifying cases worth studying in further detail.

. Impact of using residual load in aggregation: Ken McKinnon sharply notices one of the big challenges
of the aggregation approach being the choice of data to base the selection upon. In the current work,
the selection of elements is based on RLDCs originating from the assumption that all renewable
capacities are produced whenever available. A very good suggestion from Ken McKinnon is a
backtracking analysis comparing the actual hourly production of renewable energy against the
assumed production. Such an analysis could provide valuable learning in the further research of
appropriate data to aggregation. However in the current work we force low prices on the renewables,
to make sure that these are installed and used, which enables us to re�ect on the consequences of
the variability of the renewables. Therefore, the solutions achieved in this work might not give
a realistic insights in the suggested analysis. Furthermore, he raises the question whether better
selections could be achieved by basing the selection on the di�erent pro�les separately, and this
is indeed a research question that we would like to approach in the future. Additionally, we also
consider the e�ect of possible model extensions, such as import/export which would introduce new
time dependent data such as prices. The question is then whether these new time series are worth
including in the aggregation or what the consequences would be, if they are omitted. Ideally, as also
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pointed out by Ken McKinnon, a model selecting the aggregated time series endogenously, would
be particularly valuable, also in relation to the raised questions.

. Data similarity: As pointed out by Ken McKinnon, a summary of the characteristics and costs of
the equipment considered in the test system would have been helpful in understanding and clarifying
the di�erent conclusions. Especially with respect to similarity in solutions of the di�erent years,
as well as similarity in aggregated solutions. We agree on this, and realize that we could have put
much more focus on the actual solutions. As mentioned in the paper, small adjustments are made
to the costs securing a diversi�ed investment selection in the full-scale optimal solution. Because
of this, we did not consider the input characteristics important to include in the paper, as it might
give an inaccurate picture of the Danish energy system. However, we will make the data publicly
available on the net.

Kris Poncelet and Erik Delarue start by giving an insightful introduction to the problem, in which they
agree on the challenges identi�ed in the paper. In contrast to the other reviews, Kris Poncelet and Erik
Delarue focus their review on the validation part of our contributions, which is very valuable feedback.

With respect to data validation, Kris Poncelet and Erik Delarue point out that, although the RLDC
captures some features well, there are other important features that are not captured, wherefore a more
suitable basis for a validation metric would be of great value. However, they emphasize that such a
metric is hard to de�ne, which we fully agree on. Moreover, Kris Poncelet and Erik Delarue point out
that, since renewable capacities are optimized in our model, the assumption of having perfect knowledge
of the RLDC constructing the aggregated problem might give a wrong basis. We de�nitely agree on this,
and while some of the tested aggregation techniques are not a�ected, others are potentially, and it would
be valuable to investigate further what impact the assumed renewable capacity has on the aggregation
technique performances.

With respect to model validation, Kris Poncelet and Erik Delarue start out by providing a valuable
overview of the potential challenges. Based on this they point out a disadvantage of the method used
in the paper being the potential in�uence of multiple solutions with same objective values. This is a
very good observation, which we highly agree on. Kris Poncelet and Erik Delarue suggest instead to
evaluate the aggregation techniques by their ability to accurately approximate the total system costs of
the non-aggregated problem, which not only avoids the multiple solution challenges, but also overcomes
the tractability challenges often faced in model validation. Furthermore, a validation as suggested by
Kris Poncelet and Erik Delarue would also limit the in�uence on certain parameter values, as it covers
some built-in sensitivity analysis. This also leads to a broader performance evaluation of the di�erent
aggregation techniques. We think that the suggested model validation is very valuable and we will aim
at using it in the future and highly encourage other to investigate this approach. Using this methodology
would, as pointed out by Kris Poncelet and Erik Delarue, also help gaining insight into a possible relation
between type of system and aggregation performances, which can be a help both in the future aggregation
technique development as well as in the development of a more suitable data validation metric.

As noticed in the paper, and as pointed out by most of the other reviewers, Kris Poncelet and Erik
Delarue also emphasize on the fact that the choice of model features included in the model potentially
impacts the performance of the aggregation technique. Further analysis studying this relation would be
valuable. Also related to the actual model used in the paper, Kris Poncelet and Erik Delarue notice that
the use of a small scale test instance might cause some disadvantages which can be avoided using their
suggested model validation instead. We agree, that a test instance as close as possible to the real life
case would provide more valuable insight. Lastly, Kris Poncelet and Erik Delarue mention the potential
importance of how selected elements are put together which for example decides the ramping values of the
aggregated problem. We think that this is a very important observation, potentially having high impact
on the aggregation technique performance. Although, we did not analyze such choices in the current
paper, we agree that this is an interesting future research question. Aligned with this, Kris Poncelet and
Erik Delarue end their review by providing several other interesting research questions to be studied in
future work. One of these ideas is to combine di�erent aggregation techniques, which we believe has great
potential, as well as the question of how to handle multi-region problems. This also relates to one of our
own future research questions asking whether the RLDC is the most suitable basis for the aggregation
techniques, or whether another selection criteria, taking the individual pro�les (demand, wind, PV) into
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account, is a better basis.

Lastly, Silvano Martello comments on the fact that terminology in the studied �eld is huge and not always
intuitive. We therefore hope that our list of nomenclature can help standardize terminology. Moreover he
suggests to use the term computational di�culty rather than computational complexity, which we indeed
agree on could be a more clear terminology. This has therefore been changed in the �nal version of
the paper. Silvano Martello also mentions that a future, systematic and comprehensive survey on this
subject will be appreciated by the Operations Research community. We hope that our test methodology
can help compare aggregation techniques in such a survey. All our data and solutions will be made
publicly available, hence providing some standard benchmarks for comparison.

In general, we hope that our paper can serve as a guide to aggregation methods, helping to standardize
assessment criteria as well as notation, and in this way pave the way for future research on this exciting
topic.
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